






requirements. 
So we created the MDB Micro/32 

an MC68000*'~ based system with 512KB 
memory (expandable to 4MB) . This 
powerful system combines MDB 's 
REGULUS'~** with the incredible 
expansion capability of our in place 
Q-Bus**** repertoire of peripheral con
trollers ... as well as our interfaces/ 
multiplexors for all communication 
modes, protocols and disciplines. 

The result: speed, power and ver
satility of systems design you can't get 
anywhere else! 

REGULUS is MD B's UNIX ... the 

most advanced and powerful version 
in the world . Featuring user source 
compatibility with UNIX V6, 7, and 
System lll, REGULUS offers complete 
support of all UNIX kernel features , 
multi-key B-tree ISAM and VAX/ 
PDP-11'~*'~* cross support, and a host of 
operating systems and command func
tions not available in any other UNIX. 

We speak your 

t~~~~~~~'LLus WITH OUR 
you can also UNEQUILED have BASIC, 

~~~f~~d REPERTOIRE 
DIBOL, in addi- OF Q•BUS 
tion to most 

~~~:~:~:-CONTROLLERS & 
~~~r:~~~~~~i:~ft- INTERFACES. 
ware packages. 

Best of all, you don't have to wait. 
It's all available now. Call us today for 
complete information. 

*UNIX is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories. **MC68000 is a registered Trademark of Motorola, Inc. ***REGULUS is a Trademark of Alcyon. ****0-BUS, VAX PDP-11 are Trademarks of Digital EQuipment Corporation 
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UP FRONT 
French private branch exchange enters U.S. market 

Although it is fashionable to expound on the "upcoming next generation" of equipment 
(see staff report, p 149), some companies are content to nibble away at a "real" market 
by offering equipment of a "before-the-next" generation caliber. For example, Jistel of 
Stamford, Conn has introduced a family of analog and digital private branch exchanges 
(PBXs) with which the company hopes to capture a 4- to 6-percent share of the U.S. 
market by 1987. (Jistel is a division of JS of America Inc, which in turn is a subsidiary 
of Jeumont-Schneider of Puteaux, France.) The U.S. PBX market-40 percent of that 
worldwide-is relatively free of the restrictions imposed in European countries. Also, the 
breakup of the Bell Telephone System offers an even more lucrative target for 
competitive companies. 

Two analog voice-only systems available this quarter are time division multiplex switches 
using pulse amplitude modulation techniques. Jistel 95 has a capacity for 16 trunk lines 
and can accommodate 80 stations, while the Jistel 200 handles 32 trunk lines and 208 
stations. Both products have been in use in France and other European countries for 
several years, but are reconfigured to adhere to U.S. FCC regulations and to match U.S. 
PBX competitive features. Two digital products, the 150 and 500, to be available in the last 
quarter of 1984, will be able to route both voice and data at a 56-kbit/s rate . 

. "Concept-processing" workstation links to powerful computing 
For the most part, array-based schemes favored for developing artificial intelligence, 
robotics, vision systems, and signal processing applications have been ideas in search of a 
practical development tool. To that end, Analogic Corp (Wakefield, Mass) has created its 
APL Machine, which turns an unmodified IBM PC into a programmer's workstation 
fronting its 10-MFLOPS, 32-bit AP500 array processor. Under a Unix-derived operating 
system, the PC runs the International Standards Organization-validated APL written on its 
own or outside hardware. The APL interpreter runs in the 12.5-MHz, 16/32-bit micro 
control processor; primitive functions and operators of APL reside in pipeline microcode. 
In addition, the company provides Unix-like shells that incorporate non-APL code for 
applications using compiled or assembled code. 

Macintosh or Granny Smith? 
The high stakes personal computer game gets yet another raise in the form of Apple's 
long-awaited Macintosh. By spurning the pack and IBM PC compatibility, Apple is clearly 
drawing a line in the dirt. The 68000-based machine will have a Lisa-like operating 
environment such that Macintosh programs will run on the Lisa but not vice versa. The 
machine should also give a big boost to acceptance of the 3 \12 -in. floppy disk that 
Hewlett-Packard is already using in its PC-compatible model 150. Apple is emphasizing 
support for independent software developers, and at the price of $2495, Macintosh (if it 
makes it in the initial post-introduction phase), should give the competition a real run for 
the money. The basic price includes a word processing program (MacWrite) and a 
graphics package (MacPaint). Apple has also introduced three new models of Lisa: Lisa 2, 
215, and 2/10, all software compatible with the Macintosh. 

Seeq to produce high endurance EEROM 
One million write cycles per byte is to be the new standard for electrically erasable ROMS 
produced by Seeq Technology (San Jose, Calif). The 5516A, a 16-Kbit (2-K x 8) EEROM, 
will hopefully encourage more design-in by designers wary of write limitations in EEROMs. 
The part has an onchip timer and a write cycle time of 10 ms. Seeq offers the million-write 
version as a high endurance version of its existing 2816A. Future products will include high 
endurance versions of existing parts as well as yet unannounced million-write EEROMs and 
other ICs incorporating the high endurance "Q cell" technology onchip. 
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IPFIOIT 
Motorola completes CMOS RAM tests for VHSIC program 

Engineers at Motorola Semiconductor (Phoenix, Ariz) have completed tests on a 4-port 
silicon-gate CMOS RAM as part of phase I for the Department of Defense's very high 
speed integrated circuit {VHSIC) program. The 4-Kbit chip is believed to be the first bulk 
CMOS part manufactured using Motorola's 1.25-µm HCMOS design rules. In operation, 
the RAM can have two independent addresses read out while two other independent 
addresses are being written into it, all using a single 25-MHz clock. The part is slated for 
an electronic warfare application for which Motorola's VHSIC partner, TRW Inc 
(Redondo Beach, Calif), is supplying the brassboard. The memory IC is functionally 
compatible with TRW's triple-diffused bipolar parts, with both types of circuits operating 
off a 3.3-V power supply. With 12 transistors/memory cell, the 290- x 313-mil memory 
chip contains a total of 59.i 700 transistors. This translates to a functional throughput rate 
{FTR) of 1011 gate•Hz/cm:l which, in turn, requires 300 mW of power to dissipate. The 
next challenge for Motorola engineers is to build a 6-Kbit CMOS gate array chip that will 
also be compatible with the other chips on TRW's brassboard. (Sperry Corp is a third 
member of the program team.) 

IBM PC backs Unix 
IBM Information Systems Group (Rye Brook, NY) has announced its flavor of Unix for 
the IBM PC. Known as the personal computer interactive executive system {PC/IX), the 
operating system implements a superset of Unix System III with an interactive full-screen 
editor. The minimum configuration needed is 256 Kbytes of RAM, a single 320-Kbyte 
floppy disk drive, and a 10-Mbyte rigid disk drive. The Unix port was done by 
Interactive Systems (Santa Monica, Calif). It will be ready for release at the beginning of 
April. 

Industrial computer slides in processing capability 
Departing from the traditional shared logic approach of single CPU systems, Indocomp, 
Inc's (Drayton Plains, Mich) IMP-68000 depends on independent processors. Each 
processor runs its own operating system and executes its own application programs. This 
prevents one processor crash from affecting other running processes. Slide-in processor 
boards (all front accessible) consist of a standard processor section and a customized 110 
section. Current 110 sections include both digital and analog boards as well as a 
development board with predrilled holes and a large wirewrap area. 

TI and Fujitsu to alternate source bipolar, CMOS arrays 
At a still-unannounced future date, Texas Instruments (Dallas, Tex) will supply gate 
array products based on design and fabrication information from Fujitsu Ltd (Santa 
Clara, Calif). This alternate-source agreement between the American and Japanese 
semiconductor giants covers both bipolar and CMOS devices . Specifically, these will be 
bipolar Schottky TTL arrays with 1.9-ns delays in densities ranging from 240 to 1100 
gates; and H-series and VH-series CMOS arrays in densities from 440 to 8000 gates. Both 
TI and Fujitsu have proprietary computer aided design systems and design languages. To 
aid customers, each company will provide the means to accept circuit descriptions written 
in the other's language and convert them to produce guaranteed compatible parts. The 
companies emphasize that Fujitsu is giving TI parameters for producing compatible 
designs rather than actual process technology. 
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Special report on 
data communications 

145 This month's data communications 
report includes many of the same local 
network topics discussed here a year 
ago. A few new choices and some extra 
flavored ingredients for the established 
entrees, however, add spice to the 
computer designer's menu. With digital 
PBXs giving LANs a run for their 
money, and LSI chips making the final 
choice between the two ever so 
difficult, the engineer will have to 
study this year's menu carefully before 
making the "right" selections. Bon 
appetit! 

This month's cover was created 
and designed by Mark Lindquist 
on the Digital Effects Video 
Palette /// and D-48 high resolution 
camera system. 
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EDITORIAl 

THE COMPUTER ILLITERACY THREAT 
Many years ago, we knew a fellow who sold encyclopedias. His 
selling technique was brutal but quite effective. Usually, he 
would work low income neighborhoods, going from door to 
door. If the prospects had children, he would ask if they wanted 
their kids to grow up as poor and uneducated as their parents. 
Except in those cases where the door slammed in his face, it was 
then surprisingly easy for him to convince the concerned parents 
that the purchase of a set of encyclopedias on an easy payment 
plan virtually guaranteed that their kids would become 
prosperous geniuses. 

Today, unfortunately, many personal computers are being 
sold in a similar fashion. Now we are starting to read and hear a 
lot about "computer literacy" without which, it is said, our 
children will not be able to survive in an increasingly competitive and computerized 
world. Yet, although many people talk about computer literacy, nobody ever bothers to 
define it. Therefore, we are not sure whether it means the ability to play a fair game of 
Pac-Man, or the ability to write device drivers in assembly code. Either way, however, 
the skill does not seem to have any particular relevance to survival in tomorrow's 
business world. 

Computer system designers know that, by the time today's schoolchildren join the work 
force, a business computer will be no more difficult to use than a typewriter or telephone. 
Tomorrow's computer users will not have to worry about the subtle quirks of operating 
systems, just as today's users do not have to get Cobol programs keypunched onto decks 
of cards. Yet, the public seems to have been brainwashed by the computer literacy 
argument that has been pounded home by repeated TV commercials. People today ask 
engineers not whether they should buy a personal computer, but only which one to buy. 

In a few years, it is very possible that personal computers will provide convenient 
educational workstations at which children can learn, draw, write, and calculate. So far, 
however, most educational software is so abysmal that a computer is a needlessly 
expensive replacement for a conventional blackboard and textbooks. 

Apart from maintaining the financial health of computer companies, therefore, we see 
no urgent need to accelerate the introduction of personal computers into the school or 
home. Certainly, we see no overwhelming national benefit in such proposed legislation as 
HR701-a bill introduced by Congressman Fortney Stark of California-which would give 
computer makers a double tax write-off for donating their computers to schools. If we as 
engineers push too vigorously for such legislation-in the misguided hope that it will aid 
the computer industry-we may find that we have lost our professional credibility when 
the fad has passed and unused personal computers are littered around like Rubik's Cubes 
or Pet Rocks. Yes, computers should have a bright future in business, the classroom, and 
the home-but not if we kill the industry with premature and excessive hype. 

Michael Elphick 
Editor in Chief 
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A WORLD PERSPECTIVE. 
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If you're looking for the world's fastest 
MOS static RAMs, don't look in Holland. 

Searching for the world's fastest 
bipolar PROMs? Forget Texas or Arizona. 

And you won't find the world's fastest 
EPROMs anywhere near Mt. Fuji. 

They're all right here in Sunnyvale. 
At Advanced Micro Devices. 

Everything we make is fast. 
Including the Amm56, the world's 

fastest 256K EPROM. 
The Am27256is170ns fast. It's the 

only EPROM quick enough to keep up with 
a lOMHz MPU without a wait state. 

And we've got the 40ns Am27S43A, 
the world's fastest 32K bipolar PROM. 
And the 35ns Am2167, the world's fastest 
16K static RAM. 

With leading-edge parts like these, 
it's no wonder memories account for half 
our total sales. 

And our other products are just as hot. 
Controllers. Bipolar and MOS micro

processors. Communications circuits. 
Signal processors. We've got 'em all, and 
then some. 

And every single chip meets or exceeds 
the International Standard of Quality. 

Next time your design demands high 
performance memories, or any high
performance parts, look us up. 

We put high performance on the map. 

Advanced Micro Devices ~ 
901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 

For direct factory response call ( 408) 749-5000. Outside California, call toll free (800) 538-8450, ext. 5000. 
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It's just not fair 
to claim thatTEMPLATE®is the 
best graphics software available. 

Our competition's already 
discouraged. 

And we like competition. We really do. It's just that it's difficult, if not 
impossible, to find graphics software as efficient and functional as 
TEMPLATE. Try as you might. TEMPLATE is the hands-down winner. With 
true device-independence and intelligence, total graphics functionality 
for CAD, scientific analysis, seismic work, process control, molecular model
ling, and a host of other applications. 

In almost any environment, whether it's batch or 
interactive, 20 or 30, TEMPLATE wins. Benchmark 
tests prove it. TEMPLATE, besides being a true 30 
graphics package for 32-bit or larger computers, features 
powerful commands that provide matchless produc
tivity. TEMPLATE makes optimal use of available com
puter resources, giving you fast, efficient computer 
graphics program execution. And it supports over 125 
graphics devices, from dumb termi

nals to sophisticated systems. 
We also provide on-site installation and training, 

continuous updates, a regular flow of new device 
drivers, and ongoing documentation. What's more, 
we back you up with a telephone hotline so 
TEMPLATE software specialists can provide help 
if you need it. 

But let's be fair. If you're look
ing for graphics software, call our competitors first. Find 
out what they have to say about theirs. Then call us, 
and find out why TEMPLATE really has no competition. 

And why the competi
tion has been so discouraged 
for so long. 

•••MEGATEK 
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8-quad slot 
Q-BUS card cage 

Supports RT-11, RSTS, 
RSX-llM-PLUS, 

UNIX, and 
TSX-PLUS 

Two fans in card cage 
area (vs. one in 
Micro/PDP-11) 

Cartridge tape 
capability 

•$8,845 is single-qua ntity domestic price for A22 with LSl-11 /23, 
256 KB, 10 MB Winchester and RX02-comp.itible 8'"' florpy. 

RL02-compatible 
514" Winchester disk; 

10 MB, 20 MB, or 
40 MB capab°ility 

DEC. LSl-11 , Micro/ PDP. PDP. RSTS, RSX, and RT-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
TSX-PLUS is a trademark of s&h computer sys tems, inc. 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 

1.0 MB floppy disk 
back-up (vs. 2 x 400 KB 

for Micro/PDP-11 ) 

rOnly better., 
You can buy DEC's Micro/PDP-11 with its impressive 
array of features ... or you can get Dataram's A22 -an 
LSl-11/23 based minicomputer that gives you a whole 
lot more ... for a lot less dollars! Like an 8" 
RX02-compatible floppy. 40 MB 5 1;\" Winchester and 
11\" cartridge tape capability. And two fans that 
provide push-pull air flow in the card cage area. 
For more information, forward this coupon to us, or, 
for faster response, call (609) 799-0071. 

0 Send information. 0 Contact me immediately. 
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Company 
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City State Zip Phone 

Dataram Corporation, Princeton Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Identifying management differences 
This is written in response to your edi
torial (Oct 4, 1983) entitled "Wa Versus 
the Gunslingers." I believe that you 
identified the main point of manage
ment style differences. American man
agers seem to love a crisis where they can 
fumble or manage their way through it. 
Japanese managers consider a crisis, any 
crisis, a management failure. Simple, 
isn't it? But what a difference. 
Eugene S. Redner 
Digital Equipment Corp 
146 Main St 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Another look at the IEEE . .. 
Congratulations on the Nov 1983 edi
torial "Democratizing the IEEE." I am 
sure that Mr Elphick has done the IEEE 
and the profession a great service by 
airing some of our dirty laundry in 
public. Perhaps this will lead to less dirty 
laundry. 

The editorial was of special interest to 
us in Rochester, because Malcolm 
"Mac" Drummond is a Rochesterian, 
and is active in local Section activities. 
With your kind permission, I would like 
to reprint your editorial in The Rochester 
Engineer. It is a monthly publication of 
the Rochester Engineering Society, and 
carries several pages of IEEE news, as 
well as news from other member engi
neering societies. The total circulation 
is, I believe, in excess of 3000, including 
about 1400 IEEE members. 

I hope that you are able to continue to 
present, on occasion, an unsanitized 
view of the IEEE. The only other unbiased 
source of information on IEEE doings 
seems to be EE Times. 
Jacob Z. Schanker 
IEEE, Rochester Section 
65 Crandon Way 
Rochester, NY 14618 

I just got to the Nov 1983 IEEE editorial. 
I hope you voted for Irwin Feerst and 
also sent his committee a contribution. 
Perhaps your editorial and others will 
help get IEEE back on track, but I doubt 
it. I quit several years ago and haven't 
had any second thoughts. 
Jonathan A. Titus 
The Blacksburg Group, Inc 
PO Box 242 
Blacksburg, VA 24060 

The Nov 1983 editorial, "Democratizing 
the IEEE," was terse and to the point. 
Simply put, the IEEE does not support 
the group that supports it-the working 
engineer. 

Your identification of Edward J. 
Doyle (IEEE's former VP for Professional 
Activities as of Dec 31, 1983) as the 
villain in the RCA pension dispute was 
correct. And in the furor surrounding 
the "return home" clause of the pending 
immigration bill (which would require 
that all foreign graduates of American 
colleges return home for at least two 
years) you were also correct. So long as 
this important position is selected by 
IEEE's Board of Directors and not 
elected by the membership, there is little 
hope that the VP for Professional Ac
tivities will reflect the wishes of the 
membership. 

For this reason, we are sponsoring an 
amendment to IEEE's constitution that 
would make this position an elective 
one. Interested readers may obtain a 
copy of the petition form by writing to 
the undersigned. 

Irwin Feerst 
Committee of Concerned EEs 
PO Box 19 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 

... A different look at the IEEE 
The perennial gadfly, Irwin Feerst, has 
received so much unwarranted press 
coverage, the . effect is nauseating. The 
Nov 1983 issue of Computer Design 
carries another of his unsubstantiated 
diatribes. Not only that, Mr Michael 
Elphick, editor in chief, joins him in 
belittling IEEE procedures and policies. I 
expect more mature journalism. 

IEEE is by no means perfect, but as 
many times as Irwin Feerst has run and 
been rejected by the majority of its 
members, he and Michael Elphick ought 
to be getting the message . While Mr 
Elphick may have a valid point in the 
case of Mr Lewis and Mr Drummond, 
he cannot be trusted if he associates 
himself with Mr Feerst. Computer 
Design ought to be able to do better. 
Jens J. Jonsson 
Brigham Young University 
Electrical Engineering Science Dept 
Provo, UT 84602 

The Nov 1983 editorial, "Democratizing 
the IEEE" is in tune with the loud noise 
exerted by the street people who are 
always fortified by "coke" and weeds. 
Legislation requiring alien engineering 
students to return home upon gradua
tion is a pathetic political attempt to rec
tify inexorable economic facts. The logic 
behind it is equivalent to saying that we 
had better ship Einstein back to Ger
many, because he is competing unfairly 
with Americans. 

Legislating import quotas for com
puters, autos, and engineers is simply a 
frank admission of mediocrity. It is 
untenable in a free market. Trying to 
"democratize" IEEE will have no effect 
whatsoever. Your editorial efforts will 
be more appreciated if you will stick to 
developing better guidelines for com
puter design. 

Frederick Marich 
Amdahl Corp 
110 Seville Way 
San Mateo, CA 94402 

In my editorial, I never took a position 
either for or against a return-home 
clause for foreign engineering students. I 
merely proposed that the IEEE should be 
responsive to the wishes of the majority 
of its members. In the absence of a for
mal referendum, we still do not know 
the majority position on this issue. 
Apparently, the IEEE's Professional 
Activities Committee changed its posi
tion without consulting the membership. 
This indecisiveness undermined the credi
bility of any position the IEEE might 
adopt and also forced the resignation of 
an energetic volunteer worker. If the 
IEEE persists in taking positions on 
major issues without polling the member
ship, its leadership must take full 
responsibility for their actions. This 
makes them fair game for editorial com
ment and for criticism from people like 
Irwin Feerst who suspect they are moti
vated by narrow corporate and academic 
interests. 
Michael Elphick 
Editor in Chief 

(continued on page 20) 
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CONTROL DATA: 
AFTER 25 YEARS, 
STILL THE LEADER IN 
THE PERFORMING ARTS. 

Designing peripherals with exceptional performance is as 
much an art as a science. We know. We've been doing it since 
1962. From the beginning, we've been dedicated to giving 
you solutions to on-line and back-up storage needs. Example: 
the Storage Module Drive (SMD) we introduced became the 
industry standard for removable media disk drives. The SMD 
is just one of the high-performance products that helped 
make us the world's leading independent supplier of 
storage peripherals. 

We're still adding star performers to our product family. 
The LARK with a combined 50 Mbytes of fixed and removable 
media. The WREN high-performance 5-1/4" winchester drive. The 
Sentinel 1/4" cartridge streaming tape drive and the RSD that 
provides 80 Mbytes of removable media in a unit one-half the 
size of the original SMD. 

Today there are more than 35 different products designed 
to help you meet any storage or back-up requirement, with 
maximum reliability and low cost of ownership built right in. 

There's more-the direct support that Control Data offers. 
We can deliver maintenance on everything we make. So 
wherever your customers are, Control Data peripherals can 
be counted on for less downtime and more 
productivity than unsupported 
products. Our spare parts 
programs help ensure that 
your reputation for excellent 
service with your customers 
is backed to the hilt, 
24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. In the 
United States and around the globe. 

Add to this the commitment to research, 
to development and to manufacturing 
quality that a corporation the size of 
Control Data contributes, and you're 
looking at precisely the kind of 
performance that makes our OEM 
peripherals top-rated in independent 
preference studies year after year. 

Every performance needs a program. ~ c::\ CONTDIQL o~ J\ ·A 
We'll send you one free: our new 48-page \!:I r::!I 1 ~ '/"'\. L 
OEM products catalog. Write OEM Product 
Sales, Control Data Corporation, P.O. Box 0, 
HQN08H, Minneapolis, MN 55440. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
(continued from page 17) 

Marketing chip sets 
I find it necessary to elaborate on a 
statement made in Joseph Aseo's article, 
"Processors Divorced from Peripherals 
with Separate 110 Bus" (Nov 1983, 
p 64) . The statement "NCR Corp also 
shows an interest in marketing chip 
sets" is somewhat ambiguous. NCR Corp 
was one of the earliest promoters of the 
scs1 standard, as appreciable market
place advantages would be available 
with the creation of this SCSI "universal 
bus with generic commands" standard . 
In fact, NCR Corp's Microelectronics 
Div was the first semiconductor manu
facturer to bring a commercially avail
able scs1 protocol controller packaged in 
a 48-pin DIP to the OEM marketplace. 

The NCR 5385 SCSI protocol controller, 
supporting the 1.5-Mbyte/s data trans
fer rate and arbitration, was first press 
released in Electronic Design (Apr 
1983). Since then, the device has been 
available directly from NCR's Microelec
tronics Div Colorado Springs facility, as 
well as through distribution. As you can 
see, not only is NCR Corp interested in 
marketing this standard device, we are 
actively pursuing it. 
Michael B. Burchman 
NCR Corp 
Microelectronics Div 
1635 Aeroplaza Dr 
Colorado Springs, CO 80916 

Forth is core of CATS-1 system 
In the report by Nie Mokhoff, entitled 
" Artificial Intelligence Systems Make 
Their Mark" (Nov 1983, p 33), Lisp is 
described as the core language in ex
pert systems. The accompanying photo
graph identifies the CATS-I system for 
locomotive repair as an example of an 
expert system. The CATS-I system was 
programmed in Forth. For references, 
see the article by Harold E. Johnson and 
Piero P. Bonissone, "Expert System for 
Diesel Electric Locomotive Repair," 
The Journal of Forth Application and 
Research, vol l, no . l , Sept 1983. 
Harvey Glass 
University of South Florida 
College of Engineering 
Tampa, FL 33620 

The article "Artificial Intelligence 
Systems Make Their Mark" (Nov 1983, 
p 33) conveys two misconceptions. First, 
the expert system used in the CATS-I 
system of General Electric was actually 
implemented in Forth and not Lisp, as 
the article implies. Nowhere in the article 
is it mentioned that any environment 
other than Lisp is suitable for artificial 
intelligence, whereas in fact many other 
environments are used . The Japanese, 
for instance, are scheduled to use Prolog. 
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Secondly, a consequence of the first 
misconception is the impression that the 
best machines for development work in 
artificial intelligence are optimized for 
Lisp. Since expert systems are very small 
when implemented in Forth, and since 
Forth is implemented on more different 
machines than any other high level 
language, there is a good chance that the 
particular machine already available to 
the knowledge engineers will probably 
be cheaper to configure for artificial in
telligence (in time and money) than a 
new dedicated Lisp processor. In fact, 
Lisp itself has been implemented in 
Forth, and could still be used if 
necessary. 
Paul Thomas 
Inner Access Corp 
PO Box 888 
Belmont, CA 94002 

Updating specifications 
As a communicator for Gould cso, I am 
constantly working with our develop
ment and product planning people to 
keep abreast of changes in our product 
line. It is not easy. We work in an in
dustry where specifications and perfor
mance figures are constantly being revised 
upward as a result of enhancements in 
hardware and software. Therefore, I can 
understand how difficult it is to keep up 
with the specifications for multiple ven
dors when doing a report like "Super
minis: Changing Direction for the 

. Future," by Peg Killmon (Nov 1983, 
p 167). For the record, however, I would 
like to correct some factual errors in the 
report. 

First, in recent benchmark tests, the 
Gould Concept 32187 computer performed 
5.6 million Whetstone instructions per 
second (MIPS). This is a significant im
provement over the 4-MIPS level in
dicated in the report, and was achieved 
using our new Fortran 77 compiler and 
Multiply Accelerator. 

Also, the report implied that the 
4-MIPS performance level was achieved 
using "dual processing units." This is 
not true. The 5.6-MIPS performance was 
achieved by the Concept 3218750 com
puter, a single processor. The Concept 
8780, which features our unique CPU/IPU 
combination, is capable of performing 
IO MIPS . This represents an SO-percent 
improvement over a single CPU con
figuration . 

Another part of the report states that 
the 75-ns cycle time of 100-K ECL logic 
"doubles or triples the performance po
tential over Schottky TTL or other ECL 
families." This is not entirely correct 
either. The Concept 32187 computer uses 
10-K ECL and it too has a 75-ns cycle 
time. Furthermore, although 10-K ECL 

logic is a mature technology, it is still 
viable and will continue to be so for 
years to come. 
Joe Barcheski 
Gould Inc 
SEL Computer Systems Div 
6901 W Sunrise Blvd 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310-9148 

Speaking out for Forth 
I am a user of Forth and as such would 
like to reply to John D. Stanley's letter 
about the flaws of the Forth language 
(Sept 1983). Certainly one cannot deny 
that Forth is slower than well-written 
assembly language code. As one who has 
written many thousand lines of assembly 
code I would be the first to admit this . 
But, I don't agree that this represents a 
weakness of Forth. 

The point is that Forth is not assembly 
language but a higher level language of 
admirable speed and compactness. Not 
only is it faster than many other higher 
level languages, but it also produces 
more compact code than assembly lan
guage for complex programs. 

Forth can support user defined inter
rupt handling. Bryte-Forth is an imple
mentation currently available for the Intel 
8031 microcontroller that not only allows 
interrupt handlers defined in Forth or 
machine code but also supports runtime 
reassignment of handlers, systems time/ 
date, fully buffered interrupt driven serial 
110, user defined error handling, and self
starting, ROM-resident user applications. 
What more could a realtime application 
programmer need? 

On the subject of readability, I contend 
that "unreadable" programs can be (and 
are) written in any higher level language 
or assembly language. Readability is in
fluenced most by the ability of the pro
grammer and the experience of the reader. 
Well-written Forth is very readable 
because of the ability to build a problem
oriented vocabulary of mnemonic words 
or phrases. 

Forth is a fine language. Those just 
learning should read a good book on the 
concepts and programming techniques 
of the Forth language. 
Christopher K. Johnson 
Bryte Computers, Inc 
PO Box 46 
Augusta, ME 04330 

October/Fall designer's preference 
study winner: Duke W. Okes, TRW
Winner of an HP 4I CV programmable 
calculator. 







The industry's consensus: with the introduction of the 
NS32032, the NS16000™ microprocessor family 
has become the foundation for the next generation of 
high-performance, low-cost computers. 

Any software developed for the 32-bit NS32032 will 
run just as well on the 16-bit NS16032 or the 8-bit 
NS08032, and vice-versa. And it will also run on 
future NS16000 32-bit CPUs. Consider this abso
lute downward-upward object code compatibility 
in contrast to the upward-only compatibility of other 
microprocessor families, which will make their 
16-bit processors obsolete when they add 32-bit 
processors to their product line. 

The NS16000 microprocessor family already includes 
peripherals compatible with its CPUs, and each is 
in full production: the NS16201 Timing Control 
Unit (TCU), the NS16202 Interrupt Control Unit 
(ICU), the NS16081 Floating Point Unit (FPU), and 
the NS16082 Memory Management Unit (MMU). 
Since the FPU and MMU interfaces are almost 
entirely invisible to NS16000 programs, the deci
sion to include or omit floating point or memory 
management hardware (for cost/performance 
reasons) will not affect NS16000-based systems' 
software compatibility. 

The billions of bytes of existing mainframe software 
can now be easily ported to run on NS16000-based 
systems. The NS16000 family's mainframe-in-silicon 
architecture (designed specifically to support 
high level language programming), its full high-speed 
floating point arithmetic capability, its integral 
support for Demand Paged Virtual Memory, and 
the NS32032's 32-bit data bus to memory com
bine to make this possible for the first time. 

Elegance, you see, is everything. 

Think about it. 



The only limits on NS16000-
based applications are those 
of the imagination. 

The full 32-bit architecture 
of the NS32032 (shared by all 
NS16000-family CPUs) sets 
no bounds to programmers' 
productivity or creativity. 

No other processor family-micro, 
mini, or mainframe -has an architecture 
designed to fully support the use of 
high level languages, with a structure and 
behavior corresponding directly to the 
objects and operations of HLLs. 
Its powerful features: 

-A compactly encoded, completely 
symmetrical, two-address instruction 
set. 

- Thirteen addressing modes (many 
not found in other microprocessors) 
designed for the kinds of accesses 
compilers generate. 

- Indexing automatically scaled to 
argument size (1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes), 
applicable to any addressing mode. 

- Instructions to implement high level 
language constructs such as case 
statements, loops, and calls, as well as 
bit-field and string manipulation. 

-A fully integrated floating point 
instruction set, supported by 
hardware. 

The NS16000 microprocessor family. 

The 32-bit architecture of the 
NS32032 (like that of the other 
NS16000 CPUs) is fully imple
mented, without exception or 
restriction. 

Simply stated, physical limitations in 
processing or packaging technology 
have not constrained internal implemen
tation. All NS16000 CPUs have a full 
32-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), a full 
32-bit register set, and a full 32-bit 
internal data bus to the input/output 
control block. 

The value of such elegant implemen
tation? An example: competitive micro
processors take eight to twenty internal 
steps to execute the expression evaluation 
"A= A* X +Ai:' commonly used in 
high-performance technical and scientific 
applications. 

The NS32032 takes four. 

The NS32032's full 32-bit data bus 
to memory increases memory bus 
bandwidth-and thus the speed 
at which data can be transferred. 

In simple systems (CPU and memory), 
the NS32032's ability to access a full 
32 bits of external data dramatically 
increases the rate at which instructions 
and data are processed, while leaving 
bus time available for system peripherals. 

Because it requires less than 50% of the 
available bus bandwidth in standard 
applications, the NS32032 is also ideally 
suited to complex multi-processor systems, 
DMA transfers, and high-speed graphics. 

In the NS16000 family of CPUs, 
the primary feature that dis
tinguishes one processor from 
another is the width of the 
data bus to memory. 

The fact that the NS08032 and the 
NS16032, with their 8-bit and 16-bit data 
buses, share identical 32-bit architec
ture and 32-bit implementation with the 
NS32032 means that it is now possible 
to develop 8- and 16-bit systems with all 
the benefits of 32-bit software perform
ance. The same software can now be 
implemented on all the systems within a 
product family ; an enormous benefit 
to programmers and systems designers. 

Future 32-bit CPUs planned for the 
NS16000 family will feature improved 
performance-bettering the NS32032's 
1 MIPS tenfold by 1988 - yet these 
future CPUs will also be compatible. This 
clear migration path guarantees the 
preservation of your initial software invest
ment while providing for significant 
enhancement in your product line. 

No other family of microprocessors 
shows such forethought or foresight. 

TYPICAL EXECUTION TIMES (in µSat 10MHz) 

Register-to 
Register Memory-to-Memory 

NS08032 
NS16032 

Instruction NS32032 NS08032 NS16032 NS32032 

Mov Byte 0 .3 1.7 1.7 
Word 0 .3 2.5 1.7 
Dbl.word 0 .3 4.2 2.6 

Add Byte 0.4 2.0 2.0 
Word 0 .4 3.2 2.0 
Dbl.word 0 .4 4.7 2.3 

Mui Byte 3 .8 4.3 4.3 
Word 5 .4 7 .0 5 .8 
Dbl.word 8 .6 12.0 9 .6 

Additional reasons why the 
NS16000 family now leads in 
microprocessor design-wins: 

1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
4.3 
5.8 
8 .4 

1. Hardware development can begin 
immediately. All three CPUs are available 
right now. So are all the necessary peri
pherals in the family. 

2. Software development can begin 
immediately. Appropriate evaluation tools, 
and both resident- and cross-support 
packages, are available now, as is an exten
sive list of third-party software. 

Our SYS16™ - a multi-user, multi
tasking development system-incorporates 
the complete family ofNS16000 chips 
(CPU, TCU, ICU, FPU, and MMU ), and 
therefore gives up to eight programmers 
a true, native environment to work in . 

GENIX;'" a product of our software 
engineering group, is the first microproces
sor operating system capable of imple
menting Demand Paged Virtual Memory. 



Adapted from the Berkeley 4.1 bsd 
version of UNIX;" it has been elegantly 
tailored to optimize the NS16000 
architecture. (We also offer source code 
under license for GENIX and its utilities.) 
Together, the SYS16 and GENIX dem
onstrate that the NS16000 microprocessor 
family makes the best "UNIX engine" 
on the market today. 

For customers with VAX-11™ systems 
under UNIX, our GCS™ (GENIX Cross 
Software) contains the C compiler and 
other NS16000 tools from the SYS16. For 
VAX-11 systems running the VMS™ 
operating system, our NSX-16™ cross soft
ware provides full NS16000 family support. 

To help complete your development 
cycle simply and quickly, all of our devel
opment tools provide support for our 
easy-to-work-with ISE/16'." An elegant 
development tool in its own right, the 
ISE/16 allows real-time evaluation of the 
NS16000 chips, for testing and debug
ging hardware and software in your own 
hardware environment, and requires 
no target-system modification. 

3. Every resource imaginable to 
help you get your NS16000·based 
application to market first is available 
now. We are totally committed
with in•house hardware, software, and 
systems expertise; with service, 
documentation, and customer train· 
ing. We are backing the NS16000 
microprocessor family to a degree 
unparalleled in the history of the 
semiconductor industry. 

But then, there has never been 
anything like the NS16000 micro• 
processor family before. 

\A\ -md \'~lS :trt' I llem.tr"-' l l ll1~1t.1l Equ1~'ml'IH Corpt1ro1111 
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NS16000 
Elegance is everything. 

See it. 
The NS16000 microproces

sor family will be on exhibition 
at Uniforum and Electro. 

Talk with us. 
Please call the National Sales 

Representative nearest you 
for more information, and the 
answers to your questions. 
~sk to meet with one of our 
Field Applications Engineers, 
too. Or, circle the number 
below. 

Read about it. 
For more information, please 

request a copy of NS16000: 
The Specifics of 32-Bit Architec
ture. And for practical expe
rience, ask for a copy ofNS16000 
Training, detailed information 
on available courses. 

~ National Semiconductor Corporation 



e 
• mamp tions 

in seconas,noth • 
Wtth Mini-MAR:.Tbe Arrav ProceMor 

IbrThe Grapbia OEM 

For tough image processing 
problems like pixel rotation, 
image reconstruction, or hid
den line removal from wire 
frame models, Mini-MAP 
gets results in seconds, not 
hours. Attach a Mini-MAP 
to a PDP-11 or VAX UNIBUS 
and you have an interactive 
number cruncher that is ideal 

is available for Mini-MAP. 
For optimum performance, 
high-level FORTRAN 
control languages are 
provided for both the host 
and Mini-MAP. 

for image processing, CAD/ CAM, 
solid modeling, medical imaging, 

Courtesy of Al Barr , Raster Technologies, Inc. 

Memory is expandable up to 
16 MBytes. Configurations 
include a four-board set with 
DEC-type backplane or 
fully packaged systems. 

and animation. 

Shared memory simplifies programming and 
provides the unprecedented throughput necessary 
for truly interactive image processing of complex 
algorithms. 32-bit DEC floating point arithmetic, 
along with 7 MFLOPS of number crunching power, 
ensures that accurate results are available quickly. 

A scientific sub
routine library 
of over 225 
FORTRAN 

callable routines 
including an expanding sel

ection of image processing algorithms 

System integrators are finding Mini-MAP is the most 
cost-effective number crunching solution for image 
manipulation. Write for information or call toll free 
1 800 325-3110 for fast action. 
• 32-bit floating point precision 
• Compiler I Assembler / Linker / Debugger 
• 225 FORTRAN callable arithmetic routines 
• Up to 16 MBytes of memory 
• 1024 x 1024 2-D real FFT in 8.8 seconds 
• 1280 x 1024 4-color image rotation (Raster Scan 

Storage Format) in 27.5 seconds. 
DEC, PDP-I I, VAX, and UNIBUS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 
Mini-MAP is a trademark of CSP! 

CSPI 
THE ARRAY PROCESSORS 

40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821 • 617 /272-6020 • TWX: 710-347-0176 
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Thirty-two bit system designers face decision time 
Computer system designers and 
system integrators producing leading 
edge equipment in the next five 
years will often opt for powerful 
32-bit microprocessors, or 32-bit 
microprocessor-based boards and 
systems. They must hook these 
chips, boards, and boxes together 
with a 32-bit bus if they want to take 
full advantage of 32-bit machine 
functionality. 

Designers can choose an open 
system bus, whose specifiers will 
cooperate with other firms to gener
ate industry support in the form of 
interface, driver, and other chips 
needed to run a bus . Third-party 
firms will also produce single- and 
multi-board computers, software, 
memory, peripheral driver boards, 
and the like, for open buses. 

Today, there are two major open 
bus choices-the Multibus II from 
Intel (Hillsboro , Ore) and the Versa 
Module Europa (VME) bus from the 
Motorola (Phoenix, Ariz), Signetics 
(Sunnyvale, Calif), Mostek (Car
rollton, Tex) troika. In addition, 
there is the NuBus from Texas 
Instruments (Dallas, Tex), a 32-bit 
bus from Digital Equipment Corp 
(Maynard, Mass) and a 32-bit bus 
standard from the IEEE. 

To help make an intelligent deci
sion as to which bus to choose for a 
computer system's lifetime, designers 
should be cognizant of major and 
minor differences between the buses. 
It is equally important to be aware 
of how they evolved into their pres
ent form, and what they can be 
expected to offer from both the tech
nical and marketing points of view. 
Finally, designers understand that a 
bus is really a local network in a 
small geographical area. As such , 
like any local network, it can be 
designed much like an implementa
tion of the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) seven-layer 
model for computer communica
tions-the Open Systems Intercon
nection (OSI} model. 

Significantly, the Multibus II 

specification addresses how to imple
ment not only the usual layers I and 
2 of this model (the physical and 

DESIGNER NEEDS 
32-BIT BUS WITH 

HEAVY VENDOR SUPPORT 

DR 80X86 MICROPROCESSORS " ' "" INTEL ~ OR 680XO MICROPROCESSORS ~"'"" '"'°""" OR SOM E MULTIBUS II OR SOME VME 
FEATURE FEATURE 

PARTS OF PARTS OF 
UPPER LEVEL ISO UPPER LEVEL ISO 

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE 
IMPLEMENTED ON BUS THROUGH IMPLEMENTED ON TOP OF 

ASSOCIATED CHIPS OPERATING SYSTEM 

DESIGN ER1 
ACCEPTS• 

I DESIGNER 
ACCEPTS• 

SYNCHRONOUS, ASYNCHRONOUS, 
MULTIPLEXED, FIVE-PART BUS NONMULTIPLEXED, THREE-PART BUS 

DATA DATA 
PART FUNCTION RATE PART FUNCTION RATE 

(Mbi ts/ s) (Mbits/s) 

PARALLEL 
ALL-PURPOSE 

iPSB 40 VME PARALLEL 20 SYSTEM SYSTEM 

LOCAL LOCAL 
iLSB MEMORY 48 VMX MEMORY 16 

EXPANSION EXPANSION 

iSSB SERIAL 2 VMS SERIAL 
3.2 SYSTEM SYSTEM 

iSBX 
1/ 0 NA EXPANSION 

OMA BLOCK 
8 110 TRANSFERS 

DESIGNER l 
ACCEPTS• 

lDESIGNER 
ACCEPTS• 

220-mm EUROCARD 160-mm EUROCARD 
96 PINS ON Pl 96 PINS ON Pl 

CONNECTOR USED. AND 64 PINS ON P2 
96 PINS ON P2 FREE USED. 

Pl ! P2 DIN 4612 Pl/P2 DIN 4612 

DESIGNER~ 
ACCEPTS• 

?DESI GNER 
ACCEPTS• 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SPECS: 
8/ 16132 BIT DATA 
16124/ 32 BIT ADDRESSES 
BURST TRANSFERS 
MULTIPLE INTERRUPTS AN D PRIORITY 
LEVELS 
MULTIPROCESSOR ENVIRONMENT 
MECHANICAL SPECS: 
MULTILAYER BACKPLANE 
20 BACKPLANE SLOTS 
0.8- IN. BOARD SPACING 
2 EUROCARD SIZES 

MULTIBUS DESIG NER 
VARIOUS IDENTICAL ELECTRICAL DESIGNER DETAILS CONCERNING VOLTAG ES. VME 

II MUST IMPEDANCE, TIMING. MUST DETAIL 
DETAIL COMPARE SYSTEM DESIGN HELP FROM COMPARE DIFFERENCES 

DIFFERENCES SPECS• USER GROUP DOCUMENTS AND VENDORS SPECS• 

' If UNACCEPTABLE. DESIGNERS MUST USE OTHER BUS IN FIG. FINO ANOTHER BUS VENDOR. OR DESIGN THEIR OWN. 

Fig 1 Computer system designers who must choose between Multibus 11 and 
VMEbus can help their engineering intuition with the data shown. If the data is 
not enough to reach a decision , a detailed analysis of the bus specifications is 
necessary . 

data link layers), but also parts of 
the higher , software-based layers. In 
contrast , the VMEbus confines itself 
to implementing the fi rst two layers 

in the bus with the higher layers 
taken care of by microprocessor 
operating system software. Of 

(continued on page 28) 
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Designers face decision time 
(continued from page 27) 

,-------------, ,- -- - -- - - -- --- - - --1 

I i10 I 
I CPU CONTROLLER I 

I 110 110 I 
I CPU CONTROLLER CO NTROLLER I 

I I I I 
I I I I 

: iPSB BUS : 

iSSB BUS 

I iPSB BUS : 

iSSB BUS 

L _ _ _________ _J L _ _____ _ ________ ~ 

Fig 2 The five different buses designed by Intel to form Multibus 11 can be configured in various ways. They 
include a parallel system bus, a local memory bus, a serial bus for message passing, and two buses adapted from 
Multibus 1. These 110 buses handle DMA and 110 expansion. 

course, the different approaches 
have advantages and disadvantages. 

Multibus II, (riding on the bus
tails of the successful Multibus I for 
8- and 16-bit processors), and the 
VMEbus are the main contenders for 
new 32-bit products. Their specifi
cations have been published, and 
their backers and advocates are 
making a major marketing effort. 
Given the 8- and 16-bit history of 
these buses, industry support is likely 
to follow. 

Both the Multibus II and the 
VMEbus have made their start 
toward impl~mentation and the 
development of complementary 
products. VME has had a head start 
and has been specified as a 32-bit 
bus since 1981. For example, 
members of its backing troika have 
announced sample availability for 
certain bus chips. Vendors making 
VME-based, 32-bit boards have also 
been able to make prototypes for 
some time with 16-bit processors. 

The Multibus II enjoys the sup
port of Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, 
Calif) Siemens (West Germany) 
Tektronix (Beaverton, Ore) and Ad
vanced Micro Devices (Sunnyvale, 
Calif) as well as a host of other com
panies . For its part , VME has been 
blessed by Philips Gloeilampenfab
rieken in The Netherlands (Sig
netics' parent firm), France's 
Thompson-CSF, and its own list of 
major and minor companies. 

The gut issue for computer system 
designers is not who approves what 
bus or the size of a supporting con
sortium. It is what they can do with 
the bus for the product they have in 
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mind, and when. This designer 
point of view assumes that the com
peting buses are backed by repu
table firms that will support them 
with a sufficiently varied line of 
products-clearly the case for both 
Multibus II and the VME. 

Projections of market share, 
endorsements, and the like, while 
useful in showing designers that 
there is a sound economic base for 
the bus, are not primary concerns. 
Competing giants will divide the 
market in some way and no one will 
be stuck with an unsupported bus 
unless one of the contenders happens 
to fail badly. 

In reality, both buses can be 
expected to find support from hun
dreds of vendors and designed into 
numerous products. This is already 
the case for the Multibus I, Intel's 8-
and 16-bit bus. Not so popular in 
this regard-at least according to 
the third-party vendor catalogs 
issued by IronOak Corp (La Jolla, 
Calif), the VMEbus is rapidly gaining 
market share. This gain may accel
erate as Motorola's 68000 micropro
cessor family, for which the VME is 
ideal, gets onstream. 

The question of which processor 
designers choose in the first place 
(or are locked into by tradition or 
software) is a major one for both 
the Multibus II and VMEbuses. 
Designers who opt for the Motorola 
68000 or Intel 80X86 family will prob
ably not make a detailed investiga
tion into bus specifications. Bus 
functionality at least for the next 
few years of microcomputer prod
ucts, will remain about the same. 

So, many designers will pick the bus 
associated with the manufacturer of 
the processor they have chosen and 
assume they best support each other. 

Erstwhile computer system de
signers need a comparison of the 
basic specifications of the Multibus 
II and VMEbuses to determine 
whether one can be rejected out of 
hand (Fig 1). A detailed comparison 
of bus specifications determines 
more sophisticated rejection cri
teria. Any one of the specifications 
can eliminate a bus from further 
consideration-eg, multiplexing or 
asynchronous behavior . 

Some users find the plug-and
socket connector in the VMEbus 
(introduced in Nov 1981 as an 8-, 
16-, or 32-bit data width bus) to be 
more reliable than the Multibus I's 
edge connector. In any case, Intel 
has come up with a Deutsche Institut 
fiir Normung (DIN) plug-and-socket 
connector for the Multibus II design 
(introduced at the Las Vegas Com
dex show in Nov 1983), so connector 
reliability is not an issue. 

Intel's Multibus II offering com
prises five, "software configurable," 
connectable buses. The fastest bus is 
a 32-bit wide, synchronous commu
nications, 10-MHz bandwidth system 
bus that links single-board com
puters, microprocessors, memory, 
110, and other components. The 
system bus can handle a theoretical 
maximum of 40 Mbytes/ s in a burst 
mode. 

The second new Multibus 11 

offering is a local bus extension 
designed to hook local memory to a 
microprocessor. It runs at 12 MHz 



for up to 64 Mbytes of memory that 
must be accessed by a microprocessor 
without contention problems. 

The third member of the bus 
quintet passes messages between 
software processes in a serial mode 
at 2 MHz. This bus member and the 
32-bit parallel system bus have what 
Intel says is the "same interface for 
VLSI chips," thereby making them 
software compatible. 

The last two Multibus I! parts are 
a multichannel DMA bus for 110 and 
an 110 expansion bus that have been 
adopted from the Multibus I. Fig 2 
illustrates how the five different 
buses function in a computer system. 

Because of the large amount of 
software that has been written for 
the Multibus I devices, continuing 
software compatibility with the 
Multibus II is an Intel goal. For 
Multibus I! project manager Frank 
J. Costa of Intel's Hillsboro, Ore 
facility , such software compatibility 
''is a matter of writing new device 
drivers,'' a chore he does not think 
is too difficult-at least for Multi
bus I software porting to Multibus 11 

without tapping Il's new functions. 
Just how complex a chore it is de
pends on the microprocessor or 
computer operating system used. In 
any case, according to Michael 
Klever, VMEbus marketing manager 
at Philips (Einhoven, The Nether
lands), the fact that Multibus I is 
asynchronous and nonmultiplexed 
while Multibus I! is neither, greatly 
complicates the chore. He also notes 

that Multibus I software cannot 
implement the upper-level ISO soft
ware features under development 
for Multibus II. 

The VME, NuBus, (see Panel , 
"What's Nu?") and the IEEE bus 
(see Panel, "A matter of diplo
macy") implement layers I and 2 of 
the ISO model. But, as mentioned, 
Intel has done more in its bus speci
fication. The additional, upper
layer ISO software on Multibus II 

has no software counterpart in 
Multibus I's specification and is 
implemented in Multibus I systems 
by adding software to the attached 
microprocessor's operating system. 

On the one hand, Intel's Multibus 
II software design approach may 
take some of the software burden 
off designers. However, it may 
force them to do things Intel's way. 
Clearly, Intel has differentiated its 
bus product but has taken a risk. 

VMEbus modifications 
Until recently, the VMEbus has 

meant a single, 32-bit wide, asyn
chronous data path, dynamically 
configurable by the attached com
puter system into either a data
transfer bus, a seven-level priority 
interrupt bus, a four-level arbitra
tion bus, or a utility bus . However, 
Motorola and its colleague com
panies, although enjoying their two
year lead time in the 32-bit bus 
business, have not been idle. 

Besides announcing new VME 
interface chips and stimulating their 

VMEbus 

VMSbus 

Fig 3 In its latest version, Motorola 's VMEbus is no longer a single, 
multifunction parallel bus that is configured to do all system chores. It has two 
partners: the VMSbus handles serial chores like message passing; and the vMxbus 
connects CPUS to local memory or other devices. 

user groups last Nov, the Motorola, 
Signetics, and Mostek troika an
nounced additional buses for the 
VME architecture. These include a 
high speed memory expansion bus 
(the VMX bus), and a self-arbitrating 
high speed serial bus that can be used 
in the existing VME bus, as seen in 
Fig 3. 

As mentioned, Motorola's buses 
use ISO layers I and 2 only. For 
Motorola, system software func
tions that correspond to higher ISO 
software layers are best handled in 
software that rides on the micropro
cessor operating system, not in the 
bus specification. Once the software 
is well defined, it will be imple
mented in hardware. In any case, 
system software considerations are 
being worked on by both Intel and 
Motorola. 

The details of the VME and Multi
bus 11 bus designs in Fig I and the 
bus specifications are best under
stood by specialists. For Motorola's 
John A. Black, Jr, manager of 
systems and technology at the firm's 
Tempe, Ariz operation, this means 
that bus-pickers will have chosen a 
bus from the company that makes 
the pro.cessor they prefer. "More
over," he adds, "most bus details 
concerning ISO layers I and 2 that 
are talked about to help make a dis
tinction between VME and Multibus 
II are rather small points. Neither 
bus stands out above the other." 

According to Black, the products 
available for each bus are the pri
mary considerations. Designers are 
pressed for time, and Black points 
out that it will take a year for Intel 
to have Multibus II products on the 
market. "In contrast," says Black, 
"VME customers can start work with 
16-bit VME boards now, and the 
software will run on 32-bit versions 
since the 68000 family software is 
upward compatible.'' 

As might be expected, Intel has a 
similar point of view for its micro
processors and buses. However, 
Black says that the upper ISO layer
like software, (eg, message space 
mapping), that Intel features on its 
Multibus 11 is not supported by the 
present Intel Multibus I hardware or 

(continued on page 32) 
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Designers face decision time 
(continued from page 29) 

What's Nu? 

Although the 32-bit, 1 0-MHz synchronous NuBus is 
not being promoted by Tl with the same intensity as 
the VME and Multibus 11 buses, it has nevertheless 
been proposed by Tl to the IEEE 896 committee for 
consideration as the basis for a 32-bit synchronous 
bus standard . It is also being used in a Tl-developed 
technical workstation introduced in Jan 1 984 . 

has a four-board, bit-sliced, microcoded MSI pro
cessor that operates on a NuBus. 

According to George P. White, who is both the 
896.2's coordinator, synchronous version task group, 
and Tl's Nu Machine development manage.-, NuBus 
was originally developed by MIT for workstation 
research in artificial intelligence, networking, and of
fice automation. Western Digital licensed it from MIT 
and Tl took over the license from Western. 

While Tl would "like to see industry standard 
boards based on the NuBus" , and it has converters , 
(eg, to hook up NuBus cards to Multibus 1 cards}, it 
has "not yet decided to what extent it will try" t o 
accomplish this goal. Current Tl activities include, for 
example, rewriting of the NuBus specification to 
make it more user-friendly. In addition, Tl designers 
are looking into certain system aspects of the bus 
and how they could be hardware- or soft ware
implemented. 

" NuBus is designed to implement layers 1 and 2 of 
the ISO model," White reports, noting that this helps 
in keeping it processor-independent since " the more 
ISO levels 3 through 7 (or parts of them} are imple
mented in bus specifications, the more the bus is tied 
to system architecture and the more processor 
dependent it is." 

NuBus is designed to be as processor-independent 
as possible, White says, since MIT, Western, and Tl 
have no specific processor interest. For example, the 
artificial intelligence workstation known as the Lisp 
Machine from LISP Machines, Inc (Culver City , Calif} 

software. Therefore, software re
writing and reconfiguration will be 
needed. 

All those details 
Eschewing the bus specifications 

battle, Tom Hunter, systems pro
gram manager for VME products at 
Mostek, says that computer de
signers should opt for the VMEbus 
because it is available today. 
Hunter, who has technical responsi
bility for VMEbuses also says that 
there is no clear technical distinction 
between the Multibus II and the 
VMEbus as far as system designers 
are concerned-both can be made to 
handle most jobs. "After all," 
Hunter says, "we are all still working 
with Von Neumann architectures. 
True multiprocessing, the next stage 
of the hardware art which requires a 
radically different bus design, is not 
yet with us." (See Panel, "In the 
wings") . 

Agreeing with this viewpoint-but 
not with the view that designers 
should opt for the VME-is Intel's 
Rob Hughes, marketing develop
ment manager within strategic 
marketing at the firm's Hillsboro, 
Ore facility, and Intel liaison person 
with the Multibus II manufacturers 
group. For Hughes, "Buses are 
becoming more alike-in fact, part 
of the Intel bus specification is part 
of the Motorola bus specification." 
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For its part, Motorola, points out 
that part of the VME specifications 
can be found in Multibus II . 

Clearly, both buses will be well 
supported as their backers fight 
hard for the dominant share of what 
they perceive is a large market for 
32-bit microcomputers. In fact, 
Hughes notes that pragmatic engi
neers , confused over which bus to 
use for their new designs, could 
probably choose either and do well. 
"But, that' s today," he adds. "The 
real question is which bus will be 
around a few years from now and 
which will be supported by a wide 
variety of sources ." 

For Hunter, the distinction between 
buses is more a question of which 
microprocessor family computer de
signers are going to use. Supporters 
of both buses claim that different 
microprocessors can be accommo
dated. However, Hunter says there 
is no question that the VMEbus 
is designed to work best with 
Motorola's 68000 family and the 
Multibus II with Intel's BOX86 designs. 
And there , Hunter claims, is an 
important difference for designers. 

Other engineers and marketeers at 
the firms involved said that both 
buses could accommodate all com
mon proccessors but it was a matter 
of how many glue chips would be 
needed, what software modifica
tions would have to be made, and 

whether any throughput problems 
would arise. All agree that the issues 
are complex and best addressed on a 
case-by-case basis . 

VME partisans feel that an asyn
chronous bus is better suited for a 
variety of processors since it is not 
locked to a fixed clock frequency. 
Other observers feel that Intel 's 
Multibus 11, because it includes 
some upper-ISO level software , fixes 
certain system design details, thereby 
making it more processor-dependent. 
Such dependency would be for the 
80X86 family , which can be expected 
to be the first to implement the ISO
based software. 

Asynchronous or synchronous? 
Although the synchronous Multi

bus II bus makes provision for dif
ferent device speeds by interfacing 
and translating them to its IO MHz, 
there are more timing constraints 
than with an asynchronous bus . 
However, Intel's John Beaston, 
product marketing manager, points 
out that bus interface chips can 
accommodate a variety of speeds 
with no trouble. Furthermore, they 
can do this at little incremental cost 
in their VLSI versions, which will 
perform many other chores. He says 
there are also speed translator chips 
all over the VMEbus even though it is 
asynchronous. 

(continued on page 34) 
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A matter of diplomacy 

In what might be called bus diplomacy, Paul Borrill, 
Research Fellow at University College in London, 
England is chairing the IEEE's P896 committee. The 
committee is charged with setting a standard for an 
asynchronous, 32-bit bus known as the Futurebus. 
Borrill's committee works closely with P896.2, an IEEE 
P896 group handling a synchronous, 32-bit bus stan
dard (headed by another bus diplomat, Task Group 
Coordinator George White at Tl's digital systems oper
ation in Irvine, Calif) . 

According to Borrill, the work of the 896 committee 
is complete as far as the asynchronous bus is con
cerned and its documents are out for public comment 
after some five years of work. "Several companies 
are prototyping to this specification even though 
they have their own bus," Borrill notes, mentioning 
Tektronix. In contrast, much remains to be done on 
896.2, which only recently started its work. 

Intel will introduce its Multibus 11 specification for 
consideration as the 896 .2 standard (or as an 896 .2 
implementation) at the Feb 1 984 Compcon meeting 
in San Francisco . Tl's 32-bit NuBus (out of Western 
Digital and MIT and already presented to P896). 
belongs in 896.2's domain, as does Digital Equipment 
Corp's new 32-bit bus. "Multibus 11 is being proposed 
as a basis for 896.2," Borrill says, adding that the IEEE 
bus committee goal is to reduce the number of buses 
available, not increase them . 

As far as the asynchronous VMEblis is concerned [it 
conforms to IEEE specification in P1014). Borrill says it 
has a simpler bus interface implementation and a 
simpler system implementation for single and multiple 
processors and is very well optimized for its appli
cations." The VMEbus follows the traditions of the 
Multibus 1, the Motorola Exorcisor bus in that it is 
asynchronous and non-multiplexed, and the STD bus, 
Borrill says, adding that it provides more features and 
a higher performance than both of them . " Its perfor
mance is even better now that it has secondary 
buses on which to put communication overhead traf-

fie. This will be of great help in a multiprocessor envi
ronment where all buses have bandwidth problems." 

Borr ill' s reflections on various IEEE committee 
efforts to standardize buses shed interesting light on 
some VME versus Multibus 11 controversies. The 896 
committee consensus was that the most processor
independent bus was asynchronous . On the other 
hand, the question of whether asynchronous or syn
chronous buses are better for high performance takes 
on "the tone of a religious argument with passionate 
believers on both sides." As far as the original intent 
of the committee is concerned, Borrill says that the 
intended application of Futurebus is high end, fault
tolerant systems, while 896 .2' s application is 
medium-range, 32-bit markets . 

Yet to come from the 896 committee are specifica
tions (for both synchronous and asynchronous 
buses) that define how to take care of software 
chores in the next layer of the 896 architecture. 
These include specification of identical address 
mapping on both buses, specification of identical 
error control methods, and specification of the same 
method of accessing the bus with a higher level pro
tocol, such as a message passing protocol. These 
specifications will move software transparently be
tween any 896 asynchronous or 896 synchronous bus 
without changing a line of code. 

Bus specification accomplished so far for the 896 
committee is equivalent to the physical and data-link 
layers (layers 1 and 2) of the 1so seven-layer model 
for computer communications. DIN connectors and 
Eurocard boards are equivalent to layer 1 and the bus 
communication protocol is equivalent to layer 2. 
Now the committee would like to consider implemen
ting higher level communication-oriented protocols 
that can be built into the bus interface. For its part, 
Intel, with its message passing and error detection 
schemes in the Multibus 11 specification, has already 
taken a step toward implementing some higher level 
ISO functionality in the bus itself . 

The 68000 and 80X86 families are 
said to work with either an asyn
chronous or synchronous design. 
Asynchronous is more flexible, 
Hunter says, adding that the 80X86 
family functions best with a syn
chronous bus. Intel's Hughes and 
Beaston disagree, each noting that 
Intel's processors work well with the 
asynchronous Multibus I and are be
ing designed onto VMEbuses by 
third-party vendors. 

While the asynchronous versus 
synchronous question rages, there 
are more mundane considerations in 

bus design . For example, Intel's 
opting for a longer Eurocard 
(220 mm instead of the VMEbus 
160 mm) for its board may be a 
short-term advantage but a long
term disadvantage. Today's de
signers may need the room but, as 
chip integration technology im
proves, and more functions are 
crammed onchip, less board space 
may be needed. On the other hand, 
it may be that additional space will 
be needed both today and tomorrow 
as more functions are put on a 
board. Indeed, Tl's NuBus board is 

60 mm longer than Intel's-the next 
step in the Eurocard standard . 

More to the story 
There is more to bus design than 

how to take care of ISO levels I and 2 
(or higher). Rick Main, the VMEbus 
manufacturer 's group secretary, 
manager of microsystems engineer
ing at Signetics, and designer of 
both Intel- and Motorola-chip
based computer boards and systems 
has found that the practical hard
ware and software problems of 

(continued on page 36) 
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In the wings 

While the VME and Multibus 11 buses are the major 
contenders right now for 32-bit bus honors, they are 
not without competitors in the long run. Digital 
Equipment Corp is working on a 32-bit bus design 
that will hook up machines based on its PDP/11 -70 
minicomputers into a distributed, realtime multi
processor network. Philips and Intel have such 
designs in prototype form but DEC has wired systems 
together and is working feverishly on developing soft
ware to make them run with all the DEC applications. 

the increasing power of micros, has increased mini 
capability, but it will soon directly counterattack the 
micro world with its 32-bit bus mini-based system. 

The new bus will not hurt the sales of DEC's com
puter bo;;irds, which have made a strong industry 
mark. Moreover, if DEC opts for an open bus with all 
its specifications made public, it may well compete 
with Intel and Motorola for third-party vendor 
support-as may Tl if it decides to push its NuBus. 

Called variously the 01-bus (for bus interface bus). 
the enhanced 0-bus, and the 0-32 bus, DEC's bus 
will help DEC minicomputers compete with the 
microcomputer and supermicrocomputers whose 
functionality has been migrating up into the tradi
tional minicomputer area. In short, DEC, pressured by 

The choice between the VME and Multibus 11 will be 
easier as both Motorola and Intel further define the 
system functions mentioned and how they are imple
mented. On the other hand, DEC could complicate 
matters with its impending 32-bit bus if it is indeed 
different. According to IEEE's Borrill, DEC's bus is "far 
more radical in design concept than the Multibus 11 . " 

making real, bus-based computer 
systems have general applicability. 
According to Main, both the VME 
and Multibus II user groups and the 
written bus specifications deal with 
these practical issues. 

First, there is the problem of the 
internal design and operating envi
ronment of the boards that vendors 
furnish for bus connections. Some 
design and environmental standards 
would be useful. Main also notes 
that power distribution, electrical 
noise, and thermal problems must 
also be solved in practical computer 
systems. It would be helpful if the 
bus specification provided guid
ance. This is especially true now that 
standard buses and standard boards 
mean there are more nonexpert 
computer system designers. 

Then, there is the software prob
lem. With readily available industry
standard languages, operating 
systems, compilers, and the like for 
realtime, multitasking, and multi
user applications, designing one's 
own software is unnecessary except 
for highly specialized applications. 
The real problem is integrating soft
ware with hardware-especially 
when both are developed by dif
ferent vendors who are not in con
tact with each other. 

According to Main, some of these 
software / hardware integration 
problems can be addressed by 
appropriate system specifications. 
For example, if a bus has standard 
IIO driver interfaces, board vendors 
can supply software drivers with 
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their boards and users can integrate 
these drivers into their operating 
systems. This allows modular 
replacement or reconfiguration of 
systems but without the operating 
system impact. 
. Bus manufacturers and bus stan
dards can bring about software stan
dards for coprocessor chips for 
floating point algorithms. And, as 
operating systems are standardized, 
standards will follow for assembly 
language commands to create soft
ware tasks, wake-up tasks, send 
messages, and more. Once standard
ized, these algorithms can be imple
mented in faster hardware that plays 
well with a particular bus design. 
Both Motorola and Intel promise 
VLSI to help reach these goals. 

Software must also work with 
hardware to perform such chores as 
power-fail recovery and automatic 
operating system configuration to 
fit the hardware on which it is run
ning. Main says these are ambitious 
chores for any bus but at the very 
least , " guidelines can be established 
if not full-fledged specifications for 
getting the job done. " Some of this 
material is under review by both 
Motorola and Intel, and Intel has 
gone so far as to specify (in 
Multibus 11) ways to accomplish 
several of the important tasks. 

A look at system issues 
· System issues separate the 
Multibus II from the VMEbus since 
the VMEbus (combined with the VMX 
and VMS buses) functions in a way 

similar to Multibus 11-at least for 
the next few years. In fact, both 
Motorola and Intel feel that 32-bit 
data paths are just part of the 
increased functionality needed by 
32-bit systems, and system attri
butes like ease of use, reliability, 
and multiprocessing capability are 
equally important. 

As far as ease of use is concerned, 
Intel's Beaston says that the Multibus 
II specification makes it . software 
configurable compared to the hard
ware-configurable VMEbus. He 
notes that many of the jumpers and 
spikes on a Multibus II board are 
eliminated, since starting addresses, 
interrupt vectors from memory, and 
the like are more readily handled by 
Multibus II. 

Motorola's Black disagrees, point
ing out that auto-configuration or 
automatic system generation are but 
one part of the different bus design 
philosophies of Intel and Motorola. 
Motorola is working on a system spe
cification to be released in mid-1984. 
The document will address system 
software modularization and its 
hardware module implementation, 
including such factors as automatic 
configuration. 

This specification will respect the 
separation and independence of the 
upper-ISO layers. Unlike the Intel ap
proach, it will not specify how parts 
of the layers should be implemented 
by the bus specification. According 
to Black, Motorola believes that 
system software implementation is 
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best done by system designers to suit 
their own needs. This means using 
the operating system, not the bus, as 
a foundation. 

"Software configuration is flexible 
but costly in board real estate and 
board performance," Black says. 
"Moreover," he adds, "it's hard to 
do halfway with some done by the 
operating system and some by hand. 
It also needs operating system intel
ligence resources and memory; our 
experience shows it's not something 
customers are inclined to pay for." 

Beaston also claims that remote 
diagnostics are more readily handled 
by Multibus 11. For example, having 
the interconnect address space in the 
bus specification to allow designers 
to identify boards by their physical 
position in the backplane facilitates 
implementation of the diagnostics 
facility. Motorola's view is that such 
a use is best built on top of the 
microprocessor operating system at 
designer option (today in software, 
tomorrow in hardware) and not into 
the bus specification with a 
predefined method and addresses. 

As far as comparative bus reli
ability is concerned, there is the 
matter of error detection. Multibus 
11 has a nonoptional feature that 
allows parity checks for error detec
tion on data transfers so that a 
processor has an indication that 
something is amiss, and can abort or 
retry if necessary. Multibus II is also 
designed to allow the detection of 
operational errors. For example, a 
request for a 32-bit read on an 8-bit 
1/0 line will cause an error indica
tion, as will several other opera
tional errors. These chores are taken 
care of by the Multibus II protocol. 

There are several other reliability 
considerations. For one, Multibus II 
data samples are said to be taken so 
that they have less noise sensitivity 
than VME samples. Beaston claims 
that the connector pinout is better 
designed than that of the VME since 
the different signal groups are 
shielded from one another. In addi
tion, there are more ground lines for 
better noise performance as well as 
more power pins. Finally, there is 
less crosstalk since the pins are 
multiplexed and fewer lines are 
switched at once. 
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Black has a different point of 
view regarding relative bus reli
ability. He again points out that Intel 
is forcing a procedure on computer 
designers by insisting they use parity 
checks and pay the board space and 
speed penalty. Parity found on VME 
memory boards is a valid concept 
for memory but is not valid for bus 
drivers. Unlike RAMs, they are not 
likely to break down before the sys
tem mean time before failure {MTBF) 
calls for a system breakdown. 

The VME approach to error diag
nosis is to handle it in the micro
computer operating system where 
the operating system software 
handles all possible system errors 
and communicates with the system 
hardware to take care of them. In 
contrast, Multibus II handles some 
errors in its bus specification and 
would have to handle others in the 
operating system. In Black's view, 
this is an improper partitioning of 
operating system functions. 

For Black, Beaston's comments 
about Multibus n's superiority in 
noise behavior, crosstalk, and pin
out are not relevant, given today's 
advanced backplane technologies 
and multilayer boards. "There are 
no edge-sensitive noise, high fre
quency grounding, or shielding 
problems with the vMEbus," he says. 

Lots of processors 
Perhaps most important from the 

point of view of future designs for a 
multiprocessing environment, 
Beaston says that Intel's Multibus II 
is better designed for many pro
cessors than the VMEbus. 

Normally, when a multiprocessor 
computer system shares memory, its 
processors must work with over
lapping memory space. If there are 
more than two processors, there are 
likely to be address aliasing prob
lems for the microprocessor's 
operating system to manage. The 
microprocessor has contention and 
pointer manipulation chores to 
handle and can do nothing else 
when it is so occupied. The Multibus 
II philosophy is to take care of part 
of the support for multiprocessor 
data sharing in bus interface hard
ware. For example, an 8-bit 8088 can 

(continued on page 40) 

What is "The Alps Advantage". and why 
is it important to you. our customers? 

Essentially. The Alps Advantage 
encompasses a whole series of customer 
benefits. brought together to help give you 
a competitive edge in your marketplace. 

W I For design e come engineers. it means 

T Th a vast array of electro-
0 e mechanical components 

Alps and system products
particularly noteworthy 

Advantage i~~~~=~~ve 
technology. state-of-the-art performance. 
high degree of miniaturization. built-in 
quality and long-life reliability. It also 
means a never-ending flow of new 
product introductions and helpful 
application engineering assistance from 
our Technical Product Managers. 

For purchasing and production 
people. The Alps Advantage takes on 
other meanings - competitive pricing. 
automated manufacturing facilities and 
on-time deliveries. Equally important. 
it means a special kind of philosophy 
based on a spirit of teamwork and 
cooperative customer relations. 

The Alps Advantage is everything 
you need to improve your products and 
enhance your competitive position -
and everything you'd expect from a 
world-class supplier. Since its founding 
in 1948. Alps Electric Co .. Ltd. has 
experienced steady. stable growth - to 
a level of world-wide sales now up to 
$1-billion per year! 

We look forward to the opportunity 
of putting The Alps Advantage to work 
for you - to get started. please contact 
the Alps Sales Rep nearest you: 

AL Huntsvtlle (Jack Harvey a. Assocs.) . (205) 536·4414 
AZ Phoenix (Eltron) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... (602) 266-2164 
CA San Diego (Harvey King, Inc.). . . . . . . . (619) 566-5252 
CA Santa Clara (Nova-Tronlx. Inc.). . . . . . (408) 727-9530 
CA Woodland Hills (Relcom,lnc.) (213)340·9143 
CO Englewood (NelllganCo.) ... (303)761·2121 
CT Yalesvllle (Technology Sales. Inc.). . . . (203) 269-8853 
Fl. Clearwater (Jack Harvey S.Assocs.) .. (813) 725·4900 
Fl. Ft. Lauderdale (JackHarveyS.Assocs.). (305) 763-1945 
GA Norcross (Jack Harvey a. Assocs.) . . . . (404) 449-4643 
IL Arlington Heights (Micro Sales.Inc.) .. (312)956-1000 
IN Indianapolis (Jack Harvey a. Assocs.) .. (317)872-1031 
JN Kokomo (Jack Harvey a. Assocs.). . . . . (317) 453-4260 
KS Kansas City (BC Electronic Sales.Inc.) . (913)342·1211 
KS Wichita (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) . . . . (316) 942-9840 
MD Timonlum (AllenAssocs.) (301)252-4133 
MA Waltham (Technology Sales. Inc.) . . . (617) 647-5700 
Ml Oak Park (A. Blumenberg Assocs .. Inc.) (313) 968-3230 
MN Minneapolis (P.S.I.) . . . . . . . . (612)944-8545 
MO st. Louis (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) .. (314)291 -1101 
NC Greensboro (Wallace Electronic Sales) (919) 996-2742 
NJ Boonton (PAFAssocs.) . ... . (201)335-0680 
NY Smithtown (PAF Assocs.) .. (516)360-0940 
NY Albany (Reagan/Compar). . (518) 489-4777 
NY Endwell (Reagan/Compar) . (607)723-8743 
NY Fairport (Reagan/Compar) . (716) 271 -2230 
NY New Hartford (Reagan/Compar). ... (315)732-3775 
OH Rocky River (Norman Case Assocs.) (216) 333-0400 
OK Tulsa (Norcom,lnc.). .. .. . (918)832-7747 
OR Aloha (Venture Electronics) . (503) 642-9090 
PA Willow Grove (Harry Nash Assocs.). (215)657-2213 
TN Johnson City (Jack Harvey a. Assocs.) . (615) 928-7588 
TX Dallas (Norcom, Inc.) . . . . . . . . . . (214) 386-4888 
TX Austln(Norcom.lnc.) ..... (512)451 -2757 
TX Houston (Norcom. Inc.) . . . (713) 933-6021 
VA Lynchburg (Burgin-Kreh Assocs .. Inc.) (804) 239-2626 
WA Bellevue (Venture Electronics) . . . . (206) 454-4594 
WI Milwaukee (Micro Sales, Inc.) ... .... (414) 782-1171 
CANADA: St. Laurent (Vite! Electronics) .. (514) 331 -7393 
CANADA: Mississauga (Vite! Electronics) . ( 416) 676-9720 
CANADA: Kanata (Vite! Electronics) (613) 592-0090 
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Designers face decision time 
(continued from page 38) 
control message passing in a 32-bit 
wide burst transfer interface. 

Such a procedure is not possible 
with the VMEbus, which does not 
have a mechanism in its specifica
tion to do it, Beaston says. He adds 
that the VMEbus would require a 
separate address space in the bus 
specification to take care of message 
passing in the bus interface hard
ware and it cannot be added. 

The VME manages data sharing by 
means of pointer passing on its VMS 
serial bus. According to Beaston, 
this is inferior to the Multibus II's 
approach because its 32-bit parallel 
bus would pass a 32-bit pointer in 
one clock cycle (32 times faster than 
the serial bus) even if their speeds 
were the same-and the parallel bus 
is much faster. 

For Motorola's Black, the VME 
has unsurpassed multiprocessing 
capabilities. "All multiprocessing 
systems need, and will do, message 
passing, and the VMEbus has a 
memory map for messages," he 
says, adding that the real question is 
where in the system you define the 

mapping. According to the VME 
system plan, the VMEbus will pass 
messages over either its serial or 
parallel buses under control of the 
microprocessor, not the bus. 

The VMEbus's realtime executive 
in its operating system takes care of 
all message passing with what is 
known as "address modifier codes." 
In contrast, Intel has divided 
message passing so it is partially 
handled by the bus specification and 
partially by operating system soft
ware. All Multibus II has done so 
far, Black maintains, is define a 
message space-a separate page of 
memory-and specify some registers 
without saying what goes in them. 

According to Black there are no 
inherent limitations to the multipro
cessing capability of the VMEbus 
which might make it inferior in any · 
way to the Multibus II. He goes on 
to say that the number of processors 
that can be handled is a function of 
the application, and such factors as 
bus arbitration efficiency. 

The two bus arbitration schemes 
are basically equivalent, Black says. 

As both buses have the same number 
of backplane slots, both arbitration 
schemes will accept a processor 
board in each slot, and bus arbitra
tion (even though the VMEbus is 
marginally faster) is not a major 
factor since both buses arbitrate 
concurrently with bus activity. 

The only remaining factor is how 
fast designers can move data 
through the bus and, as Black puts 
it, both are subject to the same laws 
of physics. For real world block 
transfers using real memory and 
other components designers can 
buy, not theorize about, the buses 
have equivalent throughput for 
block transfers, Black says. He adds 
that the VMEbus can do twice the 
transfers of a Multibus II for a 
single-cycle access because it is not 
multiplexed. 

-Harvey J. Hindin, 
Special Features Editor 
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"Sig_netics 
s circuits. 

Simple logic says itS 
tirne to take a 

shortcut:' 
count. Improved reliability. Lower 
inventory costs. And shorter de
sign cycles. Just for starters. 

Programming is quick.and easy, 
too. IFL devices are made up of 
logic elements joined by a select
able interconnect system. All con
nections and macro functions are 
completely programmable. 

If you can write a Boolean equa
tion, you're home free. Just define 
your system in terms of the equa
tion and enter itat a CRT terminal 
for downloading to your PROM 

1 programmer. Blow the fuses, and 

Take the shortcut! More than 60 SS!/ MS/ 
devices have been replaced by five Stgnettcs 

short ctrcutts. Even with a smaller 
board, there's sttll plenty of room for other 

part types. 

We know all about the expanse 
of SSl/MSI. And the expense of 
gate arrays. Because we sell 
plenty of both. 

But we also bridge the gap be
tween them with IFL (Integrated 
Fuse Logic), otherwise known as 
short circuits.1bat means you can 
have customized logic. Without 
the custom prices or lead times. 

IFL takes user-programmable 
logic far beyond programmable 
read only memory and programma
ble array logic circuits. It provides 
a high level of integration. Flexibil
ity. And ease of use. All this adds 
up to dramatically lower parts 

your logic circuit is ready. As 
simply and quickly as that. 

"They blow everything 
else right out of the water." 

No matter what other devices 
you stack up against our IFL cir
cuits, there's no contest. 

Compared to TIL, they can cut 
your PC board size and pin count 
often by as much as 90%, and 
make the system more reliable 
in the process. 

Compared to gate arrays, IFL 
circuits give you shorter devel
opment cycles, since it takes 
about 30 seconds to program 
one of our parts versus 6 to 8 
weeks to make a gate array mask. 
They also give you lower initial 
cost, less design risk, and off
the-shelf availability. 

Our IFL circuits can even give 
you programmable output levels. 
The most useable P-terms per out
put. The most inputs and outputs. 

And the most straightforward pro
gramming of any logic device in 
the industry. Complete with pro
grammable AND and programma
ble OR arrays in the same device. 

These circuits are among the 
most complex LSI products made 
today. But they're manufactured 
on the same bipolar fab line which 
recently demonstrated 54 ppm 
mechanical and 0 ppm electrical 
AOQ (Average Outgoing Quality) 
- an industry low. 

We're applying this knowhow 
to our IFL. So you can be sure of 
the same high quality standards. 

"You won't believe 
all the things they can dO:' 

They're so flexible, you can get 
everything you need from just 
three basic IFL circuits: our 
simple Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA), Field Programma
ble Logic Array (FPLA) and Field 
Programmable Logic Sequencer 
(FPLS). All of which come in 20, 
24, and 28-pin packages. 

By stocking that basic inven
tory alone, you can program your 
own devices to perform an amaz
ing variety of functions. 

With just the 828151 FPGA, for in
stance, you can get memory map
ping, fault monitoring, address 
decoding for peripheral selection, 
and random gating functions. 

You can use our 82S153 FPLA 
in CRT display systems, code 
conversion, microprogramming, 
character generation, data seen-
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What is z ... ing? z .. . iug is a philosophy that we at ZAX 
maintain about technology and its application. We 
realize that our customers need more than just the bes 
technology ... they need.. our concern of ho that tech
nology will be utilized now as well as in he future. 

:That's why our emulators more than1neettodays needs 
for development an wilJ remain the state-of-art for 
your future requtrements. 

ZAX EMUt:ATORS + YOUR COMPUTER -
A COMPl:ETE MICROPR CESSOR 

DEVELOPMENT S'tSTEM 
From IBM's PC to Digital's VAX, ZAX now gives you 
zability to form a complete development sY,stem using 
your computer. . . the ZAX In-circuit Emurator nd 
interface software package makes1his possible. 

For the IBM PC, three s~cial software packages utilize; 
the standard MSDOST" operating system, Digital Re
search Programmers Utilities with Symbolic Debugging, 
or an Intel compatible Assembler/Linker L-0acfer with 
Symbolic Deblfg_slog. ZAX also has standard packages 
for CP/M 86™ with Symbolic Debugging. 

ZAX has zanswe~ for mainframe compute s with simple 
uploading and downloading of object files. 

Development system owners benefit by downloading 
programs to ZAX Emulators ... this cost efficient feature 
frees your system for further software deve1opment. 
This enables you to use ZAX Emulators f ! software 
pebugging and system integration, ~rmitting total 
control over your zfuture development needs. 

If Zmaximul'J) flexibifity at a · nimum investme t makes 
sense for your future, hook-up with he company that. 
can give you more z ... ing .. . ZAX! 

For further information please contact ZAX. 







The World's Most 
Elegant Microprocessor 
Family Has its Own 
UNIX™ Operating 
System. 
Introducing GENIX, the best 
operating system for the 
NS16000™ microprocessor 
family, from the company 
that knows the chip best. 

Impressive mainframe architec
ture and sophisticated high level 
language support characterize the 
NS 16000 microprocessor family. 

Industry experts hail it as the "best 
UNIX micro '.' Now GENIX is here. 
GENIX has been elegantly tailored to 
optimize the NS 16000 architecture. 
And NS 16000 system designers have 
an operating system that's a custom fit. 

GENIX is UNIX-and more. It 
stands to reason that our own in
house port of the UNIX operating 
system would capitalize on the 
unique features of the NS 16000. And 
thats exactly what GENIX does. 

Software development tools 
function very effectively in this 
advanced environment. 

The custom match of GENIX 
with the NS 16000 architecture 
is an obvious benefit. Besides 
providing all the proven bene
fits of the Berkeley 4.1 bsd 
version of UNIX--such as multi
programming, a hierarchical 
file structure, and over 200 
powerful utilities--GENIX adds 
value. GENIX supports true 
Demand Paged Vitual Memory and 
floating point operation. High level 
languages are also supported by an 
optimized C compiler and an 
optional, powerful Pascal compiler. 

Of course, support for the full 
range of NS 16000 advanced com
ponents is provided: CPUs, Memory 
Management Unit, Floating Point 
Unit, Interrupt Control Unit, and 
Timing Control Unit. These com
ponents, combined with GENIX, 
provide an unbeatable integrated 
microcomputer solution. GENIX 
runs on the SYS 16 Development 
System and is also available now 
in source code, under license, for 
NS 16000-based systems. 

Expect more from the future. 
The long-term success of a system 

depends upon its ability to expand. 
The clear migration path of fully 
implemented 32-bit architecture 
throughout the NS 16000 microproc
essor family means innovation never 
equals obsolescence. The NS 16000 
family brings the benefits of 32-bit 
architecture to 8, 16 and 32-bit 
systems to protect and optimize your 
system and software investments. 
Future 32-bit CPUs will also be 
compatible . 

And theres more. Our UNIX 
expertise is already being applied to 
the implementation of Berkeley 4.2 
for added technical and networking 
capabilities. The generic port of 
UNIX System V is also underway. 

NS16000 
Elegance is everything. 

See it. 
See the NS 16000 family, 

featuring GENIX on the 
SYS 16 on exhibition at 
Electro, or call your local 
Field Applications Engineer 
for a demonstration. 

Talk with us. 
Call the National Sales 

Engineer near you for more 
information and the answers 
to your questions. Ask to 
meet with one of our Field 
Applications Engineers 
to discuss your specific 
application. 

Read about it. 

CIRCLE 23 
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All this success 
and w-e haverit 
changed a bit. 

Try to imagine a real-time 
operating system flexible 
enough to handle hundreds 
of different applications. 

Without any modification. 
Our VRTX~ microprocessor 

operating system can do just that. Over 200 diverse 
applications, from navigating aircraft to controlling 
disks, to playing video games, have been successfully 
implemented around VRTX. All without tweaking a 
single bit ofVRTX code. 

A good thing, too. 
Because our VRTX operating system is delivered in 

4K bytes of ROM. Which naturally makes tweaking a 
little impractical. 

But it does make VRTX the most bug-free operating 
system you ' ll ever use. And the easiest one you 'll 
ever install. 

In fact , we wouldn't be surprised if you saved six 
to 12 months of development time using VRTX. 

But protecting our 
100,000 hours of debug

ging and testing really led 
us to seal VRTX in silicon. And 

prevent even accidental modifica
tions from introducing new bugs. So now 

we know, no matter how successful we get, 
we'll never get spoiled. 

For a free VRTX evaluation package (including 
timings for system calls and interrupts) contact us 
with the details of your application, including the 
microprocessors you're using: Z8000,Z80,MC68000 
or 8086 family. Write Hunter & Ready, Inc. , 445 
Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306. 
Or call (415) 326-2950. 

HUNTER 
~READY 
Operating systems in silicon . 
© 1983 Hunter & Ready, Inc. 
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Local area networks proliferate while standards lag 
Since VLSI devices and interfaces to 
support them have appeared, local 
area networks (LANs) have been 
multiplying like rabbits. The advan
tages of connecting relatively cheap 
workstations to expensive file servers 
and graphics peripherals are obvi
ous, as is the need to connect to 
mainframes with superior computing 
power and database structures. 

The problem, however, is that 
individual hardware and software 
vendors have gone haring off in 
separate directions. Each provides 
relatively easy interconnection 
between users of their particular 
products, but no simple way of 
transferring data or programs to 
other systems. 

The resulting incompatibilities, 
like the chaos of floppy disk for
mats, are a disservice to the industry 
and the consumer. The real and 

pressing need, at all levels of the 
computer industry, is for a free flow 
of data and information among all 
levels of machines and users. 

Purely commercial concerns-lock
ing users into a particular hardware/ 
software combination-will prove 
counterproductive in the long run. 
Telecommunication managers are 
already beginning to see that a 
10-Mbyte/s Ethernet link, with 
expensive cables, interface hard
ware, and installation, is not much 
good if the machines at either end of 
the link cannot understand one 
another. 

Creating a local network interface 
is a fairly straightforward technical 
problem that can usually be solved 
relatively quick. Standards, on the 
other hand, are a political problem 
involving a large number of people 
and the reconciliation of conflicting 

CIRCLE 24 

points of view. Technology, as usual, 
is outrunning the political process. 

Considering implementations 
DR Soft/Net, from Digital Re

search, Inc (Pacific Grove, Calif), 
implements the session and trans
port layers of the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) inter
connect standard. It is basically a 
distributed file-serving mechanism 
that allows various machines run
ning Digital Research operating sys
tems to share data files and use 
remote peripherals. 

Its strength is in its modularity. 
Each function is a self-contained 
routine that other functions access 
via strictly defined interfaces. Data 
and service requests are passed 
between modules in a standard and 
easily understood way. Thus, details 

(continued on page 50) 
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LANs proliferate 
(continued from page 49) 

are effectively hidden and design 
effort can be concentrated on the 
job at hand. 

Implementation of this modu
larity (which has received much aca
demic attention over the last 20 
years) is Digital Research's technical 
contribution to the computer field. 
By putting all hardware interfaces 
into one module, basic 1/0 system 
(BIOS), file handling in another, 
basic disk operating system (BDOS), 
and a simplified user interface, con
sole command processor ( CCP) in 
another, Digital Research has created 
a flexible operating system. This 
system has made writing relatively 
inexpensive application programs 
feasible and quick . 

Soft/Net continues the tradition 
of modularity, and was designed to 
make it easy for manufacturers to 
configure for particular hardware. 
The strictly logical component, net
work disk operating system (NDOS) is 
provided in both 8-bit (8080/ Z80) and 

16-bit (8086) versions. Hardware con
nections network 1/0 system (NIOS) 
are presently available for Ethernet 
and Arcnet, with documentation 
available for adapting to other 
transmission media. 

File sharing, password protection, 
record and file locking, and remote 
peripheral use are all supported by 
Soft/Net. The first release of Soft/ 
Net will be as part of Concurrent 
CP/ M-86 next month. This package 
will allow remote operations to go 
on in the background, while other 
programs are running. 

However, the weakness of modu
larity is that the user is dependent on 
the functions that the vendor has 
chosen to include. CP/M has been cri
ticized for allowing only four 110 
devices apart from the disks-a Tele
type (CON:), tape reader (RDR:), a 
punch {PUN:), and a line printer 
{LPT:). Each of these four logical 
devices can be dynamically con
nected to any one of 12 device 

drivers, but the choices are not 
many. Nonstandard peripherals must 
often be driven directly from the 
application program, defeating the 
concept of modularity . 

In providing the NIOS for Soft/ 
Net, and the Graphic 1/0 System 
( GIOS) for the recently introduced 
graphics system, the company has 
begun to address this weakness. 
Given the company's announcement 
that development work is now being 
done in the C language, further 
modular extensions of the basic 
operating system can be expected . 
High level source code will also 
make possible, for better or worse , 
porting to new processors. CP/ M-68K 
(for Motorola's 68000) is already 
available, and rumors about an 
implementation for the 16032/32032 

are circulating. 
A technical problem with the CP/ M 

file structure is that it is flat, con
sisting of a single list of files with 
8-character names and 3-character 

Pujitsu: World-Class 
Components 

PC-Board
Type Relays 

World-Class Components 
Part of Tomorrow's 

Technology 
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Component Division Fujitsu America, Inc. 
918 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, IL 60044 
(312) 295-2610 Telex: 206196 TWX: 910-651-2259 

Mini 
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Printers 



extensions. Hierarchical files (eg, 
PC-DOS 2.0 and Unix) can probably 
be expected in the future, especially 
since Digital Research has been 
chosen to complete the Unix imple
mentation for Intel's 286 processor. 
With the simultaneous increase in 
capacity and decline in price of mass 
storage (eg, 100 Mbytes on a 5 './.i-in. 
Winchester) the hierarchical file 
structure, in one form or another, 
should become the standard for 
16-bit and larger systems. 

Unix to PC networking 
Distributed processing, using the 

most widespread, commercially 
available desktop microcomputer, is 
the goal of an Ethernet-based Unix 
network recently announced by 
Plexus Computers, Inc (Santa 
Clara, Calif) and LanTech Systems 
(Dallas, Tex). The network lets 
users of the IBM PC take advantage 
of Unix files, utilities, and multi
user capabilities. 

Lan Tech 's uNETix, a single-user 
Unix-compatible operating system 
for the PC, includes software inter
faces to Plexus' network operating 
system (NOS). Together with a stan
dard Ethernet interface board, the 
system turns the PC into a very intel
ligent distributed workstation with 
access to the resources of a super
microcomputer. It is available 90 
days ARO for $250 from LanTech. 

Modularity is built into Unix, 
although the granularity is different 
than in CP/ M. All data is treated as a 
character stream-a one-dimensional 
series of bytes. Programs accept 
streams through their standard 
input, process them, and emit them 
from the standard output. 

This approach facilitates the crea
tion of software tools. These small, 
well-understood, and tested pro
grams can be strung together easily 
to do any job needed. It also makes 
a hierarchical file structure impera
tive, to keep the hundreds of small 
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tools from cluttering the program
mer's "workbench." 

Strictly defined and adhered to, a 
character stream approach also im
poses time and space penalties on 
applications, such as data bases, 
which use two- (or more) dimen
sional data structures. Transferring 
a large data array byte by byte can 
be a long process. 

Vendors like Plexus are working 
to make a distributed Unix environ
ment a viable competitor to IBM's 
3270/ SNA network connections to 
and between mainframes. While it is 
undoubtedly a good environment 
for programmers to work in, Unix 
has been described as being "user
hostile." The face it presents to the 
casual user is both cryptic and con
fusing. 

While IBM's batch-processing 
interface may leave much to be 
desired, particularly in the realm of 
job control language, there are a 

(continued on page 52) 

rid-Class Components Update: 

comes to PC-board
s-electromechanical, 

-wetted, reed-nobody 
can touch Fujitsu for quality and 
reliability, performance and 
sophistication. 

Fujitsu technology produces relays 
no other company can. Such as the 
world's smallest electromechanical 
relay, the FBR-20. Fujitsu provides 
relays with such outstanding size
to-performance characteristics that 
major automobile makers use them 
in state of the art keyless door systems, 
voice electronics and other applications. 

When the problem demands a mercury-wetted 
solution, Fujitsu offers the finest made. A relay 
that features a reliability rate many times better 
than the competition. And proven performance 
that's tested to 20 billion operations. 

World-Class Components 
Part of Tomorrow's 

Technology 
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Fujitsu relays are 
and CSA certified. Beca 

so complete, there is a Fuj 
nearly every application -

process control, telecommu 
automotive, automatic test equl 

Or if you have a specific 
problem, Fujitsu can custom 
solution with its wealth of techno-
logical experience and resources. 

For years, Fujitsu has been on 
the leading edge in developing 
breakthrough, problem-solving 
technology. Offering companies, 

worldwide, uncompromising 
quality and reliability-the result of 
Fujitsu's insistence on controlling, 

in house, every aspect of the 
design and manufacturing process. 

And delivering-with the highest level of 
service and absolutely competitive prices. 

Find out more about World-Class Relays from 
Fujitsu. Contact your value added Fujitsu 

Distributor or Fujitsu directly. 

Component Division Fujitsu America, Inc. 
918 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, IL 60044 
(312) 295-2610 Telex: 206196 TWX: 910-651-2559 
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LANs proliferate 
(continued from page 51) 
host of productivity tools, text edi
tors, and utilities (eg, SPF) are avail
able from both IBM and independent 
vendors. These tools and interfaces, 
called shells in Unix, are being 
developed, and even exist in full 
form at some installations. How
ever , they are not generally available 
to the business user. 

More specifically, this uNETix
Ethernet combination competes 
directly for board and disk space 
with IBM's recent PC/ 3270 (for com
munications) and PC/ 370 (for exe
cuting mainframe software in the 
PC) products. Neither system makes 
provision for communicating with 
the other-except, perhaps, by 
writing data to the PC disk, and 
rebooting with the other operating 
system to read it. This is, however, 
an inherently slow and clumsy pro
cess . In the absence of formal 
standards and user demands for 
compatibility, manufacturers will 
continue to create technical solu
tions that cause intercommunication 
problems. 

Unveiling a new "standard" 
Billing it as "The standard in 

network software,'' SoITech Micro 
systems (San Diego, Calif) has intro
duced Liaison, a networking imple
mentation of the UCSD p-System. 
Liaison includes a limited multipro
cessing operating system ($750 to 
$4000, depending on number of 

users), a disk server ($150) to man
age files for remote users , a print 
server ($150), and a tool kit ($200) 
to help develop Liaison systems. 

The system is presently available 
for the Apple rre, IBM PC, TI Profes
sional, and Corvus Concept com
puters. It communicates via the 
Corvus Omninet LAN. Implementa
tions for other computer systems 
and other LANs are slated to become 
available later this year. 

An intriguing, and somewhat 
lamentable, feature of the system is 
the Liaison Monitor, which allows 
the independent seller of the system 
to limit the number of simultaneous 
users . This is justified in SoITech 's 
literature as a way for software 
developers to ensure profits by 
charging different prices for: the 
same program, according to the 
number of users. While the goal of 
networking and communications is 
to increase productivity by making 
data and programs more widely 
available, profitability is generally 
the motivating force behind busi
ness. But this seems like a step 
backwards-the same thing can be 
accomplished cheaper with a single 
program on a single disk that will 
only run on a single machine (eg, 
VisiCalc on the Apple.) 

While the ucso p-System has a 
wealth of tools, a Pascal that cures 
most of the standard language defi
ciencies and a large, vocal, and 

active programmer community, it is 
by no means a standard or " univer
sal" operating system. Standards 
are created by the general consensus 
of large numbers of vendors and 
users. Despite the fact that the 
majority of p-System users have 
bought it from Apple Computer Inc 
(Cupertino, Calif), and not SoITech, 
the latter shows a certain lack of in
terest or awareness that anyone else 
exists in the data processing world. 

Technically expert users feel that 
Liaison is an excellent solution to 
networking between machines run
ning the p-System. It addresses the 
needs of a multi-user system very 
well , providing for interchange of 
data and program source and object 
files, as well as the file-locking and 
password protection necessary to 
keep a multi-user system secure. It is 
modular, and provides services at all 
seven levels of the ISO interconnec
tion model. 

It does not, however, make direct 
provision for communication with 
other systems which are not running 
Liaison, whether they are non
Liaison p-Systems or others . Some 
of this lack can be charged to the 
vendor; but a greater percentage 
must be charged to the whole indus
try and user community worldwide, 
in delaying the implementation of 
clear interconnect standards and 
translation protocols. 

-Sam Bassett, Field Editor 

Window worlds open to independent programmers 
The open applications environment 
and the desktop metaphor are com
mon concepts among the newer 16-bit 
operating system user interfaces. 
Notable among these are the Lisa by 
Apple Computer, the Windows sys
tem by Microsoft, and VisiOn by 
VisiCorp . The desktop metaphor 
uses windows, icons, menus, and a 
mouse to select actions and is obvi
ously meant to make the systems 
appealing to those who are not 
totally familiar with computers. The 
open application environment, how
ever, has two purposes: to allow the 
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user to select and run applications 
from different software vendors, 
and to encourage independent soft
ware vendors (rsvs) to write applica
tions for the window environments. 

To this end, Apple Computer 
(Cupertino, Calif), Microsoft (Belle
vue, Wash), and VisiCorp (San 
Jose, Calif), have come up with rsv 
programming aids and support. 
They have also specifically designed 
their operating environments to 
make it easy to adapt independently 
produced applications programs to 
their computers. Such rsv support 

has appeared in the form of ''tool 
kits" for adapting to the world of 
windows and as porting aids for 
adapting existing programs to the 
new environment. 

Porting existing software from 
other systems can be done in two 
ways. In some cases, programs can 
be recompiled and adapted to a 
subset of the window environment. 
In other cases, an application must 
run in a window which simply 
emulates a standard alphanumeric 
terminal. The programmer may 

(continued on page 54) 



LET METHEUS OEM GRAPHICS 
PUTYOU A GENERATION AHEAD 

First we brought you the !l400 Display Controller, 
with 1024 x 768 resolution, 8-bit planes and one million 
pixels/second vector drawing speed. This innovation 
introduced state-of-the-art color graphics performance 
from a single circuit board, providing OEMs with the 
ultimate in reliability, flexibility and price. 

Now, Metheus has moved even further ahead with the 
fl500, first of a new generation of color graphic display 
controllers. 

fl500: New standards in resolution, refresh and 
ergonomics. Still on a single board. 

The fl500 Display Controller sets a new standard in 
graphics display ergonomics, bringing you brighter, 
crisper images and truly flicker-free displays. It has the 
highest resolution available, 1280 x 1024 at 60Hz 
non-interlaced refresh, the rate needed to drive the 
latest lOOMHz monitors. 

fl500's bit-slice processor supports drawing speeds 
ranging from l.5 million to 120 million pixels per 
second. 

And, once again, Metheus' advanced graphics 
technology is neatly packaged on a single board for 
exceptional reliability and efficiency. On-board 
signature analysis circuitry and extensive self-testing 

capability ensure consistent, dependable operation and 
fast diagnosis of any malfunction. 

A Writeable Control Store (WCS) feature allows 
OEMs to customize the controller's instruction set for a 
wide range of specialized customer applications. 

The fl500 is software compatible with fl400 . And , 
both are supported by Metheus' Axia™ Graphics 
Package, built around the ACM SIGGRAPH CORE and 
designed to speed and simplify your application 
software development. 

Let Metheus put you a generation ahead of your 
competitors. 

Both the fl400 and fl500 are available as display 
controller or integrated graphics subsystem 
incorporating a high resolution monitor. And both are 
available for immediate delivery in quantity. 

If color graphics are a part of your product's future, 
you owe it to yourself and your customers to talk to 
Metheus today. 

1\1~ ~ i 'i i ~llS 
Metheus Corporation , P.O. Box 1049, 
Hillsboro, OR 971 23, (503 ) 640-8000 
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Window worlds 
(continued from page 52) 

VISI CORP INOEPENDENTLY 
PRODUCTS DEVELOPED PRODUCTS 

~~ 

VISION 

NATIVE 
PRODUCTS 

(MACHINE DEPENDENT) 

HOST OPERAl ING SYSTEM 

HOST MACHINE 

The machine-dependent interface, VisiHost, connects the VisiOn environment to 
the host operating system. Applications written by VisiCorp, as well as those by 
1svs, run consistently in the VisiOn world sharing user interface and data. 

later have the option of rewriting 
routines in the ported application to 
make it work more closely with the 
world of windows, but at least the 
existing software investment is 
preserved in the new environment. 

The Apple Lisa system has a tool 
called QuickPort, which enables 
appliCations written in Basic-Plus, 
Cobol, or Pascal to be quickly moved 
to the Lisa Desktop. Such applica
tions readily make use of comple
menting screen features. They will 
have their own menu, window, icon, 
and stationery pad, as well as be 
able to utilize Lisa's scrolling and 
printing interfaces . Thus, although 
the Lisa uses an object-oriented 
programming approach, nonobject
oriented programs can be written 
for it and can interact with the user 
in a Lisa-like manner. 

For programs that have been de
veloped in a Unix-only environment, 
Lisa runs the Microsoft Xenix and 
the UniSoft UniPlus+ versions of 
Unix. In the Unix environment, the 
Lisa user-interface features are not 
available. The "window" occupies 
the entire screen and emulates a 24 x 
80 alphanumeric terminal. Unix pro
grams can thereby be ported to Lisa, 
or Lisa can be used as a development 
station for Unix programs running 
on other systems. 
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One main difference exists between 
the Lisa world and the window 
systems offered by VisiCorp and 
Microsoft. Lisa is a hardware en
vironment with its own operating 
system, while the latter two represent 
extensions to existing operating 
systems. Microsoft's Windows is an 
extension of its own MS-DOS oper
ating system. Visicorp's VisiOn inter
faces to other 16-bit operating 
systems via a machine-dependent 
VisiHost/operating system interface. 

Microsoft does provide the ability 
for a window to emulate a VT-52 type 
terminal for straight alphanumeric 
1/0. But, applications that write 
directly to hardware, bypassing MS

DOS, will not run in a window. Here, 
in contrast to Lisa, the portability 
issue involves porting the program 
to the MS-DOS environment rather 
than to a hardware system. Unix
only programs would obviously not 
run under MS-DOS. On the other 
hand, Microsoft provides language 
bindings to six languages that give 
them access to the standard features 
of Windows when compiled under 
MS-DOS. 

Program development 
In all three approaches, applica

tions are able to take full advantage 
of user-interface features when they 

are written specifically for that envir
onment, and all three companies 
provide tools for the ISV to do that. 
Each of the three, however, has a 
somewhat different focus. Apple is 
primarily a hardware manufacturer 
with its own operating system. 
Microsoft has concentrated primarily 
on the MS-DOS operating system 
running on a wide variety of ma
chines. VisiCorp has focused mainly 
on consistent application software 
tht run in a number of operating 
systems. The three companies are 
also aware that they cannot service 
the full demand for applications, 
and hence the importance of the 1sv. 

Apple provides a development 
environment called the Workshop 
that consists of a Lisa machine, the 
ToolKit/ 32 package, which includes 
the Generic Application, QuickDraw 
graphics, and an object-oriented 
extension of Pascal called Clascal. 
The Generic Application can start 
software development using all of 
Lisa's standard user-interface fea
tures, including cut/ paste integra
tion, scrolling, menu handling, and 
window management. Since appli
cations are built using ToolKit/32, 
all programs written with it will 
have a consistent user interface. 

Programming with Clascal on the 
Workshop takes an object-oriented 
approach where the user describes 
characteristics and interactions of 
objects, such as windows, which com
prise the application. The Generic 
Application contains a library of 
object descriptions (windows, docu
ments, commands, etc). The devel
oper has only to describe the objects 
needed to make up a specific appli
cation and the characteristics that 
might make a given object distinct. 
Syntax is very close to that of Pascal. 

VisiCorp's approach with VisiOn 
is first to interface the Vision envir
onment to a given operating system 
environment. Applications are then 
built on top of VisiOn using VisiC, a 
dialect of the C language, and C 
extensions (eg, the menu compiler, 
the help compiler, and the forms 
compiler) to create the user interface. 
These compilers turn C-like code into 
the menus and screens that make up 
the window interface of VisiOn. 

(continued on page 56) 



Options up to 
1.0 MIPS. 

Expandable 
to 4M bytes 
ECC RAM. 

Multi-user: sup
ports up to 28 
serial ports . 

. Fot $()~6~* Compute~- , 
.. .7,J Automat10ns 

implementation of Bell Laboratories' UNIX, 
using dataCASE/5 and the Series 5 com
puter, delivers mainframe performance in 
an attractive desktop package. This highly 
expandable~ packaged system offers OEMs 
UNIX js a tradetnark of Bell Laboratories. 
•For OEM quantities, not including UNIX software license fee. 

Up to ~ gigabytes 
~iskmemory 
with 30ms aver
age access time 
and 1K byte Read/ 
Write blocks. 

Configu e up to 
five 5 !Jt" periph
eral devices. 

and Volume End Users an exceptionally 
efficient cost per user ratio. And we have the 
benchmark tests and the price tag to prove it. 

Call us, toll free (800) 556-1234, Ext. 25. 
In California, call (800) 441-
2345, Ext. 25. 
Computer Automation® 

· NAKEO MINI® Division, 18651 Von Karman, Irvine. Cslifornia 92713 
TWX: 910-595-1797 
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Window worlds 
(continued from page 54) 

With these tools, the program de
veloper can create a standard inter
face between the user and all products 
that run under VisiOn. The inter
face, called Basic Interaction Tech
niques (BITS), includes a mouse 
input, forms input, and multimedia 
(combined mouse and text) input. 
Interaction with devices is via 
VisiOps which provides high level 
services between the C program and 
the VisiHost/ operating system 
interface. VisiCorp provides its ISV 
toolkit in the form of packages that 
run in the Digital Equipment VAX 
Unix environment or on a 68000-

based Unix system. 
In the world of Microsoft Win

dows, the system takes responsibility 
for screen management, data ex
change, and device independence. 
There is an icon editor to allow the 

ISV to create unique icons for the 
application which are then displayed 
as available in the windows display. 

For communicating with external 
devices, primarily bit-mapped dis
plays or other output devices, the 
programmer can write in terms of a 
graphics device interface ( GDI) 
which provides primitives for an 
"abstract device." Hardware OEMS 
will assume responsibility for pro
viding physical device drivers that 
interface to the GDI on systems 
running windows. Thus, any pro
gram written for Windows will run 
on the devices supported by any 
system running Windows. 

Microsoft has also provided a 
way for programs from different 
vendors-written using the ISV 
toolkit-to exchange data. Applica
tions from Microsoft itself will use 

Chip finds degree of similarity between strings 
Adaptive pattern recognition tech
niques have to date been mostly 
software systems that try to deal 
with information based on inexact, 
inaccurate, or incomplete data. One 
of the main problems has been de
termining the degree of similarity 
between strings. That function
computing similarity-has now been 
placed on a silicon chip called the 
PF474 microcircuit by Proximity 
Devices Corp. 

The Proximity Filter PF474 per
forms extremely fast serial string 
comparisons and computes a degree 
of similarity for each. This com
parison is expressed as a 32-bit 
binary fraction. Two totally dis
similar strings will yield a zero, 
while two exactly matching strings 
will produce a one. In computing 
the degree of similarity, the PF474 
uses a set of parameters that are 
stored in onchip RAM. The 16 best 
matches are then stored in the 
ranker section of the chip, which 
also contains flags to locate the 16 
next best matches, and so on. The 
Proximity computer section and the 
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ranker operate in a pipelined mode so 
that neither need slow down the other 
in order to complete an operation. 

Software comparison algorithms 
have yielded computation times that 
are proportional to the square of the 
number of characters in the string. 
With the PF474, however, the com
parison time is linear with the length 
of the string, provided data is sup
plied at the chip's full input rate. 
This can be quite fast, since the PF474 
is mapped into memory address space 
and has a DMA capability of up to 2 
Mbytes/s. Thus, 8-<:haracter (byte) 
strings can be compared at a rate of 
49,600 comparisons/s, while 127-byte 
strings run at 3870 comparisons/s. 

The PF474 normally operates by 
taking a query string, for which pa
rameters of similarity have been 
loaded into its parameter RAM, and 
rapidly searching through a long list 
of comparison strings in a data 
base. It is thereby possible to per
form an exhaustive search in an 
acceptable amount of time without 
having to limit the search space and 
risk missing some similar strings. 

the Symbolic Link (SYLK) data inter
change protocol. However, the 
toolkit also allows data to be passed 
between applications in uninter
preted binary or in ASCII form. Pro
grams would have to find and agree 
on a protocol before they could 
share data. 

One effect of the open application 
trend may be the emergence of a 
standard for the human interface. 
By not witholding interface tools 
from ISVs, the major companies are 
not only encouraging vendors to 
write software for their systems, but 
are also encouraging the use of 
ready-made tools. These tools will 
provide users with a familiar way to 
interact with the new generation of 
applications. 

-Tom Williams, 
West Coast Managing Editor 

To the system, the PF474 looks like 
a 1024-byte address range that is par
titioned into four 256-byte sections: 
control, parameter, string, and 
ranker. The chip also contains the 
special purpose Proximity computer 
core which calculates the com
parisons. The string section is further 
divided into two 128-byte sections to 
hold the query string and the string 
currently being compared to it. Since 
a string must be terminated by a null 
character, strings of up to 127 bytes 
in length can be processed. 

The Proximity computer uses the 
256 values stored in the parameter 
RAM section to compute the similar
ity. The fact that the parameters are 
stored in RAM means that they can 
be set and altered by the user, or 
even dynamically by a running pro
gram. This is quite important be
cause the same kinds of parameters 
that work for English might not 
work as well for French or proper 
names, and a signal-processing ap
plication 1 might require different 
parameters altogether. The three 

(continued on page 59) 



FROM GENERAb e~B~E FIBER OPTICS 
Cables for all installation environments, to meet your 
specific transmission requirements. 
General Cable has been involved in fiber optics for over 
a decade. In 1976 we manufactured the cable used in the. 
world's first fiber optic system for commercial telephone 
service. 
Today, we provide fiber optic cables for all applications
from telephony to data communications. 

GenGuide"' SINGLE MODE CABLES 
Provide system engineers with a readily expandable 
transmission network. Expandable, by simply upgrading 
terminal equipment. GenGuide Single Mode cables are 
available with a variety of protective sheaths for duct, 
aerial and direct buried installations. 

GenGuide MULTIMODE CABLES 
Available with fiber types to meet end- use attenuation, 
bandwidth and light source coupling requirements. Cable 
designs include those for intra-building use, patching 
terminal equipment and outside plant installation. 

FIELD AND ENGINEERING SERVICES 
Complement the GenGuide fiber optic cable line. 
Whether you want us to supervise your installation, 
provide training in splicing and measurement or recom
mend the proper ancilliary equipment, General Cable 
has the experience and knowledge you need. 
For more information about our line of 
GenGuide Optical Fiber Cable 
write: GENERAL CABLE COMPANY 

FIBER OPTICS DIVISION 
160 Fieldcrest Avenue, 
Edison, NJ 08818 

or call: (201) 225-4780 

0 1\llS10N 

GenGuide"' is a registered trademark of General Cable Company 
A Unit of The Penn Central Corporation 
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SSi-INNOUATORS IN 
TELECOM INTEGRATION 

In their search for Innovative IC 
designs, here's why telecom equip
ment and systems manufacturers 
come to SSi. 
•Ifs the company who produced the 
industry's first fully integrated Dual Tone 
Multiple Frequency (DTMF) receiver. 
•Ifs the company who hos developed 
switched capacitor filter technology to 
its present state-of-the-art. 
• Ifs the company with the capability to 
produce analog or digital circuits-or 
both-on the some chip. 

In their search for production 
credlblllty, here's why the telecom 

leaders also come to SSI. 
•Ifs the company with the industry's 
newest and most efficient wafer fob for 
production at optimum yields. 
•Ifs the company with both Bipolar and 
CMOS multi-process capability in the 
some wafer fabrication facility. 
• Ifs the company with the proven track 
record of romping up its production on 
the industry's most popular Touch-Tone® 
receiver to keep pace with on exploding 
market. 

And here's why those telecom 
companies looking for a competitive 
edge come to SSI. 

•Ifs the one company they can rely on 
for their "Applications Specific ICs"'"-from 
SSi's standard or semicustom products, 
or to full-custom specifications. 

For on overview of Silicon 
Systems' DTMF's, Modems, 
Speech Synthesizers, and 
Switched Capacitor Filter 
Arrays, send for the new 
SSI Telecom Brochure. ,. : 1: ~:·;.·.·. "«.~ 1'°•"·~' 

Silicon Systems Incorporated, 
14351 Myford Rd., Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 731-7110, Ext. 575. 
'"Touch-Tone Is a registered trademark of AT&T. 

JiliamJl rJfrmJ 
INNOVATORS IN INTEGRATION 
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FIRST IN 
TOUCH-TONE® 
RECEIVERS 

The SSI 201 DTMF receiver is the industry
stondord one-chip solution for many 
telecom applications. II detects a select
able group of 12or16 digits, with no 
front-end filtering required. And its inno
vative design eliminates the need for all 
external components except a 3.58 MHz 
crystal and on inexpensive resistor. 

The SSI 202 incorporates the features 
of the SSI 201 in a low-cost, 18-pln, 
plastic package. This lower cost unit also 
dissipates lower power and operates on 
5 volts, making 11 compatible for use 
with microprocessors and suitable for 
consumer electronics. An additional 
·early detecr feature is provided in the 
SSI 203. the newest unit in SSl's growing 
line of Touch-Tone circuits. 

To find out more about the industry's 
First Fomily of DTMF receivers, contact: 
Silicon Systems, 14351 Myford Rood, 
Tustin, CA 92680 , (714) 731-7110 Ext. 575. 

TouchTone 1s a regislered lrodemork of AT&T 
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Chip compares strings 
(continued from page 56) 

PF474 INTERNAL DATA BUS 

EXTERNAL _____ ] 
SYSTEM 

BUS 

In the PF474 architecture, four major blocks , string space, control, parameter 
tables, and ranker, appear to the system as memory address ranges and can be 
directly addressed. The Proximity computer generates 32-bit binary fractions that 
are used by the ranker to establish the list of 16 best matches. 

parameters stored in ~ach byte are 
weight, compensation, and bias. 

Weight is a direct reflection of the 
importance of a character in the 
string, and can vary in value from 0 
to 7 (3 bits). For example, in com
paring English words, less weight 
would be assigned to vowels than to 
consonants and different consonants 
might have different weights ac
cording to the similarity or difference 
of the sounds they make. A weight of 
0 would be almost ignored, but it 
would affect the similarity since it 
occupies a position in the string. 

The bias parameter tells if a char
acter is more important near the be
ginning or near the end of the string. 
Bias can range from a value of - 2 

to + 1. For instance, if all characters 
had a negative bias, the computer 
would assign more importance to 
similarity near the beginning of the 
word than near the end. 

Compensation considers the dis
similarity between two characters 
and whether a word contains a given 
character or not, or whether a given 
character is in the same position in 
both words. The compensation 
value of unmatched characters is 
cumulative in a comparison. Setting 
a high compensation parameter will 
make the comparison more tolerant 
of dropped characters. 

This type of pattern recognition 
therefore necessitates two main 

(continued on page 60) 
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Advanced Multibus Products 

Powerful 68000 
SBC, Graphics 
Complete Software 
Development Tools 

Featuring a 10MHz 68000 processor. a high 
performance Multibus'" graphics controller 
and add-on memory. The board level 
products of Forward Technology combine 
low price to keep your systems cost down, 
and high performance to keep your 
customer satisfied. 

Single Board Computer ... FT-68X 
- 10MHz MC68000 
- 2 level MMU 
- 256 KB No Wait State Memory 
- Dual Port OMA 
- 8 MB Addressability 

Fast High-resolution Graphics ... FT-1024 
- 1024 by 1024 by 1 frame buffer 
- Bit-map organized in (X,Y) coordinates 
- Simultaneous access to 4 different 

graphical objects 
- On-board "raster OP" implementation 
- One 16-bit update executed each 

microsecond 

Large-capacity Add-on Memory ... FT-768 
- Add-on memory for FT-68X 
- Single board 
- 768 KB of no wait state RAM 
- Supported by FT-68X OMA 

XENIX'" Operating System 
- FORTRAN 77, C, PASCAL, APL and 

BASIC language support for multiple 
users. 

Forward Technology products for forward 
looking OEMS. Send today for full information. 
2175 Martin Ave .. Santa Clara. CA g5050. 
(408) 988-2378 

Western Regional Office (213)541 -0166 
Eastern Regional Office (617)890-6131 

'"Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corp 
'"XENIX is a registered trademark of MicroSoft Corp. 

TECHNOLOGY INC 
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Chip compares strings 
(continued from page 59) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER LAYOUT 

COMPENSATION BIAS WEIGHT 

Each of the 256 parameter bytes is 
divided into three fields as shown for 
compensation (0 to 7), bias ( - 2 to 
+ 1), and weight (0 to 7) attributes for 
each character in the strings being 
compared. Different combinations of 
parameters can set widely varying 
criteria for similarity. 

operations: determining what the 
parameters for computing similarity 
shall be; and performing the actual 
comparison and ranking the results. 
The PF474 was designed to do the 
latter at very high speed while leaving 
the user to determine the parame
ters. The PF474 also maintains a 
ranked list of best matches. 

The ranker consists of a control 
section and a section which contains 
(for each entry) the result of the 
proximity computation and an in
ternal record number (IRN) of the 
string matched. It does not store the 
actual strings, but rather the IRNs 
that typically correspond to data
base record numbers. If a longer list 
of ranked near-matches is desired, 
the application program can copy 
the contents or' the ranker registers 
to some other location in system 
memory and keep track of the order 
of such lists. 

Where it lends a hand 
An example of the kinds of appli

cations to which the PF474 can lend 
itself is the Savvy system by Excali
bur Technologies. Savvy is an adap
tive pattern recognition software 
system which is available integrated 
into a database management and 
automatic program generator for 
use with Apple and IBM personal 
computers. To facilitate natural lan
guage input and programs that 
"learn" based on patterns of inter
action with users, Savvy incor
porates pattern recognition using 
routines encoded in ROM. 

For a given input string, Savvy has 
routines that discover the parameters 
which determine the degree of simi
larity. It then performs the type of 
string comparison described for the 

PF474. A spokesperson for Excalibur 
noted that the string comparison 
and proximity computation portion 
of the Savvy system could be vastly 
accelerated by using a chip such as 
the PF474. 

Another very promising applica
tion area is in speech recognition. 
Here, the system simply analyzes 
time slices of speech that have been 
broken into characteristic spectra. 
There is no need for the pattern pro
cessor to pay attention to syntax at 
this level; meaning would emerge as 
patterns of patterns of patterns, etc. 
In experiments performed by Excali
bur, it has already been possible to 
transmit intelligible speech at rates 
between 200 and 400 baud. 

Speech in these experiments had 
been broken into 40-ms time slices, 
then transformed into patterns of 16 
frequency bands with characteristic 
relative strengths for each frequency. 
Such spectra constituted patterns 
that could be characterized and com
pared. Excalibur recorded roughly 
1000 distinct patterns which emerged 
from many hours of speech from 
different speakers. 

Speech transmission could take 
place at such low data rates because 
what was actually being transmitted 
was not speech, but rather the refer
ences to various patterns which were 
reassembled and turned back into 
analog signals at the other end. The 
use of such methods for speech en
cryption-encoding the references
is but another extension of the 
technique. Proximity Devices has 
already mentioned the possibility of 
PF474 arrays or similar processors 
attacking large data arrays. It seems 
certain that the potential opened up 
by the silicon implementation of 
rapid string search and comparison 
is only beginning to dawn on de
signers. Proximity Devices Corp, 
3511 NE 22nd Ave, Fort Lauder
dale, FL 33308; Excalibur Tech
nologies, 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 
21 Mercado Plaza, Albuquerque, 
NM 87104. 

-Tom Williams, 
West Coast Managing Editor 
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MODEMS AT 
THE SPEEDOF 

[L~@G=\Ju 

Optelecom's family of fiber 
optic modems provides high 
speed, high quality data 
transmission between 
terminals or modems. These 
modems offer you optical 
communications advantages 
with low error rate operation, 
convenient mounting and 
simple connection. 
Optelecom's unique status 
lights, standard on each 
model, ensure fast and 
accurate system checkout. 

Each modem converts 
standard asynchronous 
RS232 data signals into 
optical pulses for noise-free 
transmission over one 
kilometer fiber optic cables 
and back to RS232. 

Take the enlightened path 
to data communications ... 
the family of Optelecom 
modems include: 
• Model 4110-Cable 

mounted RS232 or 
MIL-STD-188 versions. 
Eliminate optical 
connectors. 

• Model 4121-SMA Style 
Optical Ports-switch for' 
terminal /modem capability. 
RS232 only. 

• Model 4122-SFR AMP 
Ports-switch for terminal / 
modem capability. RS232 
only. 
Optelecom-high 

performance quality fiber 
optic communications. For 
more information, please 
contact us at: 
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Terminals move to X.25 transparent to host 
Local and remote terminal users 
move freely between Digital Equip
ment's VAX-11 computers and 
packet-switched networks with a 
frontend communication processor 
from Advanced Computer Commu
nications. The IF-11/X.25 Plus handles 
any necessary packet assembly and 
disassembly (PAD) called for in the 
X.25 specification, as well as neces
sary terminal protocols, without 
host intervention. The host services 
each terminal in a normal time
sharing fashion, regardless of where 
it is physically located. 

Such transparency results from 
the ability to emulate a terminal 
multiplexer, such as the DH-I I. Few 
modifications to existing software 
drivers are needed. Furthermore, 
the host computer cannot distin
guish between attached and remote 
terminals. The controller hides its 
ability to operate in one of two 
modes: access by remote terminals 
only, or in access by attached and 
remote terminals. 

Remote terminal access is the 
most straightforward of the two 
modes, since the 32 data ports dedi
cated on the host computer handle 
just incoming calls . Local terminals 
require additional hardware support 
since they can initiate X.25 conversa
tions as well as converse with the 
host system. As a result, the IF-I I/ 
X.25 Plus allocates one of the 32 
channels for each attached terminal, 
with the remaining channels free to 
support remote terminals. 

Under either hardware configura
tion, remote users initiate a terminal 
session by placing a call to the desired 
network node. Packet switched net
works typically use dialup lines for 
these incoming calls, with RS-232 
serial communications used as the 
physical link . Implementation of the 
high level data link (HDLC) protocol 
at the transport layer (ISO layer 2) 
ensures error-free data transmission. 
Messages are transmitted across the 
network at 56 kbits/ s. Incoming 
calls can either choose a specific 
port address (1 to 32) or allow the 
controller to assign the lowest port 
address available. 

In addition to routing incoming 
calls to the appropriate port ad-

dress, the controller handles PAD 

functions. The data link established 
at layer 2 is divided into 32 logical 
channels. These channels identify 
individual user conversations that 
have been combined for transmis
sion over a single trunk line in the 
packet network . 

Packets also contain session and 
presentation-dependent information 
such as baud rate and terminal char
acteristics (ISO layers 5 and 6) en
abling the user to communicate 
effectively with the remote host. 
Moreover, the IF-11 / X.25 Plus trans
lates these parameters (which are set 
forth in the X.3 and X.28 specifica
tions) into specific terminal proto
cols (eg, VTIOO). If necessary, users 
can reconfigure a remote network 
node with parameters defined in the 
X.29 specification. 

Besides handling incoming calls, 
the IF-11/X.25 Plus also provides a 
means for local users to send 
packets to remote network nodes. 
Terminal line expansion boards link 
as many as 32 users (in groups of 
eight) to the controller, although the 
host computer cannot tell the dif
ference . All ASCII terminal functions 
are available to each user. In fact, 
terminal communications can occur 
at a rate as fast as 9600 bits/s. 

Only when the user enters a 
special character sequence does the 
controller come into play. The user, 
in effect, disconnects from the host 
and further terminal communica
tions are routed to the controller for 
action. Special PAD commands are 
then used to connect an X.25 data 
network, as well as to move back to 
local mode for further interaction 
with the host computer. Users need 
not log off the host system at all to 
enter the PAD mode. 

The IF-11 /X.25 Plus occupies a 
double hex-width Unibus slot on 
any PDP-II or VAX-II minicomputer 
running RSX- 11, VMS, or Unix 
operating systems. The device driver 
is included in the $9000 single-unit 
price; each optional terminal expan
sion board is priced at $3000. 
Advanced Computer Communica
tions, 720 Santa Barbara St, Santa 
Barbara, CA, 93101. 
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Fill in your IBM micro/mainframe 
• • • commun1cat1ons picture. 

AST Research, the leader in IBM PC 
enhancement products, brightens your 
micro/mainframe communications pic
ture with a full palette of economical, 
integrated hardware/software master
pieces. With AST Products, you can 
emulate IBM terminals or create 
PC-based Local Area Networks. 

AST improves your office 
operating cost pidure. 

AST communications products give your 
IBM PC the flexibility to act as a terminal 
for your host system or as a stand-alone 
computer for smaller tasks. Your PC won't 
bog down the mainframe with unneces
sary small jobs and local computing on 
the PC eliminates phone line charges too. 
Get the power of a mainframe when you 
need it and personal computer conveni
ence right at your fingertips. 

Applications solutions 
that are strokes of genius. 
AST keeps pace with your ever-changing 
a plications requirements with reliable, 
h gh quality, cost effective communica
ti ns products. AST products provicf e 
s _ortfajisync;;_and SNA/ SDJ..G, m
m 1cations protocols as well as n 
w rking multiple PC's for sharing 
re ources. 
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Choose AST products 
- by the numbers. 

These AST communications packages 
are currently available: 
1. AST-SNA'"emulates a 3274/ 3276 

controller and 3278 or 3279 display 
terminal using SDLC protocol. 

2. AST-BSC™ emulates 2770 batch 
RJE and remote 3270 display terminals 
using 3270 Bisync protocol. 

3. AST-PCOX'" allows your PC to connect 
to an IBM 3274/ 3276 cluster con
troller via coax cable and emulates 
a 3278 or 3279 display terminal. 

4. AST-3780'" emulates 2770, 2780, 
37 41, and 3780 RJE workstations using 
Bisync protocol. 

5. AST-5251'" emulates a 5251 Model 12 
remote workstation connected to an 
IBM System 34, 36 or 38. 

6. PCnet'" is the first Local Area Network 
designed specifically for the IBM PC 
or XT and the PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.\L 
op_erating system. \ 

i.'CC-232'" is a user-prograrnrnatile 
dual-port c -eapablei'f corn 1 u
,J\icating in ync, Bisync\} SDLC, or 

Wproto [ • r ·· 

Discover how well AST can fill in your 
micro/mainframe communications 
picture. For descriptive 
data sheets, write or 
call: AST Research 
Inc., 2121 Alton Ave., 
Irvine, CA 92714. 
(714) 863-1333. 
1WX: 295370ASTRUR 

RESEARCH INC. 
Number One Aclcl-Ons 

or IBM PC. 



Make your 212A modem 



for half the cost. 
Your Design Problems are Over 

Now available to you are the LSI 
circuits and-software know-how needed 
for your own design and implementa· 
tion of an operational Bell 212A 
compatible modem - all from one 
experienced source, Exar. 

Brar Delivers the Solution 
First, you get high technology; 

quality IC's that form the heart of a 
212A modem. The XR2123 CMOS 
Modular/ Demodulator provides the 
1200 BPS PSK function, the XR14412 
modem system performs the 300 
BPS FSK modulation/ demodulation 
function required for 212A compatibil
ity and the XR2120 switched capacitor 
filter, also CMOS technology provides 
the 1200 and 300 BPS filtering 
requirements for the modem. 

But, Exar does not stop there. In 
order to implement these devices into 
a compatible Bell 212A modem, we 
have devised a simple and cost effec· 
tive trouble-free way to evaluate them 
in a system. Exar can provide you with 
a modem evaluation kit including 
these three devices, along with all the 
necessary supporting components, PC 
board, schematic and operating instruc
tions to minimize your design task 

Cut Costs, Reduce Space, Improve 
Reliability 

By getting our IC's along with our 
know-how you make sure your 
modem will be right. 

With our LSI 
components, you get 
a modem for about 
half the 
money you 
would nor
mally spend 
for a finished 
board and 
reliability is 
improved 
because our 
LSI circuits reduce the 
number of necessary 
parts and the space to 
house them. 

More Modem Solutions 
Exar provides modem solutions 

for a wide variety of applications, from 
telephone communications compatible 
with Bell and CCITT standards to high 
speed transmission over twisted-pair 
wires. Modem types available included 
are Bell Standard 103 (300 BPS FSK), 
202 (1200 BPS FSK), and 212A 
circuits as well as CCITT compatible 
V.21 (300 BPS FSK),V.22 (1200 BPS 

XR-14412 300 BPS FSK 
MOD/ DEMOD 

XR-2120 FILTER 
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PSK),V.23 (1200/75 BPS FSK) and 
V.26 (2400 BPS PSK). 

To round out a complete design 
Exar provides RS-232 line drivers and 
receivers for interfacing and a wide 
range of op amps to perform ampfifi. 
cation and signal conditioning 
functions. 

212A Compatible Modem 

The Solution is Available Now 
Just send the coupon below or 

give us a call. You'll get everything you 
need, including our compilation of 
modem design and technical data, 
called the Modem Data Book 

SoletE.xargetyourmodem 
design going. Send us the coupon 
today. 

Help me make 
my modem! 

D Send me the EJ<ar 
Modem Data Book 

D Also, send me more information about 
the Modem Design Kil 

Name __________ _ 

T~e ___________ _ 

Company _________ _ 

Dept/Div. _________ _ 

Address _________ _ 

City ___________ _ 

State _____ Zip ____ _ 

Phone( ___ ) ____ Ext. __ _ 

Application _________ _ 

750 Palomar Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 co 21s4 

Tel. (408) 732-7970 lWX 910-339-9233 

For telecommunications, industrial, 
medical and military IC applications 
.•• EXAR Goes One Step Further. 



• 
I 

See us at Interface ' 84, March 12-15. Booth # 786-790. 

The world's first 14.4 kilobit modem card; superior reliability in a compact package. 9,600bps & 4,800bps 
core modems and stand-alone modems also available. 



That's why Fujitsu now offers the world's first 
14,400 bit per second modem card, along with com-
panion 9,600 bps and 4,800 bps core modems. All three 
single PC boards employ custom digital signal proces-
sors. And from a standpoint of versatility, the units are 
compatible with any type of equipment. 

By offering your customers the fastest, most reli-
able, and economical modem, you're not only offering 
state--of--the--art technology, but a product that is backed 
by a world leader in the telecommunications and com-
puter industry. 

We also realize that diversity sells your products 
and increases your profits. So, Fujitsu not only offers 
core modems, but also offers a full line of stand--alone 
modems. 

Fujitsu modems meet the future head on. And 
that's the kind of fast talk you desetve. 

FUJITSU 

Fujitsu America, Inc. • Data Communications Division • 1945 Gallows Road 
Vienna, Virginia 22180 • (703) 356-5758 
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\'Backup claims 



were too confusing. 
Then I called 

Cipher'~ 
Whether you need a W' tape drive 

compatible with streaming or start/stop 
software, we have your solution with our 
Microstreamer® or Cache Tape™. 

Or whether you need a V4" cartridge 
tape drive compatible with OIC or floppy disk 
standards, we have your solution with our 
540 or FloppyTape™. 

The next time you find backup con
fusing, call the leader. No matter what your 
system requirements are, we have the tape 
drive that meets your backup needs. Call or 
write us today for a free product brochure. 

!!!QD!:c: 
10225 Willow Creek Road. PO. Box 85170 

San Diego, California 92138 
Telephone (619) 578-9100, TWX: 910 -335- 1251 

European subsidiaries in: 
United Kingdom (phone: 0276-682912). 
West Germany (phone: 089-807001/02). 

France (phone: 1-668-87-87) 
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We can't keep it quiet 
any longer! 

Occam is the language for today's microprocessors 
Today's microprocessor systems 

are growing up. New boundaries 
in performance and functionality 
are being called for and met. 

But software tools are falling 
behind. Assembler programming 
is woefully inadequate. Trad itional 
high level languages- Pascal, C -
leave critical portions of the sys
tems to low level languages. And 
new languages like Ada are too 
complex for serious consideration. 

Where can systems designers 
turn? Occam. 

Occam is a new language cre
ated just for system design and 
implementation. With the ability 
to describe concurrency and mes
sage passing built right into the 
language at the lowest level, all 
aspects of a system can be de
signed and programmed in occam. 
From interrupt handling to signal 
processing to screen editors to 
artificial intelligence. And it's 
available for the iAPX86 and 
MC68000 families of microproces
sors now. 

With the Occam Programming 
System. INMOS provides the opti
mum environment for the crea
tion of occam systems for these 
microprocessors. An intelligent 

editor understands the language. 
Source-level debugging lets you 
investigate the behavior of your 
program in terms of the pro
gram you have written . There ·s 
even a word processor package. 
Together with the abilities of the 
language, these features will sig
nificantly reduce your develop
ment time and risks. 

Even more. occam equips you 
for the future. As increased per
formance requirements move you 
into multiprocessor systems. your 
software is already written. 
Occam programs may be config
ured to run on one. many or even 
hundreds of connected process
ors. And you'll also be ready to 

take advantage of the massive in
crease in performance that 
INMos· transputers -a family of 
16 and 32 bit VLSI devices inte
grating processor. memory and 
communications onto one chip 
will offer. 

We have a complete set of eval
uation and development tools 
available for occam. Send today 
for informative literature pack 
which describes occam. the Occam 
Evaluation Kit. the Occam Pro
gramming System and the 
transputer. 

For immediate response 
call us at (303) 630-4363. or 
write: 
Occam. P.O. 
Box 16000, 
Colorado = _ :. ~~ 
Springs. CO _ .~ , 
80935. We'll take ~· 
care of the rest. ~ / , 

Q and occam are trademarks of the 
lnmos Group of Companies 
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TRIPLE-BUS 
ARCHITECTURE GAINS 
SPEED, VERSATILITY 
Both problems and opportunities lurk for designers of 
realtime minicomputer systems. A three-pronged approach 
attacks the problems inherent to single-bus architectures. 

by Dave Cane and 
Steve Mullen 

In traditional minicomputer architecture, a single 
high speed internal bus transfers digital data 
throughout the system. However, the problems 
inherent to this design can be overcome with an 
alternative, multiple-bus architecture. Using multiple 
industry standard processors with multiple 
industry standard buses, the MC-500's 32-bit archi
tecture distributes data acquisition, computation, 
and graphics tasks among several very high perfor
mance processors. 

The main system CPU uses a proprietary bus to 
connect the VLSI processors to system memory. A 
high performance Intel Multibus (IEEE 796) sup
ports a data acquisition and control processor 
(DA/ CP), up to four independent graphics pro-

Dave Cane is a hardware development manager at 
Masscomp, 543 Great Rd, Littleton, MA 01460, 
where he is responsible for hardware design. He holds 
an MSEE and a BSEE from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

Steve Mullen is an end user marketing manager at 
Masscomp. He holds a BA from Lawrence University 
and a PhD from the University of Minnesota. 

cessors (IGPs), and system peripherals. An enhanced 
STD bus-controlled by the DA/CP module
provides efficient data acquisition and control. 

This triple-bus design, the core of the system 
architecture (Fig 1 ), provides a flexible structure 
that anticipates future system enhancements with 
technological advances in microprocessors, 
memory, mass storage peripherals, communication 
devices, and realtime interfaces. 

Cumulative bandwidth in triple-bus structure 
Since the primary design goal was to provide a 

one million sample/s analog acquisition rate, the 
bus that supports the A-D converter-the STD 
bus-must operate at 2 Mbytes/s. Operating at this 
speed, however, requires a 4-Mbyte/s transfer rate 
since the Multibus needs twice the bandwidth of 
the STD bus. This is necessary because, in analog 
throughput-to-disk applications, data must travel 
over the Multibus twice. 

At first glance, it appears that the Multibus band
width will allow this rate. If a bus runs near capac
ity, however, bus latency problems may surface. 
Long latencies slow data transfer and generally 
make data acquisition/control performance highly 
unpredictable. Since the Multibus must also carry 
data traffic from system peripherals during data 
acquisition, it is loaded at 80 percent capacity. 
Thus, the Multibus transfer rate was designed at 
6 Mbytes/s. 
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MC-500 BUS 
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STD+ BUS 

Primarily, the proprietary MC-500 bus serves as 
the CPU to memory connection. To allow the 
Motorola 68000 to operate at maximum speed, this 
bus is specified to transfer data at up to 8 Mbytes/s. 

One 68010 and one 68000 microprocessor make up 
the MC-500 VLSI virtual memory CPU. A 4-Kbyte 
instruction and data cache are used to raise the 
microprocessors' speed. Memory management con
trol supports up to 16 Mbytes of virtual memory 
space in a demand-page format. 

Memory is mapped in 4-Kbyte pages. A 4096-
entry address translation table maps virtual to 
physical addresses. A 1024-entry RAM-based 

MULTIBUS DATA 

ADDRESS 

DATA 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

1/ 0 
MAP 

FIXER 
(68000) 

DATA ADDRESS 

MULTIBUS ADDRESS 

Fig 2 A 68010 (executer) and a 68000 (fixer) make up the 
system CPU. Speed is gained using a 4-Kbyte 
instruction/data cache between the main processor and 
memory, and by using the 68000 to handle memory 
management. 
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GPIB 
(IEEE 488) 

Fig 1 The MC-soo's triple-bus 
structure connects CPU to memory 
through a proprietary bus operating 
at 8 Mbytes/s. It uses a Multibus 
for 110 and handles data acquisition 
through an enhanced STD bus. 

address translation buff er operates as a cache for 
the full translation table, thereby improving per
formance. The CPU's 68000 processor handles 
memory management and address translation buff er 
"misses" (Fig 2). 

The MC-500 bus connects the CPU to physical 
memory (storage capacity ranges from 0.5 to 
6 Mbytes). The fastest bus in the system, it transfers 
blocks of data at up to 8 Mbytes/s. It also supports 
the optional Masscomp floating point and array 
processors. 

Providing the CPU with a dedicated high speed 
bus avoids the time that would be lost on CPU/ 
Multibus access arbitration if memory were placed 
on the Multibus. In addition, the 68000 processor uses 
an unusual handshake process-it notifies a bus 
that it will strobe data a full cycle before actually 
transferring that data. The Multibus protocol , 
however, is designed to move data almost 
simultaneously upon request. This causes the bus 
(as well as the processor) to be idle while it waits. 
The triple-bus design eliminates this bus wait state. 

Finally, the system design is most effective when 
multiple main CPUs are integrated into a system. 
Rather than a multiple CPU architecture where the 
CPUs must share multiport memory access, each 
CPU has its own physical memory connected by an 
MC-500 bus (Fig 3). 

CPU/Multibus connection 
Using the industry standard Multibus (IEEE 796) 

allows the peripheral controllers, the data commu
nication devices, and the data acquisition inter
faces that exist for this bus to be attached to the 
system. Connected to the MC-500 bus through a 
Multibus adapter, the Multibus supports a DA/ CP; , 



OB88K/VME1™ 
r 

12.5MHz 68000/VME SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The OB68K/VME 1 is an extremely powerful, 
complete stand alone microcomputer board 
that is functionally interfaced to the double 
height (6U) VME bus and is fully compatible 
with the VME bus standard byway of the P1 
connector. 

FEATURES 
* Powerful 12.5MHz 68000R12 16/32 Bit 

CPU 
* 8 pairs of 28 pin sockets for ROM/RAM. 

-ROM 2732, 2764, 27128 or 27256 (Maxi
mum of 7-pairs may be used, at least 
one pair required). 

-RAM2K x 8or8K x 8static(Maximum 
of 7-pairs may be used, at least one pair 
required) . 

Quality, Reliability, 
Performance 

* User selectable access time on ( DTACKI 
RAM and ROM 

* Directly addresses 16M-bytes. 
* Offboard 1/0 space 64K bytes (short 

Address Modifier code) 
* (7) Prioritized-BUSorAUTOVECTORED 

Prioritized Interrupts (One Non-Maskable) 
* (2) RS-232C Serial Ports utilizing one 

68681 DUART 
* (2) 8 bit Parallel 1/0 Ports with two control 

lines utilizing one 68230 Pl/T. 
* ( 1 I 16-bit Timer I Counter (in 68681) * (1) 24-bit Timer/Counter (in 68230) 
* VME Bus Compatible (Rev. Bl 
* All external 1/0 connections available 

through user defined pins on P2 connector. 

DI OMNIBYTE 
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* System controller functions are sup-
ported. They consist of: 
( 1) 8-level Prioritized bus arbiter (684521 
(1116-MHz system clock 
( 1) Power-on Reset Generator 
( 1 I Manual Reset Generator 
( 1) System watch dog timer 

* All system controller functions may be 
inhibited for Multi-Master System use if 
desired . 

* Two year limited warranty. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
0868KIVME1 SEND $10 FOR A DETAILED 
TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
Contact Sue Cochran, Sales Manager 

OMNIBYTE CORPORATION 
245 W. Roosevelt Rd . 
West Chicago, IL 60185 
(312) 231 -6880 
Intl. Telex: 210070 MAGEX UR 



FLOATING 
POINT PROCESSOR 

t-----,-----.--.---.----.-------MULTIBUS 

Fig 3 Designed for efficient 
operation incorporating multiple 
processors, the MC-500 provides each 
processor with its own physical 
memory and proprietary bus. 

as many as four IGPs, each incorporating a 68000 
processor; multiple disk and tape drives; terminals; 
printers; plotters; and network communication via 
RS-232 and Ethernet. The Multibus adapter enables 
32-bit block transfers, providing a bus bandwidth 
of up to 6 Mbytes/ s. 

Historically, the Multibus evolved from a 
1-Mbyte, 20-bit address version to a 16-Mbyte, 
24-bit address configuration. Putting both types of 
boards on a system creates a OMA address problem. 
A second OMA problem results because peripheral 
memory buffers are not continuous for virtual 
memory systems. Therefore, OMA controllers can
not handle transf~rs that cross page boundaries. 

To solve these problems, the design incorporates 
an l/O map in the CPU/Multibus adapter . A 
1024-entry RAM, the l/O map converts the logical 
address from a OMA memory reference to the 
appropriate physical address. The operating system 
sets up this map before initiating the mass storage 
transfer. Once set up, contiguous addresses pro
duced by a peripheral are mapped to noncontiguous 
physical pages. 

A private line added in the Multibus P2 connec
tor causes the I/ O map to be bypassed when 
asserted; ordinary Multibus devices do not assert 
this line. When one CPU uses the Multibus to com
municate to another CPU's memory, mapping is 
not necessary because the first CPU has already per
formed a virtual-to-physical translation. 

A Multibus protocol defines a busy line, a set of 
address lines, and a strobe line. The bus also speci
fies address setup time and address hold time, as 
well as XACK (slave acknowledges on a read that it 
put data on the bus, and that it has removed data 
from the bus on a write). This Multibus protocol 
carries addresses made on bracket strobes, giving 
devices time to decode their own assert and de
assert addresses. The 68000 has a similar protocol. 

Unfortunately, comparing the 68000 timing speci
fication to the Multibus timing specification shows 
that available address time for the 68000 after com
pletion of its address strobe is not long enough to 
match the Multibus signal timing pattern. There
fore, to guarantee that 68000 strobes meet the Mul
tibus setup for proper access, system designers 
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have provided an address latch on that patch when 
the 68000 is bus master performing a read/write 
over the Multibus. 

Finally, designers had to address the deadlock 
problem in the CPU/ Multibus interconnection (ie, 
the CPU has to request and obtain Multibus time 
for a reference to memory) . This eliminates the 
benefits of the high speed MC-500 bus. If, however, 

When one CPU uses the Multibus to 
communicate to another CPU's 
memory, mapping is unnecessary. 

the CPU references a location that is not in local 
memory, the request must be made on the Multi
bus. If, at the same time, a peripheral also requests 
and wins the Multibus, a stalemate exists. The 
peripheral will not give up the Multibus until it 
receives its handshake from memory. To obtain 
that handshake, it must use the MC-500 bus to 
access memory. 

Although the CPU could hold the high speed bus 
while waiting to obtain the Multibus, this condition 
is avoided by logic, external to the 68010. This 
causes the CPU to temporarily withdraw its request. 
The peripheral can then enter its memory cycle to 
transfer data. Once the transfer is complete, the 
Multibus is free for access by the CPU. Using exter
nal logic rather than the deadlock avoidance mecha
nism built into the 68010, allows the 68010's full 
instruction set to be used . Using the 680IO's dead
lock function makes a critical 68010 instruction (the 
test and set instruction) unavailable in this case, 
because it does not function appropriately when 
the chip itself breaks a deadlock. 

Multibus block transfer mode 
The 32-bit block transfer mode on the Multibus 

follows the MC-500 high speed bus protocol. Mid
cycle, the master flips address line Al to command 
the other half of the longword. In a read, the slave 
senses the Al flip and switches its data to the other 
word within the long-word. In a write, the master 
changes Al and the write data simultaneously. 



We were going 
to compare Vectrix 
graphics to IBMS. 
pnfortunately, there 
IS no companson. 

Vectrix VX/XT Graphics 
For the demanding profession- outstanding software. That's the 

al, it's not fair to compare VectrLx's reason we made sure the Vectrix VX/ 
VX/ XT color card set with IBM's own. XT two-board set runs all the soft-
Our 512 colors (out of a palette of \Wee that runs with IBM's color card 

I- ) ~· ?,}. 
, _,1 0 

r.0 r /\ 
~~ _I 

4,096) vs. their 16. (except in low resolution mode, 
Our beautiful 672 x which even IBM doesn't support). 
480 pixels vs. their Options include a Siggraph core 
not-quite-precise 640 Libra , 4010 emulation package, 

x 200. Plus the logical, 1easy to use Plot-IO compatible 
Vectrix command system. There's Library and the amaz-
really no comparison. ingly versatile Vectrix 

But the IBM PC XT does other paint program. Get 
things well - like provide a wealth of everything the IBM PC XT has to offer. 
"Martini" image by Gray Lorig, Center for Interactive Computer Graphics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance images by Technicare and University of North Carolina Dept. of Computer Science 
"Memory Chip" image by Microelectronics Center of North Carolina Tree image by Catherine Del Tito, Wave Graphics 
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Plus incomparably better graphics. 
The Vectrix VX/XT color card 

set for the IBM PC XT or the IBM PC 
<i : . ' 

. ~~ 

.. ,;..,,' ' 

with expansion chassis. 
See for yourself- call us 
toll-free at 1-800-
334-8181. Vectrix 

Corporation, 2606 Branchoood Dr. 
Greensboro, NC 27408. Telex 574417. 

Vectrix 
THE COMPUTER GRAPHICS COMPANY 
IBM and IBM PC XT are trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corp. 
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STD+ BUS 
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Fig 4 The DA/CP provides connection between the Multibus 
and a standard bus via an 8-MIPS bipolar bit-slice processor. 
Passing time-critical data to the Multibus through FIFOS 

isolates the processor from DMA latencies. 

Sensing the Al change, the slave obtains the data 
and does the write. 

To differentiate this special mode, the design 
designates another unused line from the P2 connec
tor as "block mode." An ordinary Multibus device 
will not select this mode; however, it can be used by 
a special device such as the DA/CP. 

As part of its definition, the Multibus's protocol 
has a clock edge. While bus exchanges (arbitration 
determining bus master) happen on clock edges, 
the clock edge becomes irrelevant during address 
strobes, XACK, and data tr an sf ers, which are just 
asynchronous handshakes. 

In block mode, the clock again becomes relevant. 
The slave must assert XACK on the clock edge. 
When the master flips Al, it must be on the clock 
edge, and when the slave swaps the data, it again 
must be on the clock edge. This reduces the time 
involved (and wasted) in round-trip handshakes. 
By following an agreed upon protocol, which occurs 
on clock edges, the transfer process gains consider
able speed. 

The burden of flipping Al always rests on the 
host. Once XACK is asserted, the master can wait an 
arbitrary number of cycles before flipping Al; this 
means that it can accept data at any rate. The bur
den of handling the second word rests on the slave 
because there is no handshake on the second part of 
the transfer. Once Al flips, the slave must handle 
the data. 

Multibus/STD+ bus connection 
The large number of data acquisition interfaces 

available on the STD bus led to the decision to 
equip the system with a STD bus. While the simplest 
approach to providing the system with a STD bus 
would have been to incorporate another bus adapter, 
this would have required the 68000/68010 CPU to 
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supply all STD device control. Results would have 
decreased Bell Labs' Unix System III performance 
when there were high levels of data acquisition 
activity, and less predictable data acquisition perfor
mance. A separate processor avoids these problems 
and makes the connection between Multibus and 
STD bus devices. 

Making this connection, DA/ CP is a program
mable, DMA controller based on an 8-million 
instructions per second (MIPS) bipolar bit-slice pro
cessor, which executes each instruction in 125 ns 
(Fig 4). The DA/CP also contains 1024 locations of 
40-bit storage for the control software, 256 loca
tions of 24-bit temporary data storage, two 16-
element first in, first out (FIFO) buffers, and one 
64-element FIFO. 

These components allow devices connected to 
the STD+ bus to input or output data to buffers 
within an application program. Designed as an 
enhanced industry standard, the STD+ bus com
bines two, nine-slot STD buses side by side. These 
buses share address lines, but have separate data 
paths and read/write control lines. 

Most Z80-compatible 8-bit STD boards plug into 
the STD+ bus; however, the data transfer rate for 
these devices is limited to a maximum of 1 Mbytes/ s. 
Several STD+ Masscomp interfaces transfer at 
rates twice as high as those of normal STD boards; 
therefore, they plug into two slots. Since data 

Since the DAICP performs 24-bit 
arithmetic, it can command simple 
data reduction and data-dependent 
realtime decisions. 

transfer happens over two separate byte-wide path
ways, the STD+ bus moves data in and out of the 
system at up to 2 Mbytes/s (see the Panel). 

When an application program wants to perform 
realtime data 110, it makes a request to the inter
face handlers resident in DA/ CP program memory. 
The DA/ CP uses these routines to manipulate the 
STD+ bus interfaces. Since the DA/ CP performs 
24-bit arithmetic, it can command simple data 
reduction and data-dependent realtime decisions. 
For example, the DA/ CP could acquire 100,000 
samples before or after an analog trigger or thresh
hold event. 

Priority-interrupt logic in the DA/CP allows it to re
spond to interrupts generated by up to ten interfaces 
on the STD+ bus. This simple interrupt structure, 
added to the DA/CP's fixed instruction duration, 
makes data acquisition highly stable and predictable. 

The DA/CP was designed as a Multibus periph
eral. To ensure that Multibus DMA and interrupt 
latencies do not affect DA/CP performance, all 
time critical data is passed to and from the Multi
bus via hardware FIFO registers. The DA/ CP is able 



metamorphosis 
dramatically transforms your designs 
into high performance 
ECL/TTL logic arrays. 
Like metamorphosis in nature, we're dramatically transforming 
logic and board designs into semicustom, ECL/TTL logic 
arrays that stretch the imagination . . . that advance the state 
of the art in military systems, communications, test, 
instrumentation, computer systems and peripherals. 
If you need sub-nanosecond performance ... ECL speeds at 
LSTTL power ... ECL, TTL, or mixed 1/0 .. . up front design 
flexibility with engineer-to-engineer support . .. full CAD 
capability and the highest functionality macro library 
available ... Mil. Spec. 883C ... a source with fully integrated 
wafer fabrication, assembly and test . . . up to 95% utilization 
with auto place/route •.. six to eight week prototype 
turnaround ... and fast reliable delivery of production 
quantities ... Call us. Let us prove that we can dramatically 
convert your designs into high performance logic arrays .. . · 
It's what we call AMCC metamorphosis. 
Ask about our newest product ... our Q1500 
Series with 120 I/Os. 1700 gates, ECL, TTL or 
mixed 1/0, and high functionality macros ..• and 
get data sheets on the other members of our logic 
array family. 



STD+ bus compatibility 

Using the STD bus as the basis of the STD+ bus is 
relatively straightforward . However, several STD+ 

characteristics require explanation. 
For example, the DA/CP does not issue an INTAK * 

signal in response to interrupts . An interrupt from a 
STD bus module must be cleared by a read/write oper
ation to a STD address recognized by that module . An 
interrupt should be cleared on the leading edge of a 
read/write operation. This allows the interrupt to 
clear out of the DA/CP interrupt register before the 
DA/CP code again enables interrupt service. 

The most efficient way to handle this is to have the 
interrupt service action (ie, a register read operation) 
clear the interrupt. A status register with an error and 
a done flag is desirable. The error flag should show 
when data have been lost because the DA/CP 

STD ADDRESS STD ADDR£SS 

I ~~11n~ I i s~R~:zA I 
DAtCPClDCK~~ 

AODRESS~,>-------
M£MDRY REQUEST------, r--

'------1~ 

WRITE ---------, 

MEMORY R£AD/ WRITE 

DAtCPCLDCK 

~ 

~ 

R~D------------, 

WRITE----------~ 

110 R~D/WRITE 

CLOCK' 

STD+ BUS TIMING 

to read and write data to main CPU memory by 
issuing data requests. 

A write request is composed of a 24-bit address, 
followed by a 16- or 32-bit data word; a read request 
is a 24-bit address. These requests pass through a 
64-bit FIFO to the Multibus interface logic . The 
16- or 32-bit data obtained from the MC-500's CPU 
memory pass through a 16-element FIFO back to 
the DA/CP. Thus, these FIFOs effectively isolate the 
DA/ CP from the Multibus's inherent DMA latencies. 

The DA/ CP can issue Multibus interrupt requests; 
these are also passed through the 64-element FIFO to 
synchronize them with read/ write requests. How
ever, when they emerge from this FIFO, interrupt 
requests pass through a second 16-element FIFO. 
This prevents data transfers from being held back 
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responded too slowly to interrupts. The done flag is 
the same as the interrupt signal. The DA/CP uses it to 
distinguish between two modules asserting the same 
interrupt. A module with more than one interrupt 
function should have a done bit for each function in 
the status register. 

In addition, the DA/CP does not issue an MCSYNC* 

signal (sometimes used to synchronize interrupts) . A 
device may assert interrupts asynchronously, or it 
may use the CLOCK* signal to assert them. 

Read/write timings for the STD+ bus are equivalent 
to those provided by a 4-MHz zao processor (see the 
Fig). But, pins 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 , 42, 43, 4 6, 
48, 50, 51, and 52 are not supported . These lines 
are held at ground. Pins 55 and 56 carry 15V and 
- 1 5 V, respectively. 

STD ADDR£SS 

I WRITE I 
125 ns 

DA/CP CLOCK 

WRIT[ ------- --, 

FAST M£MORY WRIT[ 

CLOCK• 

STD ADDRESS 

I WRITE I 
115ns 

DA/CP CLOCK 

WRITE---------- --, 

FAST 1/0 WRITE 

STD+ BUS FAST WRITE TERMINAL 

by Multibus interrupt latencies . Data transfers on 
the Multibus use the special 32-bit block mode gained 
through the CPU/ Multibus adapter . 

Design features allow the MC-500 system to 
acquire analog signals with 12-bit resolution at an 
aggregate rate of one million samples/ s. This can be 
done with negligible effect on computation and 
graphics task performance. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 701 Average 702 Low 703 



KOllTRON Logic Analyzer/Slave Emulator 

Your Most Pov1e1 ful Micro 
Have Been Combined 

Now you can have timing and state logic analy
sis, slave in-circuit emulation, and full software 
development capability in one powerful, eco
nomical system. And, KONTRON's new Logic 
Analyzer/Slave Emulator (LASER) system can 
be configured to match your needs. With 32-, 48_-, 
or 64-channel logic analysis to 100 MHz. With 
built-in dual 5114'' disk drives. With disassemblers, 
microprocessor interface, and slave emulation 
for all popular 8- and 16-bit chips. And, with all of 
the software development tools and ease-of-use 
features of the KONTRON/ 
FutureData 2300 Series 
development system at 
your command, running 
under CP/f\A®*. With the 
flexible LASER system, 
you can reduce your 
investment in new devel
opment tools by as much 

as 50 percent. If you already own a 2300 Series 
system, expand its logic analysis capability with 
a software-compatible LASER. Or, if you own 
a KLA Series Logic Analyzer, expand its use by 
adding an ASCII keyboard, software develop
ment tools, and in-circuit emulation. LASER 
can even be interfaced to Intel, Motorola, HP, 
Tektronix, or other development systems. Com
plete your capabilities with one of KONTRON's 
desktop or portable PROM programmers. 
Get all the facts and figures on these synergistic 

cost-reducing solutions to 
your hardware/software 
development/debugging 
needs. Call our 24-hour 
toll-free number (800) 
227-8834 ... or drop us 
a line. 
*CP/M is a registered trademark 
of Digital Research, Inc. 

ADVANCED ~-·~ ~oNTRON ELECTRONIC r' n 
INSTRUMENTATION ELECTRONICS 

Circle 42 for Literature 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

KONTRON Electronics 
630 Price Avenue, Redwood City, CA 94063 
Tel: (415) 361-1012; outside CA: {800) 227-8834 

IN EUROPE 

KONTRON Messtechnik GmBh 
Breslauer Str. 2, 8057 ECHING/W. Germany 
Tel: (0 89) 3 19 OH Telex: 05 22 122 

Circle 169 for Demonstration 



TOMORROW'S CAD MONITOR 

CON RAC 

Powerful new computer graphic systems, in the hands of imaginative 
designers, are changing the world we live in. Automobiles, buildings, 
bridges and aircraft are just some of the applications for computer-aided 
engineering. 

High resolution raster graphic CAD/CAM systems are the most 
versatile of these new tools, and Conrac's new Model 7300 is the color 
monitor designed specifically for those systems. Over 1000 non-interlaced 
lines of resolution (65 kHz scan rate, 60 Hz refresh) and a pixel rise time of 
less than 5 nanoseconds, gives you a completely flicker-free display with 
clarity and realism you've never seen before. Operators will enjoy working 
comfortably with this monitor all day long. The 7300 has permanent 
convergence and quiet operation-because it doesn't need a cooling fan . 

CONRAC DIVISION, CONRAC CORPORATION, 600 N. RIMSDALE AVE, COVINA, CA 91722 • OFFICES: WEST (213) 966·3511 • N. CALIFORNlA (408) 727-1474 



AVAILABLE T ODAY 
Computer graphic systems will soon be as common as 

typewriters in the business and industrial world. Conrac, 
the leading name in video monitors for over 37 years, will 
be a part of those systems. Conrac has sales offices and 
service centers located in principal cities across the 
country-with more on the way. 

Find out more about the advanced concept new Conrac 
7300. Use the Reader Service number or call Marketing 
Communications at (213) 966-3511. 

Contact Conrac Division for a full color reproduction of 
this illustration which is suitable for framing. 

CIRCLE 4 3 

MIDWEST (312) 833-3310 • EAST (203) 348·2100 • NEW ENGLAND/CANADA (617)485-7910 • SOUTH CENTRAL (214) 235-8933 • EUROPE (49)0 79 34/70 71 
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For you, 
anything. 
Enlarge. Expand. Extend. Reduce. 
Reverse. Remove. Replace. 
When it comesto meeting the rigid interconnec
tion requirements of business equipment, 
there's hardly anything we won't do. Because at 
Amphenol, we know that the best design is often 
a custom design. 

The data must get through. 
Every day your design parameters get tougher. 
Amphenol's Design Group has tackled and 
solved many of the problems you face in data 
communications interconnection. Our design 
selection includes an impressive variety of high 
performance connectors and interconnect 
systems. In fact, we've probably already developed 
a solution close to what you need. 

Mainframes to games. And beyond. 
The LANS connector is but one example of our 
solution capability. There are many more: · 

To eliminate interface wiring from a PC board 
to a cabinet mounted connector, we added printed 
circuit contacts to a standard circular connector. 
The connector plugs directly into the PC board 
and has an attractive exterior finish. 

For CATV, we developed a modular eight
channel fibre optic connector that mounts directly 
on a PC board. It takes the place of eight separate 
optical connectors with less space and com
plexity-but no loss in performance. 

We developed a low-cost, all plastic D-submin
iature to meet the need for reliable connections in 
video games and home computers. The connector, 
with selectively-plated, pre-aligned and stiffened 
contacts, snaps easily into a PC board and with
stands rugged use. 

We designed a computer peripheral inter
connect harness using shielded planar four
conductor coax cable. Two additional stress 
members in the jacketing accommodate 360° 
rotational stress. 

We've developed several low-cost solutions to 
EMl/RFI control in business equipment. We added 
a full range of filter functions to our industry 
standard 57 Series ribbon connectors. We coated 
a plastic backshell with nickel and dimpled the plug 
shell of a D-subminiature for RS-232C/RS-449 
applications. Amphenol can help with Docket 
20780. 

An energy saving device. 
Early involvement with the Amphenol Design 
Group can save you a lot of engineering energy. 
Whether your needs call for a standard, modified 
or fully custom connector design, call Amphenol 
for the answer. Your solution may be as close as 
your phone. 

Call the Amphenol Design Line 

1-800-323-7299 
CIRCLE 44 

Amphenol Products 
An ~LIED Company 

Amphenol Products world headquarters: Oak Brook, IL 60521 

Make the Amphenol Connection 
NEPCON WEST Booth 2251 
Anaheim, CA Feb. 28-Mar. 1 

Planar Coax Interconnect Harness Filtered Ribbon Connectors Shielded D-Subminiature Connector 



Thef look like 
anyone else~ 1Z·bitCMOS DACs. 

But we made them 
twice as accurate. 



Analog's LCzMOS 
DACs. The first DACs 
to combine 
CMOS low power 
with extraordinary 
accuracy. 
If you want low power 
dissipation and better accuracy 
than ever before in a 12-bit 
monolithic DIA converter, only a 
DAC built with our exclusive 
Linear-Compatible CMOS 
(LC2MOS) technology will do. 

Thanks to LC2MOS, our new 
AD7240 and AD7548 also 
deliver remarkable improvements 

in speed, packing density, and 
board reliability, while 
significantly reducing device 
capacitance. And they're so 
tightly spec 'd that there 's never 
a need to recalibrate . 

Check out the AD7240. 
With total unadjusted error of 
I Y2 LSB max over temperature, 
it beats other CMOS DACs 
by .upw ards of 500%1 And its 
18 pins carry an outstanding 
array of features-single supply 
operation, high-speed voltage 
settling (to 0.01 % in 550ns), and 
superb differential nonlinearity 

And our AD7548 is just as 
extraordinary. The gain error is 
only 3 LSB max over temperature 
-twice as precise as the closest 
competitor! And there are more 
good things in the AD7548 's 
small 20-pin package, including 
8-bit bus compatibility, 
guaranteed monotonicity, 
selectable data format and both 
+5Vand +12V to +15V 
supply operation . 

So if all CMOS DACs look the 
same to you. take a closer look 
at Analog Devices' LC2MOS 
DACs. For the eye-opening 
details on the AD7240 and 
AD7548.just call Steve Miller 
or Stanley Domanski today 
at (617) 935-5565 . Or write 
Analog Devices. PO Box 280. 
Norwood. MA 02062 . 

~ANALOG 
WDEVICES 

Analog Devices. Inc.. Two Technology Way. Norwood. MA 02062; Headquarters: (617/ 329-4700: California: (714) 842-1717. (619/ 268-4621. (408/ 94 7-0633: 
Illinois: (312/ 653-5000: Ohio: (614/ 764-8795; Pennsylvania : (215/ 643-7790; Texas: (21 4/ 23 1-5094. (713/ 664-6704: Washington : (206/ 25 1-9550: Belgium: (32 3/ 237 4803: 

Denmark: (45 2/ 845800: France: (33 I / 687-34- 11 ; Holland: (31 1620/ 51080; Israel: (972 052/ 28995; Italy: (39 2) 6898045. (39 2/ 6894924: Japan: (81 3/ 263-6826: Sweden: (46 8) 282740; 
Switzerland: (41 22) 31 57 60: United Kingdom: (44 I) 9410466: West Germany: f49 89/ 570050 
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l. uniFLBX"' 0peratiflg System 

2. BASIC 

3. COBOL 

4. FORTRAN 
5. 6SOOO RekJc3!ing Assembler 

6. 68000 L}nking Loader 

7. Sort/Merge 

8. Editor 
9. Advanced Spooler 

10. BASIC Precoropiler 

l l. Floating Point Package 
Scientific Functions Package 

12. Utilities 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Uni FLEX andThe Ma sterminds of Advanced Sys tems Sofrware are 

trademarks oJTechnical Sys tems Co nsultants. Inc. 



HOW VOCABULARY IS 
GENERATED DETERMINES 
SPEECH QUALITY 
Synthetic speech vocabulary can be generated by analyzing 
natural speech or by artificial construction from phonetic 
parts, with differing results. 

By Michael W. Hutchins and 
Lee Dusek 

Computer games and even appliances can easily 
add speech output with low cost speech synthesizer 
chips. Without a vocabulary, however, chips are 
mute. Words, phrases, and sentences in the vocab
ulary must be clearly understood, and if required, 
the sound should be natural and pleasant, not 
mechanically monotonic. 

A vocabulary can be assembled from written text 
by means of artificial phonetic approximations, or 
from real speech (Fig 1). For large vocabularies 
exceeding several hundred words, artificial 
constructive/synthesis word and phrase generation 
appears attractive because vocabulary size in a 
given language is virtually limitless. However, its 
artificial source in phonetic speech parts-like sets 
of phonemes and allophones-makes it difficult to 
get an understandable, natural sound. 

Real speech as a vocabulary source generally 
produces the highest quality results and, at least for 

Michael W. Hutchins is product engineer for the 
Speech Products Dept, at Texas Instruments, 
PO Box 1443, MS 6418, Houston, TX 77099. Mr 
Hutchins received his BS in biology and BA in 
psychology from the University of California at 
Irvine. 

Lee Dusek is substrategy manager for the Speech 
Products Dept at Texas Instruments, Houston . She 
has been involved with the use of speech processing 
algorithms on minicomputer and microprocessor
based systems. Ms Dusek holds a BS in math from 
Longwood College and an MS in Math and an MS/SE 
from Ohio State University. 

small vocabularies , the lowest cost system. This 
approach involves collecting words, phrases, and 
sentences from speakers having the desired voice 
characteristics; converting this analog data to digi
tal form; analyzing the speech content into spectral 
coefficients; and encoding these components into a 
suitable format, such as linear predictive coding 
(LPC) for storage in a ROM (Fig 2). 

Because the analysis/synthesis method derives its 
vocabulary from actual human speech, the final 
speech synthesizing resembles real speech more 
closely in inflection, emotion, and intelligibility. 
Conversely, speech synthesized by the constructive/ 
synthesis method-piecemeal approximations from 
text-generally sounds less natural. With this arti
ficial approach, sound variations that depend on 
an utterance's context (ie, what sounds precede 
and follow it, and where within the word, phrase, 
or sentence the utterance appears) are difficult to 
generate accurately. 

Using spectral coefficients 
Whether the natural speech analysis/synthesis or 

the artificial constructive/synthesis method is used, 
spectral coefficients are involved. Entire words or 
phrases in most current synthetic speech systems are 
analyzed into spectral components in the former 
case, or built up from selected component sets in the 
latter case. 

Constructive synthesis can be based on 
phonemes, diphones, demisyllables, or morphs. Of 
these, phonemes are usually employed in modern 
speech synthesis. Phonemes emphasize an alphabet
like simplicity. Accordingly, American English can 
be created from just 40 to 50 (of about 90 total) 
phonemes. This is accomplished by following an 
appropriate set of rules requiring a minimal 
amount of memory storage space. 

COMPUTER DESIGN/February 1 9 84 8 9 
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UTTERAllCES 

STORAGE OF 
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ALLOPHONE 

(b) 

SYNTHESIS 

Phonemes include speech characteristics ffke 
voicing and manner . Any voiced sound, including 
a voiced phoneme, is produced with vibrating 
vocal cords. In English, voiced phonemes include 
all the vowels and 11 consonants. Eight other con
sonants produce unvoiced phonemes. Articulation 
depends on the way sounds are modulated by the 
lips, tongue, and teeth: full closure produces a 
stop, or plosive sound or phoneme; partial closure 
produces a fricative. 

Allophones needed 
Phonemes alone are not enough to characterize 

speech so that reconstituted synthetic speech can be 
made to sound nearly natural. 

In constructive synthesis, deciding which collec
tion of speech components to use requires a closer 
look at speech sounds. There may be hundreds of 
minor variations between sounds that are catego-
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Fig 1 Analysis/synthesis (a) and 
constructive/synthesis (b) are the 
two major approaches to 
vocabulary generation. 

rized roughly as the same. For example, the IP I 
sound in "pin" is aspirated, that is, followed by a 
puff of air. The IP/ sound in "spin" is not aspi
rated. Sounds that are slightly different but gener
ally perceived as the same are the phonemes of a 
language. Subsets of phonemes that change slightly 
depending on the context or environment in which 
the sounds appear are called allophones. Thus, the 
unaspirated IP I sound in "spin" and the aspirated 
IP I sound of " pin" are different allophones of the 
same phoneme, IP I, and represent the sound more 
accurately than the phoneme. In order to preserve 
this linguistic accuracy, the TI text-to-speech 
system uses allophone stringing to form words and 
phrases. 

Allophones are more fundamental than most 
other linguistic components, except morphs . 
About 130 allophonic sound characteristics can 
provide the needed variations for all the phonemes. 

)~ 

DECODE 

Fig 2 Generating a vocabulary 
from natural speech produces a 
more natural sounding synthetic 
speech. 



Howtoavoid 
Capitol Punishment. 

Now there's a code of silence in 
Washington. It's called FCC Docket 
20780. And the Cannon® Shielded/ 
Shrouded D Series of subminiature 
connectors helps manufacturers 
meet all its stringent EMI/RFI 
requirements, while helping to 
maintain the integrity of the entire 
shielded system. 

Our shield is crimped to the 
cable to maximize shielding effective
ness and provide a low-impedance 
path to the ground. 

The shroud/plastic backshell 
protects the equipment from 
ESD (Electro Static Discharge) and 
isolates the user from ground 
potentials that may exist on the 
shield. Plastic strain-relief members 
are provided to prevent cable 
pullout. The center-latched version 
is available in configurations of 9, 
15, 25 and 37 contacts. 

Cannon's quality D Subminia
ture Transverse Monolith Filter 
connectors reduce EMI/RFI noise. 

The addition of the transverse 
monolith filter expands the overall 
shielding versatility of the D Sub
miniature without adding to the 
overall dimensions of the connectors. 

Silence FCC Docket 20780 
with D Series subminiature 

connectors. 

And these Cannon connectors are 
available in contact arrangements 
of 9, 15, 25 and 37, with a wide 
range of capacitances and cutoff 
frequencies offered. 

The Shielded/Shrouded D and 
Transverse Monolith Filter Series 
connectors from ITT Cannon. 
The best way to give FCC Docket 
20780 the silent treatment. 

For more information on Trans
verse Monolith Filter Connectors, 
contact Phoenix Division, 
ITT Cannon, 2801 Air Lane, 
Phoenix, AZ 85034. Telephone: 
(602) 275-4792. 

Or for more information on 
the D Subminiature Shielded/ 
Shrouded D Series, contact Com
merciaVIndustrial products. m 
Cannon, a Division of ITT Corpora -
lion, 10550 Talbert Avenue, Fountain 
Valley; CA 92708. Telephone: 
(714) 964-7400. For the local sales 
office nearest you, call toll-free: 
(800) 845-7000. 

CANNON ITT 
The Global Connection 
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Consequently, in order to preserve linguistic accu
racy, Texas Instruments' text-to-speech system 
utilizes allophone stringing to form the words and 
phrases. 

Allophones provide many of the subtle varia
tions each English phoneme can encompass, and 
allophone rules can select each variation in an 
appropriate relationship to the utterance's context. 
Although much better than a pure phonemic 
approach, the allophonic help is not perfect. Some 
speech systems, such as Lingua and Mitalk, use a 
more complex morph approach for still higher 
quality speech. 

However, there are drawbacks to a morph 
system. While a good quality set of 128 allophones 
(set sizes can range from 80 to 500) can be stored 
with its 650 rules in less than 10 Kbytes of memory, 
a typical high quality morph system needs about 600 
Kbytes of memory for at least 12,000 of its speech 
parts. Even with a relatively small number of allo
phones, most of the stress and intonation, rising and 
falling inflections, and other speech patterns that 
convey much of the information when speaking, 
can still be handled effectively. The speech, how
ever, is still somewhat unnatural. 

In a great many applications, this is not a serious 
problem. For more natural speech, perhaps for a 
different use, an allophone set can be tailored to 
that application. Speech can be used in many dif
ferent places. For example,an automated banking 
facility must use a clear and pleasant sounding 
voice, while the owner of a video game arcade may 
prefer a distorted mechanical sounding voice. 
Each, accordingly, would be best served by a dif
ferent set. 

Although not perfect, the allophone approach is 
still a good compromise amoQg many factors. 
These include vocabulary size, memory storage 
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SYNTHETIC SPEECH 
SIGNAL 

Fig 3 As shown in (a), the vocal 
tract is modeled electronically. In 
(b), 10 stages of a lattice digital 
filter model the human vocal tract. 

requirements, versatility and flexibility, hardware 
and software complexity, cost, and quality. 

An allophonic system lends itself to translation 
from American English text with a reasonably
sized set of rules. Input text from an ASCII 
keyboard can be automatically converted into 
allophones. Tl's text-to-allophone rules are an 
enhanced version of work done at the U.S. Naval 
Research Laboratory. For instance, rules have 
been added to the basic navy list to ensure that 
word-ending allophones properly terminate appro
priate words. Longer words stress the monosyl
lables before voiced consonants, and unstressed 
vowels are used before suffixes such as "er," 
"ely," and "es" (after t and d). 

The resulting rules can then string allophones 
that are 97 percent correct on only one pass for the 
2000 most common American English words. (Ac
curacy, however, drops to about 92 percent when 
word usage frequency is measured.) 

LPC forms the basis 
Whether words to be synthetically spoken are 

from text or from natural speech, these words must 
be coded for use with a digital speech synthesizer 
chip. LPC is a particularly effective form of com
pressed speech digital data. While all the allo
phones and essential rules needed to construct 200 
words use only 10 Kbytes of memory, the equiva
lent custom vocabulary would require 16 Kbytes of 
memory. Moreover, the system data rate must be a 
higher 1200 bits/s than the allophonic 400 to 600 
bits/s to convey speech at a realtime rate. 

The speech synthesizer chip, driven by LPC 
speech data, is essentially an electronic, digital 
signal processor model of the human vocal tract 
[Fig 3(a)]. The p-channel MOS (PMOS) device con
sists of a 10-stage time-varying digital lattice filter 



WHAT MAKES OUR 
32 BIT WORKSTATION 

DIFFERENT? 
• 16032 microprocessor 
• Demand paged virtual memory 
• Hardware floating point 
• Industry standard 32 bit VMEbus 

If you 're looking for the power of a 
VAX™ at the price of a 68000, our 
Consultant is the system for you. It is 
the first microcomputer with the 
power to run mainframe programs. 

The PVS™ operating system has all 
the popular features of UNIX™ plus 
real time capabilities, record locking 
and dynamically installable device 
drivers. Fortran 77, Pascal and Care 
available. 

For less than $18,000 (qty. one), the 
Consultant includes 512K memory, 
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and associated control logic [Fig 3(b)]. Its source is 
an internal digital excitation function when pro
ducing voiced sounds, and a digital white-noise 
generator when delivering unvoiced sounds. 
Because the synthesizer has 10 stages, the vocal 
tract parameters, or LPC data supplied to it, are 
designated LPC-10. 

Voiced sounds are coded for energy levels and 
pitch and for 10 so-called filter reflection coeffi
cients {K1 through KPV 10), according to Table 1. 
Together, the chip receives 247 levels of data coded 
with 49 bits (plus an extra bit for a repeat opera
tion) for each 25 ms of operation, called a frame. 

The synthesized speech output consists of 10 bits 
output every 125 µsand are converted to an analog 
signal of up to 1.5 mA (with a resolution of 5.9 µA). 
This is more than sufficient to drive a power audio 
amplifier. The 7 low order bits determine the mag
nitude of the analog output level. The MSB of the 
10-bit word is the sign bit, which, when combined 
with the next two bits, is used to force the output 
driver to full on or full off. 

Although the LPC-10 parameter input to the syn
thesizer needs 50 bits to describe them, the com
marlds to the synthesizer are minimal-just six 
operational commands make up the total (Table 2). 
Thus, a synthesizer chip needs minimal control 
from a host processor (typically less than 1 
percent). The host passes commands only to initi
ate specific activities and does not involve itself in 
carrying out the speech producing activity. Thus, 
the host selects data for the desired word, phrase, 
or sentence by locating its starting address; passes a 
command, such as speak external; and sends the re
quired data from memory. 

Synthesizer chip handles both speech sources 
Both the constructive/synthesis method of 

stringing allophones together from a library by 
given rules, and the analysis/synthesis method of 

TABLE 1 

Parameter Coding 

Parameter Levels Code bits 
Energy 15* 4 
pitch 64 6 
K, 32 5 
K2 32 5 
K3 16 4 
K4 16 4 
Ks 16 4 
Ks 16 4 
K1 16 4 
Ka 8 3 
Kg 8 3 
K10 8 3 

12 247 49 + repeat 
= 50 bits 

•Energy = 1 111 is the stop code 
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TABLE 2 

Synthesizer Commands 

Data Bus Command 
Code (00 -07)* 

xoooxxxx 
X001XXXX 
X010XXXX 
X110XXXX 
X011XXXX 
X100AAAA 
X101XXXX 
X111XXXX 

* A = Address 
X = Don't care 

Operation 

NOP (No operation) 
Read byte 
NOP (No operation) 
Speak external 
Read and branch 
Load address 
Speak 
Reset 

analyzing natural speech, end up in LPC-10 form. 
For this reason, the TMS5220C synthesizer chip can 
work with data derived from either source. How
ever, when derived from a natural source, with a 
relatively low cost development system, the user 
has more complete control over speaker, dialect, 
inflection, and other speech characteristics, in
cluding language. Moreover, it is even possible for 
sound effects to be analyzed and synthesized from 
natural sources. 

Analysis/synthesis is language independent; 
constructive/synthesis is not. The latter requires a 
completely different set of allophones and rules for 
each language or even for each dialect. Dialect is a 
complicating factor in reproducing speech sounds 
from the multilingual areas of Europe and Asia. 
This may be overcome, however, by using a com
mon multilingual subset of allophones with only 
the language-specific allophones added to reduce 
total memory requirements. 

To help in applying the analysis/synthesis ap
proach, Tl's Dallas speech laboratory has recorded 
speakers so that potential users can make selec
tions. Then a selected person can be brought in to 
record the actual words wanted, or customers can 
bring in their own speakers, or previously recorded 
speech. In either case, TI can make an analysis and 
provide the results in LPC-10 on almost any memory 
device or combination of devices. 

Unless customers want to develop their own in
house capabilities, analysis/synthesis allows easy 
access to an outside agency. Working together, 
customer personnel and TI speech analysis experts 
can often reduce vocabulary size substantially by 
using generic words. Such words cover a variety of 
situations, yet are specific enough when combined 
to avoid ambiguity. In this way, storage require
ments can be minimized in the final system, and 
many phrases and sentences can often be strung 
together with selections from these words. This is 
especially true where the quality of emotion and 
intonation are not important, as in a learning aid 
such as TI Speak-and-Spell. 



Integrated PCB Kit form Chassis version 

Meet some of our new 
problem solvers. 

a 

High performance, innovative design data displays in 
5'; 7'; 9': 12·: 15" and 5" x 9" screen sizes, for system 
designers like you. And they're all available in 
integrated (neck-mounted), chassis or kit versions. 

Using these basic displays, our engineers become 
your engineers! They custom design a d isplay for 
your specific application, meeting your 
particular system design requirements . 
Scanning frequencies to 32 
KHz and more. Up to 1200 line 
resolution . TTL or composite 

AUDIOTRONICS 

video. 120 or 240V AC, or 12 or 24V DC. Give us your 
specifications and we'll solve all your display problems. 
And we'll del iver on time, when you want them. 

Aud iotronics has been solving problems for over 25 
years, designing hundreds of custom data displays for 
important customers, large and small. Call today. Turn 
our engineers loose with your display system problems. 

North Hollywood 
California 91605 
(213) 781-6700 
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INTERRUPT 
HOST 

PROCESSOR 

ADDRESS/TIM ING 
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SPEECH 
SYNTHESIZER 
(TMS5220C) 

AMPLIFIER 

· Fig 4 An extensive LPC library can be handled by the TMS 
s22oc synthesizer chip. 

In another similar but more complex application, 
TI programmed a huge Mandarin alphabet 
keyboard with about 1260 characters on it to echo 
back individual words and other text characters as 
they were entered. Even for English, checking 
keyed-in material by listening to words fed back on 
earphones would be a great aid in reducing errors. A 
selection of just 500 of the most common words 
could be quite adequate for most such applications. 

With the TMS5220C synthesizer chip and a custom 
ROM (one, for instance, made up of several TMS6100 
voice synthesis 128-K x 1 ROMs), ROM addressing 

can be handled automatically without involving the 
host processor except to provide the synthesizer 
with a starting address (Fig 4). Until the utterance 
is completed, the processor is not involved except 
for possibly checking the synthesizer's status 
register. This behavior is similar to a built-in DMA 
system. 

The TMS5220C has an onchip 16-byte first in, first 
out (FIFO) buffer that can hold two full frames of 
speech (about 50 ms when operated at a nominal 
system-clock of 160 kHz). When the FIFO's con
tents fall to less than 8 bytes, the synthesizer can 
generate an interrupt or set a polling level for the 
host computer to indicate that more data is needed . 

For a vocabulary of several thousand words, a 
single TMS5220C synthesizer chip can access up to 16 
TMS6100 ROMS to provide approximately 30 minutes 
of continuous speech without repeating any of the 
stored words. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 704 Average 705 Low 706 

HALF INCH MAO TAPE SYSTEMS 
START AT $4475 

Fully Compatible with DEC, DATA CENERAL, Hp 
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Featuring: 
• Start/Stop or Streaming Drives. 
• Up to 138M bytes storage on a single reel. 
• 800/1600 or 1600/3200 bpi. 
• 121/2 ips to 125 ips tape speeds. 
• System compatibility with VAX, PDP-11 , LSl-11 , Nova, 

Eclipse or HP-1000. 
• Streamers incorporate adaptive streaming features 

providing high throughput. 
• Data reliability proven in thousands of installations. 
• Light weight and cool operation result from clean 

design. 
Come to Digi-Data for all your 1/4'' and 112'' tape drive 
requirements. Performance and reliability have been proven 
over 22 years of industry leadership in tape drive value. 

II g133~-~8~tTION 4111i1 ® • •• First In Value 

•
••• 8580 Dorsey Run Road 

Jessup, MD 20794 
Tel. (301) 498-0200 
TWX 710-867-9254 

In Europe contact: 

Digi-Data Ltd. 
Kings House 
18 King Street 
Maidenhead, Berkshire 
England SL6 1EF 
Tel. 0628 29555-6 
Telex 847720 



INTRODUCING THE EXTRAORDINARY 
EPSON OEM FAMILY OF FLOPPY DRIVF.S 

SERIES SMD100 

31'.1'' 
MEDIA 
SIZE 

4" x 1.57" x 5.98" 

SDSOO 

SW' 
(1/2High) 

5.75" x 1.6" x 7.68" 

SD300 

51A" 
(1/3 High) 

5.75" x 
11 " x9.27" 

Extraordinary is the best word we could find to 
describe the new Epson family of 3Yi" and SW floppy 
disk drives. Because there is nothing ordinary about 
them. 

Max. Capacity (2 Sides) SOOKB 1000KB 500KB 
(Unformatted) 

Drive Motor Speed 300RPM 300RPM 300RPM 

Track Density 67.5 TPI 135TPI 48TPI 

Access Time 6 msec 3msec 6msec 

1000 KB 1604 KB 

300 RPM 360 RPM 

96TPI 96TPI 

3msec 3msec 

SOOKB 

300 RPM 

48TPI 

15 msec 

The 3Yi" drives, for instance, feature two-sided 
capacities up to lMB. And some draw so little 
power they can operate on batteries. 

The half-height 5\.4'' drives offer capacities from 
SOOKB to l.6MB and access rimes down to 3 msec. And the one-third height 5 Yi" drive is the industry's slimmest. 

But that's only part of the story. What really makes them extraordinary is the fact that they're Epson 
drives. Designed and built by the people who have made "quality in quantity" their trademark around the world. 

That means they're designed and engineered with such state-of-the-art 
features as noise and RF shielding, ultra-high precision head positioning and 
loading, perfect disk centering, reduced power consumption and heat 
generation. But, even more importantly, it means they're manufactured by 
the people who have established the lowest rejection rate in the industry. 
When you buy Epson, you buy confidence. 

If you'd like more information about the extraordinary Epson family 
of floppy drives and how they can solve your storage problems, write or call 
us today. 

SWRegion(714)250-0lll • NWRegion (408)985-8828 

SE Region (404 ) 458-9666 •NE Region (617 ) 245-8007 

CENTRAL Region (815) 338-5810 
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EPSON 
EPSON AMERICA, INC. 
OEM Products Division 
Peripherals Group 
3415 Kashiwa Street, Torrance, 
CA 90505 (213) 533-8277 
Telex: 182412 
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micro that does it all 
doesyouin.Vl\IIE/10: 

We designed it that way. using the 
most powerful MPU yet devised. the 
MC68010. Plus. the most advanced 
VMEsystem architecture and optim
ized modular structures and support. 

The result is the most versatile. 
most flexible. multi-purpose micro
computer personality you can inte
grate into your life. 

If you're an OEM wanting a 
complete hardware/ software develop
ment station. VME/10 exceeds de
mands of the target system itself. 

If you're a system integrator. it's 
a front-end processor for large 
scientific. engineering. lab and 
industrial needs. 

If you need a complete micro 
"engine." VME/ 10 easily converts to 
dedicated. turnkey applications. 

In a world of colorless compromise 
and concession. VME/ 10 is the new 
benchmark in the crowd. At a price 
that's nearly PC-competitive. 

A computer to develop a computer. 
Conceived. designed and structured 

for large-system. single-user develop
ment uses. VME/10 is in its element 
for applications demanding the 
speed and power of 16-bit MPUs -
and compatibly looks ahead to the ap
proaching era of the 32-bit machine. 

It thrives on applications involving 
multiple 8-. 16-. or 32-bit MPUs and 
can fulfill all or part of the target 
system's functions. 

And VME/10 development software 
has all the right tools for quick. 
inexpensive response to your needs. 

VERSAdos'" is friendly. real-time, 
multitasking and pre-packaged to 
save time and cost. Easily adaptable 
to your target system. it offers a 
choice of fast. SYSGEN-based fea
tures. You select what you want. link 
the modules together and you 're there. 
Productivity goes up. costs go down. 

It saves even more time by allowing 
foreground/background operations. 
No waiting in line. 

Not to mention saving cost by 
allowing you to make your 
development environment equivalent 
to your target environment. 

See what your chip sees in real time. 
Working with VME/ 10 as host. the 

HDS-400'" Development Station/ Bus 
State Analyzer provides real-time. 
hardware emulation and logic analy
sis. You have complete control over 
your target application system inte
gration phase. And. HDS-200'" allows 
comparable high-speed emulation of 
the 8-bit M6804/05 MCU families. 

VME/10 can be its own target. 
VME/ 10 can be all or part of the 

same system it helped design ... and 
where other micros are optimized for 
one specific end use. VME/ 10 is 
configurable to your function . with 
slots for up to nine additional 
modules for custom-tailoring. 

And you'll find VME/10 virtual ly 
obsolescence-proof. 

Complete Sottw- Support 

virtual-memory MPU and the 
MC68451 Memory Management Unit 
permit several development tasks 
with full protection for each. And 
provide security of programs and data 
in multi -tasking systems. 

Plus. VME/ 10 includes a basic 
384K bytes of DRAM. multi-mode 
graphics. built-in 655 Kbyte floppy. 
5-or 15-Mbyte Winchester. full ASCII 

VERSAdo1 
Roi-Time 

Mullituking 
OpeF1Ung System S r11etnV IU 

Oper111,.,9Sy•l•tn -

.... __ .,._ .... Sy1::.;....r~;~~~•IOfl 
(Pl.nned) 

M61000 Symbolk: 
libero AsNmbffl Debugger 

M6800 F..mty HOS• BSA 
CfOtt Sottware Suppor'I 

Drawing on VMEmodules:• 
memory and l/Omodules'" for 
instant. functional implementation. 
its eminence and stature is ensured 
through IEEE Pl014/VMEbus 
standardization activities and grow
ing vendor support. Over 60 vendors 
offer VMEbus-compatible products. 

VMEbus. A global success. 
VMEbus architecture is thor

oughly documented. widely adopted 
and recognized as an emerging inter
national 8-to-32-bit standard. You 
can enhance it even more with the 
I/0 Channel which increases the 
speed of multiprocessor systems by 
relieving VMEbus from servicing 
local peripherals ... significantly 
valuable in 1/0-intensive systems. 

Mainframe memory & management. 
The new. powerful MC68010 

OPTIONAL -..._ - CRT 
Editor 

Oi•gno11ic1 
Paek age 

keyboard with 16 user-program
mable keys. numerical keypad and all 
the ergonomics. 

Top support. Bottom line. 
From initial technical orientation 

and seminars to our toll-free service 
hotline. you'll get total VME/ 10 
answers and support. We are com
mitted to regular software updating. 
field applications assistance. on
site installation and repair. third 
party support and comprehensive 
documentation. 

The bottom line says it all. 
Because you can acquire VME/ 10 
WITH DEVELOPMENT SOF'IWARE 
FOR LESS THAN S 10.000 ... not 
much more than some personals 
trying to be professionals. 

Write Motorola Semiconductor 
Products. Inc .. P.O. Box 20912. 
Phoenix. A'Z 85036. 

® MOTOROLA INC. 

r.-----------------, TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O . Box 20912, Phoeni• . AZ 85036. 
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Gould Logic Analyzers 

Introducing the K105. No 
other logic analyzer is so 
easy to use. 
Logic analyzers have always been a bit 
complicated . Perhaps even intimidating 
to the occasional user. No more. 

When you sit down at our new K105 logic 
analyzer, the first thing you'll notice is that 
big, friendly red HELP button. Press it 
You 'll begin to feel better immediately 

You see, we wrote the book on logic 
analyzers. And now the book is in the 
machine. So when you press the button, 
you display easy-to-understand, step
by-step operating instructions right 
across the bottom of the screen . While 
the data from the operation you 're per
forming remains on the screen . 

And if you 're still in trouble, just press 
again. The HELP button and an adjacent 
SHIFT button call up a HELP MENU and 
28 pages of detailed instructions on every 
analyzer function. 

We'll say it again . No other logic analyzer 
is so easy to use. 

Modular design accom
modates application changes. 
The K105 isn't just easy to use. It's 
accommodating, too. By simply swap
ping boards, you can configure several 
different logic analyzers . 

For instance, you can select up to 64 
20 MHz channels in 32-channel incre
ments for microprocessor analysis. Up to 
16 100 MHz channels in 8-channel incre
ments for hardware analysis. Or combine 
them to a maximum of 72 channels for 
software/ hardware integration tasks. 

And there's more. You can add a dual 
5Y<I" floppy disk drive (IBM CP/M 86™ 
compatible) to store up to 70 setups or 
data files . Wh ile providing data portability 
and post-processing capabilities 

Disassemblers and Trace 
Control™ speed software 
debugging. 
It's a lot easier to debug software when 
you can get your system's microproc
essor to speak assembly language 
mnemonics rather than object code. And 
our disassembly modules for the 68000, 

8086, 8088, 8080, 8085A and Z80®B 
do just that. 

And with the K105 's 8 levels of Trace 
Control at 20 MHz, you can isolate and 
capture widely-separated slices of pro
gram flow to pinpoint failure causes . . in 
a fraction of the time it would take with 
a conventional triggering scheme. 

Two-analyzers- in-one 
enhances software/ hardware 
integration. 
When you 're integrating hardware and 
software, the K105 is two analyzers in one. 
Just combine the 20 MHz and 100 MHz 
options to look at both state and timing. 
For trouble-shooting multi-processor 
systems, you can even monitor both pro
cessors and capture the asynchronous 
data between the two. 

And the K105 offers a fast 5 ns g litch 
capture capability to pinpoint hard-to-find 
random problems. 

Plus high-speed sampling for 
hardware analysis. 
For high-speed sampling, you can con
figure the K105 with up to 16100 MHz 



channels. Our unique automatic noise 
margin analysis feature enables you to 
verify specified system thresholds on 
as many as 16 channels simultaneously. 

And design verification is simplified by a 
"don 't care memory" that allows you to 
selectively mask out memory portions so 
you can compare only those portions you 
wanttosee. 

Uncompromising dedication 
to high performance. 
The Gould philosophy dictates that 
every instrument we make be the 
best for the job it's designed to do. 

The K105, with its unsurpassed ease-of
operation and modular flexibility to per
form a wide range of analysis tasks, is 
evidence of that dedication . 
For detailed application notes or a demon
stration, write Gould, Inc , Design & Test 
Systems Division , 4600 Old Ironsides 
Drive, Santa Clara. CA 95050-1279 . 
For fastest response. call toll -free: 
Nationwide (800) 538-9320; In California 
(800) 662-9231 or ( 408) 988-6800. 

The Kl 05 offers you two levels of 
HELP at the press of a button. The 
first displays step-by-step opera
ting instructions across the bottom 
of the analyzer screen. The second 
brings a menu to the screen, allow
ing you to select more detailed help 
from an integral 28-page manual. 

Clearly the Best. 





INTRODUCING THE 
BEST THING NEXT ID 

THE TOWER. 
Introducing Tower™ Annex. 
It's a mass storage add-on that 

transforms the original Tower into 
the even more powerful Tower Com
plex. With up to 228MB. Plus 
streaming tape. 

Now Tower 
1632 by itself has 
always been a for
midable rival for 
the minicom
puter. With as 
much as 2MB of 
ECCmemory. 
Plenty of mass 
storage. Indus
try standard 
flexibility. 
Our operating 
system derived 
from UNIX* for 
maximum por
tability. And full communications 
capability for both peer level and 
host networking. 

So if you're a minicomputer 
OEM, the Tower Complex may 
really have you worried. But we 
have the answer to your problem. 

Instead of losing out as our 
competitor, why not become a win
~-apJ!l-by becoming a Tower 
~t,1bwem and Tower Com-

$Jl • • for • . .. 
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ARRAY PROCESSOR 
ACHIEVES 100 MFLOPS 
Parallel architecture and fast hardware team up with a 
resident operating system to speed data flow and minimize 
host communication. 

by Robert Hausman and 
Phil Cannon 

Until recently, a gap of roughly an order of magni
tude has existed between the computation rate of 
supercomputers (eg, the CDC Cyber 205 and the 
Cray machines) and that of the fastest array pro
cessors. An affordable machine that approaches 
the speed of today's supercomputers is needed to 
solve the increasingly complex problems in seismic 
exploration, image processing, simulation, and 
signal processing. Computation requirements in 
seismic exploration, for example, have progressed 
from those involving two-dimensional arrays to 
three-dimensional ones. To obtain results in an 
acceptable time, throughput must be much faster 
than what existing mid-sized array processors pro
vide, and at costs below the several million dollar 
price tags of supercomputers. 

With a 100-mega floating point operation per 
second (MFLOPS) maximum internal computation 
rate, the ST-JOO array processor addresses this need 
by combining fast parallel processors, a large 
onboard memory, and parallel programming tech
niques. The array processor's design incorporates 
several hardware improvements. An 8-Mword main 
memory allows block transfer of large scale com-

Robert Hausman is vice president of R&D Engineering 
at Star Technologies, Inc, 1200 Benjamin Franklin 
Plaza, One SW Columbia, Portland, OR 97258, 
where he was the principal architect of the company's 
ST-100 array processor. Mr Hausman has a BSEE from 
South Dakota State University. 

Phil Cannon is a senior consultant at Star 
Technologies, Inc, where he was an initial contributor 
to the design of the architecture and instruction set of 
the ST-100 array processor. He holds a BSEE from the 
Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago and is a 
member of the IEEE and ACM. 
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Fig 1 In the host/array processor system, the ST- IOO's 
intelligent 110 controller allows use of the array processor 
with multiple and different host computers. 

putation routines (processes) from host to array 
processor together with the large data arrays that will 
undergo operation. A multichannel 110 subsystem 
provides high speed communication with the host 
computer and with dedicated peripherals. A sepa
rate parallel processor controls internal movement 
of data. All parallel hardware elements operate in 
time-overlapped fashion under direction of a con
trol processor. 

The large scale computation routines are written 
in a higher level array processor control language. 
This allows the user to develop processes for execu
tion on the array using a Fortran-like language. 
Another significant innovation relative to conven
tional array processors is an operating system that 
coordinates simultaneous execution of various pro
gramming levels on the parallel hardware elements. 

This combination of hardware and software results 
in computation speed rivaling that of multimillion 
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dollar supercomputers. Parallel support hardware 
and multilevel programming permit attainment of 
a high percentage of the arithmetic unit' s 100-
MFLOPS maximum. 

Like other array processors, the ST-100 operates 
in conjunction with a host mini or mainframe com
puter and attaches physically to the host like any 
other peripheral device (Fig 1). Note, however, that 
this array processor can be shared by more than 
one host and that it can have its own peripheral 
devices . 

Logically, the array processor acts as an extension 
of the host processor, executing computation
intensive application routines called processes. Prop
erly speaking, three levels of application software 
execute on the host/ST-100 system. At the top is a 
host Fortran application program. This program 
calls large scale computation processes running on 
the ST-100 which in turn call macros (ie, assembly 
language arithmetic or data movement routines). 

Parallel hardware speeds throughput 
The block diagram in Fig 2 shows the major 

additions that differentiate the ST-100 hardware 
from that of mid-sized array processors . The com
ponents inside the dotted line represent a large 
array processor. The speed of the floating point 
arithmetic unit with its five parallel computation 
elements is up to eight times that of the fastest 
predecessors. All blocks outside of the dotted line 
have been added to aid data flow. To better illus
trate the interrelation of the major hardware ele
ments, the ST-100 block diagram is repeated in Fig 3, 
emphasizing data and control flows. 

The 110 subsystem block consists of as many as 
eight parallel 110 processors, seven device interface 
adapters, and a DMA channel. Through this block 
flows all data and control communication between 
the array processor and the outside world. 

One of the parallel 110 processors is dedicated to 
internal system control while the others are con
nected through interface adapters to host computers 
or to array processor peripherals. The interface 
adapters match the hardware characteristics of the 
external devices to those of the array processor. 
Each 110 processor is capable of operating at rates 
up to 12.5 Mbytes/ s with a maximum multiplexed 
channel rate of 25 Mbytes/ s to/ from the main 
memory. The DMA channel can transfer data at 
rates up to 100 Mbytes/ s. 

The control processor (CP) has been added to the 
conventional array processor architecture to coor
dinate the many parallel elements of the ST-100. To 
do this, it uses its own operating system, the array 
processor monitor (APM). This operating system 
runs on the CP and supervises the execution of 
application programs in the various elements. The 
application processes execute on the CP. 
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Fig 2 Additional parallel hardware elements (outside dotted 
line) add to conventional array processor elements to aid 
program and data manipulation and reduce host overhead . 

All activities of the ST-100 are scheduled by the 
CP. It initiates and synchronizes program loading 
and execution for all of the ST-loo's other pro
cessors. Hardware design permits the queuing of 
commands to both the storage move processor 
(SMP) and arithmetic control processor (ACP) so 
that their functions can be both synchronized and 
time overlapped. 

The CP is built using two Motorola 68000 micro
processors, clocked at 80 ns. They share a 
192-Kbyte memory with each processor also having 
a nonshared 32-Kbyte memory. Cycle time for the 
memory is 120 ns . One of the microprocessors ex
ecutes the APM operating system and controls the 
110 subsystem, the maintenance terminal , dead 
start, and the other microprocessor . The second 
microprocessor executes array processor applica
tion processes. To accomplish this, it communi
cates with the main memory, the SMP, and the ACP. 

A large main memory (up to 8 million 32-bit 
words) allows complete application processes to be 
transferred from the host to the array processor as 
single blocks. In previous designs, such a task 
would have been broken down into multiple trans
fers of smaller computation routines . In addition, 
return of intermediate results would have been 
necessary, all with attendant host overhead. Mem
ory size also permits storing of multiple application 
processes for sequential execution. The marked 
reduction in time-consuming host/array processor 
communication enhances computation throughput 
substantially. 

Three 32-bit wide main memory ports are assigned 
respectively to the data 110 channels , a DMA chan
nel, and the data cache. The data 110 port operates 
at 25 Mbytes/ s, while the DMA and data cache 
ports operate at 100 Mbytes/ s. The eight-way 
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interleaving of 320-ns access time memory devices 
allows a complete 32-bit word transfer every 40 ns. 
An extra 7 bits per word provide single-error cor
rection and double-error detection. 

The data cache provides fast access working 
memory for the floating point arithmetic unit. It 
consists of three physical noninterleaved banks 
each containing 16 Kwords of 32-bits each. Each 
bank has address space available to allow expan
sion to 65 Kwords per bank. The CP can divide 
each bank into two logical sections and assign any 
of the six possible logical sections to either the SMP 
or the ACP. Three accesses to the cache memory by 
the ACP and one by the SMP can be made in every 
40-ns machine cycle. 

Parallel processing advances execution 
The SMP executes macros loaded into it by the 

CP. These macros control data movement between 
ST-100 main memory and the data cache. The SMP 
can perform complex address generation for both 
memories as well as on-the-fly data format conver
sion between them. Since it operates in parallel with 
the other processors, data movement can be time 
overlapped with floating point computation and 
control program execution. Upon completion of its 
assigned task, the SMP issues an interrupt to the CP. 

An 80-bit wide control word allows the three 
ALUs within the SMP to run in parallel. A 32-bit 
ALU performs 32-bit main memory address genera
tion and can also perform auxiliary 32-bit integer 
computation. A 16-bit ALU can address any of 
three data cache banks as well as control bank 
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Fig 3 Under supervision of the 
control processor, data can be 
physically and logically moved 
about in main memory and between 
main memory, data cache, and 
arithmetic processor. Automatic 
reformatting of data can also be 
done without host intervention. 

selection. A second 16-bit ALU provides loop con
trol for the two address generation ALUs. The SMP 
also controls conversion between the various data 
formats that may be stored in main memory and 
the ST-IOO's internal formats (ie, two's complement 
32-bit integer and 32-bit floating point). A three
stage, pipelined conversion unit reformats data 
during transfers between main memory and the 
data cache. 

The arithmetic section controls and executes the 
application computations on array data. It contains 
two parts: an ACP and a floating point computation 
subsystem. The ACP is a microprogrammed device, 
which contains three ALUs that generate addresses 
to and from the data cache plus a fourth for loop 
control. It has its own 4-Kword x 128-bit micro 
instruction memory; address space permits an 
increase to 16 Kwords. The 128-bit wide control 
word permits parallel performance of four integer 
ALU operations, four floating point arithmetic 
operations, one test-and-branch operation, and 
three memory references during each 40-ns clock 
cycle. The ACP also controls a crossbar switch be
tween the data cache and the floating point compu
tation subsystem. This switch enables a process or 
other macro to treat the three banks in the data 
cache as logical rather than physical banks so that 
they can be assigned to the three address generators 
in any order. 

Thus, the ACP can move data logically about in 
the cache for different calculations without time
consuming physical movement. Within the floating 
point computation subsystem, a data interchange 
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the array processor monitor (APM) 
operating system can schedule and 
coordinate the operations of the 
ST-loo's parallel hardware elements 
to optimize throughput. 
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unit maintains an orderly flow of operands between 
the data cache and the parallel arithmetic elements. 
It universally distributes the operands between the 
individual arithmetic elements without having to 
return intermediate results to the data cache. 

Two adders, two multipliers, and a divide/ 
square root unit comprise the floating point com
putation elements. The adders and multipliers are 
three-step pipelines executing at 25-MHz (40-ns) 
clock rates. The divide/square root unit requires 13 
clock periods for a complete calculation. With the 
four adders and multipliers in operation, the 
arithmetic unit's computation rate is 100 MFLOPS. 

Processes reduce communication overhead 
Three distinct levels of application software exe

cute on the host/ST-100 system. The top level is the 
user's Fortran application program, which executes 
on the host. For traditional array processors, this 
application program would call array processor 
computation routines (eg, vector arithmetic, 
matrix operations, transforms, and filters). Such 
an approach requires time-consuming host/array 
processor communication at the beginning and end 
of each individual computation. While such com
munication overhead may be tolerable in an inter
mediate speed array processor, it would severely 
degrade potential throughput in a machine with an 
arithmetic unit capable of 100 MFLOPS for certain 
types of algorithms. 

To overcome the communication bottleneck, the 
ST-100 has added an intermediate application soft
ware level called a process. A process can be 
thought of as a very large application routine 
which can be called by the host Fortran application 
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program. It encompasses many computation sub
routines to accomplish a sizable portion of a total 
application program (eg, a three-dimensional migra
tion in a seismic exploration program). 

A process consists of general purpose control 
code that executes on the ST-100 control processor 
plus specialized instructions (macros) for execution 
on the SMP and ACP. Multiple processes and their 
associated data can be stored in the array pro
cessor's large main memory and executed sequen
tially as shown in Fig 4. 

Other major blocks of ST-100 software are pro
duction (executive) software, which is discussed 
separately below, and maintenance software. Main
tenance software consists of idle loop reliability 
tests that run automatically during any ST-100 idle 
time, a user confidence test routine that can be 
called by the application program, and various diag
nostic programs. The first two are designed to 
report on array processor usability; the diagnostic 
programs aid in fault isolation. 

To overcome communication 
bottlenecks, the ST-JOO has added an 
intermediate application software 
level called a process. 

Two major blocks of software aid the user in 
coding the application processes discussed above. 
The first, is the array processor control language 
(APCL). It is the software counterpart to the 
parallel elements which make up ST-100 hardware. 
This higher level language is used to generate the 
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Standard macro types 

Storage move macros 
are provided for : 

Moving data between main 
memory and data cache 
with format conversion 

Performing integer and 
logical operations on data 
in main memory or data 
cache 

Arithmetic macros 
are provided for : 

General vector arithmetic 
(real and complex) 

Vector-to-scalar arithmetic 

Vector logical operations 

Matrix operations 

Transform operations 

Filtering operations 

program that will control process execution. The 
APCL compiler executes on the host to produce a 
process object module that will run on the ST-100 
control processor. It also produces a Fortran host 
process subroutine (HPS), which can be linked to 
the host Fortran application program. The ST-100 

linker combines the process object module with the 
called SMP and ACP macros to form a process load 
module suitable for execution on the array pro
cessor. When the host application program calls 
the process for execution, the HPS module provides 
the necessary interface to load the process module 
into the array processor. 

APCL is a subset of ANSI Fortran 77 with state
ments added to control the architectural features 
unique to the ST-100, such as the hierarchical 
memory structure. The language also supports ser
vice requests to the array processor monitor via 
subroutine calls. The Macro Assembler is used to 
write macros for execution on the ACP and the 
SMP. A meta-assembler concept allows the same 
assembler to serve both processors. Assembler out
put includes a source listing with errors and cross 
references, object code for the target processors, 
and information to define the relationship between 
cache memory banks. APCL uses the cache memory 
relationship in order to determine the crossbar 
switching control. 

Library supports custom macro development 
Development software also includes a linker, a 

debugger to aid in macro debugging, a host-resident 
simulator (for the SMP and ACP) to aid in macro 
development, an application support library, and 
library maintenance facilities. The application sup
port library is a set of macros for performing com
monly used storage move and arithmetic control 
functions. The types of standard macros contained 
in the library are indicated in the Table. Custom 
macros can be developed by the user and readily 
added to the library. The macro level development 
software is provided for the user to create applica
tion specific macros (instructions) to be added to 
the applications support library. 

Production software consists of the array pro
cessor executive (APX) and the array processor 
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monitor (APM). These software blocks link the host 
computer and the array processor for execution of 
ST-100 processes. The APX interprets a set of 
Fortran-callable subroutines that interface the 
user application program to the array processor . It 
is bound and linked to the application program and 
executes within the context of the user's address 
space. APX subroutines enable the user to request 
array processor resources, define main memory 
arrays, control data movement to and from the 
array processor, and release array processor 
resources. 

Resident operating system coordinates operations 
The array processor's multiple parallel hardware 

elements function concurrently. Thus, an oper
ating system is needed to control and coordinate 
their operation. The APM runs on the CP and over
sees all of the activities within the ST-100. It com
municates with multiple hosts through the 110 
subsystem. This mechanism allows the APM to con
trol data transmission between host computers and 
array processor main memory and to supervise main 
memory allocation and protection. 

Execution of the multiple processes stored in 
main memory is scheduled on a priority basis . The 
APM loads a new process into the CP memory as 
soon as space becomes available. Execution of the 
new process is initiated by the APM upon comple
tion of the currently executing process. When an 
application partition is released by the user , the 
APM returns accounting information to the host. 

Turning to array processor application software, 
the user's fundamental concern is process develop
ment. All process development takes place on the 
host computer. This results in two blocks of 
code-a process load module which will execute on 
the array processor, and an application load module 
(ie, HPS), which will execute on the host. The top 
level of application software is a Fortran applica
tion program, which will execute on the host com
puter. This application is developed using standard 
host Fortran development software. 

An APCL process is logically divided into a decla
ration section and an executable section. Process 
statements, Memory statements (main memory, 
cache memory, and local memory), and Data state
ments make up the declarations section. Process 
statements identify processes and list arguments 
being passed between the host and the process. The 
executable section contains Assignment statements 
as well as Call, Continue, Do, Goto, arithmetic If, 
logical If, Return, and End statements. These 
statements have their normal Fortran meaning. 
Assignment statements compute the results of 
arithmetic expressions and store them in local 
memory locations. Call statements initiate the exe
cution of SMP and ACP macros or of service 



requests. Return and End statements transfer con
trol to the host application program. To code pro
cesses the user also needs an understanding of 
functions executed by the application library 
macros and of data cache mapping . 

All process development takes place 
on the host computer. 

Main memory statements allocate storage of array 
data in main memory. Local memory statements 
assign space in local memory (memory contained 
within the control processor) for scalar variables to 
be used in controlling process execution. Data 
statements assign initial values to local memory 
variables. Cache memory statements allocate space 
for data in the six logical sections of the data cache 
discussed earlier. Using the STsync service request, 
a process can assign any combination of the six 
cache sections to the SMP and to the ACP. This 
allows the programmer to direct the SMP and ACP 
macros to simultaneously operate on the data 
cache. Calls are issued by the APCL coded process 
to SMP and ACP macros. Using these calls, the user 
is able to control the sequence of operations per
formed on application data. 

WEBSTER combines 
CAD/CAM with 
magnesium die casting 
to get your ideas ... 

To be debugged and executed, an ST-100 process 
must be called by a Fortran Call statement in the 
host application program. Specifically, the call is 
issued to an HPS. An HPS in turn directs loading of 
the process load module into the array processor 
and execution of the process via the APX. The HPS 
object module is generated automatically by the 
APCL compiler during compilation of the process ob
ject module. It remains, however, for users to link 
the HPS with their application programs, forming a 
complete application load module for execution on 
the host. 
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SABRE™ is a cut above anything on the market. It's 
a new concept in high-capacity; high-performance mass 
storage. A 5W' Winchester/cartridge disk package 
for use with operating systems that run on DEC LSI-11 
through 11/23+ microcomputers. SABRE's an inno
vative, RL02 software transparent storage alternative 
that puts 41.6 Mbytes on-line and delivers balanced 

backup through a versatile, removable cartridge 
disk. All in a compact, rack-mountable package. 

Standard interfaces/trmsparent software. 
SABRE hits the mark for reliable, high-speed, 

low-cost storage with convenient, efficient backup. 
Its UCOl host adapter plugs into any single
quad width QBus slot, and provides the Small 
Computer System Interface (SCSI) system-level 
bus for SABRE and up to five additional I/O 
devices. Through exact RL02 emulation, SABRE 

runs existing operating and diagnostic software 
as is. With logical RL02 images on both the fixed 

and removable media drives, volume backup is 
a snap. 

Hard disk backup performance. 
The ruggedized cartridge drive provides hard 

disk backup performance and reliability. Many times 
faster than either floppies or tape, it also provides 
the versatility to handle program entry, data storage 
and can function as a system disk. Overall, the 5W' 
Winchester/ cartridge disk combination gives system
level performance which exceeds multiple RL02's in 
many applications. 

Efficient system packaging. 
Space-saving SABRE is 5W' high, slips into any 

standard 19" Retma enclosure and comes complete with 
power supply; host adapter and connecting cables. It 
needs one-eighth the space and draws one-quarter of the 
power of four RL02's. Further, SABRE slashes hard
ware and installation costs by eliminating the need for 
a separate system bootstrap, bus terminator and clock 
control board. 

For more information on SABRE or any of the high
quality Emulex communications, disk, tape and pack
aged subsystem products, call toll-free (800) 854-7112. 
In California (714) 662-5600. 

SABRE's Features 

Capacity 

Speed 

1hmsparency 

Flexibility 

Reliability /Durability 

Price/Performance 

Compact 5W' height x 19" width package contains 31.2 MB (3x RL02) 5W' Winchester 
disk and 10.4 MB (lxRL02) removable 8" cartridge disk. 

Equivalent to four (4) DEC RL02's. 

Overall performance significantly increased over tape and floppies, especially in 
throughput and backup time. 

Runs standard RL02 diagnostics and operating software. 

Removable cartridge disk; SCSI Bus interface allows up to five (5) I/O devices; 
single-board host adapter. 

Winchester technology; ruggedized cartridge disk construction; shock mounts; 
hermetically sealed HDA for protection against contamination. 

Lower cost per box and per MB in virtually all applications. 

GSA Contract # : GSOOK8401S5575 '"SABRE is a trademark of Emulex Corporation. DEC, LSI and QBus are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

-~-
EMULEX 

3545 Harbor Blvd. , P. 0. Box 6725, 
Costa Mesa, California 92626. 

The genuine altemative. 
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(813) 785-3327; GEORCIA, Glen White Associates , (404) 441 -1447; IDAHO, Components West, (206) 271 -5252; ILL IOIS, L-TEC, (312) 5~3-7200 ; llDIAIA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, 
J.R. Sales Engineering , (319) 393-2232j IAISAS, A. A. Burton & Associates , (816) 763-5385; kHtUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; LOUISIAIA, , Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200; 
IURTLAID, Glen White Associates , (301) 252-6300; MASSACHUSETTS, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891 -4600; MICHIGAN, R.C. Nordstrom & Company, (313) 559-7373 ; 111lllESOTA, Quantum.Sales, Inc ., 



Kx8RAMs 
SPEED LIMIT• 

.. 
• 

If you're desjgning cache memory, 
high-speed storage, hand-helds and other 
high-density memory applications, write for 

---
Part No. _'.lU!_ 

2016P NMOS 
2016P· I NMOS 
2016P·2 NMOS 

'2016AP·9 NMOS 
'2016AP·IO NMOS 

Access Operatlna Standby 
Tlme (Mos) Current (Mu) Current (Max) 

ISOns I00111A ISmA 
IOOn1 120mA ISmA 
200n• 

1: 
140mA 30mA 

90ns 80mA 7mA ... 
IOOns 65mA 7mA 

- more information to Toshiba America, Inc., 
2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin, CA 92680, 
(714) 730-5000. Or call your local distrib
utor or sales representative. 

Toshiba America broke the speed 

,. . 
'2016AP-12 
'2016AP·15 

"2018D-45 
"2018D-55 

5516P 
5516P-2 
5516PL • 
5516Pl..2 
5517BP 

NMOS 120ns 
NMOS 150n1 
NMOS 45ns 
NMOS 55ns 

CMOS 250n1 
CMOS 200n1 
CMOS 250n1 
CMOS 200ns 
CMOS :zeGns 

65mA 7mA 
• 65mA 7mA 

I• 
llOmA . I! 20mA 
120mA 20mA 

55mA 30µA 
55mA 30µA 

,. 

55mA lµA · i 
55mA lµA 

~ 25mA 30µA 

.. 

5517BPL CMOS 200n1 ~ 25mA 
5518BP CMOS 200ns 25mA 
5518BPL CMOS 200ns 25mA • limit so th~re'll be fewer design limitations 

for you. •Also avallable In a .300' wide packaae- Part No. 2015·XX. 
"Available only In a .300' wide packoae . 

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 
A WORLD STANDARD IN MOS. 
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'iµA 
30µA 

lµA 

(612) 884-4700; MISSISSIPPI, Glen White Associates, (804 ) 237-6291 ; MISSOURI, R.R. Burton & Ass ociates . (816) 763-5385; MOllTHA, Compon ents West , (206) 271-5252; IHRASU, R.R. Burton & 
Associates, (816) 763-5385; IEVADA, El rep co, Inc .. (415) 962-0660; IEW JERSEY, Necco 1, (201 ) 461 -2789, Vantage Sales , (609) 663-6660; IEW MEXICO, Semper Fi Sales Company, (602) 991-4601 ; 
IEW YORI!, Necco 1, (201) 461-2789, Pl-Ironies , (315) 455-7346; IORTH/ SOUTH CAROLllA, Glen White Associ ates . (91 9) 787-7016 , (919) 787-7023; HllTH/SOUTH DAllOTA, Quantum Sal es , Inc., 
(612) 884-4700; OHIO, Del Steffen & Associates , (216) 461-8333, (419) 884-2313 , (513) 293-3145; OllLAHOMA, Engineering Sales Company, (918) 493-1927, Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200; 
OREllOI, Components West. (503) 643-5588; PEI HYlVAllA, Del Steffen & Ass ociates. (41 2) 276-7366 , Vantage Sales , (609) 663-6660; n•ESSEE, Glen White Associates. (61 5) 477-8850; TEXAS, 
Technology Sales Company, (214) 380-0200 , (512) 476-9874 ; UTAH, Duffy Ass ociates . (303) 595-4244; VIR&lllA/WEST VlllllllA, Gl en White Associates . (804) 237-6291 , (804) 295-0435, (804) 224-7764 , 
(804) 224-0404 ; WASHllGTOI, Components West, (206) 271 -5252; WISCONSIN, L-TEC . (414 ) 774-1000; WYOMIN&, Duffy Ass ociates . (303) 595-4244 ; CAiADA, Source Electronics , Ltd .. (416) 675-6235 . 



Meet the newest member of our oatatest family. The oatatest 11 Plus 
is a complete lightweight test set that offers all the powerful 

capabilities of the oatatest II ... and more. 
Here's the PLUSI 

00000 
00000 

Simultaneous 17 function BERT test! counts bit errors, 
bits received, block errors, blocks received, error free 

seconds, errored seconds, sync losses, time outs, 
parity errors, framing errors and sec errors. Also 

displays on-line transmit and receive data, 
summarizes test set-up and enables a multifunction 

timer: In addition, it calculates both bit and block 
error rates, simultaneously, 

c~LIICK BROW~~· 'FO·X. 
Dat.ac..of'tM. ·'-tMoni t.or· 
Automatic datallne monitor In all modes: 4094 

character buffer. In monitor mode, displays transmit 
and receive data, total number of bytes, frames, 

framing errors, parity errors and sec or CRC errors. 

32 station flexible fOrmat polling. Automatically 
selects correct programmed response for up to 7 

different in-coming messages. For every drop, counts 
good responses, unmatched responses, 
communication errors and time outs. 

Optional X.25 Diagnostics/Monitoring/Statistics. 
Emulate and test all 3 levels, send and receive calls, 

frame and packet level mnemonic decoding, calculate 
average size of data packets, system throughput per 

logical channel number and much more. 
Additional features: • user definable flow control 
• Interactive keyboard functions• CRC/BCC 
calculation• Permanent storage for all user 
messages and set-ups• 25 function timer 
•Rechargeable battery operation •Echo function 
• 4094 character trap• DTE test function • 16 user 
messages •Alarm • Parity error measurement 
•Optional input/output package provides downline 
loading, printer output functions, memory pacs, and 
much more• Optional SNA/SDLC package• Weighs 
only two lbs., 90 in3 

Call or write today for more Information. 

s219s. 

THE ULTIMATE FIELD SERVICE TEST SETI 

FOR THE TESTING TIMES 
TELEPHONE 1-416-669-9918 

A division of.Am, 
CIRCLE 63 
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USING AN EFFICIENT 
MICROARCHITECTURE 
ACHIEVES GOALS 
Careful microarchitecture planning enables design engineers 
to achieve dual goals of low cost and high performance in a 
32-bit computer. 

.by Kenneth Burns and 
David M. Burns 

A computer's architectural specification defines 
that machine on a functional level. As technology 
advances, the machine itself may change. But as 
long as it maintains the required relationship be
tween input and output, it can be said to adhere to 
the architectural specification. 

New generations of machines with the same ar
chitecture acquire different levels of price and per
formance by adding or deleting such performance 
accelerators as pipelining or cache. To help in the 
development of new models along the price/ 
performance curve, design engineers use a software 
tool called a hardware simulator. By simulating the 
runtime environment of the proposed machine, 
designers can determine if the incremental perfor
mance gain is worth the additional hardware cost. 

A machine's microarchitecture design requires 
similar trade-offs. An increase in microcode speed 

Kenneth Burns is senior development engineer at Data 
General Corp, 4400 Computer Dr, Westboro, MA 
01581, where he is responsible for MV/Family 
microarchitecture design. He holds a BSEfrom the 
University of Connecticut in electrical engineering and 
computer science. 

David M. Burns is currently sales engineer at Data 
General Corp; he was previously development 
engineer on the MV/8000. He holds a BSE in computer 
science and electrical engineering from the University 
of Connecticut. 

and flexibility usually means a commitment to a 
more costly design. Thus, the microarchitect's task 
is to design a microcode structure based on the pro
posed hardware design. This allows the machine to 
be positioned at its targeted level on the price/ 
performance curve. A perfectly horizontal micro
word exists when every control line in the machine 
is associated with a bit in the microcode word. 
Once conceptualized, this initiates the design pro
cess. This structure offers the maximum amount of 
parallelism, and hence speed, which is available 
with a proposed set of hardware resources. 

In reality, trade-offs are inevitable, since the 
hardware limits the amount of parallel processing 
possible within the machine. As the design process 
continues, the microcode structure moves toward a 
more vertical implementation. This means that a 
narrower microword can be used, resulting in a 
lower implementation cost. 

Data General's recently introduced Eclipse 
MY / 4000 system is a low cost, high performance im
plementation of the same MY architecture on which 
the Eclipse MY / 8000 system is based. Although it 
was unnecessary to redesign a new functional in
struction set, engineers faced several design 
challenges during the machine's development. An 
intitial constraint was that the entire CPU be con
tained on only two boards. This required the 
development of a highly efficient and flexible 
microarchitecture that produced optimum 
algorithm execution speeds. 

The MY / 4000 CPU (Fig 1) is a version of the com
pany's 32-bit MY/ family architecture. Although it 
has the functional ability of the higher performance 
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Fig 1 The Eclipse MV / 4000 CPU is implemented in two boards, the system control unit (scu) and the system 
processing unit (SPU). 

MY / 8000, the CPU board count was reduced from 
eight to two boards. This was made possible by using 
VLSI, gate array, and high speed Schottky tech
nology, and by the definition of a highly compact 
and efficient microarchitecture. 

The system control unit (scu) in Fig 2 contains 
the instruction pref etcher, microsequencer and its 
associated control store, memory control, and 
clock generation logic. The instruction prefetcher 
consists of a three-level pipe that allows overlapped 
fetch and execution of instructions. The · prefetch 
unit also generates the displacements used in mem
ory reference address calculations. These displace
ments, together with the instruction predecode gate 
array and macroinstruction decode PROMs, form a 
starting microcode address that is sent to the 
microsequencer. 

The microsequencer determines the order in 
which the vertical control store words are accessed 
and subsequently executed. A 9-bit field in the cur
rently executing vertical microword determines the 
selection of the proper horizontal control word. At 
power-up time, and before the soft vertical control 
store has been loaded from system media, the 
microsequencer addresses a NOV A instruction set 
that is contained in kernel PROM. Using the 1/ 0 in
structions contained in this kernel, the vertical con
trol RAM is loaded with the full MY instruction set, 
and control is transferred to it. 

Additional scu logic performs error checking 
and correction on all memory accesses, and con-

1 2 2 COMPUTER DESIGN/February 1 984 

trols main memory refreshing. Hardware refer
enced and modified bits for each physical page are 
used by the AOS/VS operating system to support its 
page replacement algorithm. 

How the system processing unit functions 
The system processing unit (SPU) of Fig 3 per

forms all arithmetic and logical operations, both 
high and low speed 110, and translates 32-bit 
logical addresses to physical memory addresses. 
Within it, a 32-bit ALU is responsible for all data 
manipulation. It contains eight 4-bit-slice ALU 
chips that are cascaded together to give full 32-bit 
capability. A separate nibble shifter allows for effi
cient data alignment. The ALU also contains the 
microcode visible register set (GRO to GR7), user 
visible accumulators, wide stack pointer, and macro 
program counter (PC). 

Data Genercil's two standard 1/ 0 buses are im
plemented on the MY / 4000. The low speed Eclipse 
data channel transfers data at 1.5 Mbytes/ s, while 
the high speed burst multiplexer channel (BMC) 
performs block transfers at the rate of 5 Mbytes/s. 

To implement full 32-bit virtual capabilities, the 
SPU contains logic that translates the 32-bit logical 
address to a 22-bit physical address . Using this 
address, the CPU can directly access the entire 
8 Mbytes of physical memory. 

To form the physical address , the logical address 
is taken from the ALU output (YBUS) and placed in 
the logical address register (LAR). This address is 



MICROINSTRUCTION 
DECODE 

Fig 2 The MV / 4000 system control unit performs instruction prefetch, microsequencing, memory control, and 
clock generation. 
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Fig 3 The MV / 4000 system processing unit performs arithmetic and logical operations, 1/0 and address 
translation. 
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STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 
executing 

prefetch next instruction decode instruction 
<i ;> 

1;redecode 
~ <i ;> 

PRA PRB DISPHI DIS PLO ALT IR,XIR 
µseq register, µaddress 
step NIR 

1 WADD WSUB 
2 WADD WSUB WADD 
3 WADD WADD WADD WADD 
4 LWLDA DISPO to 15 WSUB WADD 
5 LWLDA DISPO to 15 WSUB WSUB WADD 
6 LWLDA DISPO to 15 LWLDA WSUB 
7 DISP16 to 31 WMOV LWLDA DISPO to 15 LWLDA . WSUB 
8 DISP1 6 to 31 WMOV LWLDA DISPO to 15 DISP16to31 LWLDA 
9 WMOV LWLDA 
10 WMOV WMOV LWLDA 
11 WMOV 

Fig 4 This instruction prefetch example shows the logical stepping of the prefetcher (not individual microcycles). 

then translated by using information stored in the 
scratchpad's (SPAD) address translation cache. The 
user has the option of specifying a special 
"physical" mode, in which case no translation will 
take place. 

Surveying pipeline stages 
The MV /4000 prefetcher is implemented as a 

three-stage pipeline that allows instruction pre
fetching, decoding, and execution to occur in 
parallel. The PC prefetch logic on the SPU (Fig 3) 
initiates a double word (32-bit) read from memory 
that is transferred via the memory data bus to the 
prefetch A (PRA) and prefetch B (PRB) 16-bit 
registers. This is the first stage of the pipeline. 

In the second stage of the pipeline, the next in
struction register (NIR) is loaded with the next 
16-bit instruction opcode to be executed. This may 
come from either PRA or PRB, depending on the 
previous instruction sequence. At the same time, 
this opcode passes through the instruction pre
decode gate array, the output of which is stored in 
the predecode register (PR). This gate array uses the 
16-bit opcode to produce an address for the macro
instruction decode PROMs. 

The decode PROMs output a starting microcode 
address for the macro instruction. This is placed on 
the alternate address (ALT) bus and driven to the 
microsequencer. In addition, the PROMs produce 
instruction specific decode information that is 
loaded into the extended instruction register (XIR) 
during the third stage of the pipeline. To maximize 
pipeline throughput, displacement data from the 
first stage of the pipeline is transferred to the dis
placement latches during stage two. This enables 
the prefetcher to request additional data. 

Instruction execution occurs during stage three 
of the pipeline. The instruction register (IR) is 
loaded with the instruction opcode saved in NIR, 
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while XIRs accept additional decode PROM infor
mation. The following example illustrates the exe
cution of the instruction sequence: 

w ADD Adds two 32-bit accumulators together 
WSUB Subtracts one 32-bit accumulator from 

another 
L WLDA Loads a 32-bit accumulator from the memory 

location specified by the 32-bit logical 
displacement 

WMOV Moves one 32-bit accumulator to another 

These instructions are stored in memory as shown 
below: 

increasing addresses 
<-32 bits-> 
WADD WSUB 

LWLDA DISPO to 15 

DISP16 to 31 WMOV l 
They are prefetched, decoded, and executed, as 
shown in Fig 4. The following steps describe the 
logical movement of instructions through the 
prefetch pipeline. 

Begin in step 1 (Fig 4) by pref etching the double 
word containing the WADD and WSUB opcodes and 
loading it into PRA and PRB. In step 2, the w ADD 
opcode is passed through the instruction predecode 
gate array. This generates a unique 9-bit address 
that is saved in the PR where it will be used to access 
the macroinstruction decode PROMs. The WADD 
opcode is also loaded into NIR at this time. During 
step 3, the starting microaddress of the WADD 
instruction (produced by the decode PROMs) is 
placed on the ALT bus and then sent to the micro
sequencer, thereby allowing w ADD execution to 
begin in the next cycle. 

Step 4 (Fig 4) shows how all three stages of the 
pref etch pipeline can advance simultaneously. 
Here, the IR is loaded with the WADD opcode, 



HP's 64000 Logic 
Development System ... 

How it blasts through software 

BOTTLENECKS 
How would you like to have a picture 
that identifies a software bottleneck? A 
picture taken as your software executes 
in real time? Via a measurement that is 
completely nonintrusive? Well now you 
can do all that. Via a low-cost 
subsystem for HP's 64000 Logic 
Development System called the 
64310A Software Performance Analyzer. 

But that's not all this powerful new 
software tool can do for you. It gives you 
a perspective on software like the one 
shown to help you characterize software 
through benchmarks of processors, 
operating systems, algorithms, appli
cation programs, etc. It provides data for 
intelligent hardware/software design 
trade-off decisions. It gives you new 
insight into software debugging, re
vealing interaction problems difficult or 
impossible to spot with other techniques. 
And it can put a spotlight on software 
inefficiencies that rob your system of 
performance and add extra cost. 

Six different perspectives on 
software in action 
Consider your own software projects. 
What problems could you solve with 
these six measurement modes? 

1. Memory activity measurements, 
which show how your memory resources 
arc being utilized. 2. Program activity, 
giving you a direct measure of time or 
occurrences required by specific software 
modules. 3. Module duration, showing 
execution time distribution of a specific 
software module as it reacts to internal 
and external stimuli. 4. Module usage, a 
measure of module demand. 5. Inter
module duration, the distribution of times 
from the exit of one module to the entry 
of another. 6. Intermodule linkage, the 
number of direct transfers between 
specific module pairs. 

HP·ltl: Not ju..: lfEE-tN. ttut the 
.....,_, !XICIHNne..don end 
support t~ delMtl the shortc ... 
pmttlto•~nts}'Mcm. 

Individually, in combination, and 
interactively with emulation and logic 
analysis, these measurements give you 
tremendous new insight into software 
activity resulting in higher performance 
software with less development time. 

High-level commands and histogram 
displays spell simplicity 
This is an analyzer software engineers 
and programmers will feel at home with. 

T hat's because of its high
level symbolic interface that lets 

you define measurements and 
view results in familiar software 

terms using module names and 
variable names directly from the 

program being executed. Histogram 
displays of all measurements give you 

an intuitive feel for software activity. 
And statistical measurements and displays 
provide confidence level and error 
tolerance information. 

Every lab should have at least one 
software performance analyzer 
Consider this. The 64310A, costing just 
$3400*, can be added as a plug-in board. 
Many engineers who have used this 
analyzer report a factor of two or better 
improvement in software performance 
with very little effort. Few analysis tools 
offer so much for so little. 

For more information, call your local 
HP sales office listed in the telephone 
directory white pages. Ask for the 
electronic instruments department. 

•u.S.A. list price only. 

Ff/0- HEWLETT 
~ea PACKARD 
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while the XIR receives the instruction specific 
decode PROM information for WADD execution. At 
the same time, the WSUB opcode in PRB is driven 
through the instruction predecode gate array and 
loaded into the predecode register. The WSUB op
code in PRB advances to the next stage of the pipe 
and is saved in NIR. The prefetch logic, having 
detected that the w ADD and WSUB opcodes are no 
longer needed in PRA and PRB, now proceeds to 
load the next double word from memory. This 
double word fetch is initiated by the scu which 
starts the PC prefetch logic on the SPU (see Fig 3). 

Microcode assists in this task by indicating to the 
pref etcher, via the instruction pref etcher GO 
(IPGO) random (Fig 5), when the currently exe
cuting instruction will be completed. Upon comple
tion, the pipeline will advance, and since both PRA 
and PRB are free at this time, they will be loaded 
with the double word prefetched from memory. 
This double word contains the L WLDA opcode and 
its upper 16 bits of address displacement. 

The starting microaddress for the WSUB is gener
ated in step 5 and is sent via the ALT bus to the 
microsequencer. Since WSUB is now executing, and 
its opcode has advanced to the IR, the predecode 
register and NIR are free to accept the L WLDA 
information in step 6. 

To allow the lower 16 bits of the LWLDA dis
placement (DISP16 to 31) to be fetched, the upper 
portion of the displacement (DISPO to 15) is saved in 
the DISPHI latch during step 7. This permits the 
double word containing DISP16 to 31 and the WMOV 
opcode to be loaded into PRA and PRB. The full 
32-bit displacement of the LWLDA will be formed in 
the next step when DISP16 to 31 is loaded into the 
DISPLO latch. The instruction pref etch logic detects 
this, and proceeds to drive the starting micro
address for the LWLDA over the ALT bus. 

The L WLDA instruction executes in step 8. To 
maximize perf etch piping, the displacement is only 
guaranteed to be valid during the first cycle of the 
instruction. This enables DISPHI and DISPLO to be 

Note: µF1 is always bits 0,1,2 and parity is in 31 even if not shown . 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

µF1 
µF1 µF2 
µF1 µF2 
µF1 µF2 
µ F1 µF2 
µF1 
µF1 µF2 
µF1 
µF1 BREG AREG 

TEST I 
AA 

TEST 

TEST 
ICI BIN 

PA 

PA 
PA 

MEM I DBUSI G 

to 

horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 
horizontal 

SRC I OP I DES 

Note: µF1 and horizontal and parity are always in the formats of the following definitions . 

AREG I 
AREG 

BREG I . 
BREG 

I NCU 

Vertical only defaults: 
a) YBUS=ALU 

I OP 

I c I 
BIN I 

I GI 

AREG 

MEM 

SRC 

SPAD 8 
Constant 

I BREG 

IDBUS 
DES 

b) SPAD address control = address translation unit (ATU) 
cl SPAD operation= read 
d) NIBSC= align_ d 
e) SPAD address= ATU 

Fig 5 A vertical field example shows vertical formats and usage. 
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SPAD ADDR 8 
Constant 8 
AREG 1 
AREG 2 
AREG 3 
BREG 1 
BREG 2 
BREG 3 
ALUOP 1 
MEM 1 
DBUS 1 
ALUD 1 
CARRY 1 
CARRY 2 
BIN 1 
NIBSC 1 
ALUS 1 
SCU Control 
IPGO 

31 

l#I 
COND PA 
UNCOND AA 
COND 
UNCOND 
NEXT 
UNCOND PA 
COND GOTO 
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e HDS-400 is the most versatile emulation 
system available for Motorola's 68000 series micro
processor. And now you can rent this system from 
Leasametric, the foremost renter of quality electronic 
test equipment. 

Speed, simplicity and power. The HDS-
400 runs up to 12.5 MHz clock speed, the fastest 
today. And it performs real-time emulation and 
analysis at clock speeds up to 10 MHz with no wait 
states. So you can gauge your prototype's true 
performance. 

This emulation system is unique. It can down
load both the target system code and the debugging 
system from either the Motorola EXORmacs"' 
Development System, DEC VAX"'or Motorola 
VME/10 as hosts. The HDS-400 can serve as a 
fully functional substitute for the MPU in your target 
system. And its analysis commands are straight
forward, so you can rapidly debug and integrate 
your target system. 

But this simplicity and power is further 
enhanced by the Bus State Analyzer module that is 
also available for rent from Leasametric. With it 
you can gather data by continuous trace mode, 
sequential trigger mode and window trigger mode. 
Plus generate performance histograms that pro
vide a clear picture of system performance efficiency. 

Rent the best from the best. Rent the HDS-
400 from Leasametric and you get equipment that 
has been rigorously tested and fully calibrated. 
It arrives ready to work. Complete with operator's 
manual and all accessories. 

Our service is famous in the industry. We'll 
ship your order immediately and be there if you 
need us. If a system problem occurs, we'll take 
immediate action. With timely on-line diagnostics, 
on-site service or replacement. 

Call Leasametric and stretch your cash. Our 
rental charges are much smaller than the capital 
outlays of buying. Rent what you need. Or lease it. 
Or rent with option to buy. We'll tailor a package 
that fits your needs. 

Rent and you pay for equipment that's being 
used, not sitting on a shelf somewhere. Real-time 
emulation at the right price. And Leasametric has 
thousands of other quality items for rent. We'd be 
pleased to tell you more-and to send our latest 
catalogue. Call us at 800-227-1817. In Europe, call 
Leasametric GmbH,Eching/Munich. (089) 3192007. 

Rent the best name in the business 
from the best name in the business. 

ill LEASAMETRIC 
CIRCLE 66 



used in the next cycle in the event of back to back 
32-bit memory reference instructions. Steps 9, 10, 
and 11, show the WMOY instruction as it advances 
through the instruction decode and execution 
stages of the pipeline. 

Microinstruction flow 
The MY /4000's microcode architecture was 

designed to allow the greatest degree of flexibility, 
and reduce the necessary control store width to 
allow a two-board implementation. Algorithmic 
speed was among the primary concerns of the micro
word architects. The chosen architecture takes into 
account the most common microcode operations, 
allowing them to be performed in one cycle. 

To initiate the actual execution of a macro
instruction, a starting microcode address is driven 
from the pref etcher to the microsequencer via the 
ALT bus. Once there, it passes through the micro 
direct bus input multiplexer and enters the micro
program control unit. This address is then used to 
access vertical control _store RAM, the output of 
which is registered in the vertical instruction reg
ister {VIR). Because a vertical microinstruction is 
associated with every microcycle, subsequent micro
. addresses for the executing macroinstruction are 
generated by the next address control {NAC) field 
contained within the vertical microinstruction. 

The NAC field allows for conditional and uncon
ditional sequencing. Conditional microsequencer 
functions are based on the results of a test selected 
by the vertical microword. On the other hand, un
conditional operations will always be performed. 
Examples of microsequencer operations include 
jumps, subroutine calls and returns, 16-way calls, 
advancing to the next microaddress {NEXT), micro
stack push, and microstack pop. Many of these 
functions use the 16-level microstack because 
microaddresses can be saved on it. 

The microword architecture selected for the 
MY /4000 consists of both vertical and horizontal 
control store (Fig 6). The power and flexibility of 
this architecture is due to the large amount of in
teraction between the two. 

Vertical control store 
Each vertical microword, except for the vertical 

only format, can specify any 1 of 512 horizontal 
microwords. The selected horizontal may in turn 
specify that certain bits of the vertical microword 
be used as control during the microcycle. In addi
tion to selecting the horizontal, the vertical micro
word performs other functions such as determining 
which microsequencer operation is to be performed, 
supplying 1 of 128 possible test conditions, and 
supplying an absolute microaddress field. Thus, 
the microcoder logically sees the execution of a 
very powerful "functional" microword on every 
machine cycle. This functional microword consists 
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MICROSEQUEN CER 
NEXT 

MICROADDRESS 

VERTICAL 
MICROINSTRUCTION 

VERTICAL INSTRUCTION REGISTER 

MICROPROGRAM 
CONTROL 

LOGIC CONTROL 

HORIZONTAL 
ADDRESS 

Fig 6 Microword architecture includes vertical and 
horizontal control stores. 

of a combination of the selected horizontal along 
with certain vertical fields (vertical modifiers) 
specified by the horizontal. 

The MV /4000 contains 16-K x 32 bits of vertical 
control store, thereby requiring a 14-bit address 
field for full access capability. In order to use fewer 
vertical bits to specify an address, microcode is 
broken into 256-word pages, requiring only an 8-bit 
page address {PA) for operations within the same 
page. The 6 page bits, maintained by the micro
sequencer, specify which of the 64 pages is currently 
being accessed. To change the current page of exe
cution, a microsequencer format containing the 
full 14-bit address {AA) must be selected. Fig 5 
shows all possibilities of vertical field usage. 

The vertical control word is only 32 bits wide . Of 
these bits, 7 bits select the microsequencer function 
{µFl and µF2), 1 bit is for parity(#), and 9 bits select 
1 of the 512 horizontal control words, leaving 15 
bits of vertical microword free to specify control 
These 15 free bits are often required to specify a 
TEST and NEXT PA, or to select a constant. 

The horizontal can fill a field m one of two ways. 
It can specify the value for the field directly, or it 
can indicate which vertical control word bits will be 
used to control the field. Several of the fields have 
more than one possible vertical source. For example, 
Fig 5 shows that the ALU B register source (BREG) 
may come from one of three possible places in the 
vertical microword. BREGl uses the vertical bits 3 
to 6, BREG2 bits 7 to 10, and BREG3 bits 18 to 21, as 
the value for BREG. This 4-bit BREG value is used to 
select one of 16 possible microcode visible registers 
from the ALU register file. The horizontal may also 
specify that the BREG value must come directly 
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NEC? 
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from its own HREG field instead of using one of the 
three previously mentioned vertical fields. The hori
zontal's ability to select the control of a field from 
one of several vertical sources increases the micro
architecture's flexibility. 

The final BREG select value is generated by the 
currently executing vertical microinstruction which 
selects 1 of 512 possible horizontals. The BREG 
field of the selected horizontal is then used to con
trol the BREG MUX. This multiplexer allows one of 
four possible 4-bit BREG sources (horizontal HREG 
value, V18 to 21, V7 to 10, or V3 to 6) to be chosen as 
the ALU B register address. The selected 32-bit reg
ister is then used as the input to the ALU's B side. 

Specific vertical bits can often be used to control 
more than one portion of the machine. For example, 
Fig 5 shows that vertical bits 18 to 21 can be used to 
specify an ALU B source (BREG), DBUS control, ALU 
destination (DES) and ALU carry input (c), or 
nibble shifter control (NIBSC). One of the con
straints placed on the microcoder is that it must be 
aware of all possible combinations of vertical fields 
allowed. In most cases this can be overcome by per
mitting the horizontal to be the source for some of 
the control. This is not always possible, however , 
due to the limited number of horizontals. 

Although control sourcing several fields from 
the same vertical bits may seem a constraint, it actu
ally allows more combinations of fields to be speci
fied than would be possible if these bits were only 
used to control a single field. To take advantage of 
this "microfield multiplexing" capability, the ma
jority of horizontals were designed to be as general 
as possible. This means that they choose to use a 
large number of vertical modifiers, enabling a small 
group or horizontals to handle most operations. 

Examining vertical field usage 
Another way of controlling the machine is called 

vertical only. This method does not require a 
horizontal to be specified, thus allowing 9 more 
bits of vertical control. Vertical only is used 
whenever the next microaddress can be derived 
from the current microsequencer state. Examples 
include situations where control proceeds directly 
to the next microaddress, and operations such as 
popping the microstack on microcode subroutine 
returns . The vertical only word is designed to be 
the most general word available to the microcoder. 
It allows for complete control of the ALU and 
memory. Associated with the vertical only field are 
several default values for fields not specified by the 
vertical only microword. 

To further illustrate vertical field usage we will 
examine all microsequencer functions that have an 
impact on BREG selection (see Fig 5). If µFI con
tains the NEXT encoding, then vertical bits 3 to 21 
are all free to be selected by various fields in the 
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horizontal. This means that the horizontal may 
select either BREGI, BREG2, or BREG3. Of course, 
the horizontal is always free to specify BREG di
rectly through the use of its HREG field . 

When a conditional microsequencer function is 
specified that does not require an address field (see 
Fig 5, COND), then vertical bits 14 to 21 become 
available. Such a case is the conditional return 
operation where the desired address has been 
previously stored on the microstack. This allows 
the use of vertical bits 18 to 21 (BREG3) or HREG 
from the horizontal to specify BREG. 

UN CO ND PA is_ an unconditional microsequencer 
operation that specifies a microcode address . This 
format allows vertical bits 7 to 10 (BREG2) to be 
used for BREG specification. The horizontal HREG 
field is also available . 

If a conditional goto (COND GOTO) is coded into 
the µFl field, then only vertical bits 3 to 6 (BREGI) 
are available for selection by the horizontal. Ver
tical bits 7 to 10 (BREG2) and 18 to 21 (BREG3) can
not be chosen because these fields are occupied by 
TEST and PA, respectively. Again, the HREG field 
of the horizontal may also be used as the BREG 
value. 

An unconditional subroutine call must use the 
UNCOND AA format to specify a new 15-bit micro
address (AA). This means that no vertical bits are 
available to specify BREG, leaving only the HREG 
field of the horizontal to supply the BREG value. If 
a horizontal is not needed, the vertical only 
(VONL Y) format may directly select BREG from ver
tical bits 3 to 6. 

The MV / 4000 microcode is written in a high level 
register transfer language developed solely for the 
machine. Earlier microcode languages used a fixed 
format input in which every field required a 
mnemonic to be entered for proper input to the 
microassembler. In contrast, the MV / 4000 uses a 
free form input to its microassembler that enables 
the microcoder to input high level language state
ments that are logically equivalent to the desired 
hardware function. Since unused fields need not be 
specified, the chances of programming error are re
duced while microprogrammer productivity is 
increased. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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UDS gives 212 users 
three ways to gol 

212A-Today's most popular modem. 
UDS offers a fully Bell-compatible unit 
with complete local and remote test 
capability. Select 0-300 or 1200 bps 
tor full-duplex asynchronous commu
nication. The UDS 212A is FCC certified 
for direct connection to the dial-up tele
phone network, and available in multi
channel, rack-mounted configuration. 

SINGLE UNIT PRICE . . .. . . . .... .. $595 

212 LP - Compatible with 212As at 
the 1200 bps, full-duplex asynchro
nous communication rate. No power 
supply or AC connection required; the 
212 LP derives its operating power 
directly from the telephone line. Ideal 
tor applications requiring 212A capa
bility at 1200 bps only. The 212 LP is 
direct-connect certified. 

SINGLE UNIT PRICE .. .... . .. .. .. $445 

212A/D - Identical to the 212A, with 
automatic dialing capability added! 
The unit stores and dials up to five 
30-digit numbers. CRT menu prompt
ing, single-stroke commands and 
automatic test capabilities are pro
vided. The 212A/D is direct-connect 
certified. 

SINGLE UNIT PRICE .. . ....... .. . $645 

lDiJ Universal Data Systems ® MOTOROLA INC. 

Information Systems Group 

5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Telephone 205/837-8100; TWX 810-726-2100 
DISTRICT OFFICES: 
Old Bridge, NJ, 201/251-9090 • Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336 •Atlanta, 404/998-2715 •Glenview, IL, 312/998-8180 •Columbus, OH, 614/895-3025 •Boston, 617/875-8868 
Richardson, TX, 214/680-0002 • Englewood, CO, 303/694-0043 • Houston, 713/988-5506 • Tustin, CA, 714/669-8001 • Mountain View, CA, 415/969-3323 
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Shielded AMP· 
Connecton 
• Full 360° tennina~ 

multiple point-piercin.fl; 
contacts suitable for 
foil and mesh type 
shields. 

SIMPLE SHIELDING SOLUTION. 

AMP shielded 
ribbon cable connectors. 
EMC retrofit, 
without board redesign. 

Now designers facing FCC Docket 20780 requirements 
have two ways to go. 

Redesign your pc boards to accommodate shielded 
headers. 

Or keep your present board design and headers, and use 
AMP shielded ribbon cable connectors. 

On the board, a one-piece metal shield snaps onto the 
universal header you're using. At the cable, a specially-sized 
AMP-LATCH connector with metal shell crimps to the cable 
shield. No soldering is required. 

And the cable half fits the board half perfectly. 
AMP has other shielding solutions, too, including shielded 

subminiature Os (that fit existing metal-shell headers) and 
even a shielded feed-through assembly for ribbon cable 
passing through a panel cutout. 

All ways to help you tum redesign time into new-design 
time. All ways to get you back to the business of productivity. 

From AMP. 

For complete details, call the AMP-IATCH Information Desk 
at (717) 780-4400. AMP Incorporated, Ha rrisburg , PA 17105. 

AIVIPmeans productivity. 

Subminiature D Connectors 
• Mates with existing metal-body 

subminiature D headers. 
• Metal shield fits over standard AMP 

subminiature D cable connector. 

Styles, shapes and configurations to 
fill any need. 

AMP and AMP-LATCH ere trademarks of AMP incorporated. 



HOW TO CHOOSE A DISK DRIVE, PART II: 

ComQuters designed 
for the office environment 

are in for a shock! 

Here's a shocking fact: when 
someone sets a computer down on 
a desk, the disk drive inside can be 
subjected to a pulse shock as high 
as 30 g's. Obviously, if the disk 
drive (or any other component in 
your system) can't handle that kind 
of shock, your system runs the 

risk of breaking down under rather 
ordinary conditions--like every 
time there's an office shuffle and 
people move their computers. 
What follows is some technical in
formation on how we handle the 
problem in our high performance 
5114- inch Winchester disk drives. 

Shock and vibration: twin 
problems 

Shock, and the closely related 
problem of vibration, have come 
under intense study at ATASI Cor
poration, and for good reason: 
both can cause loss of data. A se
vere pulse shock can cause a 



AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
drive's head to "slap" against the 
disk, removing a "divot" of oxide 
material, along with the data writ
ten there. Severe vibration can 
cause the head to overshoot or un
dershoot a track, so that the head 
can't find the data it's seeking. In 

· addition, vibration can fatigue 
components over time, and per
haps lead to premature failure. 

ATASJ's 46 Mbyte, 51k inch Winchester 
disk drives are available in production 
quantities immediately. 

Double shock isolation 
In order to sustain high shock 

loads, the ATASI design incorpo
rates a unique dual system for 
shock and vibration isolation. Like 
most disk drives, ATASI drives 
have isolators between the frame 
and the head/disk assembly bowl. 
In addition, ATASI's proprietary 
design includes elastomere isola
tors inside the bowl, between the 
bowl and baseplate on which the 
head/disk assembly is mounted. A 
foam pad with high damping prop
erties, also located between the 
baseplate and the bowl, further 
protects the head/disk assembly 
from vibration. 

The grommets ATASI uses for 
isolators are far from ordinary. To 
handle both pulse shocks and vi
bration effectively-to avoid a de
clining spring rate with displace
ment while maintaining adequate 
damping properties-ATASI 
tested 330 different options before 

Most disk drives only have shock and 
vibration grommets (black) between the 
frame and the bowl. 

ATASJ's proprietary design also includes 
isolators (blue) between the bowl and 
baseplate. 

making a choice. These tests in
volved the use of a laboratory 
shaker as well as computer 
models. 

ATASI's double isolation system 
more than protects its drives
and the data they store-from the 
shocks of the office environment. 

Beyond the shock/vibration 
problem 

Shock and vibration engineering 
is only one of a number of ways 
ATASI achieves such a high level of 
data integrity. ATASI drives also 
feature dedicated "landing zones." 
Upon powerdown-intentional or 
emergency-the back e.m.f. of 
the motor is used to position the 
carriage over data-free landing · 
zones. A carriage lock then me-

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
MODEL NO. 3033 3046 
CAPACITY 33 MB 46 MB 
ACCESS TIME (AVG.) 30 ms 30 ms 
DATA RATE 5 Mbits 5 Mbits 
INTERFACE ST 506 ST 506 

Available in high volume today. 

MODEL NO. 
CAPACITY 
ACCESS TIME(AVG.) 
DATA RATE 
INTERFACE 

3065 3075 
65 MB 75 MB 
24 ms 24 ms 
5 Mbits 5 Mbits 
ST 506 ST 506 

Available second quarter, 1984. 
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chanically holds the carriage in 
place, protecting the data field 
from any head contact. 

The ATASI White Paper 
At ATASI, we are proud of the 

quality we build into every drive 
we make, and we encourage 
clients to test our products rigor
ously. To help, we have prepared 
a White Paper on shock and vibra
tion for systems integrators. It 
discusses test methods and the 
interpretation of test data in detail. 

If you are a systems integrator, 
contact ATASI Corporation now to 
receive your ATASI White Paper. 
Corporate headquarters: 2075 
Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95131, 
(408) 995-0335; Eastern region: 
(617) 890-3890; Southwest region: 
(714) 432-0757. 

<O 1983 ATAS! Corporation 



Never before has anyone put so much . 
into something so small. The WY-50 gives 
you big terminal features without occupy
ing your entire work-space. This took 
revolutionary design. Design a lot of 
people couldn't accomplish for the price. 
But we did . 

In fact, the WY-50 introduces a new stan
dard for low-cost terminals . You get a 
compact, full-featured design that meets 
the most advanced European ergonomic 
standards. 30% more viewing area than 
standard screens. And a price tag as small 
as they come. 
The WY-50 sells for only $695.00. 

• 14" screen. 
• 80/132 column 

format. 
• Soft-set up mode. 
• High resolution characters. 
• Low-profile keyboard. 
• Industry compatible. 
• Only $695.00. 
For more information on the revolution
ary design, outstanding features and 
unique good looks of the new WY-50, 

contact 
WYSE 

and we'll 
send you a 

brochure filled with everything 
you need to know. The WY-50. The full
featured terminal with the small price. 

WYSE 
Make the Wyse Decision. 

WYSE TECHNOLOGY 3040 N . First St ., San Jose, 
CA 95134, 4081946-3075, TLX 910-338-2251 , Outside 
CA call toll-free, 8001421-1058, in So . CA 2131340-2013. 



MOTOR CONTROL 
SYSTEM DESIGN HINGES 
ON PROCESSOR DELAYS 
Microprocessors are a boon to motor-speed controllers, but 
certain limitations of the devices must be accounted for in 
system designs. 

by Manuel R. Cereijo 

Although microprocessor-based control systems 
are quickly overtaking analog controllers, 
designers must understand that using a micropro
cessor does not remedy all design problems. In 
fact, in realtime systems, time delays in micropro
cessor execution can significantly affect system 
response. For example, in digital motor-speed con
trol applications, execution speed can be relatively 
slow, putting an inherent upper limit on the sampling 
rate . Another limitation of a microprocessor is 
finite word length. If a processor handles only 8 
bits, resolution is limited to 256 discrete outputs. 

Before undertaking the design of a complex 
system such as a digital motor-speed controller, a 
prudent designer should be aware of the types of 
problems usually encountered. In the matter of 
time delays, two factors stand out. The first is long 
delays; if they are too lengthy, there is insufficient 
time to carry out the computations necessary to 
execute the control algorithm. The second is the 
adverse effect that delays have on the stability of 
closed-loop systems. 

Time delays resulting from microprocessor com
putation can be identified by analyzing both the 
program for the control routine and any sub-
Manuel R. Cereijo is associate dean for the College of 
Technology, School of Engineering, at Florida 
International University, Tamiami Campus, Miami, 
FL 33199. Dr Cereijo holds a DSC from Universidad 
Central, Cuba, and an MSEE from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 

routines called from utility packages. Each of these 
programs are composed of an instruction set, and 
each requires a specific number of machine (micro
processor) cycles to execute. In turn, each machine 
cycle requires a known number of machine states. 
The time needed for a processor to execute a par
ticular instruction is directly proportional to the 
number of machine states used to complete the 
instruction. For example, typical machine state 
time in many current microprocessors is in the 
range of 500 ns . While this appears adequate to 
handle most control applications, it should be 
understood that even a simple program may re
quire thousands of machine states to execute. 

The Table gives the amount of time consumed 
executing the types of instructions found in many 
control systems. The execution times given are 
based on a 500-ns machine state time. If instruction 
combinations that make up a program are totaled, a 
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Typical microprocessor execution times 

Task 

Floating point addition 

Floating point multiplication 

Floating point to fixed point 
conversion 

Time required 

18.5 to 202.5 µS 

63. 5 to 446.0 µS 

25.0 to 109.0 µs 

control algorithm can take anywhere from 2 to 5 ms 
to execute completely. Obviously, execution time 
varies according to the processor and the program. 
A designer must come up with a good estimate of 
the minimum and maximum delay times for the 
system. Such information is available in the micro
processor's user manual, and this allows a designer 
to calculate the total number of machine states to 
execute a program, or to determine the time re
quired to reach a specific point in any computation 
performed by the program. 

From analog to digital 
As a first step toward designing a digital motor

speed controller, it is helpful to examine the funda
mental principles of its analog counterpart. A basic 
analog motor-speed control system is shown in Fig 1, 
and in this case, assume that the motor is a 
fractional-horsepower de servo motor. 

The reference input voltage to the system is 
variable-0 to -15 V-and is provided by a poten
tiometer. This voltage is an analog representation 
of the motor's desired speed. The reference voltage 
is fed through a resistor into an operational am
plifier connected in the voltage-summing mode. A 
second input to the amplifier is in the form of a 
negative feedback signal that is proportional to the 
motor's speed. This feedback signal comes from a 
tachometer, or other type of speed-to-voltage 
transducer. 

Due to the subtractive nature of the negative
feedback signal, the system is stable. The output 

GAIN 

KIVref - Kg So! 

SERVO 
AMPLIFIER 

UNIT 

CONTROL JO kl'! 

Fig 1 A basic analog motor speed-control system uses an 
operational amplifier connected in the voltage-summing 
mode to compare a feedback signal with a reference signal. 
This system can be connected to a digital controller to 
provide computer control of the motor's speed. 
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voltage of the operational amplifier, called the 
error signal, is the difference between the reference 
and feedback voltages and drives the servo ampli
fier unit in Fig 1. In addition, the output of the 
servo amplifier drives the servo motor to the 
desired speed. A third input to the operational 
amplifier summing-network, the gain-control 
potentiometer, is provided to increase the system's 
sensitivitv and power transfer. 

The servo motor is powered by a transistor 
amplifier within the servo amplifier unit. Current 
can be supplied to either the field or armature 
windings of the motor, but the most accurate control 
results from an armature connection. The tacho
meter or tachogenerator connected to the motor 
shaft generates a voltage proportional to the speed 
of the shaft multiplied by a tachometer constant. 
In this case, the constant is determined experi
mentally and equals 2.55 V /1000 rpm. Thus, when 
the motor shaft spins at 1000 rpm, the tachometer 
generates 2.55 V. This voltage is subtracted from 
the reference voltage at the summing junction. 

An analog system of this type can be adapted to 
digital control techniques by digitizing the voltage 
variations and writing the feedback loop in software. 
Digitizing the control voltages involves the design 
of a control interface whose software is available in 

Digitized voltage and software 
feedback loops convert some analog 
systems to digital control. 

a number of different forms. The software's func
tion is to successively compare the feedback and 
reference signals and generate a compensation 
signal to the motor-drive circuitry. 

If the control system is simple, machine language 
programming may be adequate . However, a user 
should be aware that problems can arise in writing 
and debugging the program, and that modifications 
to the program can be difficult. In most cases, it is 
wiser to rely on high level language (Basic, Pascal, 
etc) programming since it permits more attention to 
be given to control operations rather than causing 
concern about the information flow in the pro
cessor's registers and internal memory. 

Converting voltage values 
To digitize control-system feedback signals, an 

A-D converter of the type shown in Fig 2 is used. 
The converter, a Teledyne 8703, is a dual-slope 
type. A low logic-level on the Enable input line ac
tivates the device and a positive-going pulse on the 
Initiate Conversion line starts A-D conversions. The 
analog input voltage to be converted is applied to 
the 8703's Vin line. 



MSB 

..------Q-0 + 5 v 

0.1 J'f± 
19 24 

...JL II CINI Voo ~ 
~INITIATE L 351 ~ 6 

Fig 2 Data conversion is one of 
the operations that must be 
performed when an analog speed
control system is to be controlled by 
a microprocessor. An A-D converter 
of the type shown here converts the 
analog representation of the 
reference signal into a digital value 
for use by the microprocessor. 

CONVERSION 1 1 l1N 1-7--~ 

ViN ,~M 14 8703 !--":--- -' 
~ 'V- T270 pf 1-10---~ 

I +5 v ( I JOO 
0 

16 ZERO :~ LSB 
- .---L.A.;;.;.OJ.:..;;US.;._T "'"'lur __ ...... vss;;__--'IBTIAS;._7 -]~GN_O ~2~3w-'22~----~BUSY 

IOOkO 13 18 I 20 '~~-------{.) 
= 20 KO ._ ·v .A. DATA VALID.::: 

<' ~ JOO kO = ~--------Q_,... _ 

ZERO ~ I kO ? 750 kO 
ADJUST 6 

-5V 0 - 15V 0-5V 

The converter contains a zero-adjust terminal that 
connects through a fixed resistor to a potentiometer. 
This permits a user to adjust the converter output 
to 0 V when a 0-V signal is present at the analog 
input. The IBias input serves to establish the bias 
current for the converter's internal circuitry. With 
a reference voltage of - 15 V and a 750 k!l current
limiting resistor, the maximum current that can be 
drawn by the chip during a conversion is a - 20 µA. 
The eight output lines of the converter connect to 
the control system data bus , which feeds, in turn, 
into a system 110 port. 

Fig 3 illustrates the control system's (D-A) conver
sion system, centered around the DAC-100 D-A chip. 
Internally, the DAC-100 has a series of current 

MSB 

LSB 

FULL
SCALE 

ADJUST 

MSB 
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 

LSB 

16 

- 15 v 

DAC-100 

4.7 k[J, 

I PERCENT 
0.1 µf l 

+15 v 

4.7 kO, 
I PERCENT 

+ 15 v 

switches that are activated by data on the data bus. 
The current switches are connected to a highly 
accurate and stable R2R resistor ladder network. It 
is this internal resistor network that forms the basis 
of D-A conversions. A potentiometer connected be
tween - 15 V and the converter's full-scale adjust ter
minals permits a user to obtain a 0-V output for an 
all-logic 0 input. 

The converter 's output feeds into an AD I ISA 
operational amplifier. This device is chosen for its 
accuracy, response, and fast slew-rate characteris
tics. Slew rate, in particular, is important because 
the input to the amplifier often changes at a fast 
rate. For the l18A, the slew rate is 6V /µs-the out
put signal switches at a rate of 6 V in 1 µs. The 

IO kO, 
I PERCENT 

l 18A 

+Vs03 
I01N(-) COM04 

- Vs05 
201N1 + l OUT06 
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l 

Fig 3 To drive the system 
servomotor, digital signals must be 
converted into analog values by a 
D-A converter subsystem. The 
converter, a DAC-100, is activated by 
digital signals on the data bus. 
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Fig 4 A complete digital motor-speed controller-not including the controlling microprocessor-incorporates 
the circuitry of Figs 1, 2, and 3. The converters and motor-drive circuits interface to the microprocessor through 
a peripheral interface adapter-the MC6820. 

amplifier also provides excellent thermal stability. 
Another trimming adjustment is included on the 
amplifier to allow the output signal of the D-A 
system to be set to 0 V when the input to the system 
is found to be 0 V. 

A second AD I ISA is included to invert the output 
of the first operational amplifier. All resistors in 
the system should be metal-film types having ± 1 
percent tolerance to ensure high accuracy, thermal 
stability, and low noise generation. 

A complete speed controller 
The schematic diagram of Fig 4 shows a com

plete microprocessor-based speed control system 
whose computing element is a Motorola M6800 8-bit 
microprocessor. The M6800 is not shown in Fig 4, 
but its interface device, the MC6820, is shown con
necting to both the A-D and D-A converter sub
systems of Figs 2 and 3 respectively. As an 110 port, 
the M6820 peripheral interface adapter (PIA) inter
faces the system data bus to the buses of both the 
A-D and D-A converters. The PIA is activated 
through a series of control signals sent by the micro
processor. Note that the summing amplifier and 
servo amplifier circuitry is the same as that of Fig 1. 
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The reference signal to the controller comes 
from an external source such as a keyboard. 
However, the feedback signal is available at the 
output of the A-D converter. The system software 
controls the subtraction of these two signals, and 
when the result is zero, the desired speed of the 
motor is attained and the system is under control. 

The system of Fig 4 is very basic and can be 
varied in many ways. For example, it can be 
modified to include reversible speed control and 
even position control. Such modifications involve 
changes to the hardware and an efficient program 
written with high level software. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 713 Average 714 L o w 715 
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It's a wonder anything ever gets finished. 
Fortunately, it doesn't have to be that way. 
Even though you're developing a complex 

system, the system development can be simple. 
And timely. 

With development tools from Intel. The 
most complete, fully-integrated set of hard
ware and software development tools in the 
industry. 

You can work in a variety of high level 
languages-PL/M, Pascal, FORTRAN or C
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Not to mention the best in project manage
ment and control, our Network Development 
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System, NDS II, allows you to share resources 
and communicate throughout the process. 

What's more, these tools are available at 
the same time as the silicon they were made for. 

Engineering assistance and training 
workshops are available as well. As is a lot more 
information. 

Just call (800) 538-1876. In California, 
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The General Electric 3000 family of printers has 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
To switch or not to switch, that is this year's choice for the computer designer. Is a 
digital private branch exchange (PBX) really needed to switch data and voice throughout a 
facility, or does a local area network (LAN) suffice for today's communication needs? 
The answer, of course, depends on the individual need. More and more applications 
require communication of both high speed data and digital voice and, in some cases, even 
digitized video. These applications necessitate handling a large amount of data and 
currently are being wooed by both LAN and PBX vendors, each of whom claim to provide 
the "total" solution to short-distance communication needs. 

A good amount of this short-haul communication technology is being geared for 
offices where some kind of PBX already routes telephone traffic. Now that switching 
technology has graduated its third generation, a new breed of voice/ data digital 
PBXs-the fourth generation-is starting to be launched to effectively compete with LANs 
for office applications. 

This special report examines the technology behind the upcoming fourth-generation 
PBXs while highlighting the major trade-offs among various media access contention 
schemes used by major vendors, including IBM and AT&T Information Systems. In 
addition, the report details a typical fourth-generation digital PBX to reveal a natural 
merging of LAN technology in a PBX configuration. Finally, the report reviews the latest 
trends in LAN developments . 

Five articles that are variations on the PBX/ LAN theme complement the report. The 
engineers of four established semiconductor companies and a startup venture present the 
scope of state-of-the-art developments. David Berry of Advanced Micro Devices reviews 
standards for protocols needed to communicate between different terminals that use the 
Open Systems Interconnection (osr) model. He reviews the ongoing protocol 
standardization efforts of various organizations for the upper levels of the OSI model. 

Two authors from Motorola, Henry Wurzburg and Steve Kelley, show how a digital 
PBX can be transformed into a LAN by using a universal digital loop chip set. The allotted 
64-kbit/s data rate adequately meets the effective 40-kbit/s data rate of current LANs 
when these are fully loaded, and does so at a lower cost per connection, according to the 
two authors . Signetics' three authors-Joonees Chay, Jeff Seltzer, and Naseer 
Siddique-propose to link Ethernets that use a CSMA/CD contention scheme with 
token-bus networks that use a token to get on the bus. Their gateway controller chip set, 
in theory, allows Ethernet-based offices to talk to realtime response token-bus LANs in 
factories. 

As more Ethernets are installed and more users gain access to Ethernet media, more 
intelligence must be added to the nodes to contend with the added data congestion. 
Mostek's James A. Fontaine offers a solution to the congestion problem that combines a 
16-bit microcomputer with an Ethernet controller chip to form a smart node. 

Local intelligence by itself can be a self-defeating goal if the processed information 
stays within the confines of that terminal. As IBM PCs spring up wherever the appetite for 
data warrants them, microcomputers must be linked to mainframes to become effective 
corporate team players. As such, the latest trend for some startup companies is to 
develop the tools for the micro-to-mainframe link. Forte Data Systems' Dan Erlin is one 
such entrepreneur who discusses his product-an IBM PC plug-in board and associated 
software-which links the PC, operating as an IBM 3270-type terminal, directly to a 
mainframe via a serial RS-232 coaxial cable. 

Thus, from the highest levels of protocol to the lowest wired connections comes a 
myriad of communication challenges for the computer designer to solve. Now is the time 
to meet these challenges by choosing from the crop of communication technologies 
becoming available. 

Nicolas Mokhoff 
Senior Editor 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
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NETWORKS EXPAND AS 
PBXs GET SMARTER 
Local area networks integrate with private branch exchanges 
as data acquires a new partner in voice. 

by Nicolas Mokhoff, 
Senior Editor 

In communication systems, 1984 may be the year 
of integration. True voice/data integration has 
been the quest of computer and communic;ation 
design engineers since the beginning of the digital 
era. When the concept of digitizing audio signals 
was first proposed for data transmission and subse
quently for voice transmission, and both had finally 
materialized, it remained only for designers to find 
an economical means for merging the two into a 
packet-format stream of information. While inte
grated voice/data networks have been designed for 
wide area network applications, and even for satel
lite transmission, the prolif era ti on of remote pro
cessing applications recently prompted designers to 
develop local communication networks with inte
grated voice/ data transmission capability. 

Today, two mainstream technologies allow local 
distribution and communication of digital voice 
and data-private branch exchanges (PBXs) and 
local area networks (LANs). Sometimes the two 
technologies compete, and at other times they com
plement each other. 

Integrated voice/ data PBXs allow simultaneous 
switched voice and data communications without 
the use of modems. In any switching system, the 
flow of information passes from the point of origin 
to potential destinations via a switch that signifi
cantly reduces the total number of required paths. 

Several voice/ data communication switching 
schemes represent alternatives to dedicated point
to-point data communication connections. These 
include multidrop, computer terminal-to-host 
connections; bus-type LANs (Ethernet, etc); and 
PBX-type LANs. Each of these schemes may have 
different architectures, media, speeds, bandwidths, 
protocols, and formats. The objective of each 
scheme is communication between terminals and 
host processors, between host processors, or 
between terminals. 

The PBX's traditional function is to connect a 
number of telephone lines supporting telephone 
sets to each other and to a lesser number of trunks 
that connect the PBX to the outside telephone 
world. Each telephone line and trunk typically re
quire one port or time slot on the system in order 
to operate. 

As the PBX evolved from an electromechanical 
device to a computer-based, stored-program control 

J 
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system using digital technology internal to the 
switch, it became evident that the PBX could 
become a vehicle for switching digital data between 
processors and peripherals without using modems. 
Potential benefits included removing modem cost, 
increasing transmission speed, and improving trans
mission quality and reliability. Also, access to the 
data processing environment could be accomplished 
without additional wiring and hardware. 

Ideally, voice and data transmissions are multi
plexed over a single twisted pair of wires, requiring 
only one port at the PBX. Data communication 
capability can then be perceived as an added fea
ture gained with little incremental cost, since at 
least one twisted pair and one port are already re
quired on the system for voice communication. 

Implementing an integrated voice/ data transmis
sion efficiently depends on several variables: the 
number of channels and type of media needed to 
connect each telephone set or data device to the 
switch; the number of ports used at the switch; and 
the additional hardware needed in the system and 
at the terminal to accomplish integrated voice/data 
communication. These variables are usually found 
in the succeeding second-, third-, and fourth-gen
eration PBXs. 

Second-generation PBXs are digitally stored 
program-control switches designed for voice com
munication. Adding data communication capabili
ties was actually an afterthought. An example of a 
second-generation PBX is Northern Telecom's 
(Nashville, Tenn) SL-1. The same two twisted pairs 
that were originally installed for voice communica
tions adapt for data transmission by adding a line 
card to the PBX for each data terminal, and a data 
interface device at the terminal site. An additional 
port is used for each data device. This type of PBX 
supports data transmission speeds up to 9.6 kbits/s 
and can potentially handle up to 56 kbits/s . 

Third-generation PBXs were designed to support 
simultaneous voice and data transmission, either 
over the same twisted pair, or over parallel twisted 
pairs, without using an additional port. An example 
is the InteCom (Allen, Tex) IBX system, which re
quires two twisted pairs but only uses one port on 
the PBX. An additional circuit board is required at 
the switch and in the telephone set. Currently, 
these systems operate at up to 19.2 kbits/s and are 
expected to be available for rates to 56 kbits/s. 

Fourth-generation machines debut 
Last year, a handful of companies announced 

fourth-generation switches . Rolm Corp (Santa 
Clara, Calif), NEC Information Systems (Lexing
ton, Mass), and cxc (Irvine, Calif) have designed 
systems that combine a PBX and a bus-type LAN. 

Ztel (Wilmington, Mass), on the other hand, de
signed its Private Network Exchange, or PNX, 
from the beginning as an integrated voice/ data net-
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work using a token-ring topology. Designers were 
able to fully integrate the voice features of a com
puterized PBX and high speed data into a single, 
unified system. 

It made a lot of sense for Ztel to combine the two 
technologies. Several advantages are inherent in 
developing a PBX-based product. As opposed to 
installing coaxial cable, PBX wiring is already in 
place in most businesses, and the PBX voice func
tionality will always be required. Adding the LAN 
technology facili tates the linking of devices, such 
as facsimile and personal computers that require 
high speeds. 

One current trend is to use the PBX as 
a gateway to other network types. 

According to Ztel, combining the PBX and LAN 
in the PNX lowers the cost of both voice and data 
communications, yields a more compact system, 
offers more features, and ensures better reliability 
and serviceability. These improvements are accom
plished through the use of custom LSI circuits, soft
ware implementation techniques, and new types of 
fault tolerant, distributed system architecture. 

The PNX system software strictly follows the 
International Standards Organization 's (ISO) Open 
Systems Interconnection model and is implemented 
in the high level C language. This allows system 
designers to easily customize the PNX for specific 
industry applications. Currently, no other PBX 
allows this level of accessibility, according to Ztel. 

Ztel made a radical departure from typical PBX 
architecture. The PNX architecture reflects current 
trends in the corporate environment. In a typical 
PBX star architecture, telephones and terminals 
connect to a central processor. The information 
flows through some common carrier to its destina
tion, where it is then distributed to the proper 
recipient. This typical PBX environment is changing 
very rapidly. While the PBX function will always be 
needed for voice communications, the growing 
trend is to add productivity aids such as electronic 
mail and calendaring to the PBX. 

Another trend is to use the PBX as a gateway to 
other network types. A gateway is needed when 
voice and data information exit a facility. Add to 
this a growing marketplace that requires signifi
cantly more information. While one data device 
currently serves every 10 to 15 office workers, 
within a few years one device will be required for 
five (or fewer) workers. With this explosion in 
devices, implementing separate communication 
solutions becomes very expensive. 

The only solution that supports an integrated 
decision-making process within a corporation is 
total network communication that starts within a 
building, extends to a cluster of buildings, then 
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continues nationally and internationally. Without 
a totally integrated network, it will be more diffi
cult to achieve the information flow and transfer 
required to support decision making. 

The PNX architecture shines 
Ztel's PNX design was based on several determi

nations about the requirements such a network 
should meet. Ztel's engineering managers decided 
that their system needed voice communications 
equal or superior to a traditional PBX system, or it 
would be unacceptable. The system required great 
reliability because all of a company's communica
tion requirements-voice, data, image, and video
would move through one system. Of course, it 
would incorporate local area networking as well. 

This LAN would have to be compatible with 
some accepted standard. Adopting the IEEE 802.5 
token-passing standard was a major step in this 
direction, especially since IBM has opted for a ver
sion of that standard for its upcoming LAN. Ztel 
engineers selected a token-ring scheme after evalu
ating both carrier sense multiple access/collision 
detection (CSMA/CD) and token-bus standards, and 
rejecting both because of performance inadequacies 
and reliability problems. Each ring in the PNX net
work operates at the IEEE 802.5 standard rate of 
10 Mbits/s-the minimum rate needed for voice 
transmission. 

In a token-ring network, the transmission medium 
forms a circle through each connected device. 
Information is communicated in sequential order 
around the ring. Devices transmit and receive 
information by appending or extracting messages 
from the medium as tokens circulate through the 
network. 

The PNX digitizes the data and analog informa
tion as it enters the network. Data is also formed 
into packets, and these packets are intermixed with 
packets from other transmissions and routed through 
the network. They therefore make efficient use of 
available bandwidth. 

To implement a LAN based on a token-passing 
protocol with a ring structure, Ztel added devices 
to the system processing units (SPUs) to provide the 
functionality of a data switch. Each SPU can per
form three types of processing: switch processing 
to handle and connect voice and data calls; applica
tions processing to perform tasks such as least-cost 
routing, directory look-up, or other value-added 
applications; and data conversion processing to 
format data into packets and provide protocol con
version between different types of equipment. SPUs 
can be added to expand the system. The failure of 
any one processor will not shut down the system; 
its work load can be distributed among other 
processors. 

Devices such as phones and terminals can be 
interfaced to the SPU via a standard quad telephone 
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line up to 5000 ft long that carries two information 
channels. The Ztel channel structure includes one 
digitized voice channel, one data channel, and two 
control channels of the correct size to guarantee 
correct data operations at 56 kbits simultaneously 
with voice. 

Foreign computer equipment meeting protocol 
requirements can be attached directly to the token 
ring. This is done by using simple wall connectors, 
as defined by the IEEE 802.5 standard. 

The PNX's very high throughput is due to its 
deterministic nature, which allows prediction of 
the worst-case performance of the network inde
pendent of its load. This is a valuable characteristic 
in both telephone and data communications. A 
deterministic network can achieve transmission 
rates high enough for transmission of video, 
graphics, and file services without fear of deterio
rating performance. 

An even higher throughput rate can be achieved 
by using multiple rings, which may be installed 
according to the required level of service. Ztel's ini
tial release allows up to 40 rings to operate in one 
PNX system, with each ring operating at 10 Mbits/ s, 
for total throughput of 400 Mbits/s. Thus, the PNX 
has the throughput potential to handle extremely 
high data rates that will be required in the near 
future by automated equipment. In addition, a 
high level of system reliability is possible with a 
multiple-ring network. If one ring fails, backup 
mechanisms redistribute that ring's traffic over 
other active rings. 

As more bandwidth is required, more rings can 
be added incrementally at relatively low cost. 
While packaging artificially imposes the current 
limit of 40 rings, the architecture allows hundreds 
of rings. According to Ztel, future implementations 
will remove this packaging barrier. 

PNX has both packet and circuit rings. The totally 
transparent circuit rings handle digitized voice
one 10-Mbit circuit can handle 113 simultaneous 
conversations, each in a 64-kbit/s slot. Any data 
call can also be put on the ring but trransmitting a 
4800-bit/s data transaction over a 64-kbit/s slot is 
considered wasteful. The circuit ring can also be 
used to transmit video information. 

LAN-compatible devices are connected to the 
packet ring, which transfers packetized data from 
source to destination. The PNX determines whether 
the circuit or packet ring will be used, and 
packetizes the information accordingly. Depending 
on the network's characteristics, there may be any 
number of circuit and packet rings. 

IBM rings in new LAN 
Because of its size, IBM will tend to dominate the 

networking market with the architecture and stan
dard that it chooses. IBM also has a large commit
ment in its systems network architecture (SNA), 



SENDER (NOOE A) LOOKS FOR 
FREE TOKEN. 

CHANGES FREE TOKEN TO BUSY 
TOKEN ANO APPENDS DATA. 

RECEIVER (NOOE C) COPI ES DATA 
ADDRESSED TO IT. 

SENDER GENERATES FREE TOKEN 
UPON RECEIPT OF PHYSICAL 
HEADER AND COMPLETION OF 
TRANSMISSION. 

Fig 1 In the token-access control 
scheme, a node that has data to 
transmit captures the free token, 
changes the token to a busy status, 
and begins transmission. The 
receiving node unties the busy token 
after receiving the physical header 
from the sending node, which 
allows other nodes to transmit. 

CONTINUES TO REMOVE DATA UNTIL 
RECEIPT OF PHYSICAL TRAILER. 

which has to bear on the company's LAN architec
ture choice. IBM has thus narrowed its choice down 
to a ring topology with token-access control. 

The control mechanism for regulating data flow 
in a ring topology is generally based on use of a 
token passed sequentially from node to node 
around the ring. The token contains a 1-bit indica
tion that it is "free" (T = 0). This single free token 
circulates on the ring, giving each node in turn an 
opportunity to transmit data when it receives the 
token (Fig 1). A node that has data to transmit can 
capture the free token, change the token status to 
busy, and begin data transmission. The node that 
initiates a frame transfer must remove that frame 
from the ring and issue a free token upon receipt of 
the physical header. This allows other nodes an 
opportunity to transmit. If a node finishes trans
mitting the entire frame prior to receiving its own 
physical header, it continues to transmit idle char
acters (contiguous Os) until the header is recog
nized. This ensures that only one token (free or 
busy) is on the ring at any given time. 

IBM engineers chose the token-access control 
protocol because they say that it provides uniform 
access to the ring for all nodes. A node must release 
a free token after each transmission and is not 
allowed to transmit continuously (beyond a maxi
mum frame size or preset time limit) on a single 
token. All other nodes on the ring will have a 
chance to capture a free token before that node can 
capture the token again. In some system configura
tions, it may be necessary for selected nodes, such 
as bridges or synchronous devices, to have priority 
access to the free token. 

Setting priorities 
A priority mode is used along with reservation 

indicators to control this access mechanism. Vari
ous nodes may be assigned priority levels for gaining 
access to the ring. A selected node can then capture 
any free token -that has a priority mode setting 
equal to or less than its assigned priority. The re-

questing node can set its priority request in the res
ervation field of a busy token if the priority of that 
node is higher than any current reservation request. 

The current transmitting node must examine the 
reservation field and release the next free token 
with the new priority mode indication, but retain 
the previous priority level for later release. A re
questing node uses the priority token and releases 
the new token at the same priority so that any other 
nodes assigned that priority also have opportunity 
to transmit. When the node that originally released 
the priority free token recognizes a free token at 
that priority, it then releases a new free token at the 
level that was interrupted by the original request. 
Thus, the lower priority token resumes circulation 
at the point of interruption. 

In the IBM LAN, normal token operation is moni
tored by a token monitor that is perpetually active 
in a single node on the ring. This function can be 
performed by any node on the ring and is necessary 
to initiate the proper error recovery procedure if 
normal token operation is disrupted. This includes 
the loss of a free token or the continuous circula
tion of a busy token, both of which prevent further 
access to the ring . The monitor function exists only 
for token recovery and does not play an active role 
in the normal exchange of data frames. 

The ability to be an active token monitor exists 
in all active nodes attached to a ring. These other 
nodes maintain a standby monitor status and are 
prepar~d to become the new active monitor should 
a failure occur in the current active monitor. The 
standby monitors are essentially monitoring the 
ring to detect abnormal ring operation that could 
occur whenever the active monitor fails. Detection 
of an error condition by any standby monitor 
initiates a recovery procedure that allows it or one 
of the other nodes to become the new monitor. 

While the LAN provides a basic transport mecha
nism for data transfer among nodes within the 
network, it does not provide all of the functions 
necessary for two nodes to manage and conduct a 
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meaningful two-way information exchange. The 
same higher level communication protocols imple
mented to control data transfer across public data 
networks are also applicable to data transfer across 
a LAN. Both the SNA concept and the ISO reference 
model separate network functions into layers to 
facilitate the description and implementation of the 
protocols. The SNA protocols can be implemented 
for managing information flow within a LAN as in 
any other SNA environment. 

The functions of the lowest physical layer are 
unique to the particular transport mechanism 
implemented-whether it be a communication 
loop, a multidrop bus, or a token ring. The 
model's physical layer encompasses the basic func
tions associated with placing electrical signals onto 
the transmission medium. This includes such fun
damental operations as signal generation, phase 
timing along the ring, and encoding of signal infor
mation using the differential Manchester scheme. 
These operations are performed within the ring 
interface adapter at each active node in the 
network. 

The next higher layer, data-link control, is tradi
tionally independent of the actual physical trans
port mechanism. It performs the functions necessary 
to ensure the integrity of the data reaching the 
layers above the data-link control level. The 
IEEE 802 Committee and the European Computer 
Manufacturers Association (ECMA) have proposed 
that, for LANs, the data-link layer of the ISO model, 
which corresponds to the same layer of the SNA, be 
further subdivided into two functional sublayers: 
logical link control (LLC) and media access control 
(MAC). This functional decomposition essentially 
separates functions into hardware dependent and 
hardware independent. Thus, compatibility be
tween SNA and the ISO model implementation is 
ensured. 

Proposed data-link sublayers 
The MAC sublayer of a token-ring LAN would 

include functions associated -with frame and token 
transmission that can be, but are not necessarily, 
performed by the interface adapter in each node. 
The LLC sublayer would include those functions 
unique to the particular link control procedures 
associated with the attached node and not the 
medium access one. This would permit various logi
cal link protocols to coexist on a common network, 
such as a SNA-compatible token-ring LAN, without 
interfering with one another. Logical links are 
established primarily to ensure data integrity to the 
higher layers. Multiple LLCs may exist within each 
node. In these instances, a link multiplex function 
within the LLC layer directs incoming frames to the 
appropriate LLC task and also provides the correct 
address information for outgoing frames. LLCs are 
logically associated within nodes. 
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IBM engineers, like those at Ztel, do not rule out 
multiple-ring LANs in cases where data transfer 
requirements exceed the capacity of a single ring, 
or when the attached nodes are widely dispersed 
(eg, in a multifloor building or campus environ
ment). These large networks may typically have 
several rings with 100 to 200 nodes per ring. In 
those cases, two rings can be linked together by a 
high speed switch, or bridge, which would provide 
logical routing of frames between the rings based 
on destination address information contained in 
the header of the frames. 

A bridge can also change transmission speed from 
one ring to another. Each ring retains its individual 
identity and token mechanism, and could therefore 
stand alone in the event the bridge or another ring 
is disrupted. The bridge's interface to a ring is the 
same as any other node's interface, except that it 
must recognize and copy frames with a destination 
address for one of the other rings within the net
work. Also, several frames can be temporarily 
buffered in the bridge while awaiting tr an sf er to 
the next ring. 

The local network can be further expanded to meet 
larger data capacity requirements by interconnecting 
multiple bridges. This results in a hierarchical net
work in which multiple rings are interconnected via 
bridges to a separate high speed backbone. The 
backbone itself can be a high speed token ring or it 
may be a token-access bus link, such as a channel 
within a broadband cable TV system. The address 
field format is structured to designate the specific 
ring to which a node is attached, thereby facili
tating the routing of frames through bridges. 

Finally, a gateway node provides an interface 
between the token-ring LAN and a wide area net
work. Here the gateway node allows long-distance 
communication between nodes within different 
LANs. The gateway performs the necessary address 
translations, as well as speed and protocol conver
sions necessary to interface the LAN to these vari
ous transmission facilities. A gateway could also be 
used as an intermediate node between a token-ring 
LAN and nodes located in either a CSMA/ CD- or PBX
based LAN. 

A ring interface adapter at each node performs 
the primary functions associated with token recog
nition and data transmission. Advances in VLSI 
technology make it possible to delegate a large por
tion of the communication function to the adapter 
itself, thus freeing the node from this processing. 
The adapter handles basic transmission functions 
including frame recognition, token generation, 
address decoding, error checking, buffering of 
frames, and link fault detection. 

There may be instances where a particular device 
with an incompatible communication interface is 
to be attached to the LAN. In such cases, a separate 
interface converter can be attached between the 
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device and the token ring to perform the conver
sions that are required to send and receive data 
over the LAN. 

The IBM-Tl affair 
IBM is working with Texas Instruments (Dallas, 

Tex) to develop an adapter for a token-ring LAN. 
Requirements for an adapter to a LAN are essentially 
independent of the type of local network used. 
Engineers from both companies concluded that the 
requirements can be summarized as follows: per
formance, functionality, hardware and software 
compatibility, error detection and isolation, flexi
bility, quality, reliability, and cost. 

Obviously, the adapter must meet serial data 
communication rates specified for the LAN. Due to 
frequency versus distance trade-offs, however, this 
rate should vary to allow longer distance connec
tions. The IEEE 802 Committee has recognized this 
by standardizing a range of data communication 
speeds. For token-ring networks, the data trans
mission rate exceeds 10 Mbits/s. The VLSI architec
ture of an adapter should also accommodate the 
range of functions adapters will include, but parti
tion the interface breaks for each increment of 
functionality at cost-effective points. 

The two companies' engineers considered two 
approaches for their LAN adapter: a closely coupled 
design and a controller architecture design. In the 
closely coupled approach, the LAN peripheral coex
ists on the system bus with main memory, the host 
processor, and other peripherals. This environment 
leads to the LAN buffers for transmission and 
reception of data and the LAN linkware (or lower 
level software) sharing main memory with the 
attaching product operating system and applica
tion code. The host processor provides bandwidth 
to support the processing on low level interrupts 
and the execution of low level software. 

Making the closely coupled configuration fit the 
initial adapter requirements resulted in many draw
backs. In the face of these drawbacks, TI engineers 
opted for a controller approach. The integrated 
design includes an engine, ROM, scratchpad memory, 
and flexible system interface (Fig 2). As a result, 
adapter requirements are met. System performance 
is isolated from the capabilities of the attaching 
product host processor and the system memory 
speed. This puts buffering of data flows between 
the host microprocessor and the asynchronous 
events on the LAN. Rapid-response interrupt pro
cessing necessary to support LAN traffic is also 
separated from the host. 

The software required by the adapter for response
intensive low level functions resides primarily in the 
adapter processor memory space. As such, it does 
not require integration with the operating system. 
The very nature of a controller design is to isolate 
the function from a given hardware processor bus. 
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Fig 2 A joint IBM/TI effort to develop a token-ring LAN 

adapter resulted in this preliminary design. The adapter 
engine is a 16-bit microprocessor that can accommodate 
fast interrupt response times. The VLSI adapter chip will be 
able to meet ring transmission speeds over 10 Mbits/s in a 
full-duplex mode. 

This allows interface of a broad range of processor 
types, thereby increasing the flexibility of the archi
tecture for users. 

Significant software is required just to support 
the lower levels of the data communication hier
archy. This software is integrated into the LAN 
adapter, ensuring that different vendors' software 
will act the same in different processor /memory 
system environments at the peer levels supported in 
the LAN adapter chip. 

A high level of error detection and isolation 
capability is built into the adapter. By isolating the 
engine and control memory of the adapter from the 
host processor, the LAN adapter can execute diag
nostics independent of the host. The adapter can 
also alert a LAN management facility that its 
attaching product is having a problem, thereby re
questing reconfiguration. 

By integrating the design of an engine and control 
memory from the beginning, operating cost and 
initial cost are lower than if a closely coupled archi
tecture were used, according to TI engineers. Life 
cycle costs for end users are lower through a high 
level of integrity built into adapters of attaching 
products-this raises the network's overall avail
ability. Exceptional fault isolation capabilities 
ensure rapid service, thereby also reducing cost. 
These features reflect through to the overall net
work level, resulting in a connection facility of high 
performance and availability with a very aggressive 
life cycle bit transport cost. 

The adapter chip meets the ring transmission per
formance requirements, with speeds over 10 Mbits/s 
in full-duplex mode. With two DMA channels for 
transmit and two for receive, it is capable of receiving 
back-to-back frames on the ring. 

Also, the adapter implements all protocol fea
tures. Extensive internal control code and data 
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buffering permit the adapter to send and receive 
MAC frames without user processor intervention, 
significantly reducing the load on the user processor 
bus. In fact, recent experience has shown that the 
limiting factor in LAN communication is the soft
ware layering overhead of sending or receiving 
frames. By providing much of this software in sili
con, Tl's token ring adapter reduces this bottleneck. 

The adapter meets hardware compatibility require
ments by being able to select from a variety of 
popular microprocessor family bus timings and 8-
or 16-bit data transfers. Bytes can be swapped by 
changing pins on the chip, thereby maintaining 
sequentially transmitted bytes in increasing system 
address order, regardless of the system byte
numbering conventions. 

The IC meets quality goals by implementing a 
special single-cycle mechanism during chip testing 
that allows the test program to check for possible 
stuck-at faults. Extensive checking performed by 
each adapter ensures high ring reliability. Thus, 
faulty adapters can be quickly isolated and removed 
from the ring. 

More token chips 
Another semiconductor firm with a token

passing LAN adapter chip is Western Digital Corp 
(Irvine, Calif). And, Standard Microsystems Corp 
(Hauppauge, NY) has developed the COM9026 IC, 
principally for the ARCNET, a token-passing 
PBX/ LAN system from Datapoint Corp (San 
Antonio, Tex). Western Digital's WD2840 Token 
Access Controller (TAC) is designed to interconnect 
distributed intelligent devices via a shared broad
cast medium such as coax cable, air radio, or 
twisted-pair party line. The medium is shared by all 
attached stations using a token-passing protocol. A 
station is a microprocessor-based device incorpo
rating a TAC and connected to the network. 

The key design goal of the TAC was to free the 
system designer from data communication con
cerns. For example, once the TAC is initialized, the 
host microprocessor need never be concerned with 
the protocol. It simply processes frames addressed 
to it (the TAC filters out all others) and generates 
any messages it wants to send (the TAC sends them 
when the token is received). 

Because all functions affecting network perfor
mance (eg, token processing and acknowledgment 
generation) are inside the TAC, the user need not be 
concerned about the type of host processor. The 
TAC is designed to interface to a microprocessor 
system already busy with a specific application. An 
example might be the microprocessor common in 
today's CRT terminals. A microprocessor in a ter
minal already must scan the keyboard and perform 
limited editing. Its leftover processing power is suf
ficient to drive the TAC, since it only handles data 
to / from that specific terminal. If the micropro-
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cessor falls behind momentarily, it only affects that 
terminal, all others on the network continue to 
enjoy full speed operation. Thus, a network of 
T ACS is not slowed by its weakest link. 

Western Digital engineers based the W02840 on a 
highly microprogrammed device that incorporates 
three microcontrollers, a two-channel OMA sub
system (shared by the three microcontrollers), a 
shared register file, two timers, and high speed bit
oriented controllers on a single NMOS LSI device. 

The OMA subsystem inside the WD2840 consists of 
two internal sets of sixteen bit address counters, two 
independent byte counters, and the required control/ 
sequencing logic. The value of doubling up is to 
support the full-duplex operation needed for loop
back testing. In addition, this architecture gives the 
device the ability to interleave data and control 
block accesses from memory for optimum efficiency. 

Where AT&T stands 
Meanwhile, AT&T Information Systems (Morris

town, NJ) engineers have developed a unique LAN 
architecture that stays away from both established 
types-CSMA/ CO and token passing. Their concept 
combines the advantages of both distributed and cen
tralized LAN architectures. Moreover, the intended 
media is wide band fiber optic cable. AT&T engi
neers contend that although a bus is a good means 
for interconnecting many information-handling 
devices because it offers modular growth and can 
employ simple techniques (eg, polling or conten
tion) for traffic handling, it is somewhat limited. 
Most computers use buses to interconnect their 
internal components. However, when a bus is used 
for a LAN where the distance between devices can 
be significant, propagation delays must be taken 
into account. These delays complicate the methods 
used to govern traffic on the bus, say AT&T engi
neers, and in general, the transport efficiency of 
the bus declines as distance and delays increase. 

The engineers chose a centralized bus to solve 
this problem. The bus is made very short to pro
mote high efficiency. Physically, the bus is realized 
as the backplane of a cabinet to which relatively 
long access lines can be connected via plug-in inter
face modules. Interface modules can be designed to 
give access to various device types, such as termi
nals, hosts, or personal computers. Thus, the advan
tages of modularity and simplicity are retained, 
while the problem of efficient traffic handling is 
solved. Also, fiber optics can be used in a straight
forward manner. 

Designers based the system on a central node 
containing a contention bus, a broadcast bus, and 
a switch module as its fundamental elements (Fig 3). 
This node acts as a fast packet switch that provides 
virtual circuit service. All data enters via the con
tention bus and passes through the switch module 
to the broadcast bus. Interface modules connected 
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Fig 3 AT&T's answer for including both a centralized PBX

like network and a distributing ring or bus network i.~ to 
combine the two into a network that includes a central node 
with a contention bus, a broadcast bus, and a switch as the 
essential elements. In such a network, each node acts as a 
fast packet switch that provides virtual circuit service. 

to both buses buffer and form the data packets. 
The packet is then placed on the contention bus in 
the next available time slot. Time slots are defined 
via a separate clock bus controlled by a clock 
module. If more than one interface module tries to 
place a packet on the bus in a given time slot, the 
contention is resolved in a nondestructive manner 
and the winning module places its packet on the 
bus. Each packet contains a source address that is 
read by the switch module and translated into a 
destination address. The translation is stored in a 
table within the switch module where entries have 
been set by a prior call setup process. In this way, a 
virtual circuit service is provided.' The switch 
module then places the packet and its destination 
address on the broadcast bus to be picked up by the 
appropriate interface module for delivery to the 
destination device. 

AT&T engineers have ensured that the central 
node functions with minimal delay. Propagation 
delay on the bus is less than. a bit period even at 
multi-megabit speeds. This ensures "perfect sched
uling" of packet transmissions. No time is lost in 
the contention process, and there are no idle periods 
when packets are ready for transmission, so bus 
access delay is minimized. In addition to low bus 
access delay, the switch module performs address 
translation in hardware so it functions quite rapidly. 
The delay through the module is equivalent to that 
of a single-packet time or time slot on the bus. 
Time slots are very short because the bus speed is 
high. Packet lengths are kept relatively short to 
promote efficiency and flexibility of transport. 

Many devices can access the central node. In
stead of running separate lines, the data streams 
can be efficiently combined into a single high speed 

line for transport to the central node. Optical 
fiber-an ideal medium for such transport-is very 
advantageous in physical plant applications. The 
system's centralized nature allows straightforward 
use of fiber without the need for taps. Of course, 
the difficulty in tapping a fiber adds to system 
security. Local Bell companies have already installed 
fiber optic LAN test beds in several locations. 

Perfect schedules 
The centralized-bus architecture uses a conten

tion mechanism to gain access to the bus. This 
results in a perfect scheduling of packet transmis
sions on the time-slotted bus. That is, in contrast 
to distributed bus and ring architectures, the 
centralized-bus system avoids destructive collisions 
as well as idle periods during which the transmis
sion medium holds packets awaiting transmission. 
Moreover, this characteristic is robust with respect 
to selected packet size, bus transmission rate, and 
geographical separation among the attached 
devices. In addition, AT&T engineers say the sched
uling of packet transmissions is flexible, permitting 
multiple priority classes, round robin-like sched
uling within a priority class, and even re and packet 
switching. With these features, real time synchro
nous data and voice can be readily integrated. 

The contention off the bus is never missed 
because interface modules residing on a node or 
concentrator backplane transmit packets in fixed
length time slots. As shown in Fig 4, the packet 
format consists of a header followed by a data field. 
The header is composed of a priority code, module 
number, and channel number. The module and 
channel numbers are used in the virtual circuit 
addressing and routing of packets. The priority code 

I 

,_ -- DATA 

-------
PRIORITY CODE MODULE NUMBER CHANNEL NUMBER 

I- PACKET ADDR ESSING~ 

I- CONTENTI ON CODE-J 

TIME-SLOTTED 
BUS 

PACKET FORMAT 

HEADER FORMAT 

Fig 4 The contention method to access the AT&T short bus 
uses a packet format that consists of a header followed by a 
data field. The header, which consists of a priority code, 
module number, and channel number, specifies the time slot 
by having the contending interface module with the highest 
contention code transmit its packet in that time slot. 
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and module number comprise the packet contention 
code. Contention occurs at the beginning of each 
time slot when the contending interface module with 
the highest contention code wins the contention and 
transmits its packet in the time slot. Although the 
module number is fixed and unique to each interface 
module on the backplane, the priority code can 
change with time, allowing flexible distributed 
scheduling of packet transmissions. 

The contention mechanism relies on two proper
ties of the bus to achieve perfect scheduling of 
packet transmissions. First, the end-to-end pro
pagation delay of the short bus is less than the time 
to transmit one bit. Second, each module can 
simultaneously transmit and receive with the (open 
collector) bus functioning as a logical OR gate. 
With these two properties, the bus contention 
operates as follows. At the start of each time slot, 
each contending module begins transmitting its 
contention. code. After each bit, if a module's 
transmission differs from what is read off the bus, 
it stops contending. That is, if a module transmits a 
0 and reads a 1, it drops out of contention and 
waits for the next time slot. Hence, by the end of 
the module number transmission, the module with 
the highest contention code wins the contention 
and continues to transmit the remainder of its 
packet without interference. 

Contention takes place on a bus separate from the 
one on which packets are transmitted. The module 
winning contention in one time slot transmits its 
packet in the next time slot on a higher speed, parallel 
data bus. With this approach, transmission rates on 
the order of 50 to 100 Mbits/s are possible, according 
to AT&T engineers. 

A good competitor 
The centralized-bus LAN produces perfectly 

scheduled packet transmissions, avoiding both col
lisions and bus idle periods when there are packets 
awaiting transmission. AT&T engineers conducted a 
study to contrast this with popular access schemes, 
such as CSMA/CD and token passing, for distrib
uted bus and ring architectures. 

With CSMA/ CD, the access protocol efficiency is 
critically dependent on the ratio of the bus end-to
end propagation delay to the mean time to transmit 
a message on the bus. The former is determined by 
the bus length (with cable propagation delay approxi
mately 5 µs/km) and the latter is a simple function 
of the message length and bus transmission rate. 
the ratio, denoted by a, increases with an increase 
in the bus length or transmission rate, or a decrease 
in the mean message size. The average delay versus 
load performance for CSMA/CD degrades from that 
of perfect scheduling as a increases from 0 (Fig 5). 
For a system with a 2-km cable length and a mean 
message length of 1000 bits, the three values of a, 
0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, correspond to a bus transmis-
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Fig 5 When comparing AT&T's contention bus delay to that 
of a typical CSMA/CD scheme for a normalized average 
message delay, AT&T's contention scheme fares better than 
CSMA/CD for scheduling packet transmission at different 
loads. The average delay versus load performance degrades 
in CSMA/CD versus that in the short bus as the ratio ex (bus 
propagation delay to the mean message transmission time) 
increases from zero . 

sion rate of 1, 5, and 10 Mbits/s respectively. As a 
increases, the usable bandwidth provided by the 
bus diminishes and thus the delay experienced 
approaches infinity at smaller loads. Therefore, the 
load on the bus approaches this capacity limit, at 
which point, AT&T engineers contend, operation is 
unstable. The perfect scheduling of the shorter bus 
performance shown in Fig 5, which corresponds to 
a = 0, is for an unslotted system. 

As for token-ring architectures, AT&T engineers 
assert that media access efficiency decreases as ring 
latency increases. The ring latency equals the delay 
in transmitting a bit completely around the ring. 
This includes both the ring propagation delay and 
the processing delay at each ring interface unit. 
Degradation occurs in performance for a single 
token system as a (now the ratio of the ring latency 
and mean message transmission time) increases. 
The ratio increases with an increase in the ring 
length, transmission rate, number of interface 
units, or processing delay per interface unit, or a 
decrease in the mean message size. For a system 
with 50 interface units, a 2-km cable length, and a 
mean message length of 1000 bits, the three values 
of a, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 (Fig 6) correspond to, 
respectively, a transmission rate and per interface 
unit processing delay of 5 Mbits/s and 1 bit , 10 
Mbits/s and 8 bits, and 20 Mbits/s and 16 bits. 
Thus the usable bandwidth decreases as a 
increases. 



Protect your sensitive IBM data with 
our new Fiber Optic Link 

• Plug compatible with 
IBM series 3250. 3270A. 
and 3270B equipment. 

• Replaces coaxial cable 
with fiber optic cable. 

• Up to 1 Km operating 
range - virtually im
mune to electromagnetic 
lnterference. 

Versitron's FDH-1 (fiber 
optic digital hybrid) was 
designed to replace the co
axial transmission path in 
systems equipped with the 
IBM 3250 or 3270 series 
equipment. The simple in
stallation of a fiber optic link 
provides two very important 
benefits to the user. First of 
all, the security level of the 
transmission link is greatly 
improved since fiber optic 
cables are inherently im-

mune to conventional wire
tapping techniques. Sec
ondly, the system operating 
capability will be enhanced 
since fiber optic cables are 
impervious to virtually all 
types of electromagnetic in
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course, interference from 
heavy duty manufacturing 
equipment and noisy adja
cent cables. 
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Versitron's FDH-1 com
bines the high speed capa
bilities of a coaxial cable 
with the inherent advantages 
of a fiber optic cable. By in-

terfacing directly to the co
axial cable, the FDH-1 ap
pears totally transparent to 
the rest of the system; thus 
eliminating any operating 
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CONTROL UNIT 

If you're currently trans
mitting high speed data over 
a coaxial cable and you're 
concerned about data secu
rity, give us a call at (202) 
882-8464 and get all of the 
details on how our FDH-1 
will not only protect your 
data; but may also actually 
increase the operating effi
ciency of your entire system. 
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Fig 6 When comparing the short contention bus to a token 
ring, AT&:T's contention bus again excels. As the ratio a (the 
ratio of the ring latency to the mean message transmission 
time) increases, the performance for a single-token system 
degrades. This results in a smaller usable bandwidth. 

From these comparison results, AT~T engineers 
conclude that average delay performance for the 
short-bus contention scheme exceeds that of 
CSMA/CD and token passing. In fact, its average 
delay performance is lower bound to that achieved 
by the other two schemes. 

Throughput is an important measure of data 
communication system performance. At the data
link level, throughput depends on the serial bit rate 
(the rate at which data is actually transferred on the 
link), and the interframe spacing (the time that 
passes from one transmission or reception of a 
frame until the controller is ready for a new trans
mission or reception). 

A heavy·duty controller chip 
A powerful controller chip that accommodates a 

high throughput rate is the i82586 from Intel Corp 
(Santa Clara, Calif). Intel's chip handles all the 
functions of a CSMA/ CD controller. The i82586 oper
ates at data rates up to 10 Mbits/s, which is about 
an order of magnitude higher than most LSI com
munication controllers now provide. Intel claims 
that alternative implementations to the i82586 re
quire many chips to meet this bit rate. This rate is 
achieved because transmission and reception are 
performed by separate onchip machines dedicated 
to these tasks (Fig 7). 

The i82586 can receive any number of back-to
back frames that maintain interframe spacing of at 
least 9.6 µs. This is due to the concurrent operalion 
of three processors on the chip: the fast micro
machine that handles memory structure, the onchip 
DMA controller that transfers data between the chip 
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and system memory, and the transmit or receive 
machines that interact with the network. 

The chip is intended for four main application 
areas. As a serial backplane it acts like a network , 
interconnecting devices inside a hardware cabinet 
or a room. It replaces bulky "parallel" cables with 
a single twisted pair or coaxial, while still providing 
high bandwidth. 

It also serves Ethernet and networks conforming 
to the IEEE 802.3 and 802.4 standards, which are 
intended for office automation and similar applica
tions. The transmission medium is shielded base
band coaxial cable with a branching nonrooted tree 
topology. Maximum station separation is specified 
as 2.5 km and the bit rate, of course, can be up to 
IO Mbits/s. 

The chip can also be implemented in mid-range 
local networks such as Mirian-the Intel and NCR 
joint effort targeted at cost-sensitive applications 
that do not require high performance. This net
work uses inexpensive cable plus hierarchical data 
link control flags as well as bit stuffing for frame 
delimiting. The data rate is 1 Mbits/ s and maxi
mum station separation 1.3 km without repeaters. 

TO/ FROM SYSTEM INTERFACE 

1l 
BUS INTERFACE AND OMA 

~ ,,. '> 

< < 7 

MICRO TWO 
MACHINE FIFOS 

> 

<; > 

.: > 

TRANSMIT RECEIVE 
MACHINE MACHINE 

I 
TO/FROM SERIAL INTERFACE 

Fig 7 In order to accommodate a fast throughput for 
Ethernet nodes, Intel engineers optimized their controller 
chip to allow any number of back-to-back frames with 
interframe spacing set at least 9.6 µ.s to be received. This 
feat is accomplished using three concurrent onboard 
processors. The two first in, first outs (FIFOS) are used to 
accumulate bits to prevent overruns or underruns due to bus 
latency and also to reduce the number of data bursts to 
minimize bus switching overhead. 





Key considerations 

Terminal type 

Central network 
intelligence 

Bandwidth 
Capacity per 
cable 

Maximum number 
of terminals 

Videoconferencing 

High data rate 
graphics capability 

Capacity for higher data 
and future e'xpansion 
rate devices 
Distance 

Repeater 
requirement 

Speeds 

Typical 
configuration 

Transparency 

Data error rate 

Noise vulnerability 

Data security 

Maintenance 

Modifying 
network 

Ductwork required 

Wiring in place 

Source: Interactive Systems/3M 

TABLE 1 

Key Considerations for Choosing LAN Topologies 

Twisted wire Baseband Broadband 

low speed intelligent only dumb or intelligent 
intelligent or dumb 

yes-PBX not required but can be done yes 
for network management 

3 MHz (limited distance) 50 MHz (limited distance) 440 MHz (many miles) 
one channel one channel hundreds of voice video 

and data channels 
limited by conduit space limited by bandwidth unlimited 

of channel 

yes-but not full motion no yes 
no no yes 

very difficult very difficult easy 

unlimited with modems 1 500 m-one mile 40 miles 
via phone network 

standard phone network every 1500 m - very ordinary cable TV amplifiers 
expensive, inefficient at 2000-ft spacing 

9600 bits/s max 50 Mbits/s max 1 0 Mbits/s maximum 
2400 baud typical on each of many channels 

point-to-point/ radial/ring/ tree and bus 
multidrop/radial point-to-point-bus 

yes no - must be adapted via yes-on dedicated 
special interface subchannels 

x 10- 5 1 x 10- 1 1 x 10- 9 

yes yes no 
low moderate-tapper must very high-tapper must 

know encoding scheme :now channel and encoding 
difficult very easy easy 

new cable is difficult fairly easy, but must watch very easy 
to install limits on each cable 

yes yes no-self-contained 

likely unlikely unlikely 

Fiber optics 

dumb or intelligent 

no 

virtually unlimited 

presently 
one channel 

potentially unlimited 

yes 

yes 

easy 

unlimited 

every 4000 ft 

200 Mbits/s 

point-to-point or 
limited multidrop 

yes-only on 
dedicated fiber 

very low 

no 

very high 

very difficult 
impossible today 

yes-vulnerable 
to breakage 

no 

Finally, the i82586 serves metropolitan networks 
where standard Cable TV cable is used. The 
topology is typically a rooted tree and data rates 
are in the 128-kbit/s range for a 30-km radius. 

In the broadband arena, Interactive Systems/ 
3M, (Ann Arbor, Mich) introduced its Videodata 
LAN/I last year. The LAN/I concept uses a token
passing protocol between intelligent modems called 
network interface units (NIUs), which route 
terminal-to-terminal and terminal-to-multiple-host 
communications with direct addresses. The 3M engi
neers state that broadband networks offer particu
lar flexibility in that they can handle virtually any 
type of electronic information including video, 
audio, and digital data. Table 1 compares the key 
considerations that a vendor might have when eval
uating topologies. Several important broadband 
applications hold almost universal value regardless 
of the kind of installation. The broadband LAN/I 
network serves as an information utility reaching 
even the most remote point of a facility or complex 
with full communication capability. And, the net-

work can be monitored using an IBM PC that is 
equipped with the appropriate cards and software. 
LAN/ I applications include data processing, word 
processing, security systems, energy management, 
video training programs, production control, and 
electronic mail. 
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Broadband offers capabilities of particular 
interest to specific kinds of organizations. For 
example, in large academic institutions, video is 
increasingly used for instructional purposes, video
conferencing, and audio/video training. Without 
distributed communication, an instructor wishing 
to use a particular film or videotape in a classroom 
setting must arrange for pickup of the program, 
setup of equipment in the appropriate room, oper
ation of the equipment, and return of the program 
material and projection device. Because of its high 
bandwidth, a broadband system makes it possible 
to build a central video distribution center that 
contains all of the campus audio/visual software 
and projection/playback equipment, and distrib
utes signals over the cable network. 
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TABLE 2 

Worldwide LAN Installations Reported by Vendors 

Vendors contacted with installations 
Installed LANs worldwide as of 1 2/31 /82 
{as reported by vendors) 

Installed LANs U.S. as of 1 2/ 31 /82 
{as reported by vendors) 

U.S. percentage of total installed 

Worldwide percentage installed work area LANs 
Worldwide percentage installed facility wide LANs 

Type of premise installations: 
· Office 
Factory 
School/campus 
Military 
Research/engineering 

Average number of nodes per 
installed network - worldwide 

Source: International Data Corp, Framingham, MA 

The LAN/ I uses a token-passing protocol be
tween intelligent NIUs without need for a host 
computer. Communicating devices in the network 
are connected to a single coaxial cable through 
microprocessor-based NIUs which process point-to
point transfer of data packets. Transmission can
not occur unless an NIU has possession of the 
network token, which is passed sequentially from 
one NIU to the next in a circular manner. 

The NIU handles all message processing and for
matting tasks, traffic acknowledgment, and auto
matic contention for network access on an equal 
share basis. Channel capture is not possible, yet the 
system allows each node maximum throughput based 
on traffic levels. 

The overall LAN/ I data rate is 2.5 Mbits/s for up to 
10,000 devices-2000 on each of five channels. Ter
minal transmission rates can vary from 300 baud to 
19.2 kbits/s. NIUs are available in two-, four-, and 
eight-port configurations. 

LAN/ I operates on five channel pairs of 6-MHz 
bandwidth each. Transmission from NIUs takes 
place at the lower end of each channel. A channel 
converter connected to the cable intercepts all 
transmissions, converting them to a secondary fre
quency at the high side of each channel, and remod
ulating the data for retransmission. Redundant 
circuitry in the converter ensures dependable oper
ation . The network frequency spectrum ranges 
from 53.75 to 276 MHz in five channels. LAN/ I 
works with either a mid-split or super-split broad
band coaxial cable system. The total system also 
accommodates point-to-point data transmission, 
video applications, and selected audio applications. 

LAN/ I hardware design includes a network 
monitor unit (NMU), which analyzes network per
formance statistically to facilitate routine main
tenance and troubleshooting. NMU data enables 
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Baseband Broadband Total 

28 7 35 

15, 189 758 15,947 

10.488 645 11 , 133 

69.0 85 .1 69 .8 

62 .7 20.0 60.6 
37 .3 80.0 39 .4 

66 .3 25 .5 64 .4 
8 .6 40.5 10.1 

13.6 12.5 13.5 
2.9 6.2 3 . 1 
8 .6 15.3 8 .9 

22 73 30 

system management to adjust channel assignments 
for maximum communication efficiency. This 
monitor unit consists of an IBM PC equipped with a 
two-port NIU and LAN/ I network monitoring soft
ware. In addition to its monitoring function, the 
NMU operates as a conventional user port on the 
network. 

The total LAN I 1 system accommodates 
point-to-point data transmission, and 
selected video and audio applications. 

In an attempt to forecast market growth for both 
baseband and broadband LANs, International Data 
Corp (Framingham, Mass) has differentiated cur
rent LAN offerings into baseband and broadband 
topologies regardless of the kind of access method 
used. Table 2 lists the number of LAN installations 
by baseband/broadband orientation as reported by 
vendors to the market research firm. 

Universal PC network 
Microcomputers such as the Eagle, Kaypro, IBM 

PC, and other incompatible machines will eventually 
be linked to the same LAN. One of the first vendors 
to offer this capability is Alspa Computer, Inc 
(Santa Cruz, Calif). 

The company first introduced Alspa-Net, a low 
cost LAN for its own microcomputer workstations 
and terminals last year. Alspa then developed inter
face cards and software enabling different brand 
name computers to become nodes in the network. 
The card and software are installed in the node 
computer, not in the system master, so the modifi
cation does not affect system reliability. Now, 
Alspa interfaces the IBM PC and its look-alikes with 
Alspa-Net. The interface card and software cost 
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$595. Alspa's own workstations and terminals can 
be added to the network without any modifications. 

Alspa-Net is a linear bus network using a CSMA/CD 
protocol; each network supports up to 256 ter
minals, with any mix of master and slave worksta
tions. Each intelligent workstation supports hard 
and floppy drives as well as serial and parallel 
printers, although any workstation can interact 
with remote peripherals in the network. Turbooos, 
the network operating system, fully supports CP/M 

As the community of LANs merges 
with PBXs, more peripheral 
enhancements can be expected. 

and MP/M software without modifications, and it 
allows the network to operate about 30 percent 
faster than a single computer using CP/M. 

One of the most spectacular commercial devel
opments in recent years has been the emergence 
and growth of personal computers. While com
panies hesitated to make large-scale capital in
vestments in office automation, their individual 
managers and professionals found that low cost 
personal computers could be immediately justified 
by time savings and improved productivity. 
VisiCorp (San Jose, Calif) is often credited with ig
niting the explosion of personal computer usage in 
business when it introduced VisiCalc, the first 
" electronic spreadsheet" program, on the Apple II 
personal computer in 1979. More than 500,000 
copies of VisiCalc are currently in use. 

But both hardware and software technologies 
for personal computers have made dramatic ad
vances. Several developments over the last two 
years have made personal computers as "work
stations" and local area networking practical and 
economical. The IBM PC, introduced in 1981, was 
the first in a series of professional computers fea
turing 16-bit processors, main memory of 256 Kbytes 
or more, bit-mapped graphics displays, and hard 
disk drives. Taking advantage of these hardware 
capabilities, VisiCor_p has developed VisiON, an 
integrated operating environment for concurrently 
running applications, with the window display and 
mouse features formerly found only in higher cost 
workstations such as Xerox Star. And 3Com Corp 
(Mountain View, Calif), using the latest VLSI chip 
technology, has developed an Ethernet controller 
on a printed circuit card small enough to plug into 
an IBM PC and costing less than $1000. 

Last year VisiCorp, 3Com, and Xerox Corp 
(Los Angeles, Calif) teamed to combine these tech
nologies in order to overcome some of the draw
backs associated with local area networking of 
personal computers. The low cost of personal com
puters, VisiCorp's VisiON, and 3Com's EtherLink 
card make it now possible to use local area net-
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working with just two personal computers con
nected by a simple coaxial cable, for under $10,000. 
Yet, this configuration is fully compatible with a 
full-scale Ethernet-based integrated office system 
and a wide range of office products. 

With the plethora of Ethernet-type LANs currently 
being touted, it is a wonder that users have a clear 
understanding of how to evaluate their choice. 
Enter the Nutcracker from Excelan (San Jose, 
Calif). It purports to solve two long-standing 
industry problems: how to debug and test very 
complex, high speed multiple-node networks (par
ticularly their protocol software components) and 
how to characterize, or define the operating limits 
of, a given LAN configuration. 

For example, to do a complete and thorough 
debugging and testing, a user must be able to get 
access to every packet on the network. Excelan 
claims that Nutcracker is the only commercially 
available product providing such complete observ
ability. Its observation circuitry operating at 
10 Mbits/s (approximately 1000 times faster than 
most communication instruments), allows it to see 
every packet, even in a fully saturated system. 

Proprietary, high speed state machine logic with 
extremely powerful pattern recognition circuitry is 
the heart of the Nutcracker. The system also in
cludes an 8086-based CPU and features over 900 
Kbytes of RAM, a 20-Mbyte Winchester disk drive, 
and a 600-Kbyte floppy disk drive. 

It is packaged as a single integrated workstation 
that includes a 12-in. monochromatic CRT with 
82-key keyboard and an external 100-char/ s matrix 
printer with graphics capability. 

Thus, as the community of LANs merges with the 
colony of PBXs, more peripheral enhancements can 
be expected to be introduced at a feverish pace 
that can simulate, test, and expand individual 
systems. At the same time, interested parties will 
continue to strive to develop acceptable standards 
for interconnecting machines. It remains to be seen 
whether users will benefit in the long run from this 
fervent standardization activity, or settle instead 
for capabilities provided by the def acto standards 
that wiU be promulgated by the two giants-IBM 
and AT&T-to ensure compatibility with their 
respective installed base. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 716 Average 717 Low 718 



In a world where what is 
promised is seldom delivered, 
we have earned a reputation for 
dependability. Whenever indus
try needs better ideas in flexible 
media, Verbatim responds. 
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non-commercial, these educa-

Hour 
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tional conferences are designed 
to keep engineers informed 
of the latest developments in 
flexible media. 

It's all part of the 
Verbatim response. Advanced 
technology. Quality media. 
Reliable service. 

So if it's flexible media 
you need, give us a call. We'll 
respond to your instructions, 
verbatim. 

Verbatim® 
323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(408) 245-4400 
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FROM MODEM CHIP SETS THROUGH STANDARD AND 
CUSTOMIZED MODEM CARDS, ROCKWEll INTERNATIONAL 

HELPS GIVE MICROS THE POWER TO COMMUNICATE. 
In the highly competitive world of microcomputers and terminals, built-in telecommunications can give you a 

sales and profit edge. 
But until now, 1200 and 2400 bps card modems haven't been reliable enough, small enough or inexpensive 

enough to meet your product needs for the 80's. The third generation of Rockwell's VLSI integral modems has 
changed all that. 

First off, our VLSI capabilities mean that we can support you at any level your business considerations 
require: from VLSI chip sets through custom cards that we design according to your specific shape, connector and 
software interface requirements. 

Then there's reliability. Based on our customers' experience with over half a million Rockwell integral 
modems already in use, we've documented an MTBF of200,000 hours-nearly 23 years between service calls. 

As for performance, you get virtually error-free transmission over unconditioned or dial-up phone lines 
because Rockwell integral modems off er auto-adaptive equalization. 

Rockwell R1212 and R2424 integral modems are compatible with Bell 103, 212, and corr V.22 standards; 
the R2424 is also compatible with V.22 bis. And our smart auto-call unit can dial using tones or pulses. 

The standard Rockwell full-duplex R1212 and R2424 are each configured on a 3 .9" x 6 .3" 
( 1 OOmm x 160mm) Eurocard, so they're easy to design into your system. And since higher speeds are the wave 
of the future, you can upgrade your 
system from the 1200bpsR1212 to 
the plug-compauble R2424 (the 
world's first full-duplex 2400 
bps integral dial modem) with-
out changing your design. And 
they interface to any industry 
standard microprocessor bus 
and/ or an RS232 port. 

Even if your computer can't 
use the phone, we know you 
can. Use it to call the Semi
conductor Products Division, 
Rockwell International at 
(800) 854-8099. In California, 
call (800) 422-4230. Or write us 
at P.O. BoxC, MS501-300, 
Newport Beach, CA 92660. 

SElllCOll'DOCTOR 
PRODUCTS DIVISIOR 

Rockwell International 

... where science gets down to business 
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How can you 
develop onesystetnand 

offeryourcustonters 
aclioice of three? 

Snn• pie Develop it aro~d Micro 29. The Micro 26 comes with 
• HP's new three-m- integrated 9.4 Mb mini-Winchester disc 

one microsystem. That way, you don't and microfloppy. And it has 8 1/0 slots, 
have to redesign your system to offer giving you plenty of room for our wide 
your customers a range of performance. selection of 1/0 cards for instruments, 
Because the entire power range of HP's measurement and control, and data
new A-Series computers fits into the comm, to name a few. 
same small, convenient package. At a The Micro 27 adds floating point 
slimmed-down starting price of $6110~ hardware and microprogramming. 

So you can offer 1 MIPS perform- And, for jobs needing up to three times 
ance. Or floating point hardware and the power, our 3 MIPS Micro 29 has 
microprogramming in either a 1 MIPS got what it takes. 
or 3 MIPS computer. Whichever one r----- Our brand new 
your customer chooses, you can fit operating system 
it easily into the same space in • really performs. 
your system. 

That's one secret of our suc-
ldentical software cess. The new, full-function 

keeps it simple. RTE-A real-time operating 
When you change processors, system provides the perfor-
you don't have to go back to mance you need for your 
the drawing board with your real-time automation appli-
programs. Because, in addi- cations. Ranging from dedi-
tion to compatible hardware, cated machine control to 
these computers run identical monitoring instruments to 
software. That's the best kind supervising a network of 
of compatibility you can buy. computers. 

Our A-Series family consists This power, speed and 
of the Micro 26, Micro 27 and 1/0 capacity also make our 

Our new microsystems 
also come in this floor-mount 

or bench-top models . 

A-Series systems ideal for multi-user, 
multi-tasking environments. 

Of course, these compact new com
puters are part of our newly expanded 
OEM program. This includes higher 
discounts and credits, extended war
ranties and free training. So you11 make 
more when you get to market. And 
you'll also get there faster with our new 
operating system and newly packaged 
microsystems. 

If you'd like micro, mini or maxi per
formance in one micro package, call 
your local HP sales office listed in the 
white pages of your phone book. Ask 
for a technical computer representative. 
Or write for more information to : 
Hewlett-Packard, Attn. Greg Gillen, 
Dept. 11171, 11000 Wolfe Road, 
Cupertino, CA 95014. In Europe, write 
to Henk van Lammeren, Hewlett
Packard, Dept. 11171, P.O. Box 529, 
1180 AM Amstelveen, The Netherlands. 

*A600+ microsystem component, 128Kb mem
ory, box, Winchester disc. 

Prices are U.S .A. list in OEM quantities of 
100 and include integrated peripherals, one inter
face card, RTE-A and 512Kb of memory for 
Micro 26 and Micro 27. Micro 29 includes 768Kb 
of memory. 

F//0- HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 
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• 
SPECIAL REPORT ON DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

c t ~\·3' 

STANDARDIZING 
UPPER-LEVEL NETWORK 
PROTOCOLS 
Data communication networks will communicate more 
efficiently once standards are defined for the 
upper-level layers of the International Standards 
Organization seven-layer model. 

by David Berry 

The need for network interconnection standards 
has always been apparent. Over the past few years, 
the emergence of reasonably priced network tech
nology for network connections has increased net
working awareness. However, the debate over 
network technology itself and its access methods
broadband versus baseband, deterministic versus 
probabilistic, and token access versus carrier sense 
multiple access-has masked the importance of 
protocols for data flow control in networking. 

As the number of real applications has grown, 
the International Standards Organization (ISO) has 
drawn on the experience of proprietary networks, 
the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network 
(ARPANET), and the public data network to sum
marize both known and anticipated networking 
requirements. ISO has done this by dividing net
work protocol functions into distinct groupings. 
This has resulted in a formal specification called 
the Seven Layer Model. The object of the model is 
to organize related groups that can be standardized 
independent of each other. This enables each layer 
to be defined with minimum reference to any other 
layer. Thus nodes in a network can be "con
structed'' with these layers and communication 

David Berry is section manager of the product planning 
division, Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Pl, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, where he is responsible for net
work protocols. He holds a BS in physics from the 
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

between nodes is ensured via peer-to-peer protocols 
between each node's layers. (See Panel, ''Peer-to
peer is more than just here to here.") 

A diagram of a node with the connection to the 
network medium at the bottom and the user inter
face at the top (Fig 1) illustrates the model. The 
functional groups are vertically arrayed. 

The primary interface between the classical host 
functions and the network itself occurs in the net
work layer (layer 3). This layer allows each host to 
communicate directly with any other host con
nected to the global network. Routing and mapping 
problems are transparent to the network layer ser
vice users. 

Prior to 1975, layers 1 and 2 were all that were 
usually specified. Provided that nodes were con
nected physically on the same network cable, this 
was adequate. With the development of more 
sophisticated packet-switching among heterogen
eous networks, however, the need for more sophis
ticated routing protocols became apparent. 

The network layer creates a route through the 
globally interconnected set of networks over which 
two hosts can converse. To avoid traffic congestion 
of faulty equipment in nodes of gateways in the 
path, this may need to be dynamically monitored. 
There are two basic types of network layers
connection-oriented (co) and connectionless (CL). 
The former provides logical or virtual circuits for 
use by higher layers. The latter deals with each 
packet independently-ie, a datagram service. 

In addition, traffic handling and packet frag
mentation/reassembly may be required in order to 
use available physical circuits. The network layer 

J 
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LAYER 7 APPLICATION 

USER APPLICATION PROCESS ANO 
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 

LAYER 6 PRESENTATION 

OATA INTERPRETATION. FORMAT,ANO 
COOE TRAN SFORMATION 

LAYER 5 SESSION 

ADMINISTRATION ANO CONTROL OF 
SESSIONS BETWEEN TWO ENTITIES 

LAYER 4 TRANSPORT 

TRANSPARENT OATA TRANSFER, ENO-TO-ENO 
CONTROL, MULTIPLEXING, MAPPING 

LAYER 3 NETWORK 

ROUTING, SWITCHING, SEGMENTING, 
BLOCKING, ERROR RECOVERY, FLOW CONTROL 

LAYER 2 LINK 

ESTABLISH, MAINTAIN ANO RELEASE OATA 
LINKS, ERROR ANO FLOW CONTROL 

LAYER I PHYSICAL 

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, FUNCTIONAL 
CONTROL OF OATA CIRCUITS 

Fig I The seven-layer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
model developed by the 1so serves to organize 
communication functions within a network (according to 
functioning) that can relate to each other. So far, the LAN 
world has standardized on the two lower levels. The 
challenge remains to find common goals for standardizing 
the other five levels. 

service is closely related to that of the transport 
layer above it. (The two were once considered as a 
single layer.) One of the two layers must provide 
the virtual circuit over which packets are transmitted 
between hosts. Both implementations already exist. 
In public data networks, the X.25 protocol provides 
for virtual circuits and error detection. In the 
ARPANET system, the transport layer provides a 
(CD) service to the user on top of a less complex 
network layer than the X.25. 

Currently, no obvious resolution between the 
two major types of network service is provided. A 
comparison of the two is shown in Table 1. 

Datagram service is the most primitive of the 
two. Error and sequence control must be added by 
the transport layer in order to provide a reliable 
service to the user. In virtual circuits, much of the 
service is provided by the network layer itself. This 
is not always an advantage. When disk sectors are 
transmitted as packets with an embedded sector 
address, sequence is unimportant. In this case, 
delay of data to users because of sequence prob
lems is inefficient and unnecessary. 

The network layer itself usually consists of three 
distinct sublayers, shown in Table 2. Not all three 
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sublayers need be present. Access protocols are not 
usually required on local area networks (LANs) 
since LANs tend to provide sophisticated medium 
access protocols as a part of the data link layer 
(layer 2). Packet-switched wide area networks 
(WANs), however, use complex protocols such as 
the X.25 at this point. 

The harmonization sublayer is required only to 
connect two subnetworks with differing services, 
such as a CL LAN to a co w AN. This can be very 
involved, and practical experience in this area 
remains limited. The internet sublayer is solely con
cerned with the problems of mapping and packet
routing between nodes. 

Controlling data flow 
The transport layer is the highest layer concerned 

with data movement across the network. It is in
tended to bridge the gap between the network layer 
service and the services required by the session 
layer. Therefore, the transport layer has end-to
end responsibility for reliable data delivery. It 
monitors and controls all traffic in and out of the 
node to ensure that no data is lost or garbled . 
Thus, while the lower layers are concerned with 
packet framing, transmission, and routing, the 
transport layer concerns itself with the following 
areas: virtual connections, the logical circuit 
between receiving and transmitting nodes; flow 

TABLE 1 

Virtual Circuit and Datagram 
Comparison between Network Service 

Issue Virtual Circuit Datagram 
(Connection-oriented) (Connectionless) 

Initial setup Required Not possible 

Destination Only during connect In each packet 
address 

Error Transparent to host Done by host 
handling (done in the subnet) 

End-to-end Done by the subnet Not available 
flow control in the subnet 

Packet Messages passed Messages passed 
sequencing in order sent in order received 

TABLE 2 

Network Sublayer Functions 

Sublayer Name Function 

3a Access Provides the interface to 
the data link layer 

3b Harmonization Provides a mapping of the 
services available to give a 
common set to sublayer 3c 

3c Internet Provides the routing and 
address mapping required to 
cross the network 



____________ Develcon introduces ___________ _ 

_ DEVELSWITCH_ 
An advanced intelligent switching system for people who want it all. 

Of course you deserve it all. And to satisfy your desire for 
performance , we ' re introducing the Model 9006 
Develswitch, a technologically superior intelligent data 
switching system. Once you learn more about it, you'll 
find that Develswitch stands out from all others with its 
unique combination of advantages that reduce costs, 
provide extraord inarily 
broad applications flexibil
ity, speed communica-
tions , e n hance 
convenience and allow 
for easy growth. If you 
really want it all for your 
datacomm network, 
now you can have it 
with Develswitch. 

evelcon c1RcLE es 
ELECTRONICS 

DEVELCON EIECTRONICS, INC. 
4037 Swamp Road 
Doylestown, PA 18901 
Telephone : (215) 348-1900 
Telex: 84-6389 

Develcon data transmission products ... 
cream always goes to the top . .---------
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CONNECTION REQUEST 

LENGTH 1110 COT 00000000 00000000 SOURCE CLASS 

CONNECTION CONFIRM 

LENGTH 1101 CDT DESTINATION SOURCE Cl.ASS 

DISCONNEGT REQUEST 

LENGTH 110000000 1 DESTINATION ] SOURCE l REASON 

DATA 

LENGTH 11110000 DESTINATION SEQUENCE 

ACKNOWLEDGE 

LENGTH 0110 CDT DESTINATION EXPECTED 

Fig 2 The transport level is the highest level that concerns 
itself with the movement of data across the network and 
where the real problems of the OSI must be solved. The os1 
transport protocol standard headers shown here are 
compatible with most major standards organizations. 

control, monitoring the amount of data not yet 
acknowledged as received; error detection, the 
ability to monitor the packet sequence for missing, 
duplicated, or missequenced packets; and error 
recovery, the ability to rectify errors detected by 
this or lower layers without host intervention .. 

To a large extent, the degree of complexity re
quired in the transport layer depends on the quality 
of the network across which the data is being moved. 
Reliability may be a function of the network itself, 
but it may also depend on the sophistication of the 
protocols being run at the network layer. To reflect 
this, transport service is generally made available in 
one of five classes: Class 0-simple, for use with 
Comite Consultatif Internationale (CCITT) net
works; Class I-basic, not yet fully defined; 
Class 2-flow control, limits number of out
standing acknowledgements for packets sent; 
Class 3-error detection, detects mishaps in the 

TABLE 3 

Transport Layars 

Standards Body Transport Protocol 
Standard 

ISO DP 8072 
ISO DIS 8073 

ECMA 72 
DoD TCP 

CCITT So70 
NBS TP 
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flow; and Class 4-error recovery, corrects mis
haps automatically. 

The transport service provides a pair of queues 
between two users that carry both data and control 
information in a duplex manner. It provides this as 
a transparent service, which then removes any need 
for users to be concerned with the physical data 
transmission. 

Examples of transport layer protocol implemen
tation are the transmission control protocol used in 
ARPANET, the network services in DECNET, and 
transport control systems in systems network archi
tecture (SNA). None of these is normally used with 
a co network layer, as in an X.25 network. This 
highlights the main division in the current debate 
on the transport layer. An example of the headers 
used in the ISO transport protocol standard are 
shown in Fig 2. 

With transport layer protocols, two different 
approaches have been taken. On the one hand, 
packet-switching proponents, headed by CCITT, 
have approached networks from the point of view 
of existing telephone networks. Much of the work 
to be done in the transport layer is already incorpo
rated in the virtual circuit protocols of the X.25 net
work layer. Some vestigial functions are required, 
such as reset recovery, since the X.25 protocol allows 
asynchronous resets to the connections. 

On the other hand, those involved with com
puter networks require more transport layers. The 
main driving forces behind this approach were the 
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the 
ARPANET community in the U.S., and the European 
Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) in 
Europe. The majority of computer and system 
manufacturers are supportive of their efforts for a 
more complex protocol since this is the layer at 
which the real problems of open system intercon
nection must be handled. The major standards at 
the transport layer are listed in Table 3. 

Although Table 3 seems to imply a variety of 
standards, the ISO, ECMA, and NBS standards are in 
fact virtually compatible. At the time of writing , a 
single transport standard will shortly be ratified by 
ISO. This is based on the NBS/ ECMA standards 
(which are compatible in all but some details) and 
includes a class that covers the CCITT requirements 
for a truncated transport protocol. 

In the attempt to define protocols, the transport 
layer appears to be the highest layer at which it will 
be possible to find common ground among all appli
cations for a single standard. This explains the 
comparative rapidity with which a common stan
dard for this layer has been achieved. 

Making the connection 
The session layer functions are still the subject of 

major discussion in networking. Several existing 
networks (such as the ARPANET) dispense with the 



Peer-to-peer is more than just here-to-here 

The seven-layer os1 model 
serves as a road map for net
work users. Network communi
cation begins when the user in 
one node addresses the top or 
seventh layer of that node. This 
layer then communicates with 
the corresponding layer in the 
other user's node with some 
form of peer-to-peer protocol. 
This is accomplished by having 
the seventh layer use the ser
vices of the next lower layer, 
much as the user makes use of 
the seventh layer. This lower 
layer, in turn, corresponds with 
its opposite peer layer by means 
of its own peer-to-peer protocol, 
which is transported using the 
service ·of the next lower layer. 

APPLI CATI ON 
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- - - BIT STREAM 1-- I PHYSICAL 
~ I The importance of this layered 

arrangement is that functions as
sociated with a network connec
tion are grouped in an ascending 
order with respect to the host, 

~'-------'.o..---------------~-O-_MM_~_N_~_;_10N_-_ME_~_1;_M _-_-_-_-_-_~------~-' 

and in a descending order with respect to the 
medium. The ·decoupling of layers allows a wide 
degree of flexibility to the network system designer 
in choosing the functions needed layer by layer. Each 
functional group is concerned only with those tasks 
associated with the layer in question. A node can 
therefore be assembled in a highly modular fashion. 

Functions that are associated with lower layer pro
tocols include packet framing (grouping of characters 
and messages), error control (detection of erroneous 
data or formats), data encoding (bit coding of the 
characters being sent). and frame addressing (routing 
of frames to destination nodes). These functions are 
typically concerned with providing access to the trans
mission media. 

Besides the required protocols to communicate be
tween the same layer in different nodes, protocols 
are also needed for communication between different 
layers in the same node. One layer interacts with 
another via a protocol in three ways: peer-to-peer, 
where a layer communicates with the same layer of 
another node; service provider, where a lower layer 
provides a service to the next higher layer of the 
same node; and service requester, where a higher 
layer uses the services provided by the next lower 
layer of the same node. 

To date, most of the network .Protocols that have 
been considered for standardization are peer-to-peer 
protocols. Information is passed from peer-to-peer by 
attaching a header to the beginning of the data packet 
that is to be transmitted. Each layer encodes its 
header according to its specification (see Figure.) 

Each layer provides a service to the layer above 
and expects service from the layer below . It receives 
data units from the layer above, along with interface 
control units that indicate the service to be per
formed for the layer above. The data units will 
already contain appended headers with protocols 

from the higher layers. This is completely transparent 
to the lower layer- ie, the lower layer has no under
standing of the protocol used by the preceding layer 
and has no way to distinguish upper-layer protocol 
headers from the data proper. The lower layer then 
operates on the data packet as required . It might, for 
example, encrypt the data or split the data into 
packet lengths acceptable to the network to be tra
versed. Finally, it will pass control to the next lower 
layer by means of another interface control unit. The 
header now appended to the packet is transparent to 
the next lower layer. 

Upon receipt of the packet at the destination node, 
a similar process is performed in reverse order. Each 
layer examines the packet area where it expects to find 
its header. This is interpreted according to the proto
col specification for that layer, and any remaining 
part of the packet is passed up to the next layer for 
further examination as required . 

Not every packet originates or terminates in the 
application layer. Also, several physical packets are 
usually required to transfer one logical packet. The 
actual ratio depends on a number of factors, such as 
the protocols in use, the error rate of the network, 
and the number of fragments into which a packet 
must be broken. 

The logical mechanism by which protocols are trans
mitted across the network is a set featuring commands 
known as primitives. These are encoded in the appropri
ate packet header. Each primitive is generated by a layer 
within a node and transmitted to its peer in the other 
node by means of the services provided by lower layers. 
A given layer invokes these services by passing a 
primitive, such as a REQUEST, to the lower layer. This ap
pears in the destination node as a REQUEST being passed 
up to the peer layer by the lower layer. Responses are 
passed back in a similar manner in the opposite direc
tion. Thus, orderly transactions are ensured. 
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session layer altogether. The basic session layer 
functions manage data transfer (using transport 
service to move raw data), and add three categories 
of user-oriented services: connection management, 
data transfer, and transfer management. 

Connection management provides such features 
as remote user identification that allows the local 
resident operating system to determine user privi
leges at the remote node. Data transfer service pro
vides simultaneous bidirectional data transfer 
between nodes. Transfer management provides 
some form of subunit synchronization within the 
entire data block to be transferred, permitting 
recovery from network errors without retrans
mission of the entire file. Dialogue between theses
sion entities of two nodes proceeds as an interchange 
of data units via the transport service (Fig 3). 

Discussion of the session layer centers around four 
main philosophies: the ECMA approach, as embodied 
in the ECMA-75 standard; the CCITI approach, as em
bodied in the S.62 standard; the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) approach, a simplification 
of both; and the ISO working draft, a combination of 
the ECMA and CCITI approaches. 

The ECMA approach is based on the software 
architecture of mainframe session functions. It 
attempts to provide the user with a more general
ized control of the transport services of the layer 
below. The functions provided include reliable, 
organized, and synchronized data transfer; four 
distinct service subsets; and an optional data quar
antine function. 

In addition, the commands that are used by the 
protocol can be classified into four groups: session 
(connect/ release/ abort); data (data/ expedited); 
synchronization (sync/ resync/endou/ tokens); and 
quarantine (deliver I cancel). 

The CCITT approach is based on the require
ments of the teletext service and makes a number 
of less general assumptions about the application 
than the ECMA approach. It is designed to operate 
on a public data network and assumes that the major 
use will be in a teletext environment. It has only 
one distinct class of operation. Within this class are 
a number of possible commands, divided into two 
groups-session commands and document com
mands. These groups correspond roughly to the 
session and synchronization commands of ECMA-75. 

The ISO approach, as characterized by the last 
meeting of the TC97/ SCl6/ W06 committee in Mar 
1983, has been to combine all of the facilities of 
both the ECMA and CCITT approaches. This has 
resulted in a somewhat cumbersome specification 
that includes all of the command types from 
ECMA-75, plus an activity management (ie, docu
ment control) command group, plus exception 
reporting, capability data exchange, and typed data. 

This complexity has not yet been well received in 
the U.S. and ANSI has yet to come to a definitive 
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INTERFACE 
EVENTS 

- S-CONNfCT.request 

S·ACCEPT.indication 

S.DATA.request 

$-CLOSE.indication - S-ClOSf .request 

result "' accepted 

SESSION MESSAGES 

ESTABLISH 

ACCEPT 

DATA 

1-- DATA ssdu 

FINISH 

DISCONNECT 

-

INTERFACE 
EVENTS 

S-CONNECT.indication -S.ACCEPT. request 

S·DATA.indication -$-CLOSE.request 

S.CLOSE.indication 
result., accepted -

Fig 3 The session level manages the data that the transport 
· level transmits in an unmessaged state. The dialogue 

between two session levels follows four different approaches 
advocated by the following organizations: ANSI, ISO, CCITI, 
and ECMA. 

position. The group has neither issued a draft 
standard of its own nor modified one of the above. 
There is unlikely to be agreement on the basis of any 
of the above due to the feeling among major U.S. 
manufacturers that the session layer does not re
quire this degree of complexity and corresponding 
overhead. The likelihood of a unified session stan
dard being available in the next year is not good. It 
may even prove necessary to agree on multiple 
standards that are appropriate for differing 
applications. 

Speaking the language 
While layers 5 and below deal with the transmis

sion of data units that are transparent to them, the 
presentation layer is more concerned with network 
user interface. As the name suggests, the presenta
tion layer presents the user with data transferred on 
the network in an orderly and unambiguous manner. 

This layer is therefore application-specific, and 
any comprehensive standard that will define all its 
functions in one protocol is unlikely. Currently, a 
number of nonoverlapping protocols for the pre
sentation layer are being defined. These include 
virtual terminal functions; video/teletext; packet 
assembly/disassembly (PAD) functions; and text 
compression and character coding . 

The most comprehensive standard for the pre
sentation layer so far is the ECMA-86 standard on 
generic presentation service (OPS). The standard 
describes a model of the layer and the services it 
provides. It defines the OPS as a set of common ser
vice facilities that are dependent on the underlying 
session service to establish and maintain contact 
between users of the presentation services. Once 



BORN TO BE ABUSED! 
Raised in a harsh environment our DCS/8616-bit 
Multibus compatible computer system can cope 
with industrial reality. 
Industrial Ruggedness 
Designed for industrial applications, the DCS 
chassis is solid metal with no plastic, injection
molded parts. The front panel is an aluminum 
casting and our Multibus card cage is aluminum 
with a low-noise multi-layer backplane. Only the 
finest mechanical components are used to insure 
structural integrity in the most adverse conditions. 
Reliability 
Industrial grade preburned-in chips are used. Our 
system modules are subjected to dynamic burn-in 
at 55°C for forty-eight hours in our environmental 
chamber. As a fully matured unit every DCS sys
tem is completely tested for a minimum of 5 days 
with extensive system diagnostics. At DCS, reli
ability is not a slogan, it is our commitment 
Unmatched Modularity 
Our DCS systems are created to meet virtually any 
industrial application. They permit the user to mix 
and match operating systems, high level languages, 
interfaces, fixed and removable storage with a 
complete range of Multibus peripherals. Hardware 
configurations in our standard 19" rackmountable 

chassis can contain fixed and removable hard 
disks in 51

/ / ' and 8" sizes as well as standard or 
slim line floppies. Operating systems supported 
are CPM/86~ MPM/86~ MS-DOS~ Concurrent 
CPM/86* and RMX-86~ "C'; Fortran and Pascal are 
among the high level languages used. Whether 
your applications involve real-time data acquisition, 
multi-user software developments or data base 
management for factory automation, the DCS/86 
family has a configuration to meet your budget 
Support 
Since 1979, DCS has been designing and manu
facturing rugged industrial micro-computer sys
tems for process/industrial control, data commu
nications and software development. The DCS 
family has been abused in harsh environments the 
world over. DCS provides total systems support 
through our expanding network of direct regional 
sales/support centers in conjunction with our 
corporate customer support group. 
For further information call: 617-890-8200 or write: r ~:;>Distributed Computer Systems 

330 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154 

"Multibus and RMX trademarks of Intel 
"CPM and MPM trademarks of Digital Fesearch 
"MS-DOS trademark of Microsoft 
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contact has been established, all communication 
between the users takes place according to the OPS 
protocol, known as the p-service. Access to the 
p-service by the user is performed by an implemen
tation-dependent interface. 

Within the OPS, many service subsets are 
possible. These correspond to applications, such as 
file transfer or data base management. A specific 
presentation service and a protocol used to provide 
it should be defined for each application. 

Virtual terminal protocols (VTPs) are a subset 
used at the presentation level. An example is the 
ECMA-88 basic class virtual terminal, which is a sub
set of the ECMA-87 standard generic virtual terminal 
description of a virtual terminal service. Virtual 
terminals are a convenient construct in networking. 

In practice, both the terminal and the applica
tion have access to the data being tr an sf erred as a 
two-dimensional array. The array consists of a 
number of cells that can be accessed (read from or 
written to) by either. The main difference is that 
the application has direct access to the data struc
ture, while the terminal user views it through the 
display device and modifies it using the keyboard. 

The application and the terminal communicate 
by means of character strings. A string is entered 
via the keyboard, which is passively viewed by the 
application until it can be interpreted as a com
mand or response. The application then takes over 
and performs the appropriate action. The result of 
this is then communicated to the operator by 
means of a message entered in the data structure. 

Since the terminal and the application both have 
their own views of the data structure, it is the task of 
the virtual terminal protocol to synchronize their 
communication. It negotiates the compatibility of 
the data structure, and establishes a set of func
tions to be implemented in a standard fashion. 
However, it does not address the exact nature of 
the terminal itself. 

In addition, the upper interfaces of the VTPs to 
the terminals concerned are nonstandard. How
ever, the interface to the session layer and the pro
tocol used to communicate with another node 
follow the VTP standard. 

Teletext and videotex are examples of presenta
tion layer functions. Both have their origins in the 
idea of a low cost information service available to 
both the home and the business market. Informa
tion in the form of both text and graphics is dis
seminated by the network to some kind of display, 
usually a modified TV set. 

The distinction between teletext and videotex is 
in the degree of user interaction. Teletext permits 
almost no control over the selection of the data 
transmitted. A number of information screens are 
repeatedly transmitted, and the user may select one 
to display. Videotex users equipped with a small 
keyboard can select from the data base available on 
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the network. In real applications, these distinctions 
become blurred, and teletext and videotex are gen
erally grouped together. Moreover, they provide a 
spectrum of services ranging from one-way trans
mission from dumb terrnin~ls up to enhanced services 
available on sophisticated two-way transmissions 
from external data networks and intelligent ter
minals. 

Examples of teletext in use today are the Ceefax 
and Oracle systems provided by the two television 
networks in Britain, and the Antiope in France. 
The current market in Britain is the largest in the 
world for teletext and provides 100-page magazines 
via the blanking intervals (the period of time when 
the electron beam is being repositioned at the top 
of the screen for another pass) in ordinary TV 
broadcasts. 

Both teletext and videotex point the way to elec
tronic information delivery to the home and office 
as a matter of routine. Limited bandwidth broad
cast systems are excellent media for news, sports, 
and entertainment guides. More sophisticated inter
active systems can also offer teleshopping and elec
tronic banking. 

Both systems require that a universal standard 
for transmission of the information is available. 
This is less of a problem with text displays than it 
has been with graphics. However, within the last 
year, there has been a considerable increase in sup
port for the North American Presentation Layer 
Protocol Standard (NAPLPS). This is a method for 
encoding visual information in a standard and 
compact manner . Graphic and textual information 

Limited bandwidth broadcast systems 
are excellent media for news, sports, 
and entertainment guides. 

can be represented in a variety of modes, colors, 
and styles. In addition, facilities are provided by 
the protocol for the user to interact with the 
two-dimensional display in a very flexible manner. 

NAPLPS is one of the three contenders for a pre
sentation layer standard for a graphics protocol. 
Whether the European Conference European des 
Postes et Telegraphique ( CEPT) or the Japanese 
Captain will be incorporated in, or simply sup
planted by, NAPLPS remains to be seen. 

The PAD functions of the presentation level 
protocols historically preceded the ISO model. For 
that reason, PAD is something of a misfit in that it 
belongs conceptually in the presentation layer, but 
operates as if it were a part of the network layer. 

The PAD was a parametric-approach to a virtual 
terminal taken by the CCITT in their efforts at stan
dardization. It contrasts with the virtual machine 
approach described above by using a predefined set 
of parameters to define all terminal characteristics. 



FORA REFRESHING 
NEW LOOK AT COLOR GRAPHICS 
PUTA GENISCO G-2200 IN YOUR SYSTEM. 
lMPELL CORPORA.TION DID! 

The G-2200 is truly a refreshing 
approach to raster color graphics. It 
combines vivid colors, flicker-free pic
ture clarity, and big screen readability 
with high speed graphics and exten
sive software support. The result is the 
most cost effective system on the mar
ket. That's why Impell Corporation 
selected it as the perfect color graphics 
companion to CAEMIS, their Com
puter Aided Engineering & Manage
ment Information Services package. 

Impell is a major supplier of 
computer software and computer based management and engineering 
services to the utility industry worldwide. CAEMIS is a modular, three 
dimensional engineering design and data base management system which 
provides simultaneous access for all design functions and on-line access 
to design information. And, the Genisco G-2200 is its window to the w:orld. 

The G-2200 has all the features desired for CAD/CAM, CAE, scientific 
and business graphic applications including built in peripheral support 
for mouse, tablet and printer. It is software compatible with the Thktronix 
4014 and supported by third party software. It will also emulate the DEC 
VTlOO for text editing and data entry. 

But the best reason to put a G-2200 in your system is picture quality. 
Up to 16 colors can be selected from a palette of 4,096 hues with a unique 
black matrix glass bringing them vividly to life. Graphics are displayed 
on a big 19 inch screen that is refreshed at 60Hz for flicker-free viewing 
while the 1024 x 792 resolution ensures sharpness and clarity. No compar
ably priced system can match the picture quality of the G-2200. 

The G-2200 is available as an attractive, ergonomically designed 
desktop terminal, or it can be integrated in your 
own system as a board or as a controller. What
ever the configuration, you can be sure of 
Genisco's commitment to design and production 
excellence and to on-site support by its interna
tional network of offices. 

For details on how the G-2200 can color 
your system, call us for a demonstration. It will 
be a most refreshing experience. 

Genisca 
GENISCO COMPUTERS CORPORATION 
3545 CADILLAC AVENUE 
COSTA MESA, CA 92626 
(714) 556-4916 
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A set of these parameters is negotiated for each 
connection made. This is easy to implement, usually 
as a table-driven scheme. Additionally, the stan
dards in general use for these PAD functions are all 
from the CCITT " X" series. They include X.3, X.28, 
and X.29. 

The text compression and character coding parts 
of the presentation level protocol are terms used to 
describe the encoding of data to be transferred on 
the network and its subsequent decoding at the 
receiving node. This can usually be related to en
cryption. 

Text compression attempts to reduce the amount 
of traffic on the network by encoding repetitive 
strings of characters-eg, by putting blanks in a 
more compact form. The strings are then expanded 
to their original format at the destination. 

Character coding is used when communicating 
between hosts that use incompatible coding for 
their data, such as extended binary-coded decimal 
interchange (EBCDIC), and ASCII 7 bits. There are 
few true protocols involved in either character 
coding or text compression, and little has been 
done toward universal standardization. 

Talking to the user 
Of all the layers involved in networking, the 

application layer provides the most diversity and yet 
the least opportunity for standardization. It is the 
one most intimately concerned with user processes. 
The term "user" is generally taken to mean any 
user process or user machine, not necessarily a per
son using the system directly. The diversity is par
ticularly true in the present environment where a 
multiplicity of systems exists. 

The boundary with the presentation layer sepa
rates network designers from true network users. 
This layer has received less detailed attention than 
any of the layers, in part because of the lack of 
motivation towards standardization. The activities 
associated with the application layer are usually 
considered to include file transfer control; data 
base management; remote job entry (RJE) and data 
handling; electronic mail; and network operating 
systems. 

File transfer protocols (FTPs) handle files that 
are accessed by remote users in a standard fashion. 
This differs from local file management provided 
by the operating system. The operating system 
creates files with unique names within the local 
system and manages them according to local con
ventions. For global networks, a network-wide file 
management system needs to be defined. In the 
local environment, the most common operation is 
file access . On the network, it is file transfer . 

The criterion for file transfer is to establish 
network-wide conventions for unique file naming. 
The FTP identifies both the source and the destina
tion , and locates the file(s) involved. Details such 
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as privilege of access, code encryption, or compres
sion and merging must be standardized. 

After the initial control phase, the data transfer 
takes place with associated control between the two 
servers involved . In the transfer of long files, the 
session layer services can be vital to efficiency. 
Should an error occur during file transfer, the ses
sion protocol should be capable of establishing the 
most recent checkpoint up to which the data was 
correctly transferred and of restarting the transfer 
from this point, rather than from the beginning of 
the file. 

The application layer provides the 
most diversity and yet the least 
opportunity for standardization. 

Currently, the closest thing to a standard in this 
area is an ISO FTP. It includes a logical model to 
help define the concept of virtual filestore that 
enables access and file management in the global 
network as well as the local environment. As a 
result, nonhomogeneous processes will be able to 
function interactively. 

Database protocols are a generic grouping that 
includes such specific examples as RJE and inter
process communication protocols. The need for 
data bases was advocated long before the advent of 
networking and the availability of lower cost dis
tributed systems. Many applications have multiple 
geographic locations where data must be available 
and operated on. Relational data bases have evolved 
to meet the requirements of query processing, con
currency control, and the relational distribution 
problem. None of this has yet been standardized 
for the networking environment. 

Communication paths between data bases can 
either exist within a single-user system, or can be 
used to connect several user systems over some 
form of network. In a distributed system, the dis
tinction between a remote and a local connection 
becomes trivial. Any protocol standard for distri
buted data bases must control both the access and 
any associated communication in an orderly manner. 
Processes can be located either in a single system or 
across several systems. In the latter case, the liaison 
must be established in order to exchange informa
tion, whereupon it makes no real difference whether 
the process accessed is local or remote . 

The RJE protocols are used to enter jobs or 
batches of jobs to a remote computer. These will 
access the network through some form of VTP at 
the presentation layer. It requires a degree of high 
level activity, with program files being tr an sf erred 
by an FTP. Little has yet been done to achieve stan
dardization in this area. 

The details of how FTPs, distributed data bases, 
and RJEs will interact in the networks of the future 



COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

is a matter of speculation. A general scheme is 
illustrated in Fig 4. 

Electronic mail is the means whereby messages 
may be exchanged by the same network users. This 
has received considerable attention recently. It is 
also known as computer-based message systems 
and is conceptually divided into three sublayers 
within the application layer: user agent sublayer, 
which provides message preparation tools; message 
transfer sublayer, which provides tr an sf er mech
anism; and reliable transfer sublayer, which con
trols error recovery. While a number of vendors 

The remote job entry protocols are used 
to enter jobs to a remote computer. 

such as MCI Communications Corp (Washington, 
DC) provide electronic mail service, little progress 
has been made towards a standard. 

Business data exchange is an area in which ANSI 
is attempting to reach a standard protocol agree
ment. The series of x .12 standards attempts to 
define protocols for the following common busi
ness issues: purchase order transactions (x12.1).; in
voice transactions (x12.2); and data elements 
(Xl2.3). Although these three standards have been 
officially approved, they have not yet been applied 
widely. 

Network operating system is a generic term for 
the concept of distributing the functions of an 
operating system among the nodes of a network. It 
is a logical extension of hardware distribution im
plied by networks to the software itself. 

Each host continues to run its prenetworking 
operating system, but the network operating 
system is implemented as a collection of user pro
grams distributed among the nodes that manage 
data and communication in an orderly and uni
form manner. Little has been done in this area, but 
the problems are closely related to those of a 

Fig 4 The application level is 
concerned with the end-user 
applications and is the least likely to 
become standardized. Five generic 
application activities are handled at 
this top level: file transfer control , 
database management, RJE, 
electronic mail , and network 
operating systems. For the most 
part, the transactions are handled 
through file transfer protocols 
(FTPS). 

distributed data base. Thus, the functions of a 
node can be efficiently organized by adhering to 
the specifications of the seven layers of the O_SI 
mode. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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Ar NEC. YOU'LL FIND QUALITY 
MEMORIES IN EVERY CATEGORY 

All in one place. 
Chances are, we have the exact 

memories you're looking for. Leading-edge 
25ns 4K static RAMs. 64K static RAMs. 
128K lN EPROMs. New 256K DRAMs. And 
our remarkable one megabit ROM-the 
highest density ROM in the world. 

These aren't promises of things to 
come. They're here. Now. And ready for 
your next design. 

>bu can trust our memories. 
At NEC, quality is understood. Fact 

is, you can expect 100% burn-in, standard. 
And a guaranteed AQL of 0.1%. Which 
means, with NEC, your memories will be 
worry-free. 

A complete package deal. 
Be reminded, our memory devices 

come in a variety of packages. Standard 
and skinny. Plastic and ceramic DIPs. Flat 
packages and leadless chip carriers. 

So if you have designs on the future, 
remember NEC. For a never-ending line of 
quality memories. 

NEC Memory Products 
Technologies Densities 

1}'pe of Memory "'13 "' 
~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ 0 e:: 

u ~~ 
Static RAM2 • • • • 
Dynamic RAM • • • 
ROM • • 
PROM • • • • 
EEPROM • 
lNEPROM • • 

.1 MMOS refers to Mixed-MOS technology (CMOS and NMOS). 
2High speed 4K and 16K devices available. 

• • 
• • • 

• • • • 
• 
• 
• • • • 

WE'RE TAKING ON THE FUTURE. 
R>r a fast response about NEC Electronics" complete line of mernmy products, call 
TOLL FREE 1-800-556-1234, ext.188. ln California, call 1-800-441-2345,ext. 188. 

• 

NEC sales offices: Woburn, MA (617) 935-6339 · Melville, NY (516) 423-2500 . 
R>ughkeepsie, NY (914) 452-4747 · R>mpano Beach, FL (305) 785-8250 ·Columbia, MD 
(301) 730-8600 · Norcross, GA ( 404) 447- 4409 · Arlington Heil!hts. IL (312) 577-9090 · 
Southfield, Ml (313) 559-4242 · Bloomington, MN (612) 854-4443 · Dallas, TX 
(214) 931-0641 · Orange, CA (714) 937-5244 · Cupertino, CA (408) 446-0650 
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C£NTRONICS 

Since its introduction in late 
1981, the innovative Centronics tech
nology behind the Printstation 350 
Series has received OEM praise for its 
paper handling and reliability. With 
new Printstation family additions, we 
now offer new capabilities and higher 
speeds. Now, more than ever, the 
Printstation 350 family will provide 
OEMs with the flexibility to meet all 
their printing needs . Bar code print
ing. Large characters. Color. Graphics. 
More Multipass fonts. More speeds, 
from 50 cps (multipass) to over 400 
cps (10 cpi). And more efficiency with 
an outstanding new breakthrough: a 
1-, 2- or 3-bin automatic sheet and 
envelope feeder option. 

Add these new capabilities to 
proven Printstation 350 innovations 
such as true multi-function paper
handling, and family design with 80% 
parts commonality-and you have the 
ideal OEM printer choice for all three 
information processing categories. 

DATA PROCESSING. 
Printstation 350 means exceptional 
throughput-approaching line 
printer speeds in DP applications 
such as: o Program listings o Business 
reports o Data logging o Spread 
sheets .. . using full 6-part, single 
sheet or fan-folded forms ... and ca
pable of operating at 100% duty cycle. 
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BUSINESS PROCESSING. 
Whether in an office or on a loading 
dock, whatever a business needs, a 
Printstation 350 will print: o Bar code 
tickets o Mailing labels o Insurance 
forms o Purchase orders o Sales charts 
& graphs o Invoices . .. on business 
cut sheet, instant tear-off and sprock
et-feed forms . . . with graphics .. . and 
without afterthought options. 

WORD PROCESSING. 
A Printstation 350 means complete 
job flexibil ity with a choice of fixed 
pitch or proportional fonts for: o Bus
iness correspondence o Office 
memos o Proposals o Personalized 
and form letters o Envelope 
addressing. 

And with our new automatic 
sheet/envelope feeder you can max
imize operator productivity at an 
amazingly low cost. 

Attractive and quiet enough for 
every office but right at home in a 
warehouse, teller station or shipping 
department. - That's Printstation 
350. From Centronics-the first 
choice of OEMs worldwide. For a 
copy of our new Printstation 350 
brochure, write Centronics Data 
Computer Corp., One Wall Street, 
Hudson, N.H. 03051. 
Tel. ( 603) 883-0111 
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PBX-BASED LANs: 
LOWER COST PER 
TERMINAL CONNECTION 
Universal digital loop transceiver chip set offers attractive 
alternative to coaxial and fiber optic based local area 
network. 

by Henry Wurzburg and 
Steve Kelley 

To date, the major emphasis in local area networks 
has been on systems that provide a very high speed 
communication link by means of a single fiber 
optic or coaxial cable with multiple drops. These 
systems have installation costs that are attractive 
because they require the addition and routing of 
only a single cable throughout the office. In addi
tion, these systems, whether they are the contention/ 
arbitration type (such as Ethernet), or the token
passing type, are highly efficient at passing large 
data blocks at a very high speed. As such, they are 
well suited for communications between large data 
processing/ storage machines. However, since their 
goal is to economically provide access to as many 
office workers as possible, these systems still have a 
few disadvantages. 

Although most present and proposed local area 
networks (LANs) boast 10-Mbit/s data rates, they 

Henry Wurzburg is manager of Hi-Rel & Telecom 
Systems Design, and a member of the technical staff 
at Motorola, MOS Integrated Circuits Group, 3501 Ed 
Bluestein Blvd, 16, Austin, TX 78721. Mr Wurzburg 
holds a BSEE from the Georgia Institute of 
Technology and an MSEE f rom Arizona State 
University. 

Steve Kelley is Hi-Rel & Telecom design manager and 
a member of the technical staff at Motorola's MOS 
Integrated Circuits Group. Mr Kelley holds a BS and 
an MS in electrical engineering from Cornell 
University. 

only have effective data rates of 40 kbits/s when 
fully loaded. This ignores additional slow-downs 
caused by contention. In addition, the maximum 
number of user drops is limited, in some cases to 
256 or lower. Increasing the capacity requires the 
addition of more cable and the provision of gate
ways between systems. This adds considerably to 
system expense. Also, much intelligence must be 
provided at each drop in the system to handle data 
switching and protocol, which further increases cost. 

However, many offices already have most of the 
equipment needed to form a LAN that has the 
advantages of low cost, easy expansion, and simple 
installation: the digital telephone switch or private 
branch exchange (PBX). These switches digitize the 
analog voice as it comes in from each phone and 
route it throughout the switch to its destination at 
64 kbits / s. Virtually every office worker has a tele
phone. Therefore, widespread user access to such a 
PBX-based LAN is established with the existing 
installation of twisted-pair wiring. And, since the 
digital PBX is inherently a data routing switch, 
minimal intelligence is required at each termination 
of the LAN. The use of existing telephone wiring, 
easy expandability, and the low complexity required 
at user equipment interfaces result in a digital PBX
based LAN that has a considerably lower cost per 
connection than other approaches (Fig 1). 

The PBX's ability to directly handle digital data is 
a comparatively recent development. Traditionally, 
analog telephone signals have been switched and 
transmitted using elements called crosspoints. 
Although implemented with various technologies, 
all crosspoints are designed to switch and propa
gate .3- to 3-kHz audio signals with small and 

J 
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controllable losses. A standard dial-up phone con
nection supplies the user with a .3- to 3-kHz full
duplex audio channel that is adequate for voice and 
audible control tones, but will not pass either de 
contact closures or digital data streams. The need 
and convenience of using the dial-up voice network 
for data transmission has long been recognized. 
Today, this need is served with modems. 

A modem converts serial digital data into audible 
tones that are within the .3- to 3-kHz band. In its 
simplest form, a "l" is signaled with one tone fre
quency while a "O" is sent with another. However, 
the 3-kHz audio bandwidth constraint limits the 
toggling rate between audio symbols (bauds) to about 
one-half of 3 kHz, or 1200 Hz. Usable data rates 
vary from 300 to 4800 bits/s, depending on the 
complexity of the modem design, and the separa
tion method used to let data pass in both direc
tions. Modems will continue in widespread use 
because they are universally compatible with the 
dial-up network's analog channel capacity. How
ever, during the last decade, the digital telephone 
switch has emerged as a means of implementing 
analog channels. Where that technology is used, it 
is now possible to bypass the modem and its speed 
limitations by employing the inherent digital 
capacity of the switch. 

The digital switch is born 
The 3-kHz audio channel on which all telephone 

equipment is standardized can be implemented by 
digitizing voice at the channel ends and producing 
interconnectivity with memory and logic instead of 
crosspoints. The input audio signal is sampled at 8 
kHz and each sample is coded into an 8-bit byte 
using an amplitude compression standard called 
Mu-law pulse code modulation (PCM). The result is 
that an active audio port inputs 8000 eight-bit 
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Fig 1 While cost per connection is 
decreasing for all types of LANs, 
PBX-based systems will ultimately 
offer the lowest cost per connectfon. 

words/s to the digital PBX. Thus, a 64-lbit/s data 
stream replaces the 3-kHz audio channel internal to 
the digital switch. 

The voice data bytes are typically time multi
plexed into 2.048-Mbit/s streams consisting of 32 
eight-bit conversation time slots. Programming 
port A to read port B's time slot, and port B to 
read port A's time slot at continuous 8-kHz inter
vals accomplishes a bidirectional telephone connec
tion through the digital PBX. A central call 
processor does the port's time-slot programming 
based on dialing commands input from the ports 
on separate signaling channels. Thus, the digital 
PBX is nothing more than a programmable and fast 
read/write memory placed between ports that 
digitize and undigitize incoming and outgoing 
audio signals. 

The speed difference between using a digital 
switch's ports instead of a modem can be illus
trated by the following example. Suppose a dial-up 
data user unknowingly encounters a digital PBX. 
The "A" user supplies a data stream at some 1200 
bits/s to a modem that converts the data to 
1200-Hz analog symbols for the PBX. The digital 
PBX's port converts those 1200-Hz symbols to 8000 
eight-bit bytes/s, which are placed in its time slot 
and read by port B. Port B reads 64-kbit/s data, 
puts out 1200-Hz analog symbols, and user B's 
modem decodes the symbols into 1200 bits/s. If 
users A and B only knew how to access port A and 
B's time slots, this whole transaction could occur 
50 times faster with much less hardware. 

In a typical application, the digital PBX switch 
and its time slots are centrally located on an office 
campus. They are also connected to telephones 
that are remotely located by distances of more than 
a mile via bundled twisted-wire pairs. The PBX 
supplies de power to, and exchanges transmit and 



Whatever you design, the Bruel & Kjaer 
3360 can help you keep it quiet. 

The secret to designing quieter machines is 
knowing where the noise comes from, not just how loud it 
is. Brue! & Kjaer's 3360 Sound Intensity Analyzer lets you 
know exactly that. Because it measures and records not 
only the noise level of your product, but the sound intensity 
as well. 

This means you can perform detailed noise 
mapping that precisely locates excessive noise sources. 
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World Headquarters: Naerum, Denmark. Sales and service in principal U.S. cities and 55 countries around the world. 
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receive 3-kHz analog signals with, the telephone set 
over a one twisted (or untwisted) pair of 26-gauge 
or larger wire . Coincidentally, those wire pairs 
already exist near almost every potential dial-up 
data user in an automated office. If the 64-kbit 
time slot could be remoted out to the telephone set 
on the same twisted pair, access to a relatively high 
speed data switching facility would be achieved at 
far more locations than the most elaborate ring or 
bus coax scheme one could ever imagine. Due to 
the sheer volume of potential applications, the 
transceivers used to upgrade the miles of twisted 
pair to full-duplex digital service must be inexpen
sive and easy to use. 

This is precisely the intent of a new IC family intro
duced by Motorola in the first quarter of 1984. The 
universal digital loop transceiver (UDL T) family 
consists of three CMOS devices. Two of these are 
the master and slave UDLT devices. The third is a 
data-set interface (DSI) device that provides a RS-232 
to time slot data conversion so that existing data 
equipment can be interconnected to these new trans
ceivers without modification. 

Chips provide for digital PBX 
The MC145422 and MC145426 master and slave 

UDLTs are designed to communicate at a full
duplex data rate of 80 kbits/s over twisted pair 
from 0 to 1.25 miles in length. The 8-kbit total has 
three basically independent channels: a voice or 
data channel of 64 kbits, and two 8-kbit channels. 
Typically, one 8-kbit channel is used for PBX 
signaling, while the second is available for up to 
9600-bit/ s use in data applications. 

Since the PBX must read and write 8-bit bytes to 
and from each active port at precise 8-kHz inter
vals to support voice communication, the baud rate 
of the UDLTs is set at 256 kHz. The master UDLT at 
the PBX port receives an 8-kHz sync pulse from the 
PBX and transmits a 10-baud (8 + 1+1) burst at 
regular intervals. This burst arrives at the slave 
UDLT up to 12 µs (3 baud) later due to propagation 
delay on the wire. The slave totally receives the 
burst between 10 and 13 baud after the master's 
sync . The slave UDL T then responds with its 10-bit 
burst after a 4-baud delay for transient settling. 
The return burst arrives and is received by the 
master from 14 to 17 baud after the end of the 
master burst at the slave. This is no more than 30 
baud after the master's original sync pulse. Since 
there are 32 baud periods per 8-kHz frame, the 
round-trip propagation time can be greater than 
6 baud without error. 

This full-duplex transmission method is called 
ping-pong, and conservative wire propagation data 
puts the ping-pong range at over 1.25 miles . The 
master/ slave relationship between the PBX and the 
telephone set provides the set with precise frame 
synchronization such that the PBX time slots ap-
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pear to have been remoted to the slave. Thus , the 
synchronous data device can be directly connected 
to the UDLT, while async to sync conversion is 
handled by the DSI chip, which is discussed later . 
The UDL T transmission technique uses one baud, 
or symbol, per bit, but the nonreturn to zero (NRZ) 
bit stream cannot be directly applied to the twisted 
pair. The UDL T uses triangular modified differen
tial phase shift keying (MDPSK) , as shown in Fig 2. 

NRZ 

DPSK 

MDPSK 

I Bl I B2 I I BlOI 
1010101001 DATA PATTERN 

Fig 2 The universal digital loop transceiver (UDLT) uses a 
modified form of differential phase shift keyed (DPSK) 

modulation that reduces spectral content of the transmission 
waveform while retaining the strength of DPSK transmission 
techniques. 

In classical DPSK, a "l" is indicated by the car
rier being the same phase as that during the last 
baud, while a "O" is coded as a 180-degree phase 
shift in the carrier from the last baud. This scheme 
has been modified by replacing the phase reversals 
of the 256-kHz DPSK waveform with a half cycle of 
128 kHz. This lowers the spectral content consider
ably. Since the system must conform to present and 
perhaps tougher future American (FCC) and the 
European (VDE) rfi and emi requirements, exces
sive spectral content is of great concern. 

In addition, MDPSK has several advantages over 
other modulation techniques. MDPSK does not re
quire a start bit, nor a balancing bit to prevent bias 
distortion due to de buildup during the burst, since 
each bit has zero net de. This allows each bit in the 
burst to be data information. Additional overhead 
bits in a ping-pong scheme would require that 
either shorter loops, or higher baud rates, be used. 
Also, a zero-crossing of the waveform always oc
curs during the middle of each baud, which simpli
fies baud boundary timing recovery. Field trials 
and extensive computer simulation have verified 
the overall performance of the MDPSK transmission 
scheme. They yielded a bit error rate of better than 
10 - 7 for 99 percent of the loops using 26-gauge or 
larger wire at lengths up to 1.25 miles while 
operating in cables with 49 interfering pairs. 

The UDLT transmission scheme occupies a 10- to 
500-kHz bandwidth that does not include de. 
Thus, the remote digital telephone can derive its 
power from the PBX. By using CMOS technology, 
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Fig 3 By replacing the existing analog telephone set and PBX line card with UDLTs, both voice and high speed 
data transmission can be run over existing office telephone wiring. 

the total power dissipation of an active digital 
telephone instrument is 1/4 W when active and can 
easily be supplied by a 5-V switching regulator. 
Furthermore, a startup algorithm has been de
signed in both the master and slave to let the ping
pong interaction stop when the digital telephone is 
not in use. Moreover, the idle power dissipation is 
under 50 mW. 

Applying the remote time slot 
The slave UDLT puts an 80-kbit/s data capacity 

at a digital telephone's location. Fig 3 shows a 
minimum digital telephone connected to a UDLT
equipped PBX port. Three data sources are con
nected to the slave UDLT in this configuration. To 
provide voice telephone service at this telephone 
site, the MC14402 PCM monocircuit digitizes and 
undigitizes the audio signals for the 64-kbit/s chan
nel compatible with the compression and sampling 
standards mentioned earlier. One 8-kbit/s data 
channel is interfaced to the dial, ringer, and phone 
feature hardware via a CMOS microprocessor. 
Signaling to the PBX may be standard dial-pulse 
formats or an expanded command channel for 
voice or data user features. Finally, the last 
8-kbit/s channel is connected to the MC145428 DSI. 
With this UDL T connection, voice and asynchro
nous data communication up to 9600 bits/ s are 
possible simultaneously. Higher data rates can be 
achieved (if voice is not required) by using the 
UDLT's 64-kbit/ s channel for synchronous data, 
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or, in conjunction with the DSI, for asynchronous 
data up to 57 .6 kbaud. 

The DSI takes the async start/stop bit formatted 
characters from any RS-232 interface, removes the 
start/stop bits, and stores them in a first in, first 
out (FIFO) memory. This data is then reformatted 
for the 8- or 64-kbit/s channel using a low overhead 
synchronous bit-stuffing algorithm. Incoming syn
chronous data is decoded and loaded into another 
FIFO. Async start/stop characters are then output 
at the selected baud rate. 

PBX LAN configurations abound 
Converting an existing analog line only requires 

the swapping of the PBX analog line card with a 
UDLT-based digital line card, and the replacement of 
the user's analog telephone with a UDLT-based 
digital telephone or workstation (Fig 4). Routing the 
data through the PBX can be accomplished two ways 
without requiring any modification to existing PBX 
software. First, the data channel can be inserted 
directly into the voice channel using the UDLT's-pin
controlled signaling bit insertion feature. This pro
vides a direct data path connection between the two 
parties who are conversing. Or, if separate routing 
of data and voice is desired, the data channel can be 
inserted into another 64-kbit/s time slot at the 
digital line card. This allows voice and data connec
tions to two independent destinations. 

The user equipment could consist of either a 
basic digital telephone set featuring a data port for 



PURE GENIUS. 
Low Cost OEM Image Processors forMulti-Bus,Q-Busand IBM PC. 

The IP-512 family of OEM image 
processing modules have set new 
standards with high performance 
features previously available only on 
systems costing much, much more. 

The IP-512 is a modular, real
time image processor that's plug 
compatible with the INTEL 
MULTI-BUS and DEC Q-BUS. 

It interfaces with a standard 
video source, stores images in single 
or multiple 512 x 512 frame buffers 
with up to 24 bits/pixel, and includes 
pipeline processing for real-time 
image averaging, summation, sub
traction, convolutions, histograms, feature list ex
traction, erosion and dilation. 

The modules contain program
mable I/O 'fransformation Tables 
and provide for B& W and RGB 
output for full color processing. 

Applications include factory 
inspection, robotic vision, medical 
imaging, industrial radiography, 
teleconferencing, microscopy and 
image analysis, among others. 

Imaging Technology also intro
duces PCVISION, a real-time video 
digitizer for the IBM PC. PCVISION 
allows OEMs to provide low-cost 
~olutions for many applications 
requiring image processing. 

For details, call our Sales Department at 
(617) 938-8444. Or write to: 

IMAGING 
Imaging Technology Incorporated, 600 West Cummings Park, Woburn MA 01801 Telex: 948263 

PCVISION is a trademark of Imaging Technology Incorporated. MULTI·BUS is a trademark of INTEL Corporation. Q·BUS is a trademark of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corporation. Copyright © 1984 IMAGING TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED. 
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connecting terminals or other data equipment, or a 
workstation that has the code/filter and UDL T in
tegrated into it to provide the telephone set func
tion. If the data equipment communicates in an 
asynchronous start/ stop format, the MC145428 (DSI) 
provides the interface. As shown in Fig 4, using 
digital line cards as entry ports to the PBX gains ac
cess to other LANs and centralized data facilities . 
Communication to these devices could be over 
twisted pairs using the UDL T, RS-232, coax, or fiber 
optic links. 

If the existing telephone switch is not digital, or 
if the designers do not want to directly retrofit their 
PBX, an alternative approach to a LAN is feasible. 

CODEC 

UOLT 

TERMINAL OSI 

DIGITAL 
TELEPHONE SET 

CODEC 

UDLT 

OSI 

VOICE/ DATA 
WORKSTATION 

This approach, which retains the advantages of 
easy reconfiguration and low installation costs, 
calls for the addition of an auxiliary data switch to 
the PBX (Fig 5). Additional equipment at the PBX 
location handles data switching, while the existing 
PBX switches voice conversations. 

Connections to this LAN use existing telephone 
twisted-pair wiring and the user's analog telephone 
set is replaced by a UDLT-based digital telephone 
set or workstation. The data switch's UDLT-based 
digital line card is similar to that used for retro
fitting a digital PBX, except that the voice data is 
reconverted to analog by a codec/filter and fed to 
the PBX's analog line card. The auxiliary switch 
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Fig 5 An alternative configuration with the UDLT can be obtained with the addition of a " data only" switch 
when access to the PBX is unavailable, or if an analog PBX is used. 
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then routes only the data. Since this switch does 
not have to handle voice protocol and call progress 
supervision (bus signaling, ring back dial-tone gen
eration, etc), its software and hardware require
ments are much less complex than those for a 
conventional PBX. This approach allows a LAN 
implementation with most of the advantages of the 
retrofitted PBX-based systems. However, it does 
not require the system designer to have any detailed 
knowledge of the specific PBX used for voice 
switching. 

In many data networking applications, a need 
often arises for high speed, dedicated, and un
switched data links. Rather than installing new 
cabling or expensive modems, existing telephone 
twisted-pair wiring (with the UDL T as a limited dis
tance modem) can provide a very low cost link. 
Synchronous 64-kbit/s data transmission at dis
tances exceeding 1.25 miles can occur using a UDLT 
and a few MSI logic I Cs for clock generation/ 
gating. This results in an extremely lbw cost instal
lation. Asynchronous operation is possible by using 
the MC145428 DSI in conjunction with the UDLT 

The chip set can be an alternative to 
a coaxial and fiber optic LAN. 

(Fig 6). In fact, by using multiple DSis with the 
UDLT at each modem end, up to eight terminals can 
be multiplexed into the single UDLT modem link. 

Thus, by using master and slave UDLTs, the DSI, 
and the PCM monocircuit in various combinations, 
the 64-kbit time-slot capacity of the digital PBX can 
be used for voice/ data LAN applications with the 
central simplicity of the dial-up network. The use of 
existing telephone wiring and lack of requirements 
for controller/port sophistication in the user equip
ment gives the PBX-based LAN several advantages 
over coax/ fiber-based LANs. The network con
figuration can be host for both dumb terminals as 
well as for simultaneous intelligent-peer-to-

CENTRAL 
HOST 

Fig 6 The UDLT and data-set 
interface (OSI) also provide an 
inexpensive means of implementing 
data multiplexers and point-to-point 
data communications for both 
asynchronous and synchronous 
channels. 

intelligent-peer communications. There is, 
therefore, the option to reconfigure the office and 
rearrange it with the same ease as standard 
telephone service. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 722 Average 723 Low 724 

TIMEWISE ... 
zao CLOCK/CALENDAR 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 5327A 
• STD-Z80 Bus compatible 
• 32K onboard memory space 
• RAM/EPROM/PROM may be 

intermixed 
• Clock/Calendar with onboard 

battery 
• Four-year calendar (no leap year) 
• 24-hour clock 
• Full Mode 2 interrupt capability 
• Accepts up to 4 Bytewide memory 

devices (4 sockets) 
• Memory address decoding of any 

2K increment on any 2K boundary 
• RS2321449 Serial Channel 
• Software Serial Channel baud rate 

selection up to 76.BK baud with 
split Rx/Tx baud clock capability 

• 3 additional cascadable onboard 
Countermmers Ch~nnels 

STD MICROSYSTEMS 5327A Module, an inexpensive answer to your STD Bus Module needs for 
a single-board computer that incorporates a Real Time Clock with Serial 1/0 with battery Backup. 

The 5327A Z80 Clock/Galendar includes 32K onbord memory space, RS2321RS449 Serial 1/0 
channel full mode 2 interrupt capabil~ flexible memory and 1/0 addressing. STD M ICROSYS
TEM S has designed this single board computer to intermix RAM/ROM/EPROM/EEPROM compo
nents of your choice. All STD MICROSYSTEMS Modules have full STD Bus compatibility and are 
competitively priced. The Model 5327 Module comes in 4 speeds: 

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS: 
05327-01A $250 Z80 Clock/calendar SBC, 2.SMHz 
05327-02A $280 Z80 Clock/calendar SBC, 4.0MHz 
05327-03A $310 Z80 Clock/Calendar SBC, 6.0MHz 
05327-04A $340 Z80 Clock/Calendar SBC, 8.0MHz 

STD MICROSYSTEMS offers 150 STD Bus and other Bus featuring ZBO, 6802, 6809, 6502, and 
8088 processor types utilized in a line of application oriented SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER MOD
ULES for integration in your microprocessor system. Those who have recognized the cost savings 
and efficiencies of designs using off-the-shelf STD Bus Modules into their control, data acquisition, 
laboratory, communications and other applications. 
PLEASE CALL US FOR OUR SOLUTIONS TO YOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. 

STD MICROSYSTEMS 
399 Sherman A v e . • Palo Alto. CA 94306 C415J 327-6800 
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WHEN WE INTRODUCED OUR 
PEOPLE HAD 

Not everyone is happy about it 
For instance, our new 286/310 multi-user, multi

tasking OEM supermicro is going 
to make guys who push minis 
awfully uncomfortable. 

You see, it's based on our 
advanced iAPX 286 microproces
sor, the most powerful 16-bit 
processor in the world. To which 
weve added our 80287 math co
processor as a, shall we say, 
turbocharger? 

11/750. In fact, according to independent bench
marks, the 286/310 is the world's fastest Xenix* 

supermicro. 
It doesn't do too badly in 

iRMX"'real time OEM applica
tions, either (3x the performance 
of any comparably-priced system.) 

The kicker is the 310 costs less 
than $10,000. And that's list, 
quantity one. OEM quantities 
are so much less expensive it's 
embarrassing. 

That little bit of technological 
tinkering makes it a very fast 
supermicro. Faster than a VAX* 286/310 Supennicro System 

But before you start thinking 
about all the money you can 
make with the 310, let us tell you 



a little about how easy it'll be. 
Like all Intel systems, the 286/310 is built on 

standards. 
The MULTIBUS~architecture. The iRMX real 

time operating system. Ethemet*networks and 
protocols. And the Xenix* operating system. Not to 
mention the world's most-written-for micropro
cessor architecture, the 8086 family. 

All of which makes the 310 a very open system. 
Open to all kinds of OEM configurations. And 
enhancements like integrated software, interactive 
speech, graphics, networking, even software-in
silicon. And that means it's also open to new mar
kets and new opportunities. 

You'll also be able to find service and support 
for you and your customers' systems from more than 
80 service centers worldwide. 

Which is what you'd expect from a company with 
more than a billion dollars in sales. 

So get the information you need on the worlds 
fastest supermicro. Including a series of indepen
dent benchmarks. Call toll-free, (800) 538-1876. 
In California, (800) 672-1833. Or write Intel, Lit 
Dept S8, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, 
CA95051. 

Enough said. ·int _rdeliv~rs 
1 ~ solutions 

•Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. · xen ix is a fully licensed version of UN1x· · and a regis tered trddemark of Microsoft . Inc. "VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
"* UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.© 1983 Intel Corporation. 
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.. SPECIAL REPORT ON DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

c~~ 

A SIMPLE GATEWAY 
FOR ODD NETWORKS 
Ethernets talk to token-bus baseband networks via a gateway 
implemented with LSI chips. 

by Joonees K. Chay, 
Jeff Seltzer, and 
Naseer Siddique 

As different types of local area networks are in
stalled in both offices and factories, more users are 
finding a need to connect them with intranetwork 
interface controller systems. Currently, however, 
few vendors off er gateway controllers that allow 
many different networks to be connected. Thus, 
networks such as Ethernet, used in office applica
tions where realtime response is not a requirement, 
cannot talk to token-passing networks that offer 
realtime response to the critical manufacturing 
process, and to robotics control operation. 

An Ethernet can be connected to a token-bus net
work using a gateway that is based on a high per
formance, bit-stream manipulation scheme (Fig 1). 
The configuration assumes that the two network 
media can be interconnected locally without the 

Joonees K. Chay is applications manager for standard 
products at Signetics Corp, Bipolar LSI Div, 290 N 
Wolfe, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Mr Chay holds a BSEE 
from Pennsylvania State University. 

Jeff Seltzer is an applications engineer for standard 
products at Signetics' Bipolar LSI Div. He holds a BA 
in physics from the University of Pennsylvania and an 
MS in computer science from California State 
University. 

Naseer Siddique is an applications engineer for 
standard products at Signetics' Bipolar LSI Div. Mr 
Siddique holds a BSEE from the University of 
Engineering and Technology, Lahore, Pakistan, and 
an MS in computer engineering from Wayne State 
University in Detroit. 

need for long-distance communication. However, 
the same general hardware design and software 
structures can be applied to many network types, 
as well as to gateway halves that interconnect 
remotely located networks. 

The gateway controller has siringent require
ments. It must be able to receive back-to-back 
messages on either network interface and store the 
messages that are addressed to the gateway for 
later transmission to the opposite network. It must 
also be able to receive or transmit on one network 
while simultaneously receiving or transmitting on 
the other. To accomplish this, processing power is 
usually distributed among three controller subsec
tions: two network interface controllers (Ethernet 
and token-bus), and one centralized gateway man
agement controller. The functions of the Ethernet 
and token-bus interface controllers are shown in 
the Table. 
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ETHERNET 
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Fig 1 Two local area networks, 
one CSMAICD Ethernet, and the 
other based on a token-passing 
access method, can communicate 
via a gateway consisting of interface 
controllers for both networks, a 
message buffer memory, and a 
management controller. This 
configuration is independent of the 
distance between the networks. 

INTERPROCESSOR 
COMMUNICATION 

AND INTERRUPT BUS 

GATEWAY 
MANAGEMENT 
CONTROLLER INTERPROCESSOR 

COMMUNICATION 
AND INTERRUPT BUS 

The gateway controller should receive and transmit 
messages in the same manner as any other master I 
slave station. Each of the two network interface 
controllers has to handle all message traffic situa
tions defined under its corresponding protocol. 
The controllers operate at network data rates up to 
10 Mbits/s, as prescribed by IEEE 802 standards for 
both carrier sense multiple access/ collision detec
tion {CSMA/CD} and token-bus networks. 

Design considerations 
These requirements can be met by having the 

messages that are received by the gateway stored in 
a central buff er memory. These messages can then 
be processed to some extent by the gateway man
ager before they are ready to be retransmitted. This 
processing includes translation between each net
work's data-link protocols. And, the demands on 
the buff er memory are significant. 

The message packets on Ethernet and token-bus 
networks (and most other network protocols) are 
variable in length. In the case of the token bus, the 
packet length can vary from about 20 bytes up to 
over 8000 bytes. Moreover, messages addressed to 
the gateway are received from either network at 
random times. After protocol translation is com-

pleted, the message is held in queue until its desti
nation's network controller gains access to the 
media for transmission. 

For Ethernet communications, the buffer must 
be ready to either supply a stored message for 
transmission, or receive a new incoming message 
on short notice. The latter usually occurs when 
another station's transmission precedes or collides 
with the outgoing message. 

At a 10-Mbit/s data rate, a new data byte has to 
be accessed by a controller every 800 ns. Within 
that time interval, the message buffer is able to ac
cess a data byte for each of the three controller 
subsections. If necessary, it will do so in different 
memory regions. In addition to handling all these 
varied requirements, one important objective is 
that the system make the most efficient use of 
available buff er memory space to prevent a buffer 
overflow condition. This requires a robust memory 
management scheme implemented in the gateway 
management controller. 

One IC answers that call. The Signetics 8X305 
bipolar microcontroller was designed for bit
manipulative 110 operations. Thus, it can execute 5 
million instructions per second, including data I/O 
instructions. Its Harvard architecture separates the 

Functional Distribution of Three Gateway Network Controller Sections 

Ethernet and token-bus Gateway management 
controller section controller 

Receiving and transmitting message packets on the Allocation of buffer areas to incoming and outgoing 
network media messages 
Media access control functions (eg, Ethernet collision Arbitration of the central message buffer between the 
recovery, token passing, etc) gateway manager's processor and the two network con-
Serialization, coding , and synchronization of the data trollers 
stream Interrupt handl ing and interprocessor communication with 
Packet destination address matching the network interface controllers 

CRC generation and error detection Translation of the packet format into the data-link protocol 

DMA to central message buffer of the destination network 

Interrupt handling and interprocessor communication with Any additional higher level protocol translation and 
the gateway management controller management functions 
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NETWORK 
MEDIUM 

OR IV ER/ 
RECEIVER 

PROGRAM PROGRAM ADDRESS BUS 

MEMORY INSTRUCTION BUS 

ICC 
8X310 

program address and instruction buses from its 
local data (IV) bus. This keeps system control and 
message data flowing at peak rates. The 8X305 
architecture also supports configuring the system 
into separate independent buses for optimal data 
throughput. This allows network message data 
transfer operations to gain exclusive access to the 
central message buff er. 

In contrast, conventional MOS microprocessor 
architectures allow the message buff er to be 
located within the processor's main memory and 
attached to its common address and data buses. In 
addition to message traffic, these buses are used by 
the microprocessor for instruction fetching and 
local working storage. Since the network con
trollers may not be able to gain immediate access to 
the processor's memory bus, first in, first out 
(FIFO) buffers are usually required to keep the mes
sage data flowing . Use of the bus by the network 
interfaces may also result in an overall reduction in 
the processor's data throughput rate. 

However, the 8X305 supports separating the local 
program buses, local data bus, and system message 
buses, therefore allowing multiple independent 
operations to be performed in parallel. Yet, the I/ O 

DATA 
BUS 
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ADDRESS 
BUS 

GATEWAY 
INTERRUPT 

OUTPUT 

INTERPROCESSOR 
BUS 

16 

COMMAND 
INTERRUPT 

INPUT 

Fig 2 The network interface 
controller handles all message traffic 
as defined by the network protocol. 
In this configuration, the 8X305 

microcontroller, in conjunction with 
memory address director (MAD), are 
at the heart of controlling the 
messages from one medium to the 
gateway. Each network's interface 
controller has unique software 
operating the appropriate data-link 
protocol. 

performance capabilities of the 8X305 let it access 
the message buff er as quickly as most MOS pro
cessors access their own memory. 

The controller , coupled with the 8X310 interrupt 
control coprocessor (ICC), adds priority-set, multi
level interrupt handling capability. This gives the 
8X305 the power to deliver realtime interrupt 
responses within about 400 ns. The 8X360 memory 
address director (MAD) completes the critical link 
for each of the gateway's controllers to access the 
central message buff er management. 

Controlling the network interface 
The gateway system's essential activity centers 

around the data bus. This bus interconnects the 
gateway management and the two network inter
face subsections (Fig 2). All message traffic flows 
over this data bus. 

Messages on the data bus are passed to and from 
a network medium (Ethernet or token bus) through 
physical interface circuitry and serial interface con
trol logic. Standard line driver and receiver cir
cuitry form the physical interface to a baseband 
network medium. They fulfill the electrical require
ments defined by the network's physical layer 
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Sending packets via gateways 

The gateway controller services the message-packet 
routing from one network to another, fragmenting 
packets for a specific destination network, and 
embedding internetwork packets in the format of the 
destination network protocol. Gateway controllers can 
be subcategorized as media translators , protocol 
translators, and application translator gateways. 
Media translators connect two networks t hat differ 
from each other only at the physical and the data-link 
layers. Media conversion gateways can be thought of 
as devices that bridge an otherwise incompatible gap. 

Protocol translator gateways interconnect net
works that differ from the physical to the presenta
tion layer. Such gateways convert the media as well 
as the higher level network protocols. 

Application translator gateways manage the higher 
level communication layers and handle application
specific tasks. The gateway has to receive a packet 
from a network, unwrap the network package, iden
t ify the destination address, calculate the optimal 
routing path, wrap it again into the next network' s 
package, and transmit it on the other network. 

Translating these operations into design requires 
critical design considerations . For example, transla
tion of a longer address to a shorter address and vice 
versa , translation of bit-oriented protocols (HDLC) to 
character-oriented protocols (8isync) , and translation 
of higher level protocols are typical problems . 

The functions performed by gateways vary con
siderably, depending upon different interconnection 
strategies. For instance, a gateway interconnecting a 
token network to an Ethernet network will have to 
perform a different set of functions than a gateway 
interconnecting an X .25 network to Ethernet. 
Therefore, interconnecting heterogenous networks 
raises various questions. Are there any standards 
available? Should the protocols of one network be 
directly translated to the protocols used in another, 
or should both of them be converted to a standard pro
tocol? What kind of performance will be achieved? 

A case in point is an Ethernet that has to communi
cate with a token-passing network (see Figure). Sup
pose a station with address A 1 7 on the Ethernet 
(network A) has a packet to be transmitted to a sta
tion with address 821 on the token bus (network 8) . 
The actual message will be formed by station A 17's 
application layer and passed to its presentation layer, 
which w ill transform (encode) the message . The next 
level, the session layer, handles functions such as 
recovery from abnormal situations and establishment 
of the connections across the network. Thus, it is not 
really in the way of the data flow . 

The encoded packet, therefore, is passed directly 
to the transport layer. This layer encapsulates the en
tire packet into its data field, and generates and adds 
new headers to the packet . As the packet flows 
down to the network layer, new headers and trailers 
are added . This includes the final destination address 
on the token network (in this case, station 821) . The 
actual header and trailer formats generated at each 
layer depend upon the higher level protocols used to 
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implement the corresponding layer. The packet for
mat generated by the network layer will be passed to 
the data-link layer, which will generate the standard 
Ethernet packet at the link level, including the CRC 

field . The packet's destination address will be A49, 
the station address of gateway 1 on the Ethernet . 
This packet will then be passed on to the physical 
layer for transmission on the communication channel 
to the Ethernet side of gateway 1 . 

Upon receiving the packet, the Ethernet controller 
in the gateway will unwrap it by peeling off all the 
necessary headers and trailers inserted by various 
layers (the number of layers to be unwrapped will de
pend upon the type of gateway being used). In case 
of a media translator gateway, it will only unwrap up 
to the data-link layer of Ethernet, which w ill also in
clude error checking. 

By eliminating the fields added to the packet by the 
data-link layer, the message will be retrieved as it 
was in the network layer of station A 1 7 . The gate
way controller will now convert the packet to a stan
dard token-packet format by generating another set 
of headers and trailers . The source address will be 
B 14 (the address of gateway 1 on token network B) 
and the destination address will be 821 (as indicated 
in the network layer header). As the message passes 
through the token controller in the gateway, it will be 
appended with a new frame check sequence, starting 
and ending delimiter, and a preamble. This reformatted 
packet will be transmitted by the token controller on 
network B. Upon reception, station 21 will have to 
unwrap all the layers up to the application layer to get 
the actual message. 

Several different networks can be interconnected 
through multiple gateways. In such situations, a 
message that has to be transmitted from one net
work to another may need to be routed via a third 
network. The possibility of errors is of course 
increased, but one can assume that every gateway 
involved in transmission, reception, and translation 
of packets can detect and correct the errors. Suppose 
the packet transmitted by station A 1 7 is destined for 
station C34 on network C, but the packet has to go 
through network B. The packet will first be refor
matted for network B by gateway 1 and then again 
for network C by gateway 2. 

Station A 1 7 defines the immediate destination 
address (A49) in its destination field and the final 
address (station C34) in its network layer header, then 
forwards the packet to gateway 1. Upon reception, 
gateway 1 reformats the packet by replacing the 
source address with its own address (814) and the 
destination address with the intermediate address for 
gateway 2 (868). Gateway 1 also generates a new 
CRC, then forwards the packet to gateway 2. Upon 
reception, gateway 2 reformats the packet again, 
replacing the destination address field with the 
address of station C34 and the source address field 
with its own address (C55). Gateway 2 also calcu
lates a new CRC, then forwards the packet to the final 
destination. 

protocol, and convert between the higher voltage 
signals on the medium and TTL logic levels used by 
the controller hardware. 

Data on the network medium is encoded so that 
the high/low logic levels convey both data and syn
chronization information. Several standard coding 
formats are currently used in both data com
munication and mass storage applications. The 
most common include "Manchester" and fm . 

The serial interface control logic consists of an 
encoder/decoder circuit, a cyclic redundancy check 
( CRC) generator I checker, and a serializer I 
deserializer circuit. The encoder I decoder circuit 
translates between the encoded data on the medium 
and raw serial data. The decoder section must lock 
onto an incoming message's synchronization pattern 
and provide the data bits extracted from the mes
sage, as well as a clock signal by which the adjacent 
circuitry can strobe in the serial data. The decoder 
also detects coding violations that may be caused 
by line noise, but are also used intentionally by the 
token-bus protocol for certain message delimiters. 
The decoder typically employs a phase locked loop 
(PLL) to establish synchronization. In the transmit 
mode, the encoder section receives raw serial data 
and generates the encoded pattern at its own fixed 
clock rate. 

Each network interface controller performs error 
checking and generation of CRC values (ref erred to 
as the frame check sequence in the token-bus pro
tocol). It is necessary to regenerate a new CRC for 
each outgoing message because the packet header 
information is altered during protocol translation. 
Depending on its software capabilities, the gateway 
manager may correct detected errors in received 
messages. Otherwise, the message is tagged to in
form the destination host of the error condition. 

The serializer I deserializer logic converts between 
the raw serial data and parallel data bytes that can 
be transferred on the gateway's data bus. The 
encoder I decoder circuit synchronizes the serial 
interface. Every eight clock cycles, a parallel data 
byte is transferred between the shift register (which 
performs the conversion) and a holding register. 
Before the next byte is finished shifting (ie, within 
the next eight clock cycles), the holding register 
must be serviced (contents read or replaced). This 
is the point at which the network data stream syn
chronizes with the message buffer access cycles. 

The serial interface control logic performs f unc
tions that are fairly common to various data 
communication and mass storage controller appli
cations. Serial interface control logic implemented 
with discrete logic functions, or more advanced 
field-programmable arrays, or even gate arrays, 
typifies the current solution to management of the 
data stream. Inevitably, single-chip solutions will 
appear to replace discrete implementations. 
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The 8X305 microcontroller coordinates all the 
activities within the network interface control sec
tion. It controls data movement through the serial 
interface control logic and to and from the message 
buffer without actually standing in the data path. 
Instead, it sets up conditions that allow the buffer 
to be accessed directly by hardware. Arbitration 
logic in the gateway management section controls 
the actual real time access to the buff er. 

The message transfers on the data bus are very 
similar to conventional DMA in computer systems, 
except that the data bus is used exclusively for the 
message data traffic. For example, there is no host 
processor on the bus to contend with. These mes
sage transfers require that the controller generate a 
sequence of buff er addresses to accompany the 
data. The MAD performs that function. 

After the microcontroller initializes the various 
registers and counters, the MAD chip can count 
through a sequence of addresses independently 
with respect to the 8X305's processing. In the gate
way design, the MAD output connects to the system 
address bus, which runs parallel to the data bus. 
The MAD units in each of the three controller sec
tions supply address information to the message 
buffer via the address bus. 

A collection of 110 ports provides a multipurpose 
interface between the microcontroller and other 
parts of the system for passing data and control/ 
status signals. All I/ O ports and data-oriented 
peripherals, such as the SX360, are connected to the 
microcontroller on a special local data bus called the 
IV bus. A 256-byte high speed bipolar RAM (8X350) is 
also attached to the IV bus, which provides local 
working storage to the microcontroller. 

Media access control (MAC) functions are dis
tributed between the MAC logic (specialized hard
ware) and microcontroller software in each network 
interface controller. The 8X305's instruction exe
cution and data transfer speeds allow the micro
controller to handle many of the packet-header 
processing and MAC functions in software. In turn, 
the size of the MAC hardware can be minimized. 
The primary duty of the MAC. logic is to handle the 
operations that require an immediate response on 
the network. 

The network controller activities are coordinated 
with the gateway management controller through 
the exchange of interrupts between the respective 
microcontrollers. Interrupt request signals coming 
in from the gateway manager are handled by the 
8X310 ICC. The ICC attaches to the 8X305's program 
address and instruction buses to control interrupt 
calling and return transfers . The microcontroller is 
also interrupted to respond to certain network con
trol activity requested by the MAC logic, and to 
occasionally service the MAD. 

Interrupt requests to the gateway manager are 
software generated. A pair of I/ O ports passes infor-
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mation directly between the controllers over a 
separate interprocessor bus. These exchanges are in 
conjunction with interrupt requests and include 
such information as interrupt type, buff er address, 
and message length. Since these interrupts often 
occur during realtime message transfers, the system 
data bus cannot be used conveniently to exchange 
the information. 

The main functions of the gateway manager are 
to maintain the message buff er and to perform all 
necessary message packet translations and higher 
level protocol processing. As in the network inter
face controllers, the heart of the gateway manager 
is an 8X305 microcontroller that is interfaced to the 
message buff er RAM via an 8X360 MAD and an I/ O 
port. Also included are the 8X310 ICC and I/O ports 
required to perform the interprocessor communi
cation with the network controllers (Fig 3). 

Buffer benefits 
The message buff er itself consists of 32 Kbytes 

of RAM. With a maximum token-bus message size 
of 8 Kbytes, this buffer size accommodates one 
incoming message on each network interface plus 
storage for other messages being translated or 
awaiting transmission. This message buffer is seg
mented by the controller into 128 pages of 256 
bytes. Although this should be sufficient fo r this 
application, the buff er size can be doubled if 
extremely heavy traffic is anticipated or lengthy 
protocol translation routines are to be imple
mented. With an access cycle time of 200 ns, the 
buff er memory can serve all three controller sec
tions within the required time interval of 800 ns 
(derived from the network transmission data rate 
up to 10 Mbits/s). 

The buffer arbitration logic acts as a special
purpose standalone DMA controller (Fig 4). At the 
end of every 200-ns memory access cycle, the DMA 
controller samples the buffer access request lines 
from each of the three controllers and arbitrates a 
memory cycle on a round-robin priority basis. In 
the worst-case situation, when all three requests are 
active during consecutive cycles, the arbiter rotates 
among the three controllers and grants each an 
access window every 600 ns . The logic required to 
perform this function is easily implemented using a 
few latches and a field-programmable logic se
quencer (FPLS) circuit. 

The buffer access request signal for a network 
controller is taken from the parallel data strobes of 
the serial interface control logic . This signal also 
triggers the local MAD to sequence to the next 
address in its assigned buffer space. When the ar
biter grants the memory cycle, the corresponding 
MAD is enabled and a data byte is tr an sf erred in or 
out of the buffer over the data bus. Since all of the 
gateway manager's buffer accesses are software
controlled, the memory cycle requests for this 
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Fig 3 The same chips that made 
up the heart of the network 
interface controller can be used for 
implementing the functions of the 
gateway management controller. 
The message buffer memory should 
be able to accommodate data from 
both the management controller and 
the two interface controllers within 
the 800-ns access time that is 
available in a network operating at 
up to a 10-Mbit/s rate. 
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The software running on all three microcon
trollers exists as a collection of realtime tasks. 
Except for initialization, all tasks in the network 
interface controller are invoked in response to in
terrupts that are received either from the gateway 
management controller or from local operational 
units. Most tasks that are in the gateway management 
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Fig 4 The buffer arbitration logic 
acts as a special-purpose standalone 
DMA controller. Using a few latches 
and a field-programmable logic 
sequencer (FPLS) , this logic circuit 
samples the request lines from the 
three interface controllers every 
200 ns and arbitrates a memory 
cycle to the message buffer memory 
according to the round-robin 
sequence specified by the FPLS truth 
table. 
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controller are invoked by interrupts from the net
work controllers, with the exception of the packet 
translation routines. These run in the main pro
gram under the control of a primitive executive. 

As mentioned earlier, the message buff er is 
divided into 128 pages with 256 bytes/page. The 
gateway management software maintains a table of 
128 pointers in its local working storage that cor
responds to the 128 pages. When a message received 
from a network controller runs over into more than 
one buff er page, the pointer for the first page will 
contain the address of the pointer for the second 
page which, in turn, contains the next pointer ad
dress, etc. Thus, a linked list is formed. The soft
ware includes several lists for packets currently 
being received, those waiting for protocol transla
tion, those waiting to be transmitted , and free 
pages ready to be allocated to new messages. For 
each of the above processes (except free pages), 
separate lists are maintained for each of the two 
networks from which messages originate. 

The first and last pointer of each list are tracked. 
As a process is completed on a buff er page or 
packet (packets may consist of one or more pages), 
the corresponding pointers are removed from that 
process' list and appended to the list for the subse
quent process. For example, when a packet is 
finished being translated from token-bus protocol 
to Ethernet, the pointers for those message pages 
are removed from the "translate token-bus" list 
and added to the packet list awaiting transmission 
on the Ethernet. 

Initializing the gateway manager 
When the gateway manager is initialized, it links 

all the pointers to the free page list. Then, it 
allocates one page to each network receiver and 
sends each network interface controller an 
ALLOCATE-RECEIVE-PAGE (ARP) command. The 
command is sent by placing the ARP command 
code and the allocated page address on the inter
processor bus to the desired controller and gener
ating an interrupt request. 

When interrupted, the network controller pre
pares its MAD (8X360) with the received page 
address and awaits an incoming message. As a mes
sage addressed to the gateway is detected, the con
troller begins filling the designated buff er page and 
immediately requests another page to use in case 
the first one fills up. The network controller sends 
a REQUEST-RECEIVE-PAGE (RRP) interrupt to the 
gateway manager, which responds by sending 
another ARP command with a new page address. 
Each page allocated to that receiver is added to the 
receive Ethernet list or to the receive token-bus list. 

As a page does become filled during an incoming 
message, the network controller is interrupted by 
its MAD . The MAD is then reloaded so that the in-
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coming message begins to fill the new buffer page. 
At this time, another RRP interrupt is issued to set 
up for the next page. 

When an incoming message terminates, the net
work controller sends a RECEIVE-MESSAGE
COMPLETE interrupt with the length of the last 
buffer page on the interprocessor bus. The gateway 
manager responds by transferring all page pointers 
associated with the completed message from the 
receive list and links them onto the . appropriate 
translate list. A flag is then set to notify the oper
ating system kernel to execute the protocol transla
tion routines. 

For basic media-translation operation, where 
only the data-link fields of the packet are altered, 
the network controllers are set up to leave suffi
cient padding at the beginning of each packet so 
that translation can be performed in place (ie, with
out copying the message data to another buff er 
location) . However, if additional higher level pro
tocol translation routines require message copying, 
another pointer list (for each network) could be 
added to keep track of the intermediate pages. 

After message translation is completed, the asso
ciated pointers are transferred to the transmit list 
for the opposite network. A TRANSMIT-PAGE com
mand with the first page address is sent to the net
work controller. The MAC logic is armed and 
awaits the appropriate conditions on the network 
medium to begin (or attempt to begin) transmission 
of the outgoing message. 

Similar to the receiving process, whenever the 
network controller begins to transmit a new page 
of the outgoing message, it sends a REQUEST
TRANSMIT-PAGE (RTP) interrupt to the gateway 
manager so that it can continue to transmit when 
the current page becomes exhausted. The gateway 
manager responds to RTP interrupts with 
TRANSMIT-PAGE commands. 

Upon completion of a packet transmission, the 
network controller sends a TRANSMIT-MESSAGE
COMPLETE interrupt that lets the gateway manager 
return all page pointers associated with the com
pleted message back to the free page list, thereby 
making them available for new incoming messages. 
Thus, communications between different local area 
networks is assured through a gateway configura
tion that has LSI circuits and sophisticated software. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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need is already in the firmware. So, your initial network 
development time and costs for DEC systems with VMS and 
RSX won't drag you under. 

What's more, Easyway/E meets IEEE 802.2, 802.3 and NBS-4 
standards for ISO/OSI layers 1 thru 4, so current and future 
communications with other DEC systems will be smooth sailing. 

In fact, Easyway/E's architecture is designed to accommo
date future networking needs. The single board is comprised 
of two modules, so tomorrow's protocols can be implemented 
quickly with less expense. Additional protocol support includ
ing X.25, SNA and TCP/IP will soon be available, as will soft
ware support for DECnet and UNIX. 

Able offers a broad range of devices for DEC computers 
providing communications, memory expansion and inter
processor connectivity. All complying with FCC regulations. 

And this lifesaving implementation of protocol 
on-board also offloads the CPU, freeing up the proces
sor to handle other tasks. 

==-=--· "E.,. :._:_ :._~_-. =-=-,· ~=-~-=- So, to keep from getting stranded, pick your port 
carefully. Easyway/E. The standardized IEEE 

ltt•M I :;ti• W 3 ;I 802.3/Ethernet port for today and tomorrow. 
The communications specialists. 

1732 Reynolds Avenue, Irvine, California 92714. Call toll free: 800-332-2253. In the Irvine area: (714) 979-7030. Or, TWX: 910-595-1729. 
DEC, PDP-11, VAX, UNIB US, RSX, VMS and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. Patent pending for Easyway. 



CONTROLLER AND 
MICRO TEAM UP FOR 
SMART ETHERNET NODE 
The LANCE chip adapts 16-bit power of micro to form a true 
Ethernet connection. 

by James A. Fontaine 

A common problem associated with high speed 
data transfers in Ethernet-like local area networks 
is receiver-end data congestion, caused by a 
system's failure to process messages and reallocate 
receiver-buffer space at an adequate rate. This is 
due to either insufficient processing capability or 
inadequate computer system bus bandwidth. An 
intelligent VLSI processor with dedicated memory 
can alleviate data congestion, thereby allowing effi
cient attachment of intelligent node devices. A 
number of local area network control chips are 
available to perform this kind of operation (see 
Panel, "Ethernet controller chip comparison"). 
One possible configuration utilizes the Local Area 
Network Controller for Ethernet (LANCE) MK68590 

chip in conjunction with a single-chip, 16-bit 
microcomputer like the MK68200. 

Ethernet's performance level often depends 
directly on the throughput of a host computer. In 
addition, transmitted messages can only be gener
ated by the host during the time it controls the 
system bus. However, if each message consists of 
large amounts of data, the amount of bus band
width available for host computer processing may 
become the factor limiting throughput. 

An effective method to reduce bus congestion is 
the use of a 16-bit microcomputer, such as the 

James A. Fontaine is senior architectural engineer at 
Mostek Corp, a subsidiary of United Technologies 
Corp, 1215 W Crosby Rd, Carrollton, TX 75006. He 
holds a BS in electrical engineering from Marquette 
University. 

68200, for an Ethernet node's local processor. The 
chip's architecture provides for onchip ROM and 
RAM, as well as an onchip baud rate generator and 
timers that produce the interrupt time-outs neces
sary for implementing upper levels of the Ethernet 
protocol. The 68200 can handle message acknowl
edgment, buffer manipulation, frame-related errors, 
and software implementation of upper level proto
cols. This frees the main CPU to handle only the 
core of the messages. 

Utilizing the leadless chip carrier (LCC) version 
of the 68200, both the private bus and the system 
bus can access an external memory-mapped 110 
(see Panel, "A closer look at LANCE and the 
micro"). Up to 111 Kbytes of memory can be ad
dressed with two independent bus structures, 
enabling concurrent host and node processor ac
tivity. Thus, the 68200 does not have to stop pro
cessing when the host or LANCE requires control of 
the system bus to load or unload messages. The 
68200 has its own private bus and program space 
from which it can continue to execute. This archi
tecture makes the 68200 an ideal processor in situa
tions where concurrent activity from both a local 
processor and a host processor is required. 

Two types of configurations can be supported 
with the 68200-68590 interface. One configuration is 
the standalone mode, used when interfacing a ter
minal or number of terminals via an Ethernet link 
to a main processor located up to 2.8 km away. In 
this configuration, the 68200 handles local processing 
of both transmitted and received messages, achieving 
economic interfacing of many terminals to the 
main processor. The second configuration uses the 
interface as a peripheral or a frontend processor to 
the host. 
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In some applications, it may be desirable to inter
face one or more user terminals to an Ethernet 
link, each with an individual interface (Fig 1). The 
68200's onchip serial port and baud rate generator 
make this configuration simple to implement. The 
chip's serial channel provides for a double buffered 
receive and transmit interface with data rates up to 
1.5 kbits/s if the clock is asynchronous, and up to 
1.5 Mbits/s with a synchronous clock. It also pro
vides for internal or external baud rate generation. 

For user terminal and similar interfaces, the 
10-Mbit/s message rate that Ethernet offers is not 
typically required. Therefore, a cost-effective con
figuration may be implemented in which a local 
node services many terminals (Fig 2). A series of 
universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/ 
transmitters (USARTs) can be placed on the private 
bus to accommodate more than one terminal. 
Also, a modem interface can be provided to link 
the Ethernet to other local area networks (LANs) 
via telephone lines. This provides a link to addi
tional LANs at a reasonable cost, but at data rates 

TERMINAL TfRMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL 

TERMINAL 

Fig 1 A typical Ethernet 
configuration can include terminals 
with individual Ethernet nodes that 
can theoretically operate at a 
10-Mbit/s rate. In practice, most 
applications require a much lower 
data rate. 

much lower than those that can be attained by a 
direct Ethernet link. 

Such a standalone configuration can also be used 
in other applications to reduce Ethernet's cost. For 
example, designers can configure a printing station 
composed of a letter-quality printer, a fast line 
printer, and a plotter. Although the need to use all 
three simultaneously may not arise very often, each 
device can be accessed at any time. 

System peripheral configuration 
The second configuration, where the 68200-68590 

interface acts as a peripheral or frontend processor 
to the host, greatly unburdens the host CPU as well 
as the system bus. The host can gain access to the 
local bus and transfer messages and commands to 
the 68200 by dumping them into memory space and 
then notifying the 68200 that a transfer has occurred. 
This is done by either interrupting the 68200 or 
setting a bit in a shared status block (Fig 3). The 
68200 would have control of the node's local bus, 
which may be accessed by both the LANCE and the 

MODEM 

ETHERNET 

Fig 2 When a much lower rate 
than 10 Mbits/ s is needed, cluster 
terminals can share an Ethernet 
node. This configuration is easier to 
implement. 

SERIAL 
INTERFACE 

ADAPTER 
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A CRASH COURSE 
IN DISK AND DRIVE 

TESTING: 

Disk Testing 
ADE RVA instruments will 
show you how to test 
excessive acceleration, 
flatness, radial waviness, 
datum positioning, axial 
run-out and thickness. 

Spindle Testing 
Learn the nuances of 
testing axial and radial 
runouts, bearing quality, 
axial/ radial acceleration, 
non-repetitive runout, 
radial resonance, 
wobble, and high 
frequency vibration. 

ADE Corporation 
77 Rowe Street 
Newton, MA 02166 
Telephone: (617) 969-0600 
Telex: 922415 

CIRCLE 103 

~·l: _ ... 

Head/Assembly 
Testing 
ADE RVA instruments give 
you advanced instruction 
on head positioning accu
racy, head motion studies, 
dynamic flight character
istics, pitching and rolling. 

ADE RVA instruments 
maintain quality control 
f ram design through 
production. Only ADE 
systems can measure 
dynamic displacements 
from tenths of microinches 
to thousandths of an inch 
from Oto 50 KHz frequency 
response. Sign up for the 
ADE course (every major 
manufacturer of disks 
and drives already has). 

~-:; --- ~ 
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host CPU. Using this configuration, the 68200 does 
not access the system bus; thus, the host must use 
its DMA function to pass messages and commands 
in and out via a two-ported memory. 

While the 68200 can access both the local node 
bus and its own private bus, it has sole control of 
its private bus. The private memory will contain 
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INTERFACE 
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(PRIVATE MEMORY) 
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TRANS
CEIVER 

1 
Fig 3 The intelligent Ethernet 
controller can be used as a system 
peripheral, thereby unburdening the 
host computer and the system bus 
for performing other functions. 

the node's operating system software required to 
implement the bottom three layers of the Ethernet 
specification (Fig 4). 

Interface and control logic must be incorporated 
to perform local bus accessing as well as all of the 
memory access decoding that is requ1red for the 
host, the 68200, and the LANCE to access memory. 

ETHERNET 

TRANSCEIVER ; 

SERIAL 
INTERFACE 
ADAPTER 

Fig 4 The Ethernet node processor 
can implement the first four levels 
of the 1so protocol model. Depicted 
here are the software functions that 
are needed to implement the 
Ethernet specification. 



Five reasons why DEC users 
should buy Emulex 

communications controllers. 

Broad product line featuring 
our new DMF-32 emulation. 
Nobody covers LSI -11, PDP-11, and VAX -11 users' 
needs like Emulex. More than 15 software
transparent controllers emulating DHll, DZll, DVll 
and DMF-32. All deliver improved line -handling 
capabilities, in a smaller package, at lower costs. 

More channels. 
Emulex's new DMF-32 emulation is typical. One con
troller board handles up to 64 lines, vs. only eight per 
DEC module. And Emulex offers all lines with modem 
control, not just two. For even more lines, Emulex's 
Statcon Series is the answer. We simply add a low-cost 
port concentrator, so that with one controller board 
you can connect up to 256 remote and local terminals. 

Easy growth path. 
As your system grows, upgrading is simple with 
Emulex controllers. Just change PROM sets. Example: 
DH to DMF for $350. In addition, Emulex's advanced 
microprocessor architecture is consistent throughout 
the product line. Think of the inventory savings. 

Fewer backplane slots. 
Emulex communications controllers pack so much 
capability onto each board that fewer boards are 
needed. Take a 64 -line DHll emulation. Emulex does 
on one board what it takes DEC to do on 36. Think of 
the savings in rack space, to say nothing of price. 

I 
I Lower prices. 

For instance, a DEC DHll controller 
lists at $8,950 per 16 lines, with 

expansion chassis costing $3,000 
or more. Compare that to 

Emulex's CSll/H at $4,500 
for the first 16 lines and 

$3,000 for each additional 
16 lines. At 64 lines, you 

suddenly have savings 
of about $23,000 and a lot 

of extra slots to boot. 

Don't speculate with your communications controller 
dollars. Invest in Emulex. Phone toll free: (800) 
854 -7112. In California: (714) 662-5600. Or write: 
Emulex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd., P.O . Box 
6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. 

-~-
EMULEX 

The genuine alternative. 
GSA Contract # : GSOOK8401S5575 

CIRCLE 104 



------PACKET------.i 

OEST. SOURCE TYPE DATA OEST. SOURCE TYPE DATA 
PREAMBLE' ADDRESS ADDRESS FIELD FIELD CRC PREAMBLE ADDRESS ADDRESS FIELD FIELD CRC 

64 48 48 16 8n 32 64 48 48 16 8n 32 

I I ----j \.-MINIMUM PACKET SPACING (96-BIT TIMES) 
1--cRC COVERS THESE Fl ELos----J 

' LAST BYTE IS START OF FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION BYTE-10 101011 

(a) 

PHYSICAL MULTICAST BIT 

OCTETS WITHIN 
FRAME TRANSM IITED 

Fig 5 The LANCE operates in a 
minimal configuration that requires 
close coupling between local 
memory and the processor. The 
Ethernet packet format is adhered 
to closely. 

46 to 1500 BYTES t---------t TOP-TOJ-BOTIOM 

FRAME CHECK 
SE UENCE 

I I I I I I I MSB 

L BITS WI THIN 
OCTET TRANSMtmo

LEFT-TO-RIGHT 

(b) 

If one were to implement the node processor 
scheme using true dual-ported memory (memory 
that can be simultaneously accessed from two 
sources without ill effect), the host would not have 
to gain access of the local bus. It could instead 
simply read and write to memory via one access 
port while the 68200 reads and writes to the memory 
via the second access port. 

The Ethernet packet format consists of a 64-bit 
preamble, a 48-bit destination address, a 48-bit 
source address, a 16-bit type field, and a 46- to 
1500-byte data field terminated with a 32-bit cycle 
redundancy code ( CRC) as shown in Fig 5. The 
variable widths of the packets accommodate both 
short status, command and terminal traffic packets, 
and long data packets to printers and disks (eg, 
1024-byte disk sectors). Packets are spaced a 
minimum of 9.6 µs apart to allow a node time 
enough to receive back-to-back packets. 

MICROPROCESSOR 
• MK68200 
• MK68000 
• 8086 
• Z8000 
• LSl -11 
• T-11 

16-DATA 7 
~ -- ~ LANCE r SIA 

24-ADDRE SS 

LOCAL 

~ MEMORY POWER 

NETWORK INTERFACE MODULE 
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The LANCE is intended to operate in a minimal 
configuration that requires close coupling between 
local memory and a processor. The local memory 
provides packet buffering for the chip and serves as 
a communication link between chip and processor. 
During initialization, the control processor loads 
into LANCE the starting address of the initialization 
block plus the operation mode of the chip via two 
control registers. It is only during this initial phase 
that the host processor talks directly to LANCE. All 
further communications are handled via a OMA 
machine under microword control contained 
within the LANCE. Fig 6 is a block diagram showing 
the LANCE and serial interface adapter (SIA) that is 
used to create an Ethernet interface for a computer 
system. 

The intelligent node processor not only unloads 
a congested bus but it also implements higher level 
IEEE 802.3 protocols. With effective software, the 

TRAN SCEIVER 
TAP 

TRANSCE IVER 
CABLE 

NETWORK 
CABLE 

Fig 6 An Ethernet LAN system 
configuration can accommodate any 
of a half-dozen microprocessors 
operating in conjunction with local 
memory and the LANCE. The serial 
interface adapter (SIA) provides the 
serial bit stream to and from the 
Ethernet. 



Ethernet controller chip comparison 

The designer has a variety of VLSI Ethernet con
troller chips from which to choose. There are 
presently five Ethernet controller chips available: 
MK68590 (LANCE) from United Technologies/Mostek, 
i82586 (LAN) from Intel , the R68802 (LNET) from 
Rockwell International , the 8001 (EDLC) from Seeq 
Technology, and the MB61301 (oLc) from Ungermann
Bass/Fujitsu. These devices can generally be 
grouped according to performance by comparing 
the performance specifications of their respective 
data sheets. The LANCE and i82586 can manage mul
tiple simultaneous transmit and receive buffers 
while the EOLC, LNET, and OLC can manage only one 
transmit or receive buffer at any one time. The 
Rockwell , Seeq , and Ungermann-Bass/Fujitsu 
devices meet the IEEE 802.3 specification , and 
although they support the implementation of 1so 
layers 1 and 2, they leave implementation of mul
tiple buffer management to the designer. The LANCE 
and i82586 also provide all of the layer functions 
mentioned above, but do so with a sophisticated 
buffer management technique along with the 
physical Ethernet protocol functions. 

Both the LANCE and i82586 access the transmit 
and receive buffers by first accessing the descrip
tor rings to determine the starting address of the 
message buffer. This method provides multiple 
buffers for both transmit and receive, and does not 
require the host to provide a buffer address for 
each message. The.Rockwell , Seeq, and Ungermann
Bass/Fujitsu devices support only one memory 
address at a time for transmit and one for receive. 
Thus, the host must supply th is address each time 
a buffer is allocated for either receive or transmit. 

The Seeq, Rockwell , and Ungermann-Bass/Fujitsu 
controller chips require external hardware to 
implement OMA capabilities, while both the Mostek 
and Intel parts have controlling microcode to per
form onchip OMA operations on both sequential 
receive buffers and sequential transmit buffers. 
The LANCE has a contiguous ring arrangement 
allowing up to 128 transmit and receive buffers. 
The i82586 uses a linked list arrangement that 
allows software control of the unlimited number of 
buffers for each side. Both devices provide for 
multiple buffers within a single transmit or receive 
frame. 

Both the Intel and Mostek devices provide flexible 
memory arrangement, allowing the designer to 
interface them to operating systems with little 
software effort. Meanwhile, the Seeq, Ungermann
Bass/Fujitsu , and Rockwell devices require the 

node processor can implement International Stan
dards Organization (ISO) layers 1to4-the physical, 
data link, network, and transport layers. These 
correspond to layers 0 through 2 in the Ethernet 
specification. As shown in Fig 4, there are software 
routines that must be executed in order to imple
ment the bottom three layers of the Ethernet 
specification. 

Layer 0, the transmission media protocol level, 
could be implemented by executing a basic soft
ware kernel. This kernel provides an interface be
tween user software and hardware elements of the 

hardware designer to plan a memory access 
arrangement that accommodates the local soft
ware environment, all at the expense of added 
board real estate. The LANCE requires contiguous, 
8-byte-aligned , buffer descriptor rings that localize 
all the buffer descriptors at any properly aligned 
location within a 16-Mbyte address space, and 
also requires three word memory accesses to 
acquire the next buffer address. The i82586 device 
allows the buffer descriptors to be placed anywhere 
within a 64-Kbyte address range, with a linked list 
arrangement. It requires at least four word memory 
accesses to obtain the next buffer address. This is 
one more than the LANCE requires; the number of 
memory accesses is critical in sequential mes
sage handling . 

Both the Intel and Mostek controllers have com
plete station , broadcast, and multicast address 
recognit ion capabi lities. The Seeq chip requires 
external multicast address recognition. In con
trast , Rockwell's chip supports only the single node 
and indiscriminate address recognition modes. 
LANCE, i82586, and the R68802 perform the binary 
exponential backoff algorithm, while the Seeq 
device performs only part of it. The Seeq device 
notifies the CPU of collisions and waits for CPU 
completion of the computed backoff interval. 

Mostek's LANCE and Intel's ia2s86 must be 
regarded as superior devices to other available 
controllers. The LANCE and i82586 are equal in per
formance, with the exception of LANCE'S greater 
allowable bus latency, which directly reduces the 
possib ility of first in , first out (FIFO) overrun. Accord
ing to Dale Taylor, Dave Oster, and Larry Green in 
their article, " VLSI Node Processor Architecture 
for Ethernet" (IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 
Communications , Nov 1983, p 733), "The FIFO 
buffer in an Ethernet controller provides two valu
able functions: more efficient bus/memory usage 
through multiple transfers for each bus acquisi
tion (bursts) and more tolerance to long bus laten
cies. The deeper the FIFO is, the larger a burst 
transfer may be and the longer peak latency will 
be." Intel 's FIFO is 8 words deep, while Mostek's 
FIFO is 24 words deep. It can be shown that the 
average allowable latency that LANCE offers is 
almost equal to twice that of the i82586, while the 
allowable peak latency is greater than three times 
that of the ia2sa6. They continue, "the larger the 
allowable peak latency of an Ethernet controller is, 
the less likely it will suffer a FIFO overrun/underrun 
in a system with a heavily utilized bus." 

node processor. The kernel performs all nonsystem
bus 1/ 0 port addresses and interrupt vector loca
tions. Basic hardware elements needed for level 0 
are the 68200, LANCE, SIA, transceiver, memory, 
and interface and control logic. 

To verify proper operation of the node, this 
kernel should contain basic power-up diagnostic 
software. The routine should include a memory 
test, an 110 register test, timer test, and the LANCE 
test. The LANCE test would implement an internal 
loopback checking routine that essentially trans
mits and receives the message at the same time. 
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A closer look at LANCE and the micro 

The MK68590 LANCE is a 48-pin 
VLSI device designed to greatly 
simplify the interfacing of a 
microcomputer (such as the 
68200) or minicomputer to an 
Ethernet LAN . This chip is 
intended to operate in a local 
environment that includes a 
closely coupled memory and 
microprocessor. The LANCE 
uses scaled NMOS technology 
and is compatible with several 
popular microprocessors. 

The LANCE interfaces to a 
microprocessor bus character· 
ized by time multiplexed ad· 
dress and data lines. Typically, 
data transfers are 16 bits wide, 
but byte transfers occur if the 
buffer memory address boun-
daries are odd. An added 
advantage is that the address 
bus is 24 bits wide. 

One of the key features in 
LANCE is its onboard OMA chan· 
nel and the flexibility and speed 
that it gives in communicating 
with the host, or the dedicated 
microprocessor, through com
mon memory locations. The 
basic organization of the buffer 
management is a circular queue 
of tasks in memory called 
descriptor rings (Fig A). There 
are separate descriptor rings to 
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BUFFER 0 BYTE COUNT 
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BUFFER 0 STATUS 
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RECEIVE BUFFER 
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describe transmit and receive 
operations. Up to 128 tasks may 
be queued up on a descriptor 
ring awaiting execution by the 

Fig A The LANCE memory management feature allows flexible 
communication between the host and common memory. 

LANCE. Each entry in a descriptor ring holds a pointer 
to a data memory buffer and an entry for the length 
of the data buffer. Data buffers can be chained or 
cascaded in order to handle a long packet in multiple 
data buffer areas. The LANCE searches the descriptor 
rings in a " lookahead manner" to determine the next 
empty buffer in order to chain buffers together or to 

This would verify proper controller chip operation. 
The kernel should also contain some basic debugging 
software. 

Software must also execute the basic operating 
routines of the transmission level. These include the 
initialization module, which initializes the LANCE to 
a particular mode of operation; the transmit and 
receive modules, which handle all buffer manage
ment of the descriptor rings; the network statistics 
module, which keeps track of collisions and other 
errors occurring on the net; the status module which 
keeps track of the node's activity; and the timer 
module, which generates timer interrupts needed for 
execution of upper level protocols. 

Layers 1 and 2, the internet and transport layers, 
are implemented by the Ethernet node's user soft
ware. The function of layer l's internet datagram 
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handle back-to-back packets. As each buffer is filled , 
an "own" bit is reset, signaling the host processor to 
empty this buffer. 

The 68200 is a recent addition to the 68000 family 
line (see " Microcont roller Addresses Control and 
Instrumentation" by Don Folkes and John Bates, 
Computer Design, Oct 1983, p 229). The chip is a 

protocol is to address, route, and deliver standard 
internet packets. Each of these packets is treated as 
an independent entity with no relation to other in
ternet packets traveling throughout the system. The 
protocol must determine if the node has been ad
dressed by either the broadcast or multicast method 
through the use of a software filter. 

Implementing layer 2 
In order to implement layer 2, primitives must be 

generated and contained in the Ethernet node's 
firmware to execute the following procedures: 
routing information, error, echo , sequenced 
packet, and packet-exchange protocols . The 
routing information protocol provides a means by 
which the data base is maintained in a dynamic 
manner and therefore the way routers direct 



memory and 110, and as a ded
icated 110 controller that can 
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ture makes it an apt choice as a 
node processor for standalone 
or peripheral configurations. In 
addition, the 68200 provides an 
onchip serial 110 port that signifi
cantly reduces the amount of in-
terfacing hardware needed to 
connect the Ethernet node to a 
serial device such as a terminal. 

Forty of the 48 available pins 
on the device can be used for 110, 
and their functions are pro
grammable. 110 capabilities in
clude parallel 110, three timers, a 
serial channel, and an interrupt 
controller. In the single-chip 
configuration, all 16 bits of Port 
0, and 9 bits of Port 1, are used 
for general purpose 110. Up to 
three of the pins on Port 1 can 
be programmed as external in
terrupt sources, and up to four 
pins can be programmed as 11os 
for the onchip serial channel. All 
8 bits in Port 4 can be used as 
simple inputs or outputs or can 
serve as timers. For example, TAI 

can be used as an input for 
timer A, an interrupt source, or a 
general purpose input pin. If it is 
used as an interrupt source, it 
can be selected simultaneously 
with either of the other two 

Fig B On the memory map of the 68200 and the GP·LCC 
configuration, OMA window expansion allows access of up to 111 
Kbytes of memory. 

functions. With the LCC 68200 ver
sion in the bus grant mode, the processor can 
access up to 64 Kbytes using the system bus and up 
to 47 Kbytes using the private bus and onboard RAM 

(Fig B). Thus, the 68200 can access up to 111 Kbytes 
of memory. The LCC allows the 68200 to grant system 
bus use to a host or peripheral, and private bus use 
for con·current operat ions. 

16-bit microcomputer chip with onchip CPU, ROM , 
RAM , and 110 that provide parallel expanded bus 
modes operating with a full complement of multi
processing features. The user can select 110 archi
tecture allowing the device to operate both as a 
high performance single-chip microcomputer with 
a fully expandable CPU that can address external 

packets to other routers on their way to the final 
destination. The error protocol provides a means 
for error reporting when a packet has been discarded. 
It is intended as a diagnostic tool for analyzing net
work performance. The echo protocol is used 
simply to echo, or return each received packet to its 
source in order to verify proper operation. These
quenced packet protocol provides transmission of 
successive internet packets by the use of sequence 
numbers. 

Using these numbers ensures proper rearrange
ment of a packet once it reaches its destination. 
The final software required for the intelligent node 
processor's operation is the interface software. 
This is necessary to ensure proper communication 
and message transfer between the host and the 
node processor. 

The chip count for implementing intelligent nodes 
is low enough so that the entire intelligent Ethernet 
controller can be placed on a single standard PC 
board such as VME, Versabus, or Multibus. This 
facilitates an easy system integration of Ethernet 
throughout the entire product line, regardless of the 
particular application. Standard software may be 
written for the Ethernet frontend processor, and 
unique software may be written to enable the host to 
implement particular applications. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 728 Average 729 Low 730 
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BPS three-in-one ~c analyzer ... 
the HP 1630A/D. 

HP's 1630 gives you all three: timing, state and 
software performance measurements with interactive 
analysis too. All for less than what you'd expect to pay 
for a timing and state machine alone. 

HP's 1630 low cost powerhouse of logic analysis 
solutions is the one logic analyzer that sets new standards 
for price/performance and ease of use. Fill out the attach
ed postcard to see how easy it is to get all the applications 
information you need to put the HP 1630 to work on 
solving your logic analysis problems. 

Now you can bring the power of logic analysis to the 
entire development cycle. Right away, productivity gets a 
big boost. Because of the HP 1630's simple interface and 
low-cost peripheral compatibility, you speed through 
setups and documentation. In one easy-to-use instrument 

you get advanced hardware and software testing and 
debugging power. Plus the ability to quickly spot soft
ware bottlenecks and inefficiencies. It 's like getting three 
analyzers for the price of one. 

At $8600 *, the HP 1630A gives you a total of 
35 channels of state (to 25 MHz), or, in the interactive 
mode, 27 channels of state and 8 channels of timing 
(to 100 MHz). For $10,630*, the HP 1630D offers a total 
of 43 channels of state. In the interactive mode, you have 
a choice of 35 state and 8 timing or 27 state and 16 timing. 
Both models include software performance analysis. Also, 
you can add the HP 2671G Graphics Printer ($1,540*) or 
the HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive ($450*) for storing 
or setting up data. And for a complementary measure
ment tool that helps characterize digital hardware, con
sider HP's 8182A Data Analyzer ($14,850*). 

Software perfonnance analysis. 
Software bottlenecks or time-wasting routines won't 

stand in your way any more with this powerful new 
analysis mode. Histograms of time-interval distribution 
eliminate guesswork by showing you best case, worst 

case, and average time between any two events 
you define- nonintrusively-while your 

system is operating. 



ItS affordable, available and easy 
to learn more about 

Timing analysis. 
For timing analysis, the HP 1630 gives you pattern 

triggering ANDed with a transition or glitch, edge or 
glitch triggering, and time qualification of pattern 
triggering. You can also monitor bus activity in the 
state mode, trigger on a given bus pattern, then view 
asynchronous status and control line activity in the 
timing mode. This quickly unravels problems such as 
1/0 port malfunctions. 

State analysis. 
In the state mode, four user-defined terms can be 

used in any combination to define sequence, store qualifi
cation, trigger and restart conditions, so you get right to 
the problem. But that's not all. The HP 1630 makes it 
easier yet by letting you assign alphanumeric labels to input 
channels and status or control line patterns. Measurements 
are then displayed in your system's terminology for 
rapid interpretation. 

Tull us your tough microprocessor system measurement needs. 
Hewlett-Packard has the equipment and the expertise 

you need to guide you along the shortest path from prob
lem to solution. To find out how we can help solve 
your particular application problem, use the instant reply 
postcard and get a copy of our brand new application 

note, "Improving Software Designs with Performance 
Analysis Measurements.'' Or, call your local HP sales 
office listed in the telephone directory white pages. 
Ask for an HP field engineer in the electronic instru
ments department. 

'Domellic U.S.A. price oaly. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

CD 2184 





Lear Siegler 
Quality and Reliability You Trust. 

High Touch™ Style You'll Prefer. 
This new generation of Lear 

Siegler video display terminals brings 
elegant High Touch'" style to our 
American Dream Machine (ADM'") 
tradition. The family features three new 
ergonomic terminals designed to meet 
the needs of OEMs and end users 
alike: the ADM 11, the ADM 12 and the 
ADM 24E. 

Here is a whole new way for 
terminals to relate to people. Dozens 
of little touches add up to the con
venience and comfort of High Touch. 

For example, we put the power 
"on/off' switch and contrast control 
knob in front where they're easy 
to reach. 

The monitor not only tilts and 
swivels, it stops positively in almost 
any position. 

The clean, crisp display features a 
large character matrix on an easy-to
read green or amber non-glare screen -
made even easier to read by the 
hooded bezel. Screens are available in 
12" or 14" sizes. 

You get the best in style and 
ergonomics, plus all the outstanding 
performance features you'd expect from 
Lear Siegler (see chart). 

Lear Siegler High Touch terminals 
are backed by the broadest network 
of full service centers anywhere, 
serving 3000 cities nationwide. And 
they're made in America - designed, 
engineered, manufactured and shipped 
from Anaheim, California to provide 
you with the best local support 

Place your order today by calling 
your local Authorized Distributor or, for 
quantities in excess of 500 units, your 
Regional OEM Sales Office. 

Lear Siegler's new VersaPrint'" 500 Series 
printers combine with Lear Siegler video 
display terminals for hard copy output 

© 1984 Lear Siegler, Inc. 

S pacious.---------~ 
uncluttered layout 

Programmab1e----.jiiil~ function keys. 

se~~~~c~ ~!yr::~~~----'r-...,..,,.,,.,...,..,.,...,.,,..,,..,,...,...,,...,...,,_.....,...,.,......,...,,.-
operator error. 

Control and escap~ 
keys close to 

alphanumeric keys. 

r----------r-- Keys color-coded 
by function. 

r--====--tlo- Separale cunmr 
control keys 
arranged in a cross. 

Low-profile, tapered, DIN-standard keyboards with Selectric layout feature logical key 
groupings and adjustable tilt for comfort and efficiency. ADM 11 shown above. 

Programmable Function Keys 
Non-Volatile Function Keys 
Function Key Legends on 
25th Line 
No. of Pages of Display Memory 
Display Memory 
Configurations (Plus 
25th Message/Statu s Line) 
Scrolling 

Transmission Mod e 

Editing 

Visual Attributes: Reduced 
Intensity. Blink, Blank and 
Reverse Video. Underline also 
on ADM 12 and ADM 24E 

OEM Flexibility 

Terminal Compatibility 

ADM 11 
Conversational 

4 (Shiftable to 8) 
Optional 
From Host 

24 Lines by 
80 Characters 

Standard 
Scrolling 

Conv ersation 
Mode 
Limited 

3 Embedded 
1 Non-Embedded 

Modifiable 
Set-Up 
Characteristics 

ADM 3A, ADM 5, 
ADOS Viewpoint 
& Regent 25, 
Hazeltine 1400. 
1420 & 1500, 
DEC VT-52 

ADM11 
Editing 

16 (Shiftabl e to 32) 
Standard 
From Host 

2 
(2) 24 x80 or 
(1) 48x80 or 
(1) 24x158 
Smooth, Jump or 
Horizontal Scrolling 
Split Screen 
Conversation 
or Block Mode 
Full Editing & 
Protected Fields 
4 Embedded, 
1 Non-Embedded or 
All Non-Embedded. 
plus Full Screen 
Reverse Video 

Modifiable Set-Up 
Characteris tics & 
Personality 

ADM 3A, ADM 5, 
ADM 31, ADM 32 

ADMUE 
Host Programmable 

16 (Shiftable to 32) 
Standard 
Standard 
Non-Volatile 

User Definable 
up to 96x80 

Smooth or Jump 
Scroll 
Split Screen 
Conversation 
or Block Mode 
Full Editing& 
Protected Fields 
5 Embedded, I Non
Embedded or All Non
Embedded, plus Full 
Screen Reverse Video 
and Highlight 
Modifiable Set-Up 
Characteristics. Add 
to Program in ROM or 
Down-Line Load in 
RAM (56K ROM or 
RAM. Up to 22K 
Display Available) 
Room for additional 
Logic Boards. 

ADM 3A, ADM 5, 
ADM 31, ADM. 32, 
ADM 42 

Call Lear Siegler at 800/ 532-7373 for the phone number of an authorized distributor near you: Advanced 
Technology· Continental Resources ·The Oatastore · Data Systems Marketing · David Jamaison Carlyle, Inc. · 
Digital Source· Oytec/South · Gentry Associates· Hall-Mark Electronics · Inland Associates· Kierul ff Electronics· 
MIA Com Alanthus, Inc. · Marva Data Services · M.T. I. · National Computer Communications · Pioneer (Standard, 
Harvey, Gaithersburg) · 2M Corp. · Wyle Electronics 

Distributor Sales & Service: Boston (617) 456-8228 • Chicago (312) 279-7710 · Houston (713) 780-9440 -
Los Angeles (714) 774-1010, ext. 219 · Philadelphia (215) 245-4080 · San Francisco (415) 828-6941 • England 
(04867) 80666 · From the states of CT. OE, MA. MO, NJ. RI , VA and WV (800) 523-5253. 

OEM Sales: Chicago (312) 279-5250 · Houston (713) 780-2585 · Los Angeles (714) 774-1010, ext. 582 · 
New York (516) 549-6941 · San Francisco (415) 828-6941 · England (04867) 80666 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 
DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION 

901 E. Ball Road, Anaheim, CA 92805 (714) 774-1010 

Selectric is a registered Trademark of IBM . Viewpoint and Regent are registered Trademarks of Applied Digital Data Systems, lnc. VT-52 is a registered ll-ademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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••• and Cherry is the NEWSMAKERI 
I 

Infrared llnk between keyboard and computer. In the most 
advanced, state-of-the-art low profile ergonomic designs. New . .. 
and now ... from Cherry. 

Full custom keyboard designs with CMOS electronic compo
nents. In your choice of the latest Cherry full travel , sealed contact 
technology ... or our MX gold crosspoint contacts. 
Special power circuitry requires power only when a key is 
depressed. Extends life of the four AA alkaline batteries. 
Stock standards coming soon! Custom designs start now . .. 
standards available by Jun el An enhanced version of IBM PC 
keyboard with wireless capability. Also compatible with IBM PCjr. • 
Custom or standard, you're assured of a reliable keyboard from a 
good solid source. Cherry. Your Keyboard Headquarters. 

' IBM PC and PCjr. are the registered trademarks of IBM Corporation. 

IKlelvlelolAIRlol IHIEIAlololulAIRlrlelR ls l 
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
3614 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087 • 1 ·312-578-3500 
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• 
SPECIAL REPORT ON DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

c i ~~·:) 

ESTABLISHING THE 
MICRO-TO-MAINFRAME 
CONNECTION 
The 3270 emulator accommodates coaxial link with RS-232 
serial data on the same card. 

by Dan Erlin 

As more personal computers are used in the corpo
rate environment, their usefulness is hampered by 
the lack of communication with the mainframe. 
Establishing an effective communication link is 
becoming a necessity. 

Given the preponderance of IBM mainframes in 
medium-to-large corporations, a desirable feature 
of the mainframe-to-PC interface should be an easy 

· adaption to IBM's own communication environ
ment. In most cases, this means emulating IBM's 
3270 family of controllers and terminals. Inter
national Data Corp, a Framingham, Mass market 
research firm, estimates that 80 percent of poten
tial IBM users want mainframe connectivity via 3270 

protocols. 

Dan Er/in is founder and chairman of Forte Data 
Systems, 1500 Norman Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
Mr Er/in holds a BA in business from the University 
of Southern California. 

What is the best method? The PC can be con
nected to a host in a number of ways for it to per
form the desired interactions and then return to its 
local processing tasks. In most cases, the PC must 
emulate another device to accomplish this. 

One way is to use an asynchronous link, which is 
the most familiar and also the least expensive. 
However, while this link is appropriate for some 
applications, its typical data transmission rate of 
300 to 1200 baud can limit its usefulness. A syn
chronous link, on the other hand, has the PC emu
late the 3274 control unit, operating at 1200 to 9600 
baud. While faster than an asynchronous connec
tion, the synchronous link ties up a dedicated port 
on the host that could be put to better use by a 
cluster controller that is capable of supporting up 
to 32 users. 

Protocol converters are currently available that 
can emulate a remote 3274 controller connection to 
the IBM 3705 communication processor and commu
nicate with the PC over a switched or leased asyn
chronous line. This type of converter provides the 
user with full-screen capability. It also permits 
access to the mainframe by a number of PCs. This 
method, however, is not very cost efficient. 

J 
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Fig 1 Plugging a PC78/79 into an IBM PC lets the user fully 
emulate the mM 3270 environment. The board and its 
associated software are transparent to the operating system, 
access method, and application. The board includes an 
RS-232 link that is MS-DOS compatible and allows the PC to 
attach to printers and other peripherals. 

Although connection costs vary considerably, 
there are common factors to consider when esti
mating total costs. These factors include the 
necessary modems, communication lines, and host 
frontend costs. In general, the most economical 
connection is a PC-to-mainframe link via coaxial 
cable. Coaxial cable provides a ready-made data 
pathway, but currently many personal computers 
do not have access to that pathway. Also, the coax
ial link is incompatible with the available personal 
computer's communication interface. 

Within the past year, however, a handful of 
companies have introduced circuit boards that fit 
into an available expansion slot in the IBM PC or XT 
and thus provide that essential coaxial link. The 
board permits PC connection directly to the cate
gory "A" coaxial cable of a 3274/3276 cluster con
troller. No modems, phone lines, or special cabling 
are required. In addition, the control unit can be 
channel attached or remotely attached using binary 
synchronous communication (BSC) or systems net
work architecture/synchronous data link control 

IBM 
HOST 
CPU 

1811 
3705 
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CHANNEL 
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3274 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

3274 OR 3276 

i 
CATEGORY' A' 

COAXIAL 
CONNECTION 

CONTROi. 1---__.~, 

UNIT 

{SNA/SDLC) protocols through the frontend pro
cessor. The associated software enables the PC to 
emulate a 3278-type terminal/display unit. 

Transparency as a goal 
Forte Data Systems' PC78/79 interface board and 

its accompanying software can be used with the 
IBM PC in any operating environment where a 
3278/3279 terminal is appropriate (Fig 1). The 
PC78/79 is transparent to the operating system, 
access method, and application. The PC can thus 
fully emulate an IBM 3278, models 2, 3, 4, and 5, or 
in the case of a PC with color monitor, emulate the 
3279, models 2A, 2B, and 3A (Fig 2) . 

The PC78/79 software allows all communication 
and emulation functions to be soft loaded. Future 
upgrades or enhancements are accommodated by 
swapping diskettes without making any changes in 
PROM. Having the functional ability resident on 
the disk also allows an easy adaption to various 
vendors' hardware. It is not necessary to design a 
new set of PROMS for each manufacturer . 

In addition, a file tr an sf er utility, which uses 
special interfacing subroutines, permits down
loading of data files to the PC. These data files can 
then be manipulated by PC-resident application 
software. Menu selection, under MVS/ TSO and 
VM/ CMS operating environments, performs file 
transfers . Interfacing subroutines used in the file 
transfer enable end users to also write PC applica
tions that can converse with host applications 
through the processor board. 

To make the IBM PC function efficiently in the 
emulation mode, its processor (the Intel 8088) must 
not be burdened with communication responsibility. 
In addition, a high speed microprocessor on the 
PC78/79 board provides complete 3278 line protocol 
compatibility and maintains an image of the cur
rent 3278 display screen. This image is available for 

FORTE 
PC78179 

IBM 
PC 

PC 

REMOTE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Fig 2 The micro-to-mainframe link 
can be established in two ways with 
Forte Data's PC78/ 79. The control 
unit can be channel attached or 
remotely attached using esc or 
SNA/ SDLC protocols. Either way, the 
PC is linked to the controller via the 
category "A" coaxial connection. 





presentation when the PC is in its emulation mode. 
The microprocessor's architecture allows concur
rent and independent operation of host and PC 
programs. The operator need only strike a single 
command key to place the PC in the emulation 
mode or return it to the current PC program. 

A serial RS-232 interface provides access to a local 
printer, modem, or other peripherals. The serial 
interface and the coaxial link are combined on one 
card. This frees an expansion slot that is normally 
allocated to IBM's asynchronous adapter board. 

Under MS-DOS, the user has the choice of oper
ating in a resident or nonresident mode. The emu
lator program can become a subroutine to DOS, 
thus allowing the operator to toggle between the 
host environment and the MS-DOS environment. 
While resident 3278 emulation may require the PC 
to be configured with an additional RAM, the ad
vantage of freeing up disk drives or other system 
resources may warrant this configuration. 

The ability to configure various other elements 
with the PC78/79 is an added bonus. Customer pref
erences of keyboard layout can be accommodated, 
such as converting the IBM PC layout to the conven
tional 75-key ASCII keyboard. The user can also 
define the PC colors for any of the 3270 fields. In 
addition, multiple displays and monitors can be 
configured. 

Eyeing the competition 
Converting the PC into an intelligent workstation 

replacement for 3278-type terminals has also been 
addressed by IBM. The company has announced 
shipments of an emulation adapter and control 
program to begin in April of this year. As in Forte 
Data's device, which was first shipped some 10 
months ago, the connection will be made via the 
coaxial cable to the 3274 control unit. 

A close examination of IBM's emulator package, 
however, reveals a certain lack of consideration for 
the end user. For instance, unlike Forte Data's 
incorporation of the 3270 and RS-232 interface on 
the same board, IBM lacks an asynchronous RS-232 
interface. While both products allow screen copy 
of the 3278/3279 session to a supported printer that 
is attached to the PC, the PC78/79 provides easier 
screen capture to the PC-DOS file. Diagnostics are 
standard in the Forte Data package. 

In developing its emulator package, Forte Data 
has provided PC users with important benefits 
achieved with soft-loaded software. While the 
potential for PC-to-mainframe connections has not 
been completely exploited, the software emphasis 
has furnished users with the tools to completely 
integrate their system. PROM or ROM are not 
required to be replaced when enhancements and 
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upgrades are developed. This is not the case with 
the IBM emulator package. 

The two products differ in other respects, with 
each having strengths and weaknesses. However, if 
performance is the primary criterion, Forte Data's 
PC78/79 delivers more capabilities and flexibility. 

C for flexibility 
The source code for the PC78/79 is written in a 

high level C language that gives the end user good 
flexibility to modify the emulation program. The 
card is then used as an 110 device and software can 
be compiled under a different operating system. 
For example, the emulation program could be 
modified to be compatible with QNX, a Unix (Bell 
Labs) look-alike operating system for the IBM PC 
that is marketed by Quantum Software Systems, 
Inc (San Jose, Calif). 

The PC78/79 card has an onboard parity-checked 
screen buff er that ensures consistency in the error 
checking system. Data is received with parity, buf
fered with parity on the circuit board, and then 
transferred to the application program with 100-
percent integrity. For users who transfer numerical 
and statistical data files, this feature is especially 
important. 

Identifying problems that occur during initial 
load or during operation can sometimes be difficult 
for the experienced operator and next to impossible 
for the novice. The Forte Data product includes 
two diagnostic modes to alleviate user frustration. 
First, power-on diagnostics are executed before the 
PC78/79 attaches itself to the coaxial line. In addi
tion, local diagnostics, which are menu driven, can 
be run to isolate problems suspected by the user. 

The diagnostic portion of the program, called 
INST ALL, appears as a separate DOS command to 
the user. When executed, it allows the user to ascer
tain the error, obtain information on corrections to 
make (via INSTALL), and then proceed to solve the 
problem at hand. 

While the ability to interface with the mainframe 
greatly increases the PC's utility, the next genera
tion of products should more fully integrate the PC 
into the mainstream of a company's data processing 
facilities. In order to take full advantage of the Pe
to-host coaxial connection, users should be able to 
take data they have developed with PC applications 
and make that information available to the main
frame, and from there to other PC users on the 
network. 

Forte Data is planning to follow that direction 
with future products. The emphasis will be on the 
communication requirements of the end user-to 
provide the operation with a much faster and easier 
transfer of data and data files. Access to the data 



We have the 
components that 

make ,.ur disc 
drive drive. your 

printer print. 
etc.I etc. 

We have the electromechanical components you need for 
your computers and peripherals. And the responsiveness 
you need to keep your production rolling . 

For memory units, we supply solenoids and a complete 
line of brushless DC motors designed for 5X" to 18" disc 
drives. And linear actuators that position read/write heads in 
precise digital steps. 

For printers, we make rotary steppers and subfractional 
HP motors, and magnetic pick-ups. 

For microcomputers, minis and mainframes, Airpax 
magnetic circuit breakers assure positive protection. They're 
unaffected by ambient temperature, and serve the dual 
function of power switch and overload protection. 

And Airpax thermostats monitor cabinet temperatures, 
and shut down systems instantly when overheat threatens 
sensitive circuits. 

You can select from our thousands of standard models. 
Or we'll create a custom model for you, and produce a 
few dozen for prototypes, or millions for a production run. 

Ask us for engineering data. Airpax Corporation, a 
North American Philips Company, W. Johnson Ave. , Box A, 
Cheshire, CT 06410. (203) 272-0301. 

AIRPD 
We give you control. 
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Fig 3 To obtain maximum benefits from the mainframe-to-Pc connection, users should be offered a system 
solution. Forte Data's future products will enable users to fuUy access the mainframe's data processing facilities, 
and to transfer data to and from the mainframe, and also to other PC users on the data network. 

will be provided via familiar PC-DOS commands. 
Users should not be burdened with having to learn 
the mainframe's operating system or contend with 
separate communication software. In a word, trans
parency will be the key to future enhancements. 
Currently under development is a hardware/software 
package that will offer four major functions: stor
age capability of PC-generated files on the main
frame, electronic mail capabilities, complete data 
and file transfers between the host and the PC 
environment, and availability to the personal com
puter of the mainframe's batch processing facilities. 

Future capabilities will allow the host computer 
to be an information repository for PC-generated 
data (Fig 3). Most personal computers have two 
locally attached floppy disks for storage. This 
slows down some tasks that are data intensive. If 
the host computer can offload PC-generated data, 
then this would effectively add a gigantic hard disk 
drive to every PC on the network. Since the method 
of communication is via the coaxial cable, which 
permits data to be transferred at a rate of 2.35 
Mbits/s, the PC user experiences no performance 
degradation while maintaining the access speeds of 
the floppy disk. 

The disk space on the mainframe would be 
accessible by any user who could link to the owning 
user's director. This way, data could easily be 
shared between PC users, even if located in dif
ferent buildings or separate locations. (Some form 
of encryption or decryption would be needed to 
maintain file security.) 
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Even though the file setup in the mainframe is 
enormously different from setting up PC files, 
Forte Data's new product would provide an almost 
transparent method to transfer data. Commands 
learned on the PC for manipulating floppy disks 
would be usable to move files to the mainframe 
and back again. This function would allow a PC 
operator to capture live data from an online data 
base and use the information in an electronic 
spreadsheet or other computation. For example, a 
company's accounting files would reside in the 
mainframe and normally not be accessible to an 
individual manager. Given the new capability, the 
manager could retrieve the profit-and-loss state
ments for the last six months from the online data 
base and analyze the data on the PC using the 
VisiCalc-like application program. 

The overriding objective of the functions just 
described is to increase the capability and produc
_tivity of the personal computer. Forte Data's 
operating philosophy is to move the personal com
puter away from acting as a standalone computer 
to functioning as a truly interactive professional 
workstation. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 731 Average 732 Low 733 





THE EMULOGIC® ECL ·3211. 
SCREEN 

Automatically updated 
full-screen display of all 

registers and system status. 

MAPPING 
Full-speed, full-range 
maJ>ping in internal, 

external, ana mixed modes. 
Single-word resolution. 

BREAKPOINTS 
Eight 78-line real-time 
logical breakpoints for 

every chip, concatenated 
via logical switches 

and counters. FAST KEYS 
They're fast, direct, 

and don't get in your way. 
The most user-friendly 

operator aid available today. 

LOAD 
Selects LOAD screen with 

all options. 

CF/LOG 
Full-range offsets. 

Selects screen with all 
Command File and Log 

function options. 

TRACE 
Breakpoint-controlled 

511 x 72-bit real-time trace 
with precise disassembly. 

SET 
Selects screen with all 

SET options. 

BREAKPOINT 
Selects screen with all 
BREAKPOINT options. 

MEM 
Selects screen with all 

MEMORY options. 

TIMEBASE 
Multi-sourced time base

internal synthesizer or 
target clock. 

DIS 
Selects screen with 

all DISASSEMBLY options. 



STILL THE BEST MICROPROCESSOR 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM YOU CAI GET. 

WORLD'S BEST EMULATOR. 
It's the best you can buy. Pure and 
simple. 

Built around DEC's ISI-11 CPU's, RT-11, 
and a full range of DEC options like 
RL02 hard disks, the Emulogic general 
purpose emulator supports more chips 
from more manufacturers better than 
any other system. 

With the ECL-3211 you can find your 
bugs in the lab, before your customers 
find them in the field. It lets you probe 
into things that other systems can't even 
see. In fact, you probal:ily can't define a 
condition tliat tlie 3211 can't trap. And 
yet it's easy to use. 

"NO-WAIT-STATE" EMULATION. 
Up to the full rated speed of every chip 
with all features implemented. Doesn't 
steal any interrupts, stack pointers, 
stack space, or memory space. Handles 
all types of interrupts in any mapping 
configuration. Logical switches, count
ers, and trigger outputs manipulated 
in real time at no cost to user program. 

COMPLm HELP FACILITIES. 
Our new "FAST KEYS" and Advanced 
Command Syntax make it a snap to 

learn to use. You don't even have to 
read the manual to get started. 

And once you've used it for one 
chip, you don't have to learn any-
thing new for the next chip. The 
screen format is uniform for all 
chips, and all system functions 
are the same. All you have to 
learn is the chip itself. 

EMU LOG I 
lvlCROPROCESSOR 
DEVELOPtvENT SYSTEMS 

AT ANY PRICE. 
WORLD'S BEST 
DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE. 
More powerful and easier to use than 
any in the field, the software tools avail
able with every ECL-3211 let you develop 
and debug software as readily as hard
ware. So system integration gets done 
effectively and on schedule. 
DEC Operating System. RT-11 Version 5 
is standard for stand-alone ECL-3211's. 
(RSX-llM and VMS for multi-user 
systems.) It's the latest update of the 
field-proven PDP-11 operating system. 
Keypad Editor. Full-screen-oriented 
KED Keypad editor that makes full use 
of DEC terminal functions. 
Assemblers/Llnkers. MACR0-11-based 
cross-assemblers and linkers for every 
chip. Mnemonics identical to original 
chip manufacturers. Pseudo-ops and 
directives of MACR0-11. No relearning 
from chip to chip. 
Pascal/C Compilers. Available for most 
chips, they are true cross-compilers that 
produce executable code that can be 
run on the ECL-3211 or the target chip. 
Permit linking of assembly-level and 
compiler-level symbols and include 
utilities for standard load module 
format conversions. 
High-Level Debuggers. Permit user to 
modify Pascal and "C" variables in the 
format of the high-level language. User 
can debug completely within tlie high
level language Without reference to 
assembly-level parameters. 
Advanced Command Syntax. 
Expanded HELP facility, new memory 
display and MOVE commands, greatly 
enhanced command file functions. 

Now you can activate command 
files from breakpoints 

as well as the 
keyboard, 

Bmopeu Dlatrlbaton: Aultria: Walter Rekirsch, (43 222)235555; Deumark: lnstrutek, (45 5) 611100; 
Pru1te: YREL, (33 3)9568142; SMden: Aktiv Elektronlk AB, (46 8) 7390045; Switzerland: lnstrumatic AG, (411) 7241410; 
Ullltecl llqdom: M5.5, (« 494) 41661; Wett Germany: Instrumatic ElectronlcGmbH, (49 89) 852063. 
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include pauses for user response, nest 
multiple files up to five levels deep. With 
the new LOG command you can store 
any sequence of operations for later use. 

MORE CHIP SUPPORT. 
Emulation, simulation, and full soft
ware development support packages 
for the following chips: 
Now shipping 
8080 8086 
8085 68000 
8048 6809 
8088 NSC800 

In beta test 

Z80® 
6502 
6502S 

80186 68010 9989 
8031 
Scheduledfor1984 
80188 68008 
68020 

WORLD'S BEST 
MULTI-USER SYSTEMS. 
If you need to coordinate the work 
of a team of hardware and software 
engineers, don't forget to check into 
Emulogic's multi-user systems: 
EMUNET"'·l. RSX-llM-based system for 
the PDP-11 family of host computers. 
Up to 15 users. 
EMUNET-2. VMS-based system for the 
VAX family. Up to 60 users. Easy migra
tion from stand-alone ECL-321l's and 
from EMUNET-1. 

For more information on the ECL-3211 
or our multi-user systems, contact 
EMULOGIC, Inc., Three Technology Way, 
Norwood, MA 02062, 617-329-1031 or 
800-435-5001. 
EMUNET is a trademark and Emulogic is a registered 
trademark of Emulogic, lnc. 
LSl·ll, MACRO· II , PDP.II , RI.02, RSX·llM, R'HI, VAX, and VMS 
are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
Z80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. 



Did 



you know. 
that you can build a portable, battery-operated computer 
with built-in MODEM and LCD display that synthesizes speech, 
tells time, reads temperature, voltage, or MPH, drives your 
printer, relay, or robot's arm, times events, "sleeps" when it's 
not in use, and, lives in your briefcase! 

And you can get all the ICs from Hitachi. 

• CMOS 4, 8, 16-Bit Microprocessors 
• CMOS RAMs 
• CMOS ROMs 
• CMOS EPROMs 

• CMOS Real Time Clock 
• CMOS Programmable Timers 
• CMOS Peripheral Interface ICs 
• CMOS LCD Drivers 

If you're planning some new "dream" product design 
(perhaps a computer that fits in a matchbox), give us a call. 
We've been doing the "impossible" in CMOS for some time. 
For more information about the CMOS Family, contact your 
local Hitachi Representative or Distributor Sales Office. 

• CMOS Speech Synthesizers 
• CMOS Ga te Arrays 
• CMOS AI D Converters 
• CMOS Logic 
• LCD Displays 

FAST ACTION 
To obtain product literature immediately, 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-842-9000, Ext. 6809. 
Ask for literature number 703. 

@HITACHI 
A World Leader in Technology 

Hitachi America , Ltd . 
Semiconductor and IC Sa les and Service Division 
1800 Bering Drive 
San Jose. CA 951 12 
1-408/292-6404 



Today, 
people are solving 

their back-up 
problems with this 
fast, reliable, 10 MB 
disk cartridge drive. 

IOMEGA's 10 Megabyte cartridge drive outperforms 
most winchesters. 

So you can back-up 10 Megabytes from your 
fixed disk in less than 30 seconds. 

The easy to use cartridge sports the industry's 
lowest price tag, only $30 each in OEM quantities. 

IOMEGA's imbedded closed-loop servo 
guarantees interchangability of cartridges be
tween drives. And the standard interface is 
SCSI compatible. 

Solve your backup problems with 
the fast, reliable IOMEGA 10 Megabyte 
cartridge drive. 

Call IOMEGA for a personal 
demonstration. And ask about our 
OEM Special Evaluation Offer. 

IOMEGA Corporate Headquarters, 4646 
South 1500 West, Ogden, Utah 84403. 801/ 
399-2171. San Jose, CA 408/ 263-4476. 
Coral Springs, FL 305/755-1060. 
Woburn, MA 617/ 933-2000. Dallas, TX 
214/ 458-2534. Brookfield, WI 414/ 
782-5229. Los Angeles, CA 714 / 
855-1211 . In Europe, Sparrow 
Corp. Slough, UK (0753)76533. 
Weisbaden, (6121)700862. Paris 
(1)3621010. Milano (2)718531. Brus-
sels (2)7626200. Zurich (1) 814-3131. -l•M!'GA'" 
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SYSTEM COIPOIEITS 

PERIPHERAL 
4 MBYTESI S INTERFACE 

LINK 1.5 MBYTES/S 
EACH WAY 

MEMORY LINK 1.5 MBYTES/S 
EACH WAY 

4 KBYTES 
50-ns STATIC RAM LINK 1.5 MBYTES/S 

EACH WAY 

LINK 1.5 MBYTES/ S 
EACH WAY 

PROCESSOR 

32-BIT 
10 MIPS 

25 MBYTES/S 

Transputer- a programmable component that gives micros a new name 
It is a cross between a computer and a 
system building block, like a transistor, 
and it executes 10 MIPS. The entire 
IMS T424 transputer consists of a small, 
fast processor, 4 Kbytes of memory, 
interfaces to external memory and 
peripherals, and four high speed com
munication links. The transputer can 
respond to external interrupts within 
600 ns and support simultaneous block 
transfers between the peripheral inter
face, the four standard links, and 
memory without significant degrada
tions in processor performance. 

System architecture is optimized to 
execute Occam, a concurrent program
ming language that was used to design 
the transputer itself. This software sees 
the system as a collection of concurrent 
processes that communicate with each 
other and with peripherals through 
channels. Programs are built from three 
primitives: assignment, input, and output. 
Assignment changes the value of a vari
able, input receives a value from a chan
nel, and output sends a value to a channel. 
The same Occam program that a trans
puter network executes can run 
unchanged by a smaller network or a 
single transputer. 

The three processes combine to form 
sequential, parallel, or alternative con
structs. A construct is also a process, 
and can act as a component for another 
construct. Conventional sequential pro
grams translate into Occam via variables 
and assignments, which then combine to 
form sequential constructs. 

Concurrent programs translate to 
Occam by combining channels, inputs, 
and outputs to form parallel and alter
native constructs. Each channel provides 
a one-way connection between two con
current processes that communicate when 
both are ready. An alternative pro
cess may be ready for input from any 
channel, so that input is taken from the 
first channel to be used for output by 
another process. 

Besides Occam, the transputer pro
cessor can be programmed in industry 
standard high level languages, such as C 
or Pascal . The processor executes pro
grams sequentially-it implements par
allel processes by sharing its time 
between the process sets that are active 
at any instant. For example, a currently 
running process continues to execute 
until it requires 110 communication. At 
that point, the processor temporarily 
abandons the running process in favor 
of the next process on the active queue. 
When the processor communicates with 
a ready channel°, the message passes to 
the waiting process, which then goes to 
the end of the active queue. 

Supporting two priority levels-0 for 
high and 1 for low-the processor main
tains a queue of active processes for each 
level. When there are no active priority 0 
processes, the latency is typically 600 ns, 
maximum 2600 ns. (Latency is defined as 
the time from the instant an external 
channel is ready to the start of the first 
instruction of the relevant waiting priority 
0 process). If a priority 0 process is 

already executing, the waiting process 
links to the end of the priority 0 queue. 

Four standard Inmos high speed links 
provide transputer communication and 
a variety of network configurations. 
Each link has two Occam channels: an 
output, and an input to carry data and 
link control information. Links operate 
independently and provide block trans
fers between transputers. The sending 
transputer transmits messages as a 
sequence of bytes, then awaits an 
acknowledgment. This signifies that the 
receiving transputer is ready to accept 
another byte. 

Transmission is continuous because 
the receiving transputer acknowledges as 
soon as it starts to receive a data byte . 
Moreover, this asynchronous protocol 
guarantees reliable transmission despite 
sending or receiving delays. During 
transmission, both processes are set 
inactive and will link to the end of their 
respective active queues only after final 
byte acknowledgment. 

Software sets data rates on each link 
using the LinkSet configuration chan
nel. Highest frequency is 20 Mbits/ s for 
a maximum data rate of 1.8 Mbytes/ s on 
a channel. 

Separating the peripheral interface 
from the memory interface optimizes 
each one for its principal function . The 
memory interface support s mixed 
memory systems that generate signals for 
both nonmultiplexed and multiplexed 
memory . Memory timing is selected by a 

(c°'ntinued on page 244) 
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SYSTEM COIPDIEITS 

(continued from page 243) 

TRANSPUTER SYSTEM THROUGHPUT 

program or externally controlled by a 
wait signal. The 32-bit multiplexed data 
and address bus interface extends the 
internal address capability to 4 Gbytes in 
a single linear address space. Nonmulti
plexed cycles provide timing signals to 
drive industry standard RAMs and ROMS, 
while the multiplexed cycle provides RAS 
and CAS control signals for external 
address multiplexers. 

Memory cycle types can be externally 
selected after the address is outputted, 

so memory systems can be mixed. If 
required, an asynchronous wait input 
externally determines memory timings. 
Memory cycle times and refresh fre
quency can be set by a program through 
the ExtMemSet configuration channel. 

The peripheral interface accesses in
dustry standard devices such as con
trollers, memories, and microprocessors. 
Its 8-bit bidirectional bus inputs or out
puts byte sequences. Two control lines 
address external devices, and an Event 
input provides interrupt capability. 
Accessed via four standard output and 
input channels, the interface allows all 
eight channels to use the same 8-bit data 
path. The processor initiates transfers 
via handshaking. Transfers are synchron
ized to a separate external clock; asyn
chronous operation is also permitted, but 
at a lower speed . 

Externally addressable device connec
tions to the interface use one output 
channel as the address channel, another 
as the write-data channel, and a third as 
the read-data channel. Both addresses 
and data can be arbitrarily long byte 
sequences. The 4-Mbyte/ s data rate 
allows the connection of high perfor
mance peripheral chips without FIFOs or 
OM>\ controllers. 

Ever reflect 
on a career 

in the 
Nuclear 
Navy? 

Take a good look at yourself . Your 
life. You 've worked hard to get where 
you are. But where are you going 
from here? 

Today's Navy can turn your 
scientific or engineering studies into 

Similar to an interrupt, the Event 
input communicates with a waiting pro
cess to schedule it. Typical latency is 
600 ns. This input also enables the pe
ripheral interface to respond to an access 
from a standard microprocessor bus. 

To summarize, the entire transputer 
incorporates a number of hardware pro
cesses that represent its main concurrent 
elements. First, the processor receives an 
Occam program through one of the 
transputer communication links and 
begins executing. Second, the link con
trollers determine the state of their chan
nel pairs and communicate with external 
devices. 

Meanwhile, the memory interface 
controller determines the state of the 
memory interface and communicates 
with external memory. The peripheral 
interface controller follows along the 
same lines. In turn, the processor com
municates with these hardware processes 
using a set of standard channels that is 
program controllable. The entire trans
puter process results in concurrency 
needed for high performance systems. 
Samples of the T424 will be available in 
the second half of 1984. lnmos, PO Box 
16000, Colorado Springs, CO 80935. 
Circle 260 

a nuclear specialty that will make you a part of a professional team . And it may take you farther 
than you ever thought you could go. 

From a cruiser loaded with the latest electronic equipment , to a giant nuclear carrier , you 'll get 
valuable technical training in the Navy. Plus good pay, travel, free dental and medical care and 
30 days' vacation with pay, your very first year. Not to mention more experiences than you 'd get 
in a lifetime on land . 

Interested? Take a closer look at today 's Nuclear Navy. 
Motivated? Then today's Navy would like to have a look at you. Because people like you are a 

good reflection on us. 
Call toll-free: 800•841 -8000 (in Georgia, 800·342-5855). 

NAVY. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
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DIALIGHT LED 
CIRCUIT BOARD 
INDICATORS STEP UP 
YOUR PRODUCTION BY 
ELIMIN' Jl TING you insert the assembly you Ill are ready for wa~e _solder!nfJ. 

PRODUCTION STEPS. ~f!~~l~~:i~~0 
LEDs for easy 

You'll save money when you mounting on PC boards. And 
stop mounting LEDs on PC we've developed over 50 dif-
boards the old way- bending ferent Circuit Board Indicators 
leads, inserting holders, in red, green, yellow and red/ 
adding resistors - and start green bicolor. Choose single-
using LED Circuit Board lndi- element LEDs or QUAD-LED™ 
cotors from Dialight. four-element arrays with a wide 

Mounting our LED Circuit range of voltages with or 
Board Indicators is easier and without current limiting resistors. 
less time-consuming. They Send for our catalog. And 
eliminate production steps the next time you need LEDs for 
and reduce labor costs. Not PC boards, eliminate steps 
only is positioning faster, it's and save money- specify 
for more accurate.As soon as Dialight. 203 Harrison Place, 

Bklyn., NY 11237 (212) 497-7600 
TWX: 710-584-548 7 

DIAL/GI-IT 
meets your needs. 
A North American Philips Company 

CIRCLE 115 



SYSTEM CllPllEITS 

Graphics system functionality swells with million addressable points 

Designed for a wide-ranging engineering 
and scientific work, the 5080 graphics 
system produces precise, highly detailed 
displays. The compact system has a 
display, a graphics processor, a channel 
controller, and auxiliary software and 
peripherals. 

The 5085 graphics processor performs 
a variety of graphics operations. These 
include high speed vector-to-raster con
version, polygonal area fill, circle gener
ation, and two- and three-dimensional 
scaling transformations (scaling, clip
ping, rotating, and translating). A user 
can replace display images instanta
neously with no screen blanking between 

images-an ideal feature 
for animation. An option 
allows a user to switch 
quickly between graphics 
mode and 3270 mode for net
work and database access. 

Model 5081 display can 
simultaneously show up to 
256 shades of gray. A color 
model displays up to 256 
colors from a 4096-color 
palette. The noninterlaced 
raster unit refreshes the . 
1024 x 1024 addressable 

points on the screen 50 times/s. This rate 
results in a steady, bright, and clear 
image. To help reduce distortion, the 
tube face is cylindrically shaped with 
contrast-improving, antiglare-treated 
glass. For operator comfort, the display 
tilts 5 degrees forward and 15 degrees 
backward. 

Operating as a shared high speed con
trol unit between host channel and 5085 

and/or 3255 control units, the 5088 chan
nel controller attaches to a System/370, 
43xx, or 30xx channel. Speeds range up to 
2.5 Mbytes/s in data streaming mode, 
and up to 1 Mbyte/s in conventional 
channel mode. 

The primary device for system inter
action is the 5083 tablet. With either its 
mouse-like cursor control device or a 
stylus, the tablet digitizes drawings or 
emulates the operation of a light pen. 
The thin, flat-surface unit weighs 6.5 lbs 
and features a palm rest and height 
adjustment. 

The graphics access method/system 
product release 2 (GAM/SP2) supports 
current 3250 functions and a full range of 
advanced functions under VM/SP, MVS, 
and MVS/XA. Other software allows 
users to examine surfaces in detail, 
highlight changes in color, and display 
designs for structural analysis. 

Peripherals include an alphanumeric 
keyboard, a lighted program function 
keyboard, a tablet with either stylus or 
cursor control device, and a dial unit. 
All devices attach to the processor 
through connections in the display's 
base. Purchase price for a 5081 mono
chrome display with four gray shades, 
keyboard, a 5083 tablet with stylus, and a 
5085 processor is $19,750. With a color 
display and 16 colors, the price is 
$24, 750. IBM Corp, Information Systems 
Group, 900 King St, Rye Brook, NY 
10573. Circle 261 

Low cost plotter combines graphics command set and offline operation 
To meet the demand for multiple color, 
low cost graphics plotting, Enter Com
puter is producing a six-pen plotter at an 
end user price of $1095. The Sweet-P tiOO, 

or "Six-Shooter," stores six fiber-tip, 
Rapidograph-type, or ball-point pens in 
a rotating carousel to provide six colors 
online. Additionally, carousels can be 
switched to provide several palettes for 
writing on either paper or acetate. 

The Sweet-P tiOO takes either 8\/z- x 
11-in. or 11- x 17-in. paper. The pen 
moves along a single axis, the -X-axis, 
while the paper is moved back and forth 
on the Y-axis by gripping rollers. The 
smallest addressable increment is 0.004 
in., and maximum plotting speed is 14 
in.ls. Repetition accuracy for any given 
pen is the minimum step size of 0.004 
in., while repetition accuracy from pen 
to pen is two step sizes, or 0.008 in. 

Among the techniques that have en
abled this degree of accuracy at a low 
cost is the use of stepper motors con
trolled by a microprocessor using ROM
based microstepping routines. The tiOO 

also contains 19 internal character sets, 
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including katakana, and a 
Sweet-P graphics (SP/GL) 
command set. The com
mand set includes line, 
curve, and point drawing; 
axis and tick drawing; and 
routines for drawing and 
filling rectangles and 
wedges. 

The Sweet-P tiOO is also 
compatible with the 
Hewlett-Packard graphics 
language (HPGL) so that 
software written for the 
HP 7400 series plotters can also run the 
tiOO. In fact, there already exists a consid
erably large body of software packages 
from over 25 independent software ven
dors to run the Six-Shooter on a variety 
of computer systems including Texas 
Instruments, IBM, Digital Equipment 
Corp, Wang, Apple, and a variety of MS
oos and CP/M systems. 

The Six-Shooter has both RS-232 serial 
and Centronics-compatible parallel 
interfaces and can be used in an "eaves
dropping" mode for a multi-user 

environment. There, it is placed between 
microcomputer and printer or between 
terminal and mainframe, and performs 
tasks when specifically instructed to do 
so. This is made possible by the 2-Kbyte 
buffer supplied or by using the optional 
8-Kbyte buffer to download tasks. Even 
in a single-user microcomputer environ
ment, the plotter can operate without 
tying up the computer resources, except 
to receive additional downloaded tasks. 
Enter Computer, Inc, 6867 Nancy Ridge 
Dr, San Diego, CA 92121 . Circle 262 



Put powerful instrument controt•11141*• 
at your fingertips. 

The new Fluke 1722A Instru
ment Controller combines the 
computational ability and inter
facing flexibility you need with 
the rugged packaging and easy
to-use human interface your fac
tory demands. All at a new, low 
price. Now you can integrate your 
next factory test, process control 
or OEM system faster and put 
your people to work sooner. 

The power of the 1722A is a 16-

bit single-board computer with 
136K bytes of main memory. Its 
12 MHz speed puts it in the same 
class as many minicomputers. 
Four programming languages are 
available to simplify program
ming,including Interpreted and 
Compiled BASIC, FORTRAN and 
Assembly. Each includes special 
adaptations for controlling IEEE-
488-compatible programmable 
instrumentation. And if you 

already own a 1720A Instrument 
Controller, you can run existing 
software on the 1722A-without 
modification. 

The modular mainframe easily 
mounts in a standard 19 inch rack 
and allows you to configure the 
interfaces and memory to your 
exact needs. The IEEE-488 (1980) 
and RS-232-C interfaces can be 
expanded with an optional IEEE-
488 and RS-232-C interface card, 
parallel interface card or dual 
serial interface card. Onboard 
memory is expandable to 2.6M 
bytes with RAM cards or l.4M 
bytes with bubble memory. 

The 1722A's touch-sensitive 
display dramatically simplifies 
system operation. Once pro
grammed, your system can be 
operated entirely from the CRT. 
The 1722A displays only the per
tinent options, allowing you to 
structure the user's response to 
a system. This helps reduce mis
takes and increase throughput. 

The 1722A is priced at $7 450 
(U.S. list), including BASIC Inter
preter, documentation and a lim
ited one-year factory warranty. So 
get in touch with your local Fluke 
Sales Engineer or Representative. 
Or call us toll free at 800-426-0361 
for more information. 
IN THE U.S. AND NON-
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: IN EUROPE: 
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. Fluke (Holland) B. V. 
P.O. Box C9090, MIS 250C P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB 
Everett, WA 98206 Tilburg, The Netherlands 
(206) 356-5400, Tix: 152662 (013) 673973 , Tix: 52237 

IFLUKEI ====® 

Use the new graphics 
capability of our 16-line, 
BO-character touch-sensi
tive display to create more 
effective operator prompts . 

coyyright 0 1983, John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
Al rights reserved. 

Ad No. 4817-1722 
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Laser-based optical disk drive stores 1 billion bytes 
Digital Gigadisc GD 1001 has features that 
set it apart from traditional recording 
technologies. Based on a solid state 
diode laser, the drive provides a 
210-Mbit/ in. 2 (33-Mbit/cm2) recording 
density and a 4.1-Mbit/s disk transfer 
rate. With three access methods
random, optimized random, and 
sequential-the drive allows direct 
access to any sector in the read or write 
mode and 3-ms access times within 
a band. 

Because of its disk format, the read/ 
write unit is easy to operate and highly 
reliable. The unit subassemblies include 
an optical unit, optical head , linear 
motor, rotation motor, and a set of logic 
boards. The optical unit consists of a 
semiconductor laser module and a photo 
detector, while the optical head is actu
ated for both radial and vertical posi
tioning of the laser beam (fine access). 
The linear motor provides the coarse 
access by moving the optical head and 
focusing it on the target track area. The 
rotation motor, on its axis, includes a 

disk seating and clamping 
device. Finally, the logic 
boards control servomecha
nisms and disk accesses . 

A 12-in. (305-mm) diame
ter cassette encased disk 
eases all handling, storage, 
loading, and unloading 
operations. Each disk is 
preformatted in tracks and 
sectors. A sector can be 
directly accessed by its logi
cal address. A spiral track 
organization allows continu
ous writing and reading of information 
streams. Once recorded, a physioco-· 
chemical process (plastic copies) can 
entirely replicate a disk in one step. 

The powerful automatic error detec
tion and correction feature guarantees 
effective disk capacity. In addition, it 
maintains records at the quality level 
required in data processing environ
ments, even after numerous years in 
archival storage. Data-handling soft
ware is kept simple since each record is 

physically located at < programmer
defined address. This eliminates the 
need to check physical copies of the 
disk. The user is kept informed on the 
level of difficulty that the error correc
tion process has met each time a record 
is read back. This lets the user check file 
integrity. The optical disk will sell in the 
range of $6000 to $9000; the media range 
from $200 to $300. Thomson-CSF Com
munications, 360 N Sepulveda Blvd, El 
Segundo, CA 90245 . Circle 263 

Open architecture characterizes programmable handheld computer 
A versatile tool for technical profes
sionals, the HP-718 is optimized for 
numeric computation and calculation. 
In contrast with earlier policy, Hewlett
Packard is providing extensive documen
tation on the unit's internal workings, 
and is actively seeking third-party ven
dors for software, hardware, and HP-IL 
products. 

Based on a 4-bit processor, the com
puter accesses up to 1 Mbyte of virtual 
memory by bank-switching. It has an 
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operating system, Basic, and a sophisti
cated calculator mode in 64 Kbytes of 
onboard CMOS ROM, as well as 16 Kbytes 
of CMOS RAM. At present, four slots 
below the front edge of the keyboard 
accept 16 Kbytes of RAM, 256 Kbytes of 
ROM, or any combination of the two. 
Only the size of available CMOS static 
chips limits plug-in memory. 

At power-on, the operating system 
checks installed memory and configures 
it automatically. Thus, segmentation is 

transparent to the user's 
application program. Ex
panded ROM Basic includes 
enhancements for statistics, 
trig functions, and IEEE 
floating point math. 

This spring, application 
ROM packages will be re
leased for math, engineer
ing, surveying, and text 
editing, as well as Forth and 
assembly language develop
ment systems. Software 
comes in ROM, cassette 
tapes, or magnetic cards. 

Interfaces for a magnetic card reader 
(photo upper right) and HP-IL connector 
(left) enable the unit to read and store 
programs. The 'Teader plugs into the 
back of the unit, arid the HP-IL connec
tor inserts into a slot on the left. In addi
tion, HP-IL controllers for the IEEE 488 
bus, RS-232, and GPIO interfaces equip 
the unit to work with a broad range of 
peripherals. 

The 8 x 132 dot-matrix LCD shows 22 
out of 96 possible characters on the 
input line. This keyboard-controlled 
window scrolls horizontally as charac
ters are entered. Alternately, an ASCII 
terminal can be the display device under 
control of a small Basic program. 

Key definitions on the QWERTY-style 
keyboard are controlled by the gold "f" 
and blue "g" keys. Keyfiles, Basic exten
sions, simple display graphics, auto-start, 
and other programming aids facilitate 
custom features. The basic unit, with 
16-Kbyte RAM and 64-Kbyte ROM, costs 
$550. Hewlett-Packard Co, 1000 NE 
Circle Blvd, Corvallis, OR 97730. 
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The Newest Innovation in Controller 
Technology From the Oldest Name 

Multifunction Controllers. 
• In 

Introducing the World's First LSl~ll Emulating Multifunction Disk/Tape Controller. 

Say hello to SPECTRA 25, the cornerstone of our new fami ly 
of high-performance disk/ tape controllers designed for use 
with DEC's LSI-II computer. 

This revolutionary 0-Bus compatible single quad board 
lets you interface any combination of two SMD disks and four 
formatted 112 -inch tape drives. By using extended commands 
to program the onboard E2PROM, you can easily select drive 
mixing, mapping, and many other features-all without 
removing the controller from the system. 

The SPECTRA 25 emulates DEC's RM02/ 5 and RM80 
disk subsystems, and DEC's TSI I tape subsystem. It also pro
vides complete emulation for operation with DEC's RT-II, 
RSX-llM, RSX-llM-PLUS and RSTS/ E operating 
systems. 

To further enhance system performance, 
Spectra Logic offers SPECTRA STREAM™ 
software, a streaming tape backup utility 
that can back up an entire 80MB drive in 
only seven minutes. 

Spectra Logic first introduced the multifunction concept back 
in 1979. And we've been quietly revolutionizing the market 
ever since with families of controllers that provide the high
performance, proven reliability, and added value you need to 
stay competitive. 

We also offer the industry's most comprehensive one 
year warranty, responsive nationwide service, and ongoing 
technical support. 

SPECTRA 25 is the latest innovation in controller tech
nology from the company with peripheral vision. Spectra 
Logic. For further information, including complete technical 
specifications, call or write us today. 

Spectra Logic Corporation 
1227 Innsbruck Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

1408) 744-0930 TWX 910-339-9566 
TELEX 172524 SPL SUVL 

International Sales Office: 
Belgium 132) 12) 5134892 

SPECTRA STREAM is a trademark of Spectra Logi c Corporation. © 1983 Spectra Logic Corporation 
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Compact station engineers hierarchical VLSI design system 
A high end design station called the 
MegaLogician combines powerful main 
frame simulation with the verification 
functions of a breadboard in one desk
top package. Its Ethernet interface con
trols integrated network communication 
between workstations, file or print 
servers, and mainframes. By simulating 
up to one million gates and making 
I 00,000 evaluations/s, the MegaLogi
cian is said to improve performance 100 
times and capacity 10 times over existing 
design stations. Future capacities of 10 
million gates are projected. 

Graphics capability and automatic 
feature extraction help build circuits 
from the ground up. Database structure 
and architecture, including Intel's 286 

CPU and a proprietary microcoded TTL 
circuit emulator, permit fast switching 
between different circuit views at any 
level of c.omplexity. Changes in view
point (eg, from gate to functional level) 
take place within 3 s. 

Gate-level editing describes in detail 
and manipulates individual gates and in
terconnections . Timing information for 
gates built from different processes, as 
well as interconnect lines, feed into logic 

simulation and timing verification pro
grams. Multigate structures appear as 
functional blocks, and store as modules 
for future use . Text descriptions of finite 
state machines can be created or 
generated from flowcharts; PLA or ROM 
masks designed; and FPLAs, PALS, 
PROMS, and erasable PROMS programmed 
directly. 

The behavioral level generates fault 
simulation and test programs for both in
dividual circuits and for complete sys-

terns. Designers can model the effects of 
particular software programs or interrupt 
schemes and alter circuits as required. 

The knowledge-based simulation pro
cess takes the net list produced during 
preliminary design and generates lists of 
"simulation primitives" corresponding 
to the circuit gates . Different primitives 
represent particular processes, such as 
CMOS and NMOS, and accurately model 
circuit parameters when "executed" by 
the simulation hardware . In essence, 
these primitives are microcode instruc
tions for a specialized emulation engine. 
As the simulator executes its instructions 
in sequence, it accumulates timing and 
circuit performance information . This 
data is stored on disk . 

The MegaLogician has I to 6 Mbytes 
of main memory, 4 to 8 Mbytes of simu
lation memory, a high resolution mono
chrome or color graphics terminal, a 
40-or 80-Mbyte Winchester disk, and a 
l-Mbyte floppy disk. System architec
ture supports up to 1-Gbyte virtual 
memory . Standard configuration costs 
$120,000. Daisy Systems Corp, 139 Kifer 
Ct, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 265 

Condensing architecture makes small system perform big 
The Eclipse MV 1soooc can address 
4 Gbytes of virtual memory and is pro
gram compatible with other Eclipse MV I 
family computers. Using bit-slice arch,i
tecture and a pipelined instruction pro
cessor lets the system run at a 220-ns 
microcycle speed. The compact 10.5-in. 
high rackmountable system uses both 
256-Kbyte dynamic RAMs and gate 
arrays for its compact power. 

The instruction processor interprets 
instructions for execution. After receiving 
an instruction sequence, it keeps up to 
four in a pipeline at one time. This 
achieves one onsite instruction execution 
every microcycle. It simultaneously exe
cutes one instruction while it decodes a 
second and fetches a third. A 1-Kbyte 
instruction cache that is directly mapped 
to the system cache buffers the system. 
Transferring instructions from the 
instruction cache and data from the system 
cache to main memory occurs simulta
neously for improved performance. 

Both system cache and main memory 
reside on a single 15- x 15-in . board that 
uses 2000 + custom gate array circuitry. 
The 16-Kbyte system cache ports to both 
the CPU and 110 system. With a 150-ns 
cycle time, it functions as a lookahead 
and lookback buffer for the system. 
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Transfers between system cache and main 
memory occur at a rate of 16 bytes in 550 
ns for a write, and 16 bytes in 440 ns for 
a read . 

When memory control receives an 
address from the system cache, the cir
cuitry addresses specific memory loca
tions and performs error checking and 
correction on data transfers between the 
bank controller and main memory. It 

also provides byte parity checking on 
data transfers from the system cache. 
Each main memory location is put 
through a check at a 2-s/Mbyte rate. At 
the same time, refresh operations are 
performed on the 64- or 256-Kbit DRAM

based memory array. 
As a hardware accelerator for the de

mand paging subsystem, the address 
translation unit (A TU) eliminates pro
cessor overhead for page translations. It 
maintains a table of recently referenced 
page addresses, using the fact that 
during processing, memory references 
tend to cluster in page groups that are 
repeatedly referenced. The 265-page 
table is stored in the ATU cache. When a 
program requests a page, the hardware 
first checks for the page location in the 
ATU cache. This relieves the processor 
from having to regenerate the transla
tion for every page reference. 

Other system features include an 
eight-level hierarchical security system, 
the full MV series instruction set, and a 
three-level independent 110 subsystem. 
The 32-bit system is priced at $55,500 for 
one, and $40,515 each in quantities of 
20. Data General Corp, 4400 Computer 
Dr, Westboro, MA 01580. 
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BUSINESS 
COMPUTING 
THE PC MAGAZINE FOR BUSINESS 

't'e're going to help you 
llke no one else can. 

The name of the business game is to get the greatest value 
out of your IBM Personal Computer or Compatible. And that's 
why our name is so important to you : Business Computing. 

For starters, Business Computing is not a computer 
publication for technical people. It's a business publication 
written exclusively for people who use computers to generate 
better operating results. 

This means no "computer speak," no jargon, no program 
codes, no games. Just clear, well-written business computing 
editorials on important subjects like Planning, Forecasting, 
Cash Management, Financial Modeling, Tax Planning and 
Project Management. 

Here's how we help you 
each and every month. 

Without software, your computer is useless. So our first 
responsibility is to keep you thoroughly up-to-date on what's 
available and how well it works. We'll try to keep you away 
from the lemons and steer you towards the best performers. 

And we'll support it with case histories about business and 
professional people just like you to help you get the maximum 
value from your IBM PC or Compatible. 

Plus you 'll get the latest new-product information, a calen
dar of special events and seminars, and much, much more ... 
all in one, convenient source: Business Computing, the 
monthly business-computing magazine for you, the 
IBM PC user. 

And now you can get all of this valuable information for just 
$14. 75, saving you 50% off the newsstand cover price. And 
your satisfaction is totally guaranteed. You can cancel at any 
time and get a complete refund. So subscribe today. 

To subscribe: Just return the coupon or, for faster service, 
call toll -free: 1-800-331-2333. (Please call between 8:00 a.m. 
and 4 :30 p.m. Central Time.) In Oklahoma, Call : 
(918) 835-3161. 

To order circle Reader Service Number 118 -----------------Yes! Please send me 12 monthly issues of BUSINESS COM
PUTING at the low annual subscription rate of $14.75 - 50% off the 
newsstand price. 

llUSINESS 
CilMPUllN& 

D Canada/Mexico $17.30 D International $19.70 D Please bill me. 
D Payment enclosed. D This is a renewal. 

Charge to my: D MasterGard D Visa D American Express 

Card# I I I I I I I Bank # (MC Only) ~' ~~~~ 

Expires _________ _ Signature---------------

NAME (PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE.) O I currently own an IBM PC. 
0 I do not own an IBM PC, 

but I am considering 
buying one. 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

O I use an IBM PC at work. 
0 I own or am considering an 

IBM-compatible computer. 

Mail this coupon to : 
BUSINESS COMPUTING 
Circulation Department 
P.O. Box815 
Tulsa, OK 74101 
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Winchester/floppy controller rules over diverse disk selections 
Occupying only 16 memory locations, 
the GMS6S29 intelligent module can con
trol three Winchesters and four floppies. 
Its five onboard processors cover func
tions ranging from communication to 
error correction. They perform specific 
functions at maximum speed with 
minimal operating software. 

A master single-chip processor oper
ates at a 10-MHz clock speed. It per
forms all communication between the 
system and control processors and sector 
buffer RAM. The second processor works 
with a custom data separator device to 
perform all read/ write operations to the 
disk. Used to lock phase locked loops to 
the incoming clock, it also drives some 
8-in. floppy signals. 

The third processor controls the 5 \4-
and 8-in. floppies. The floppy controller 
contains a built-in data separator, write 
precompensation, and all seek func
tions. The fourth processor, as an error 
correction/ detection unit, can automati
cally generate ECC or CRC on data 
stream. When it detects an error, it auto
matically corrects up to a 5-bit stream on 

a single data burst. A retry will also 
automatically start if the data cannot be 
corrected. In addition, this processor 
generates and verifies CRC/ECC on both 
data and ID files. 

Finally, the fifth processo{ is an op
tional OMA device that transfers data 
to/ from sector buffer RAM onboard 
to/ from system RAM. It speeds the 
transfer rate by up to 10 times (when 
used in the halt burst mode) or 4 to 5 
times (in halt steal mode). Another 
advantage is the decrease in user soft
ware needed to read/ write to and from 
floppies or hard disks. A programmable 
counter generates a OMA grant signal 
that is normally generated by system 
processors . However, not all processors 
have this capability, so with the counter, 
the OMA option can be used with all four 
types of processors used in the single
board computer (6502, 6802, 6800, and zso). 

In addition to the five processors, a 
versatile interface adapter provides two 
ports for custom applications. The first 
port with eight 1/0 lines reads a DIP 

switch. The switch positions indicate to 

the operating software the following 
parameters: file booting, drive size and 
density, and whether or not a removable 
hard disk is installed. The other port 
performs hard disk removable func
tions, such as the disk being removed, 
write protected, and cartridge changed . 
This port is also used to format hard sec
tors and to generate system interrupts . 

The controller is burned in for 72 hours 
and carries a full-year warranty. It is 
priced at $387 in 100-piece quantities. 
General Micro Systems, Inc, 1320 Chaffey 
Ct, Ontario, CA 91762. Circle 267 

Portable operating system easily adapts to specific microcomputers 

Serving as a general-purpose micro
computer operating system, SI has 
several characteristics that distinguish it 
from other operating systems. Its ma
chine independence and building block 
construction provide flexibility, while 
realtime facilities and machine language 
implementation deliver performance. 

Taking user requests, a command pro
cessor causes appropriate programs to 
run . There are three types, all of which 
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can reside in a single 
system. Switching between 
them occurs with a single 
command. The conventional 
processor accepts lines 
typed into the terminal, 
decodes the command into 
names and operands, loads 
the appropriate command 
program, and then gives it 
control. 

The menu processor dis
plays the command choices. 
The prompting processor is 
used like the conventional 
one. However, omitting re
quired operands does not 
cause an error message to 
be printed and the com
mand discarded. Instead, it 
prompts for each operand. 

Any complete program can be used as 
a command. The system provides several 
commands, including assemble, back 
up, charge, clean, debug, and link. 
Other commands arise from word pro
cessors, spreadsheet programs, com
pilers, and interpreters. 

A command list is a command 
sequence in a file . It is used like a com
mand but is easier to compose . A file 
with commands executes directly. Ordi-

narily, each command will be invoked 
when the preceding one has finished. 
The command process provides a lan
guage for controlling command execu
tion . Unlike conventional programming, 
changing a command list only involves 
its editing. No recompiling or relinking 
is needed. 
. System variables comprise the names 

and values that s1 associates with the 
system information. They provide a way 
to alter the appearance and behavior of 
s1 without rebuilding the system. The set 
command changes system variables, 
which the user can directly examine, set, 
and alter from a running program. 

The system adapts to specific hard
ware on three levels . Moving SI from one 
architecture to another requires re
writing the code generation part of the 
compiler.· To change system facilities, 
commands create a new system copy 
that includes or excludes particular 
features. To add a new device, the only 
requirement is a subroutine that acts as 
the device driver. 

Currently available versions run on 
the 68000, zso, 8080, 8085, and 8086/ 88, with 
versions planned fo r the 80186/ 286 and the 
16032. Prices range from $200 to $1 100. 
Multi Solutions, Inc , 660 Whitehead Rd, 
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648. Circle 268 



Here's Why 
Precision Visuals 

Is Now The Leader In 
Graphics Software Tools! 

WI T II Ra 

OneProgram 
Drives Many Devices 

Rich CGpabwtt.es Mean 
IJm1tless AppUcattons 

This single advantage can save you 
hundreds of hours of programming time. 
It enables you to use your hardware (both 
host computer and graphics devices) to its 
fullest. It protects your software 
investment against obsolescence and frees 
you from exclusive ties to hardware 
vendors. 

Make better dedsions, faster. using 
GllAFMAKER".~ 1<pecialty-placed 

amwta.tfon and color. 

Precision Visuals software tools are 
proven in applications such as computer
aided design, business graphics, process 
control. mapping, geological data analysis, 
document layout, plus many specialized 
applications. System integrators (OEMs) 
use them as the graphics nucleus in 
turnkey systems and as the graphics 
component of database management and 
financial modeling systems. 

Precision Visuals currently offers 
tailored interfaces for over 30 graphics 
devices from these companies: AED 0 
Applicon 0 Calcomp 0 Calcomp 
lookalikes 0 Chromatics 0 DEC 0 Digital 
Engineering 0 HP 0 Houston 
Instruments 0 IBM 0 Imlac 0 III 0 

$12,000 For Our 
Most Popular System 

KMW 0 Megatek 0 Printronix 0 Ramtek 
0 Raster Technologies 0 Sanders 0 Selanar 
0 Servogor 0 Tektronix 0 Tektronix 
lookalikes 0 TI 0 Trilog 0 Versatec 0 
Visual Technology 0 Zeta. 

They Run On Most 
Populm Computers 

B1tild highly interactit•I' computer
a.i<ied design applications with 

the Dl-3000 core system. 

DI-3000™, the core system, starts at 
$8,000 and goes to $12,000 for our most 
powerful and best-selling level. Add 
$6,000 for GRAFMAKER™, the business 
presentation specialty system, and you'll 
have one of the most versatile graphics 
systems available at any price. Other 
popular options include the METAFILE 
SYSTEM for a device-independent 

Including IBM, VAX, PRlME, Hewlett-Packard, 
CDC, Honeywell, Data General, DEC 10/20, Harris, 
Univac, Cray, and DEC PDP-11. 

Precision Visuals software tools require a surprisingly 
small amount of computer resources. Even on smaller 
machines they provide access to the full capabilities of 
the CORE graphics standard. 

"At Martin Marietta, DI-8000 serves as a 
eonunon interface between our numerous 
graphics devices and software applications. 
We tute DI-8000 for applications including 
structural analysis, business charts, graphs, 
animation, SD modeling, and general
purpose graphics." 

Karin Bruce 
Senior Graphics Software Engineer 
Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace 

picture library, and our new CONTOURING SYSTEM 
for advanced surface graphics. 

These are single-CPU, end-user, U.S. list prices. 
Multiple CPU and OEM discounts are also available. 

Find out how Precision Visuals graphics software 
tools can open a new world of flexibility, economy, and 
standardization for your graphics applications. Call us 
at 303/530-9000. 

A PrecisionVISUals 
'¥ 6260 Lookout Road 

Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 
303/530-9000 
TELEX 45-0364/TWX 910-940-2500 

Amsterdam: Ponder Associates 
Phone 030445352 I TELEX 70634 
Sydney: Techway 
Phone 02920858 I TELEX 27987 
Tokyo: N1chimen Company Ltd. 
Phone 032775017 I TELEX 22329 
Zurich: Computer Graphix AG 
Phone 019323482 / TELEX 875447 
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ldeaLogic. The big idea in system design. 

CIRCLE 120 

Monolithic l!~n 
Memories ln.llW 



(Them) 



(Us) 

There are a number of infant CAE companies. But we've been supplying CAE workstations 
for the past 18 years. As an example, our software has already designed over two million PCBs. 
So if you're considering CAE systems, you can safely overlook n~" ~ J, ~,,,." 
all the two year olds. Simply look over the only 18 year old. .KOL.<l.1-~ 
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The world 's most advanced CAE company. 

4 Lyberty Way, Westford, MA 01886 (617l 692-4900 



Panasonic lithium batteries 
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Converter for dumb terminals 

Protocol converter allows access to IBM 
mainframes and provides a communica
tion path for 12 async devices. The 
Micro7400 has all standard 3270 capabil
ities and, in addition, it offers the ability 
to switch between two IBM hosts or be
tween an IBM host and a minicomputer. 
A command port allows alteration of 
parameters such as priority assignments, 
and provides monitoring, diagnostic, 
and control facilities. Five models are 
offered with prices beginning at $2250. 
Micom Systems, Inc, 20151 Nordhoff 
St, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
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Communication processor 
Designed to serve as a hardware engine 
for a range of standard communication 
protocols, the ICP is an intelligent pro
cessor that handles 2780/3780 and x.25 
protocols. Peripheral I/O and other com
munication-related functions are off
loaded to raise throughput. As a terminal 
controller it uses ITH software to reduce 
the number of interrupts sent to the CPU. 
Interfacing to serial terminals at rates to 
9600 baud, the software buffers the main 
processor by assembling character blocks 
in local memory. The unit costs $3950. 
Zilog, Inc, 1315 Dell Ave, Campbell, 
CA 95008. 
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Protocol converters 
Enabling ASCII terminals to communicate 
with IBM hosts, the series 100 emphasizes 
the price/performance factor. To IBM 
hosts, the devices are indistinguishable 
from IBM peripheral controllers. Termi
nals and printers supported by the series 
100 appear to the host as IBM periph
erals. Model 176 supports seven personal 
computers. Model 167 allows 3767 users to 
substitute low cost ASCII terminals and 
other peripherals for IBM SNA/SDLC 
devices. Pricing for the series starts at 
$2850. Protocol Computers, Inc, 6150 
Canoga Ave, Woodland Hills, CA 
91367. 
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Frontend processor 
The 6100 communication subsystem al
lows Nonstop II and TXP systems to 
manage several hundred communication 
lines simultaneously. Data rates are up to 
56,000 bits/s. Three transmission types 
(asynchronous, byte synchronous, and bit 
synchronous) and two line disciplines 
(point-to-point and multipoint supervisor) 
are available. It is microprogrammable on 
a per-line basis allowing different pro
tocols, line disciplines, and line speeds to 
be mixed in a single system. Price is 
$23,900. Tandem Computers, Inc, 19333 
Valko Pkwy, Cupertino, CA 95014. 
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Packet-switched network 
The Sopho-Net network allows previously 
incompatible equipment to communicate 
freely, while it remains transparent. Node 
throughput rates are in excess of 1500 
packets/s, node transit times are less than 
20 ms, up to 4000 lines can connect to a 
node, and any number of nodes can make 
up a single network. The system carries 
all types of traffic: data, text, and image, 
and can superimpose any on the other. 
Systems are connected to the network in 
their native protocol so no hardware or 
software modifications are necessary. 
Phillips Telecommunications Industries, 
PO Box 32, 1200 JD Hilversum, The 
Netherlands. 
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Two-unit processors 
Improved design equips Comten 3650 
communication processors to terminate 
up to three times the number of SDLC 
communication lines at the processor . 
The frontend and remote units support 
two hosts without an expansion cabinet. In 
addition, two improved price/performance 
models (RB and SB) manage up to 16 com
munication lines, 512 Kbytes of memory, 
and two hosts. Several configurations 
are available. NCR Comten, Inc, 2700 
Snelling Ave N, St Paul, MN 55113. 
Circle 274 

March Preview 
Watch for a special article 
on printer technology 

Capable of speeds up tc 100 Mbaud, the 
HFBR-1203/1204 operates at distances in ex
cess of I km. The high optical power-
7.4 dBm when coupled into 100/140-µm 
fiber-allows for applications in LANS 
and high speed computer links. Optical 
coupling scheme keeps optical power 
variation within 5 dB. An etched-well, 
820-nm emitter provides thermal conduc
tion for the high optical power. In quan
tities of 100, the transmitters are $66 each. 
Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero 
Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303 . 
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Virtual circuit switch 
The Datakit vcs is a kit of compatible 
hardware modules assembled to provide 
a highly efficient network of terminal-to
computer and computer-to-computer 
communication. Architecture is designed 
to handle different protocols simul
taneously. With the hardware, communi
cation hubs link to LANs, and each fink 
provides high speed transmission with low 
delay. The network uses a star topology 
with host computers at the center. AT&T 
Western Electric, 222 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10038 . 
Circle 276 

Digital line interface module 
The MH89700 thick-film hybrid module 
provides 256 kbits/s of full-duplex com
munication between digital terminations 
over two common twisted-pair telephone 
cables. It shares the 2.048-Mbit/s , 32-
channel, 8-bit/channel serial transmission 
format designed for PCM encoded voice 
and digital data. The module uses any 
four 64-kbit/ s channels from a ST-BUS in
terface at the network port. In addition, 
it provides a line port and a micro
processor port. Switching is with asyn
chronous or synchronous data between 
any of the three ports. In a 40-pin DIP , 
price is $96.25 in IOOs. Miter Semiconduc
tor, PO Box 1663, Buffalo, NY 14203. 
Circle 277 
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Integrated modems 

The 2400-, 4800-, and 9600-bit/s modems 
offer reliability with LSI circuit design, 
compatibility with Omnimux Muxes, and 
backward compatibility with modems . 
Switches mounted on the front change 
operating parameters. Loopback test 
functions speed system fault isolation. 
The 2400-bit/ s modem is compatible with 
the 24-LSJ Mark 11 modem and meets 
CCJTT V.27 bis recommendations. Pric
ing begins at $700. Racal-Milgo, 8600 
NW 4l st St, Miami, FL 33166. 
Circle 278 

Distributed processing LAN 
A LAN software system offers compati
bility with both Unix and mixed MS-DOS/ 
Unix environments. Designed to run on 
IBM PCs, it allows sharing of all devices 
and unrestricted files on a system. The 
software will turn each node into a win
dow on the entire network and on con
nected networks through gateways. 
Software can be stored in a few central
ized places and downloaded to any com
puter on demand. An unlimited license 
costs $250,000; 500-node costs $50,000, 
with basic licenses at $10,000, plus $200 a 
node. Phoenix Software Assocs Ltd , PO 
Box 207, N Easton, MA 02356. 
Circle 279 

Networking extras 
Additions to DECnet include an interface 
to connect all Q-bus micros, three Ether
net servers, remote fiber optic repeater, 
and supporting software packages. The 
Deqna uses the H4000 transceiver and 
cabling to connect the computer to Ether
net coaxial cable . It operates at a 
10-Mbit/ s rate and provides both physical 
channel and data-link functions conform
ing to the latest specs . Price is $1150. 
Communication servers link Ethernet to 
other networks. Prices range from 
$17,000 to $26,995 . Repeater enables 
designers to configure large Ethernet con-
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figurations up to 1000 m through a fiber ~~U~W~ffiaJ~ 
optic link . Cost is $4400. Digital Equip- ___________ _ 
ment Corp, 10 Main St , Maynard, MA floppy disk controller 
01754. Circle280 

Protocol conversion 
Model 870 converts binary sync protocols 
into async, emulating the IBM 3270 cluster 
controller. The modular converter sup
ports devices from one to eight channels 
each with its own microprocessor. The 
micro offers faster async conversion and 
the capability to support 256 terminals 
per host port. A rotary switch selects the 
data transmission rate, which ranges 
from 110 to 19,200 bits/in . An auto
baud rate detect feature determines the 
correct baud rate for each terminal. CRT 
controls are individually remapped for 
each terminal line, allowing full emula
tion. Cost of a basic system is $3395. 
Kaufman Research Manufacturing, Inc, 
145 E Dana St, Mountain View, CA 
94041. 
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Limited-distance modem 
The LVS 76.8 allows thumbwheel-switch 
selection of eight sync speeds from 2400 
to 76,800 bits/ s. It operates at other 
speeds via an outside clock. At max
imum speed, it can send data 5000 m on 
a typical 22-gauge wire. Either EIA 
RS-232-C or V.35 interface is available . The 
modem is programmed to provide stan
dard EIA and line loopback testing from 
either end of the line. Prices range from 
$650 to $725. Complexx Systems, Inc, 
4930 Research Dr, Huntsville, AL 
35805. 
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As a single-board STD bus device, the 
LSB-7810 simultaneously controls up to 
four disk drives in any size and format 
combination. An optional DMA con
troller frees up the host during disk 
transfer and provides full vectored inter
rupt capability. Interrupts are jump 
selectable. All drive parameters and sec
tor lengths are software programmable 
for each drive . Quantity-one price is 
$280, plus $35 for the DMA controller. 
Axis, Inc, 7825 Engineer Rd , San Diego, 
CA 92111. Circle 283 

Multibus floppy controller 
The V8004 supports both 5 Y. - and 8-in. 
disk drives, providing oncard data separa
tion and double-density write data pre
compensation . Proper clocks are under 
software control for the disk being used . 
There are no oncard adjustments. Disk 
cable terminations mount in sockets for 
easy replacement. Fabricated with multi
layer printed circuits, the card is a single
wide isBx module 100 percent compatible 
with iSBX specs. Unit costs $450. Century 
Computer Corp, 14453 Gillis Rd , Dallas, 
TX 75234. 
Circle 284 

Intelligent controllers 
The series 6000 attaches. ESDl/ESTI disk 
and tape drives to a variety of host 
systems. The host computer bus is the 
SAS! bidirectional bus interface. Both 
kinds of drives attach to the bus without 
sacrificing performance characteristics . 
Controller chip set features consecutive 
sector transfers , 2-Mbyte host data trans
fer rates, and intelligent buffer manage
ment. In 1000s, prices range from $225 
to $350. OMTI, 557 Salmar Ave , 
Campbell , CA 95008. 
Circle 285 



"BUBBLES IRE HELPING 
NIDORF BREAK INm 
NEW SAlES FIGURES:' 

a 

-Axe/Hass 
Sales Director of Retail Industry 
Nixdorf Computer AG 

megabit of non-volatile 
memory. Capable of storing 
thousands of codes for any 
store. 

The solid state bubble 
also outperforms disks and 
floppies in this demanding 
environment. Which means 
Nixdorfs memory system 
runs maintenance-free 24-
hours a day. So the downtime 
that means"no sale" is pre
vented. And the bubble's high 
speed access even helps 
keep check-out lines moving. 

88112 '55405 The 7110's small size 
also helps make Nixdorfs 
stand-alone system self-con

tained and modular. So the system fits 
smoothly into any size retail organization, 
can be easily networked, and can grow as 
the store's customer base grows. 

Computer product codes. Each as 
unique as a fingerprint. Each representing 
a product and its cost. Designed to elimi
nate the time and expens·e of price tags and 
stickers, while providing critical up-to
the-second inventory updates. 

In order to make efficient use of this 
system, a retailer must have fast and reli
able access to thousands of codes, anytime. 
Unfortunately, a modular, computerized 
access has never been provided. 

Until now, that is. 
Nixdorf Computer has introduced an 

affordable system that is both easy to use 
and to install. A system that doesn't dis
count quality, performance or reliability. 
A system made possible with a purchase 
from Intel. 

Rather than counting on more RAM 
for keeping the data base, Nixdorf depends 
on an Intel 7110 bubble featuring a full 

CIRCLE 123 

Even if its customer base grows as fast 
as Nixdorf s. 

Whatever your line in electronics, 
Intel bubbles just may be the break you've 
needed. 

So write us for more information. 
Lit. Dept. Y7, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 

Or call us, toll-free. (800) 538-1876. 
In California, (800) 672-1833. 

Then, perhaps, celebrate your new 
sales figures with a French bubble product. 
Its computer code is shown above. 

Dom Perignon, 1975. 
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Disk SMD controller for Unibus 
The MDB-RMI 1-Q (quad-size) emulates 
DEC's RM02/03/05, while the MDB-RKI 1-Q 
emulates RK06/07 disk drives. Each con
troller interfaces two physical disk drives 
(up to four logical units) to the PDP-I I 
Unibus. Either controller can simul
taneously mix emulation modes within 
the same family. They are software trans
parent to all DEC operating systems plus 
Unix and TSX, and handle up to 56 
Mbytes or 512 Mbytes per formatted 
device. Data capacity is 1.023 Gbytes with 
transfer rates to 10 Mbits/s. Prices range 
from $2800 to $3200. MDB Systems, Inc, 
1995 N Batavia St, Orange, CA 92665. 
Circle 286 

Drivers for LED display 
The M5450 and M5451 drive 34 and 35 
segments, respectively, with sink currents 
to 5 mA. They operate four- or five-digit 
alphanumeric displays with minimal in
terface to the display and data source. A 
serial data and clock signal transfer data. 
Both drivers feature continuous bright
ness control and TTL compatibility. No 
external resistors are required. The 40-pin 
plastic DIP costs $4.20 each in lOOs . SGS 
Semiconductor Corp, 1000 E Bell Rd , 
Phqenix, AZ 85022. 
Circle 287 

Mag-tape peripheral processor 
Supporting the PDP-II series of com
puters, model TC-200 is a single-board 
processor that takes one SPC slot in the 
backplane. It contains the necessary 
logic to control four 9-track tape drives. 
Speeds range from 25 to 125 in .ls. Firm
ware provides an auto self-test verifica
tion routine on power up. The routine 
tests all internal registers, flags, and data 
paths. Read-after-write logic verifies 
data. The processor supports all DEC 
operating systems. Price is $3,000 with 
delivery in 30 days. Computer Storage 
Technology, Inc, 1369 S State College 
Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92806. 
Circle 288 

Floppy controller board 
Providing the required governing, for
matting, and interfacing logic between 
the VMEbus and disk drives , the 
DSSEFDCONT-1 can handle four single- or 
double-sided 5 Y.- or 8-in. drives. The 
board occupies 24 Kbytes of memory, and 
base address is jumper selectable any
where in the entire memory map. A hex 
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display shows disk status and disk test 
results. The address bus and the control 
bus have TTL-compatible buffered inputs 
while the data bus has three-state, TTL
compatible buffered I/Os. Unit price is 
$1375. Data-Sud Systems/U.S., Inc, 2219 
S 48th St, Tempe, AZ 85282. 
Circle 289 

Serial 1/0 for Multibus systems 
This board allows up to eight EIA RS-232 
interfaces to connect to any Multibus sys
tem. With a 45-ns access time, the MP8518 
is controlled by a USART containing an 
onchip baud rate generator. Therefore, 
each USART can be set at a different 
speed. Baud rates range from 50 to 
19,200. It requires 32 110 ports and its 
base address can be on any 32-port 
boundary. Standard 1/0 addressing uses 
a 16-bit DIP switch. Interrupt combina
tions can be set by strap selection. In one 
to nine quantities, price is $465. Burr
Brown , Data Acquisition and Control 
Systems Div, 3631 E 44th St, Tucson, 
AZ 85713. 
Circle 290 

Disk controller slave 
The Octafloppy is an IEEE 696/ S-IOO com
patible slave card that provides up to 9.6 
Mbytes of online storage via two strings 
of four drives. Each string can be either 
5 Y. or 8 in., single or double sided and 
single or double density simultaneously. 
It appears to the host as 16 1/0 ports with 
optional extended device addressing. Up 
to a 64-Kbyte transfer can be performed 
anywhere on the 16-Mbyte address space. 
An onboard wait state generator allows 
it to be used in 8-MHz systems. Single
quantity price is $495. Ackerman Digital 
Systems, Inc, 216 W Stone Ct, Villa Park, 
IL 60181. Circle 291 

Winchester disk controller 
Designed to maximize the 110 perfor
mance of multi-user, multitasking micro 
systems, the ACB-5500 board allows users 
to concurrently perform read or write 
operations on different disk drives. It sup
ports seven host CPUs through a SASI/ 
ANSI SCSI bus and four 5 Y.-in. Winchester 
drives of any capacity. The controller sup
ports file sharing and shared disk applica
tions through a reserve/release command. 
This command prevents access to a set of 
sectors that are being updated. Price is 
approximately $300. Adaptec, Inc, 580 
Cotton Wood Dr, Milpitas, CA 95035. 
Circle 292 

Integrated timing analysis 

An !TA component for the 951 6/ 16S 
microsystem integration system adds 
high speed logic timing measurement 
and display. It offers async timing to 100 
MHz and detects glitches as fast as 5 ns. 
An !TA consists of PC board and eight
channel probe pod. Users can capture up 
to 1024 samples/ channel and display 
results in a waveform format on the 
screen. The ITA option will be available 
in the first quarter of 1984. Prices will be 
$4000 for the eight-channel version and 
$7000 for the 16-channel version . Gould 
Inc, Design & Test Systems Div, 4600 
Old Ironsides Dr , Santa Clara, CA 
95050. Circle 293 

Signal memory recorder 

The SMR-1 collects and analyzes transient 
waveforms. The modular unit provides 
each of 2 to 16 channels with 16 to 64 
Kbytes of nonmultiplexed memory. 
Sampling is done at 1, 2, or 10 MHz with 
resolutions of 8, 10, or 12 bits . The 9-in. 
monitor displays in either Y-t or X-Y 
format. All functions and parameters 
are programmable by IEEE 488 or RS-232 
interfaces or by front-panel selection. A 
dual-time base allows pretrigger infor
mation to be sampled at one rate with 
other triggered data to be sampled at 
another. Soltec Corp, 11684 Pendleton 
St, Sun Valley, CA 91352. 
Circle 294 
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Memory and logic programmer 

The 160 series universal programmer uses 
software (instead of hardware) that runs 
on a small computer. The complete sys
tem includes a programming station with 
two zero-insertion force sockets: one for 
devices of up to 28 pins, and one for 
40-pin 1cs. Software contains all the nec
essary programming algorithms and 
device data bases on floppy disks. Hard
ware includes an interface card that plugs 
into the computer, and a programming 
console containing power supplies and 
D-A converters that supply proper signals 
to the programming socket. Prices start 
at $4495. Valley Data Sciences Inc, 2426 
Charleston Rd, Mountain View, CA 
94043. Circle 295 

Logic analysis system 

The NPC-864ST combines a 48-channel 
state analyzer and a 16-channel 
200-MHz timing analyzer into one 
package. It also includes a dual double
density floppy drive for test storage, 
automation, postprocessing, and perfor
mance monitoring using CP/ M. Perfor
mance monitoring includes both time 
and event histograms with the time his
togram used to display the percent of 
time the software takes to execute speci
fic segments of code. Event histograms 
give the user frequency of occurrence in
formation. Prices range to $19,500. 
Nicolet Paratronics, 201 Fourier Ave, 
Fremont, CA 94539. Circle 296 

Portable floppy tester 
Model PT-350 offers overlapping tests for 
data integrity and read-window margins. 
While a phase-locked loop generates a 
programmable data window, a program
mable one-shot measures the relation
ship between read-data pulses and 
reference clocks. The tester has over 30 
test routines and downloads to RAM for 
custom designed tests . It accommodates 
8-in., 5\4-in., and 3Yz-in. disk drives, 
FM or MFM encoded. Firmware holds 32 
Kbytes of data integrity tests. In unit 
quantities, it is priced at $2995 complete. 
Applied Data Communications, Inc, 
14272 Chambers Rd, Tustin, CA 92680. 

Circle 297 

Test-generation system 
Using a hierarchical approach that ac
cepts functional and structural circuit 
descriptions, Hitest improves test pro
gram efficiency. The knowledge-based 
software uses a data base to automatically 
generate appropriate test programs. The 
package runs on VAX 32-bit virtual 
memory computers in combination with 
a color graphics test generation terminal. 
An interactive simulator provides accu
rate MOS simulation and logic strengths. 
Circuits designed on the HIL0-2 simulator 
or on general-purpose computers (Apollo, 
VAX, Prime, or IBM) can be fed to the 
Hitest system. A typical system costs 
$200,000. GenRad, Inc, 170 Tracer Lane, 
Waltham, MA 02254. 
Circle 298 

Let's hear from you 
We welcome your comments 
about this issue. Just jot 
them on the Reader Inquiry 
Card. 

• ·. ·~ 
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+ 1984 Exhibition 
The most intense display of 
high performance computer 
graphics equipment for current 
and future applications. 

July 23-27, 1984 
Minneapolis , Minnesota 
For information, contact the 

+ SIGGRAPH '84 Conference Office 
111 East Wacker Drive (A) 
Chicago , Illinois 60601 
(312) 644-6610 

CIRCLE 124 

Logic state/software analyzer 

. - - - -·-
~~ 

- ·~----

·--

As an integrated modular system, the 
64000 supports every phase of micro
based product development. All functions 
operate from a development station that 
features syntax-driven softkeys . As
semblers, linkers, and C and Pascal com
pilers support software development. A 
software performance analyzer offers a 
measurement set to guide programmers 
in optimizing and streamlining sub
routines or total system flow. State traces 
can be started with simple conditions or 
with complex series of events in a specific 
order . Depending on the number of input 
channels selected, prices range from 
$4350 to $9610. Hewlett-Packard Co, 
1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 
94303. Circle 299 

-
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Data-bus exerciser 

Portable BUS-68000 exercises, tests, and 
troubleshoots MIL-STD-1553 systems. Local 
programming is via a front-panel, 24-pad 
keyboard and 10-character alphanumeric 
display. Remote programming is with an 
8-bit parallel l/O port or optional IEEE 488 
and RS-232 interfaces. Additional features 
include error generation and error detec
tion, single or continuous messages, 
variable response time, and built-in self
test. The unit costs $4995 in quantities of 
one to nine . ILC Data Device Corp, 105 
Wilbur Pl, Bohemia, NY 11716. 
Circle 300 

Tester for keyboards 

The KRC-2000 system consists of two 
units, a programmable system control 
module, and a keyboard actuating 
module: -Together they provide a pro
grammable automated testing device 
that performs both life and functional 
tests for virtually any keyboard 
assembly. Capacity is 128 keys at 10 
keys/ s. The keyboard operates by input 
signals from external memory, or built
in ROM data inside the control unit. 
Printer interface is Centronics parallel. 
Osawa & Co, 1 Mamiya a, Kensington 
Ctr, Mt Prospect, IL 60056. Circle 301 

Tell us what you like 
Did you remember to rate 
the articles in this issue of 
Computer Design? A special 
editorial score box is 
provided on the Reader 
Inquiry Card. 
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Scope calibration system 
Calibrating scopes with bandwidths up to 
1 GHz the 4003A makes fast controlled 
checks by a software/hardware combina
tion. This consists of a Computest soft
ware package, IBM PC, color display, dual 
disk drives, and printer. Color options 
provide 16 foreground and 8 background 
choices. The system is priced at $28,500. 
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc, 90 Fanny 
Rd, Boonton, NJ 07005. Circle 302 

Universal field tester 

Through a DSA bus, the 26!0 provides 
high speed data transfers essential to 
complex microprocessor-based devices . 
Available modules include diagnostic 
control, micro interface, measurement , 
and protocol floppy tests. Based on a 
Z80A micro, hardware consists of a 5-in. 
CRT, 256 Kbytes of memory, an 89-key 
tactile keyboard and a 3 Vi -in. disk drive. 
Prices start under $7000. GenRad, Inc, 
300 Baker Ave, Concord, MA 01742. 

Circle 303 

Static RAM EPROM tester 

Mate M256 benchtop unit evaluates, tests, 
and measures access times of 16- to 
256-Kbyte EPROMS or EEPROMS, and 16- to 
64-Kbyte static RAMs. The tester indicates 
pass or fail for access times between 50 and 
770 ns. Desired access time is keyed into 
the actual time registers on a digital 
display. Supply voltage can be 5.5, 5.25, 
5, 4.75, or 4.5 V. An RS-232-C port allows 
memory up/ downloading form the host 
CPU. MicroTek Lab, Inc, 17221 S 
Western Ave, Gardena, CA, 90247. 
Circle 304 

Winchester disk system 

A 51-Mbyte universal mass storage 
system is compatible with Corvus host 
adapters available for IBM, TI, and Ap
ple. The system uses run-length limited 
coding and a proprietary controller 
design for up to 60 percent more usable 
storage. In addition, transfer rates in
crease from 5 to 7.5 Mbits/ s. Up to 64 
users can share a single unit. A 
removable backup !/.i -in . tape cartridge 
with 32 Mbytes of online storage comes 
separately. The system costs $4595 and 
the backup is $1295. Sunol Systems, PO 
Box 1777, 1027 Serpentine Lane Pleasan
ton, CA 94566. Circle 305 

High speed Multibus memory 
The MM-70000 memory board features an 
200-ns access time and a 325-ns cycle 
time. Compatible with 68000, 8086, and 
zsooo micros, the unit uses either 256- or 
64-Kbyte RAMS in five capacities. Odd 
parity generation and checking are 
available with parity output stored in 
onboard error status register. An on
board option allows auto-switch to ex
ternal backup batteries at power failure. 
Adjustable XACK/ delays optimize system 
performance. A 512-Kbyte unit costs 
$995. Micro Memory, Inc, 9436 Irondale 
Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
Circle 306 

Memory board with 64 Kbytes 
The CMOS memory module has battery 
backup and a write protect feature. The 
DCM 64 accepts eight 8-Kbyte 6264s or 
2-Kbyte 6I 16s, or eight 8-, 4-, or 2-Kbyte 
PROMS or EPROMS. The write protect 
functions to convert RAM into ROM. For 
example, during software development, 
a program can be written, executed, and 
debugged in RAM, then protected in 
ROM. An onboard NiCad rechargeable 
battery makes the module portable. In 
single piece, fully populated with eight 
6264 RAMs, the board costs $850. 
Dynatem Inc, 22600-D Lambert St, El 
Toro, CA 92630. Circle 307 
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Universal floppy reader 
Model TM-500 is a media translation 
system that accepts source computer 
data from floppy disks of any size, den
sity, and format. It transfers data to an 
internal buffer memory where overhead 
formatting data is stripped away. Next, 
data is reformatted and written back 
out. In addition to disks, it unifies data 
formats for 110 ports and magnetic tape. 
A standard X-on/X-off feature enables 
the translator to accept realtime data 
communication input. IBM's Bisync 
protocol is optional. The system costs 
$15,800. Applied Data Communica
tions, Inc, 14272 Chambers Rd, Tustin, 
CA 92680. Circle 308 

Magnetic tape systems 
Designed for the Mostek/ Prolog STD bus 
line of single-card computers, the systems 
are 112-in., 9-track and perform at 
800/1600 bits/ in . They use an intelligent 
micro-based controller that provides an 
8-bit bidirectional parallel interface. 
Asynchronous handshaking and ping
pong buffering (2 Kbytes/ dual) are stan
dard features for maximum throughput. 
STD bus users are provided with data 
interchange and transportation via 
IBM/ ANSl/ECMA and ISO-compatible tape 
and over 40 Mbytes of unformatted data 
storage for archival and/ or disk backup. 
Prices range from $9575 to $11,950. In
novative Data Technology, 4060 Morena 
Blvd, San Diego, CA 92117. 
Circle 309 

Dual-port static RAM 

Organized as 1024 x 8, the SY2IJO allows 
asynchronous reading and writing to a 
common-memory array . It features two 
separate 110 ports that give independent 
access to any location in memory. Two 
contention modes are available: in one, 
the contention is ignored and both opera
tions proceed; in the other, onchip con
trol logic arbitrates. An interrupt function 
communicates between systems and acts 
as a writable flag. The chip has a 100-ns 
access time and operates off a 5-V sup
ply. In JOO-piece quantities, the price is 
$42 for 48-pin ceramic DIPS. Synertek 
Inc, sub of Honeywell, 3001 Stender 
Way, Santa Clara, CA 95054. 
Circle 310 

Infrared touch input system 
Designed for the 1sc 8000 series of 19-in. 
color graphics terminals, the touch system 
uses LED emitters and phototransistor 
detectors. They create a lattice of infrared 
light beams just in front of the display 
surface. When the screen is touched, light 
beams are broken and the computer re
sponds to the reported X-Y coordinates 
of the touch. There is no overlay between 
the viewer and the screen, so screen 
brightness and resolution are unaffected. 
Carroll Touch Technology, 2902 Farber 
Dr, Champaign, IL 61821. Circle 311 

Laser printing subsystem 
Using laser technology and electro
photography, the 6100 prints forms, data, 
and text at speeds up to 103 pages/ min. 
It allows the user to change font sizes and 
character densities within a single line. A 
large page buffer holds one or more pages 
of information, and allows incoming data 
to be printed continuously. Densities of 
6, 8, 10, and 12 lines/in. and 10, 12, and 
15 chars/ in. are user options. Print 
resolution is made up of 240 x 240 
dots/ in. The printer is priced at $195,000. 
Storage Technology Corp, 2270 S 88th St, 
Louisville, CO 80028. Circle 312 

Battery-operated matrix printer 
The TTX 1280 portaprint uses rechargeable 
or replaceable 6-V batteries that provide 
4000 to 5000 lines of print. In battery 
mode, the bidirectional printer features 
a 40-char/ s print speed. With ac power, 
speed increases to 80 chars/ s. A 5- x 
7-matrix printhead produces a variety of 
character sizes and densities. The 3-lb unit 
allows bold or shadow printing, oversided 
printing, and condensed printing. Price 
is $199. Teletex Communication Corp, 
3420 E Third Ave, Foster City, CA 94404. 
Circle 313 

Mini magnetic card readers 
Model 801 reads previously recorded data 
from cards that have magnetic stripes and 
meet current ATA, ABA, or Thrift specs . 
They can also read data from other cards 
with F/2Fdata properly placed on a mag
netic track . The reader uses single- or 
dual-track read heads and a read only 
electronics package. They have no mov
ing parts and can be mounted horizon
tally or vertically. Output is fully decoded 
into two lines representing serial data and 
clock using a proprietary LSI circuit. 
Vertel Div, Vertex Industries, Inc, 23 
Carol St, PO Box 1123, Clifton, NJ 
07014. Circle 314 
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Handwriting terminal 

The Penpad consists of a writing tablet, 
control unit, pen, and display monitor. 
A menu-driven setup mode allows the 
setup of power-up terminal parameters. 
Once selected, parameters are stored in 
nonvolatile memory. Control unit handles 
serial asynchronous, TTY-compatible, 
ANSI XJ.64 standard communications and 
offers line-buffered, page-buffered, 
character/ coordinate, and graphics input 
modes. The system features dynamic 
character recognition that reads hand
written information. Pencept, Inc, 39 
Green St, Waltham, MA 02154. 
Circle 315 
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The Only Way 
You Can Get Q-BUS * Compatibility 

And Interface Flexibility 

AMPEX 
ATASI 
ATHENAEUM 
CDC 
CM/ 
COG/TO 
D/SCTRON (RMS) 

With ANY or ALL These 
51/.i" Winchester Drives 

is With 
These Two Controllers 

FUT/TSU MINISCRIBE 
/Ml MP/ (Micro Peripherals) 
MAXTOR NEC 
MEMOREX NISSE/ SANGYO 
MICROPOLIS PRIAM 
MICROSCIENCE QUANTUM 
INTERNATIONAL ROD/ME 

THE ONLY WAY! 

SEAGATE 
SHUGART 
SYQUEST 
TANDON 
TOKYO ELECTRIC 
TULIN 
VERTEX 

You can't get it with DEC. Or any other independent controller manufacturer. 
That's because these controllers feature DILOG's exclusive Universal Formatting!M That means 

you can mix or match any two compatible drives (ST506/412) , regardless of heads, parameters, 
capacity, etc. This powerful feature offers you real flexibil ity in drive selection now ... and expansion 
in the future. It's simple as unplugging one drive and plugging in another. 

Model 00615 Model 00614 
• RK06/07 compatible • RL01/02 compatible 
• Formatted drive capabilities 222.4 MB • Formatted drive capacities 41.6 MB 
• Maximum 8 logical units-two physical • Maximum 4 logical units- two physical 

They both have enhanced 32-bit ECC, 22-bit addressing and RT-11 , RSX-11, RSTS and 
TSX-Plus. 

DILOG Universal Formatting™ is also offered for the largest SMD 1/0 drives. And for your back 
up there are controllers for V211 tape, 1/4 11 cassette and 51/411 and 8 11 floppy drives. 

Contact your nearest sales office, distributor or DILOG directly for complete data on the way to 
unmatched 0-BUS compatibility and drive flexibility ... THE ONLY WAY! 

!Rnmm 
DISTRIBUTED LOGIC CORPORATION 

12800 Garden Grove Blvd. • Garden Grove, CA 92643 • (714) 534-8950 • TLX 681399 
64-A White Street • Red Bank, NJ 07701 • (201) 530-0044 

12 Temple Square • Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, England HP 20 20L • 44 (0296) 84101 • TLX 837038 

· rrademark of D1g1ta! Equipment Corp. 

CIRCLE 170 
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Low cost seooo board 
This 16-bit micro runs at 10 MHz and 
contains 17 internal 32-bit registers and a 
24-bit program counter. On board mem
ory consists of EPROMS and static RAMs, 
allowing the memory to run at full speed 
without wait states. Interfaces are a 
24-line parallel and an RS-232-C. The 
system features a monitor in EPROM pro
viding debug facilities, single step/trace, 
downline loader, and an EPROM pro
grammer handler. A complete develop
ment system consisting of Z80 host, cross 
assembler, 68000 CPU board, and EPROM 
programmer sells for about $1500. 
Apollo Software, Bucklebury Alley, 
Cold Ash, Newbury, Berks, England. 
Circle 316 

PC-compatible CPU board 
Capable of supporting a no-disk, ROM
based system, the CP-88 features BIOS with 
MS-DOS-compatible calling conventions. 
It can be combined with a memory board , 
video board, and floppy disk driver to 
operate as a hardware/ software PC work
alike. For applications requiring high 
speed complex math processing, an 
enhanced numeric processing extension is 
available. It can also serve as a remote 
control box at the end of a host computer 
in process control applications. Cost is 
$476. Electro Design Inc, 690 Rancheros 
Dr, San Marcos, CA 92069. 
Circle 317 

Hybrid processor 
An S-100 board with both Z80 and NS16032 
chips, the 16KZ runs CP/M. Software tools 
permit individual Z80 subroutines to be 
replaced with NSJ6032 code using switch 
processor macro calls to transfer from 
one MPU to another. Hardware floating 
point and memory management units are 
options, operating at a IO-MHz clock 
rate. The floating point unit implements 
high speed 64- and 32-bit floating point 
arithmetic, while the MMU implements 
program protection and debugging . 
Innervision Computers, 1632 Roll St, 
Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
Circle 318 

Sixteen-bit microprocessor 
The 65816 is completely hardware and 
software compatible with the 8-bit 6502. 
As a hybrid 8- and 16-bit CMOS pro
cessor, it accommodates the object code 
of its 8-bit predecessor as a subset. On 
power-up, it is in emulation mode, allow-

ing for normal operation of existing 6502 
monitor routines or operating systems. 
Software includes an operating system for 
the development of 65816 software. It is 
complementary to the underlying Pro
oos kernel, which handles all of the disk 
file management tasks. It will include a 
command processor, full-screen text 
editor, link editor, and several other 
utilities. Hayden Software Co, 600 Suf
folk St, Lowell, MA 01853. 
Circle 319 

All·CMOS board computer 
While providing hardware and software 
compatibility with Intel's iSBC 80124, the 
CBC 80C/24 reduces power dissipation by 
95 percent. The board comes in 3.58- and 
2.5-MHz versions. Four 28-pin sockets 
allow 32 Kbytes of onboard RAM/EPROM. 
A lithium battery gives over 3 years of 
onboard memory backup. A total of 48 
parallel I/O lines can be software con
figured as bidirectional or unidirectional 
ports. System software selects the data 
transfer format, control character for
mat, parity, and communication baud 
rate. Pricing is $950 for the 8-Kbyte ver
sion. Diversified Technology, Inc, PO 
Box 748, Ridgeland, MS 39157. 
Circle 320 

Floating point coprocessor 

Designed for AIM's 8086 CPU board, a 
floating point device can replace the 
original CPU for increased computa
tional capabilities. The upgraded board 
extends the CPU instruction set with 
arithmetic, logarithmic, transcendental, 
and trigonometric instructions It im
plements the proposed IEEE floating 
point standard including all the single
and double-precision options. Applica
tions are in robotics, graphics, numerical 
control, and process control. AIM 
Technology, 3333 Bowers Ave, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 321 

• ·. ~~ 
S~IBGRAPH '84 

• • "r/ he ·-,, . 

··~~:i~J:r 
., Conference 

+ 1984 Art, Film and 
Video Spectaculars 
Striking visual presentations 
of computer graphics excellence. 
New this year ... a curated 
design arts show plus the first 
totally computer-generated 
Omni max film. 

July 23-27, 1984 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
For information , contact the 

• SIGGRAPH '84 Conference Office 
111 East Wacker Drive (A) 
Chicago, Illino is 60601 
(312) 644-6610 

CIRCLE 126 

Single-board computer for S-100 
The SBC-300 is a high performance self
contained micro system designed around 
the Z80 micro family. It can perform as 
an IEEE 696 permanent bus master or as 
one of the slave processors on the bus to 
support multi-user applications. Features 
include 64 Kbytes of onboard dual-ported 
parity-checked memory, 110 functions 
that include two full-duplex ports, and a 
SAS! port with 8-bit bidirectional data 
buses. Two versions are available: the 
4-MHz version is $741, while the 6-MHz 
version is $825. SDSystems, Inc, PO Box 
28810, Dallas, TX 75238. 
Circle 322 

High speed central processor 
Based on the NSJ6032 chip, the UB3050 
processor features a Multibus interface. 
The CPU has full 32-bit internal arithme
tic and a symmetric instruction set for 
high level languages . Board has an 
8-Kbyte cache memory with an access 
time of 45 ns. The interface supports 16 
Mbytes of memory with 25-bit address
ing. Bus arbitration can be either serial 
or parallel. The memory management 
unit provides full virtual 24-bit address 
mapping into a 25-bit physical address 
space. A single board costs $3995 . 
Unidot, Inc, 602 Park Point Dr, 
Golden, CO 80401 . Circle 323 
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System compatible with STD bus 
The DT2712provides 10 bits of resolution 
on 32 single-ended analog channels. It is 
powered directly from the 5-V supply on 
the STD bus. The input signals can be 
scanned at a throughput rate of 3300 
samples/s. Compensation for timing dif
ferences is performed by an onboard 

jumper, making the board compatible 
with all STD bus processors. Jumper 
selectable for either uo-mapped or 
memory-mapped addressing, it supports 
either software polled or vectored inter
rupt schemes. In lOOs, price is $195. Data 
Translation, 100 Locke Dr, Marlboro, 
MA 01752. Circle 324 

Not communicating? 
The 232L T gets you talking. 

Carroll 's 232LT line tester/brea.kout box l~ts you examine the status 
of the RS-232 interface, simplifying troubleshooting and computer 
installation. Dual-color LEDs indicate the precise state-marking 
( s -3V), spacing (::: +3V) or undefined (between -3V and +3V)-for 
the twelve most frequently-used lines. An extra LED is provided for 
monitoring additional lines. 

Each signal line contains a DIP switch which can be opened to 
allow cross-patching. Pins located on either side of the DIP switches 
are useful as test points for meters and oscilloscopes. 

The 232LT is signal-line powered , eliminating the annoyance of 
batteries, and it has the additional advantage of using a minimum 
signal current. Each LED provides a 3mA load at typical voltage 
levels of ± 12V. (Stacking three LEDs in parallel can provide a 9mA 
approximation to the 1 OmA current limit of RS-232 drivers). 

Accessories include jumpers, extension cable , user's manual, 
vinyl carrying case, and a handy RS-232/ ASCll reference card. 
Guaranteed for one year. Priced at $175.00 (includes shipping); 
quantity discounts available. Distributor inquiries invited . 

For immediate delivery or further information, call or write: 

Carroll Touch Tachnol099 
a subsidiary of AMP Incorporated 

2902 Farber Drive 217/351-1700 
Champaign, IL 61821 TWX 910 245-0149 
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Converting rms to de 
With a guaranteed maximum nonlinear
ity· of 0.02 percent, the AD637 operates 
from de to 8 MHz. Fixed offset is ±0.5 
mV and reading total unadjusted error is 
± 0.2 percent. The device computes the 
true rms value of complex ac wave
forms . . A crest factor compensation 
scheme holds additional measurement 
error to ± 0.1 percent for crest factors of 
3 and 10 percent duty cycles. The con
verter contains provisions for a decibel 
output and a denominator input. The 
output has a typical range of 60 dB with 
a ± 1 dB typical error over a 7 m V to 7 V 
rms input. Pricing in lOOs ranges from 
$13 to $23 . Analog Devices, Inc , Rte 1 
Industrial Pk, PO Box 280, Norwood, 
MA 02062. Circle 325 

High capacity converter 
On a single STD bus card, the DA-32 pro
vides 32 channels of analog output. It 
us,es only two 1/0 addresses and has a 
self-contained microprocessor. Specs in
clude output range of 0 to 10 V, 8-bit 
resolution, 2-ms settling time, and 0.15 
percent full-scale linearity accuracy, 
± Yi bit. Levels for each channel are set 
by writing a value for a channel to the 
odd port followed by the channel 
number for that value to the even port. 
Price is $455 in single quantities. rmac, 
716 Capitola Ave, Capitola, CA 95010. 
Circle 326 

High speed analog/digital system 
The GMADIA-15B features 1-MHz conver
sion rates, 15-bit resolution, and multi
plexing capability for 128 channels. The 
system is equipped with a sample and hold 
amp that provides a 1-ns aperture time. 
Maximum full-scale input voltage level is 
10.24 V and the de crosstalk between 
channels is less than ±0.005 percent of 
full scale. Specs include ± 11-V, 70-dB 
common mode rejection, and 1,.5-mV 
typical noise. Microcoded programmable 
interface has interchangeable logic 
adapters for compatibility with minis . 
Cost is approximately $10,000. Preston 
Scientific, 805 E Cerritos Ave, Anaheim, 
CA 92805. Circle 327 

Talk to the editor 
Have you written to the 
editor lately? We 're waiting 
to hear from you. 





Development station for PC 
The EZ-PRO II, with an in-circuit emulator 
and associated software, forms a com
plete development system. Each emulator 
has a cross-assembler, linking editor, and 
debugger that run on the PC. Emulators 
are transparent and run at full speed with
out wait states. Assemblers are written in 

C and are transportable to other pro
cessors. Sixteen-bit processor support in
cludes the 68000, 8086, and zsoo112. Basic 
cost is $3995, and emulators range in price 
from $1395 to $3395. American Automa
tion, 14731 Franklin Ave, Tustin, CA 
92680. 
Circle 328 

Your Most Precious Resource 
In any business, time is money! This is especially true when dealing with 
Data Communication Networks where system performance and 
RESPONSE TIME Is critical to the user. 

Degradation of system performance (responsiveness) is inevitable as 
customer work loads increase. Installing faster, more sophisticated 
hardware is a popular but temporary solution. It is only a matter of time 
until the problem reappears. 

Questronlcs offers a solution through statistical performance analysis of 
your system. Over seventy-five categories of line utilization and response 
time information can be generated in eleven different reports (hard copy 
and/or data based). 

Utilizing this information, DataCom managers can then make the crucial 
decisions necessary to fine 

tune and balance the 
network. Each 

line may also be 
further refined to 
greater efficiency, 
enabling planning 
and projection for 
new growth. 

Call Questronics and 
discuss your situation. 

We'll give you straight answers. 

Answers through Analysis 

[JUESTR[]f.'iU~S ~f.'iL. 
3565 So. West Temple,#5 •Salt Lake City,Ut. 84115 • (801) 262-9923 •TWX 910-925-4000 
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Programmer board for VMEbus 

Model DSSEPROG-1 programs all JEDEC
approved EPROMs. Onboard firmware 
includes programming routines, moni
tor, and communication software. An 
intelligent peripheral controller's dual 
ported RAM handles VMEbus interrupts. 
The board can be located anywhere in 
memory and occupies 256 consecutive 
odd-numbered addresses. In addition, it 
has 48 Kbytes of MOS dynamic RAM. 
Jumper selectable rates range from 4.8 
to 19.2 baud. Price is $1995. Data-Sud 
Systems/U.S. Inc, 2219 S 48th St, 
Tempe, AZ 85282. Circle 329 

In-circuit emulators 
Development support for 8085, zso, and 
NSC800 works with Intel's iPDS. Software 
packages that run under ISIS-PDS or CP/M 
allow linking via the serial port on the 
iPDS to give the user emulation control 
from the console. In addition, the soft
ware transfers hex files between the host 
computer and the emulator. Devices 
provide realtime emulation, mappable 
memory, hardware breakpoints, and 
debugging facilities. Prices start at $1895 
for the emulators and $100 for the soft
ware. Huntsville Microsystems, Inc, PO 
Box 12415, Hunstville, AL 35802. 
Circle 330 

It pays to communicate 
You can further your career 
by writing technical articles 
about the advanced work 
you 're doing. Also, we pay 
an honorarium for all 
manuscripts that we 
publish. For a free copy of 
our Author's Guide, circle 
502 on the Reader Inquiry 
Card. 



Keep Your Eye on IMC ... 
for the Finest Quality 

Electric Motors and Airmovers 

Whether your order is large or small, custom or off the shelf, you can count on IMC for 
superior design, materials and craftsmanship as well as courteous service and quick 
delivery. For literature, please circle your reader service card or call our advertising 
department at 516/938-0800 for quick service or other information. 

iQlli'iI3 
IMC IVIAGNETICS CORP. 
Executive Offices - 100 Jericho Quadrangle, Suite 221 , Jericho, New York 11753 
Eastern Division - 570 Main Street, Westbury, New York 11590 
New Hampshire Division - Route 168, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
Western Division - 12627 Hiddencreek Way, Cerritos, California 90701 
IMC/Hansen - PO. Box 23, Princeton, Indiana 47670 
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Graphics workstation 

The Metamorph 15-in., 640- x 808-pixel 
monochrome display simulates an 
8.5-in. x 11-in. sheet of paper. Hardware 
features include a 128-Kbyte display 
memory under the control of a 7220 

graphics processor. The controller fills 
areas at 740 ns/ pixel. Architecture is 
based on the 8088, which controls up to 
256 Kbytes of programmable memory 
and up to 64 Kbytes of ROM . Supplied 
firmware allows emulation of DEC text 
and VT-125 graphics terminals, as well as 
Tektronix 40IX graphics terminals. Unit 
price is $3495 . Companion Computer 
Corp, 7404 Washington Ave S, Eden 
Prairie, MN 55344. Circle 331 

Hardware/software package 
The package allows PDP-I ts and LSI-I ts to 
run Intel micro development software. It 
consists of an 8080-compatible processor 
that plugs into the DEC system and soft
ware that emulates the Isis operating 
system. Data transfers to an Intel com
puter by floppy disk or serial communica
tion link. In most cases, the Intel software 
executes two to three times faster on a 
DEC system. CP/M is also supplied with 
the system. The package costs about 
$2000 for a single-user system and less 
than $5000 for a three-user system. Dec
mation , 3375 Scott Blvd, Santa Clara, 
CA 95051. Circle 332 

Computational nodes 
The DN460 and DN660 provide high end 
32-bit supermini performance. They have 
an integrated hardware floating point 
processor to handle IEEE format single
and double-precision numbers. With a 
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I-MIPS performance, the nodes include a 
three-stage, bit-slice pipelined processor 
with separate data and instruction caches, 
and a virtual address space expanded to 
256 Mbytes per process. Available with 
color or monochrome displays, both 
nodes have low profile keyboards. A stan
dard 12-Mbit/ s LAN interface allows 
nodes to run on the same network. Apollo 
Computer Inc, 15 Elizabeth Dr, Chelms
ford, MA 01824. 
Circle 333 

Microprocessor development 
Based on the IEEE 696/ S-IOO standard, the 
Engineering Development Station (EDS) 
supports word/ byte-wide ROM simulators 
and PROM/ micro programmers. It fea
tures two double-sided, double-density 
8-in. Shugart drives with a 2-Mbyte ca
pacity; CP/M; 64 Kbytes of RAM; and two 
RS-232 ports . In addition, it has a 16-bit 
parallel port and a 4-MHz Z80 with 
memory management. Up to 16 Mbytes 
of RAM can therefore be addressed. Each 
station has six card slots for easy place
ment of connections. Price in single units 
is $5995. Inner Access Corp, 517K Marine 
View, Belmont, CA 94002. 
Circle 334 

Macrocell arrays 
The HCA6348 has 4860 equivalent gates; 
the HCA6324 has 2295; the HCA63t2 has 
1200; and the HCA6306 has 648. The 
3-micron silicon gate CMOS arrays con
structed in two-layer metal technology 
yield loaded onchip gate delays of 2 ns. 
Input buffers operate at either TTL or 
CMOS voltage levels, while output buf
fers can drive 10 LS/TTL loads. Hardware 
macros implement 42 designs ranging 
from simple gates to shift registers. A 
variety of standard packaging options is 
available . Pricing is approximately $0.01 
per gate for 10,000 pieces (plastic). 
Motorola, Inc, MOS Integrated Circuits 
Group , 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd, Austin, 
TX 78721. Circle 335 

Realtime graphics workstation 
Either as a standalone workstation or as 
a terminal in a network, IRIS responds 
immediately to instructions without sacri
ficing functional range . The system is 
based on the geometry engine, which is 
a specialized floating point arithmetic 
chip . It performs all calculations for 
repositioning , shading, and other ad
justments to 2-D and 3-D images . An array 
of either I 0 or 12 engines handle rotation, 

translation, scaling , clipping, and 
perspective. Standalone workstation with 
disk is $60,000; $37 ,500 with terminal. 
Silicon Graphics, 630 Clyde St, Mountain 
View, CA 94043 . 
Circle 336 

Add-in package for Apple II 
As an add-in board and software 
package, QPAK-68 turns the Apple 11 into 
a 68000 assembly language development 
system. The complete system includes a 
plug-in board to run 68000 programs, a 
combined editor/ assembler for source 
code, and a debugger fo r testing. The 
board uses a 68008 that is driven from the 
7 .16-MHz clock so it can run in parallel 
with the 6502 . It shares the Apple's 
64-Kbyte memory space and can access 
the same memory and peripherals as the 
6502. Local memory is 8 Kbytes of EPROM 
and 2 Kbytes of RAM , expandable to 32 
Kbytes and 8 Kbytes, respectively. Cost 
is $695. Qwerty Inc, 9252 Chesapeake Dr, 
San Diego, CA 92123 . 
Circle 337 

Hierarchical CAE design package 
Designed for use on the IBM XT, the 
structured interactive design system 
(STRIDES) eliminates redundant drawing 
of common elements. The editing system 
allows a change in one document to be 
automatically incorporated into the over
all design including update of pin , net, 
and material lists. It manages an entire 
document tree from the top block dia
gram to individual components that in
clude VLSI equivalents a t the gate array 
or chip level. Price is $1900. FutureNet 
Corp, 21018 Osborne St, Canoga Park, 
CA 91304. 
Circle 338 

Software application modules 
Designed for the Expert engineering 
workstation, software modules configure 
for electronic and electromechanical engi
neering, PC board design , or mechanical 
drafting. Types of modules include 
schematic design, logic simulation, and 
timing analysis . The simulation module 
is a true interactive logic simulator that 
enables verification of designs created 
with logic design software. It supports a 
large array of primitives- transistors and 
gates to RAMS, ROMS, and programmed 
logic arrays . Module prices range from 
$3900 to $10,000. Versatec, a Xerox Co , 
2710 Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 339 



Tools for graphics support 
Designed for the IBM soso graphics 
system, the DI-3ooo's capabilities include 
2-D and 3-D dynamic image transforma
tion, complex polygon fill with colors or 
patterns, and complete color table access. 
Written in ANSI Fortran, the integrated 
system contains 200 user-callable sub
routines. It supports a broad range of 
terminals and hardcopy devices, and 
allows existing applications to. be trans
ported with little or no modification. 
Prices for the 25-year license including 
driver will start at $12,000. Precision 
Visuals, 6260 Lookout Rd, Boulder, CO 
80301 . Circle 340 

Expansion board for PC 
The Time Spectrum SB384 facilitates 
memory expansion to 640 Kbytes and 
offers communication functions in a 
single chassis slot. Standard features in
clude socketed RAM, calendar/ clock with 
rechargeable battery backup, one asyn
chronous communication port, and a 
Centronics or data products compatible 
parallel printer port. Memory features are 
parity checking and error reporting , 
switch-selectable addressing on any 
64-Kbyte boundary, and complete IBM 
hardware/ software capability . Cost is 
$395 . Persyst Products, Personal Systems 
Technology, Inc, 15801 Rockfield Blvd, 
Irvine, CA 92714. Circle 341 

Single-board evaluation module 
When connected to a terminal or host 
computer, a module evaluates virtual 
memory performance in Multibus-based 
16-bit SAM-Z8003EVM. Resident monitor 
program and control unit control, in
spect, and alter onboard and offboard 
resources, including memory, I/O ports, 
VMPU and PMMU registers, and break
point set and clear. The evaluation 
module, including board, control unit, 
monitor program, and two RS-232 con
nectors for terminal and host computer 
connections, is $2500. SGS Semiconduc
tor Corp, 1000 E Beli Rd, Phoenix, AZ 
85022. Circle 342 

Talk to the editor 
Have you written to the 
editor lately? We're waiting 
to hear from you. 

Communication/cluster control 
An expandable family of emulation sub
systems, the PS-3270/BSC plugs into the 
IBM PC, PC/XT, and compatibles. It uses 
a zsoa-based intelligent frontend proces
sor with its own multitasking executive. 
The following systems can be emulated: 

single-station IBM 3276-2 control unit 
display with attached printer, small 
cluster system with printer and three 
downline display stations, or a large 
cluster system with printer and 13 display 
stations. Prices start at $1295. ABM 
Computer Systems, 23362 Peralta Dr , 
Laguana Hills, CA 92653. Circle 343 

SMART CRT 
CONTROLLER 
ON STD BUS 

01}\. fyofl!tcl 
Rf\t-'\. 

190 South Whisman Road, Mountain View, CA 94041 
Telephone: (415) 962-8237 
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SPEED 

Optelecom's 8 port fiber 
optic data communication 
multiplexer lights the way to 
secure, high speed data 
communications. 

The Model 4485 combines 
time division multiplexing 
techniques with fiber optic 
transmit/receive capability. It 
provides full duplex communi
cation between CPU 1/0 
ports and remote clusters of 
terminals, !'flOdems, or 
statistical multiplexers. 

This unique 8 port design 
provides remote cluster DTEs 
with asynchronous data up to 
100 kbps or synchronous 
data to 153.6 kbps over one 
mile optical links. 

Perfermance, speed and 
quality highlight the features 
of the Model 4485: 
• 8 port desig~ - full TD M 
• High Data Rate expands 

capabilities when used with 
a stat mux 

• Data Security- RF 
immunity and eliminates 
RF emanations 

• Rack Mounted or desktop 
models 

• One year warranty 
• RS232 compatible, RS422 

optional 

The Optelecom Model 4485 
Multiplexer shines with 
dependability and enhanced 
performance while reducing 
installation and operating 
costs. For more information, 
contact us at: 

15940 Luanne Drive 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 

(301) 840-2121 

CIRCLE 132 
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Video encoder circuit 

The MCI377P combines ROB video infor
mation into a composite video signal us
ing either NTSC or PAL formats. The chip 
contains a subcarrier oscillator, voltage
controlled phase shifter, two double-side 
band modulators, and ROB input 
matrices. The oscillator can be used as the 
master in a system or be driven externally. 
Inputs are ac coupled and a 1-V peak-to
peak input level produces full color 
saturation in the output. Price (in 100 to 
999 quantities) is $2.35. Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc, PO Box 
20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. 
Circle 344 

Parallel CMOS multiplier 
Featuring 100 percent screening to MIL
STD-883 Class c, the IDT7216/7217 is 
manufactured with proprietary CEMOS I 
technology. The multiplier has a 90-ns 
clocked multiply over military tem
perature ranges with maximum power 
consumption at 440 mW. The chip is 
available in 68-pin surface-mounted LCCs 
and 64-pin flatpacks. Applications in
clude graphics display systems, speech 
synthesis/recognition, and digital filter
ing. In 100-unit lots, prices begin at $120 
each for the 145-ns commercial grade ver
sion. Integrated Device Technology, Inc, 
3236 Scott Blvd, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 345 

Monolithic quad 0-A converter 
The AD7226 combines four latches, four 
8-bit D-A converters, and four output 
buffer amps on a single chip. Fully micro
processor compatible, the converter trans
fers data into one of four data latches 
through a common TTL/CMOS input port. 
Control logic signals permit the user to 
address each chip separately. Single
supply operation is from 11.4 to 16.5 V, 

and an additional - 5-V supply for dual 
operation provides higher accuracy. 
Housed in a 20-pin DIP; the converter 
comes in three packages for three oper
ating temperatures. Cost is under $20 in 
lOOs. Analog Devices, Inc, Rte 1 
Industrial Park, PO Box 280, Norwood, 
MA 02062. 
Circle 346 

Programmable interval timer 
The CMOS 82C54 is a TTL compatible pin 
for pin replacement for the NMOS 8254. It 
consists of three independent, separately 
programmable 16-bit timers. Maximum 
timer count frequency is 8 MHz; a 
5-MHz 80C86/8086 system operates with 
no wait states. Standby power dissipa
tion is 55 µW with a 10-mA operating 
current. Dual output voltage specifica
tion guarantees reliable operation in 
both NMOS and CMOS systems. The 
24-pin chip comes in cerDIP and plastic. 
In quantities of 100, prices range from 
$15.40 to $79. 73. Harris Corp, Semicon
ductor Sector, PO Box 883, Melbourne, 
FL 32901. Circle 347 

Resettable static RAM 
Organized 1024 x 4 bits, the Am9150 uses 
a reset feature that clears the entire 
memory array in two cycle times. The 
architecture is suited for cache memory 
applications in mainframes, minis, and 
engineering workstations. Additional 
applications include address translation, 
memory mapping, and high speed buffer 
memory. Reset/clear feature allows use 
in video imaging and laser printing. The 
25-ns device is packaged in 24-pin ceramic 
and is priced at $25 in lOOs. Advanced 
Micro Devices Inc, 901 Thompson Pl, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 348 

Metal-gate CMOS gate array 
The TM3600 features a 13-ns/ 5-V gate 
delay, 3- to 5-V power supply, TTL or 
CMOS compatibility, and maximum clock 
frequency of 5 MHz at 5 V. After prepa
ration of the proprietary mask, the wafer 
is processed, tested, and made available 
as dice or packaged parts. It has 69 bond
ing pads; package choices include LCC, 
flatpack, ceramic, cerDIP, and DIP. The 
cells perform logic functions such as 
gates, flipflops, counters, current/voltage 
source, and op amps. The 10,000-piece 
price ranges from $5 to $10. Telmos Inc, 
740 Kifer Rd , Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 349 



Register-file EEPROM 
Integral address latch and input data 
latch eliminate the need for a 2048-bit 
EEPROM to hold address and data valid 
during the erase/ write operation. Any 
byte can be written or erased without af
fecting the rest of the memory, or the en
tire memory can be erased in one cycle. 
The SY2802E endures 1 x 104 write cycles 
and retains data for 10 years. Organized 
as 256 words x 8 bits, the chip comes in 
18-lead ceroIP and plastic packages. 
Prices are $4.50 in 1000s. Synertek Inc, 
sub of Honeywell, 3001 Stender Way, 
Santa Clara, CA 95054. 
Circle 350 

Bell-compatible modem chip 
The XR2123 is a CMOS 1c that provides 
phase-shift keyed modulation and de
modulation. It performs either 1200 
bits/ s (needed for Bell 212A compati
bility) in full-duplex, or 2400 bits/ s in 
half-duplex mode. Power consumption 
is 10 mW and the chip requires only a 
5-Vdc supply. Modem is packaged in a 
standard 28-pin DIP. Price is $23 in 
1000s. Exar Integrated Systems, Inc, 750 
Palomar Ave, PO Box 62229, Sunny
vale, CA 94088. 

Circle 351 

Microcontroller in CMOS 
The COP424C/COP425C has I Kbyte of 
ROM, while the COP444C/ COP445C contains 
2 Kbytes of ROM. In addition to the 
CMOS instruction set, the controllers offer 
50-µ W power dissipation and instruction 
cycle times from de to 4 µs. Based on 
microCMOS double-polysilicon gate 
technology, the chips are micros with all 
system timing, internal logic, ROM, RAM, 
and 1/0. Users have up to 27 mask-pro
grammable output options that can be 
programmed at the same time as the ROM 
pattern. Prices begin at $2.60 each in 
100,000-piece quantities. Natio nal Semi
conductor Corp, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 . 
Circle 352 

Low noise op amps 
The LTI007 and LTI037 offer 2.5 nVv'Hz 
wideband noise, I / f corner frequency of 
2 Hz, and 60 nV peak-to-peak, 0.1 to 
IO-Hz noise . Open-loop voltage gain is 20 
million driving a 2000-0 load. With a 
600-Q load, the amps achieve 12 million 
open voltage gain. The 1001 is internally 
frequency compensated for unity gain and 
guarantees 1.7 V / µs minimum slew rate. 
The 1037 is stable in closed-loop gains of 
five or more, and slews at a minimum of 
11 VI µ.s. In IOOs, prices start at $4. Linear 
Technology Corp, 1630 McCarthy Blvd, 
Milpitas, CA 95035. 
Circle 353 

Gate arrays with higher density 
The Q1500A offers 84 I/Os; the QH1500A 
offers 120. Both arrays have 1500 gate 
densities and can be used in TTL, ECL, or 
mixed systems. Typical gate delays are 0.9 
ns with flipflop toggle rates of 250 MHz. 
A 95-percent utilization is achieved with 
automatic layout. A high vo-to-gate 
ratio relieves system partitioning prob
lems, and a mixed TTL/ECL structure 
reduces system part count by eliminating 
transistors. Both arrays operate over the 
full military temperature range. Applied 
Micro Circuits Corp, 5502 Oberlin Dr, 
San Diego, CA 92121. Circle 354 

Multiplying D·A converter 
The 12-bit MP7623 features both integral 
and differential linearity at 0.2 ppm/ °C 
maximum and monotonicity guaranteed 
over the entire temperature range. Settling 
time is less than I µ.s for a 20-V step to 
0.01 percent. Specific applications include 
digital/synchro conversion, program
mable amps, and automatic test equip
ment. Improved design makes the device 
latchup free, so no output protection 
diodes are needed. Also, a MSB technique 
reduces system feedthrough error and 
noise. The 100-piece price ranges from 
$12.45 to $40.65. Micro Power Systems, 
Inc, 3100 Alfred St, Santa Clara, CA 
95050. Circle 355 

Get your own 
If you 're reading someone 
else's copy of Computer 
Design, why not get your 
own? To receive a 
subscription-application 
form, circle 504 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 

Generic concurrent CP/M 
The software can be configured for single
and multi-user systems and is compatible 
with PC-DOS. It supports networking via 
DR soft/ net, and it features shared code 
support. This allows sharing of separately 
written code segments for lower memory 
requirements and reduced program load
ing time. It also supports Intel's 8087 
math coprocessor chip .. Based on a high 
performance file system, it includes multi
sectored l!O, record buffering, and direc
tory hashing tables. Digital Research Inc, 
160 Central Ave, Pacific Grove, CA 
93950. Circle 356 

Communication software 
Applications for SNA, network manage
ment, and x .25 communication are avail
able on the Tower 1632 under Unix and 
on the 9300 under ITX. Programs assume 
the SNA profile of several IBM devices, 
while development tools perform active 
logic traces and breakpoints. An SNA/RJE 
application, 3270 data stream compati
bility, and X.25 packet level interface are 
available. NCR Corp, 11010 Torreyana 
Rd, San Diego, CA 92121. 
Circle 357 

Realtime option for RT· 11 systems 
Share-eleven supports more than 10,000 
interrupts/ s. It provides kernel debugging 
facilities and a graphic system perfor
mance monitor for multi-user RT-II 
systems. A full set of system calls and 
utilities eases realtime programming. 
Documentation is included. The Share
eleven realtime option costs $1500, while 
the basic Share-eleven is $1000. Conte) 
Information Systems, Inc, Software and 
Systems Div, 4330 East-West Hwy, 
Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Circle 358 

Network development 
High level Bridge software customizes 
Ethernet communication servers. The 
software includes C compiler, a 68000 
assembler, link editor, s-hex record for
matter and downloader, and documen
tation. It supplies the tools needed to 
compile and assemble C source code. 
Available on nine-track tape (1600 
bits / in.), it is in Unix tar format for 
customization. Price is $250. Bridge 
Communications, Inc, 10440 Bubb Rd, 
Cupertino, CA 95014. 
Circle 359 
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Virtual memory operating system 
A release of iMAX 432 is aimed at designs 
for fault tolerant computer systems, Ada
based workstations, and 32-bit computer 
systems. The system performs dealloca
tion and afterwards combines variously 
sized blocks into large contiguous blocks 
for new storage. The architecture sup
ports a segmented memory management 

Heurikon unveils a graphic solution 
for your microcomputer application. 
On-Card Feature Summary 
CPU Section: 
Z80A CPU 
ZBOA DMA 
Up to 32K bytes of EPROM/ROM 
Up to I 6K bytes of RAM 
One iSBX module module 
I 32 byte bi-directional FIPO Buffer 
Multibus™ Multimaster or Slave 

mode 
24 bit address bus 
Memory mapping RAM 
Hardware and software selectable 

bus maps 

approach where segments can vary in size 
from 1 byte to 64 Kbytes. Software can 
be written in modular form to reduce de
velopment time and software mainte
nance. Price is determined by quantity, 
with the first copy at $8000, and each 
copy beyond 150 priced at $500. Intel 
Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, 
CA 95051. Circle 360 

Video Section: 
NEC 7220 graphics controller chip 
5 I 2K bytes of video memory. 

arranged as 4 overlappin~ planes. 
1024 by 1024 pixels 

640x480 display format standard 
16 Color programmable look-up 

table 
4096 color palette 
Light Pen J/F 
Interlaced video 
Non-interlaced video 
Composite SYNC 
Separate SYNC 
BNC or MOLEX connectors on card. 

for the video 

1001 Latham Dr. Madison. WI 53713 • Telex 469532 

Call Heurikon Direct I 800 356-9602 In Wisconsin I 608 271-8700 
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Application processor 
Fourth-generation Pro-iv develops, 
modifies, and operates applications. The 
multiterminal multidata file development/ 
runtime system processes Cobol, Basic, 
and Fortran files. Features include menu 
driven application development, com
mon data dictionary, interactive screen 
and report definition, windowing, and 
auto-generated documentation. Devel
opment license is $20,000. Pro-Iv, Inc, 
119 Russell St, PO Box 595, Littleton, 
MA 01460. Circle 361 

Management information software 
Themis understands English questions 
and commands. It will retrieve informa
tion requested via keyboard for output 
on a screen or printer. Users can also ask 
for functions such as sorting, logical 
comparisons, and calculations. The in
itial version runs on the v Ax-11. It uses 
1.5 to 2 Mbytes of main memory and re
quires either Datatrieve or Oracle rela
tional DBMS. Basic vocabulary of more 
than 900 English words can be easily ex
panded. Translation from English into 
database query adds 0.4 s to CPU time. 
Price is $24,500. Frey Assocs, Inc, 
Chestnut Hill Rd, Amherst, NH 03031. 
Circle 362 

Operating software extension 
Microsoft Windows upgrades MS-DOS to 
provide a universal operating environ
ment for bit-mapped application pro
grams. It allows independent software 
vendors to develop graphically based, 
integrated software packages that run 
without modification on any 16-bit micro . 
A window management feature allows 
users to view unrelated application pro
grams simultaneously, and to transfer 
data from one program to another. Hard
ware requirements are 192 Kbytes of 
RAM, a mouse, two floppy drives, and a 
bit-mapped display. Microsoft Corp, 
10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 
98004. Circle 363 

Tell us what you like 
Did you remember to rate 
the articles in this issue of 
Computer Design? A special 
editorial score box is 
provided on the Reader 
Inquiry Card. 



Logic Analysis 
Enters a New Era 
Combine innovative and comprehensive analysis 
power with easy and efficient operation and the 
new era begins. 
Understandable. Exploit the power of more than 
250 functions the very first time you switch on 
the PM 3551 . All functions are clearly labeled 
above the softkeys, so it's easy to set up in 
seconds-even without the manual! 
Expandable. Start with a 35-channel model to 
handle 8· and 16-bit multiplexed processors. Then 
expand to 59 channels to handle minis and 16-bit 
non-multiplexed processors. Other performance 
options include a 300MHz timing card, interfaces 
(RS232 and IEEE 488) plus disassemblers. 
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Processor support. Take advantage of 
manufacture oriented disassembly pack· 
ages that give you full family support for 
the same price as competitors' single pro
cessor package. 
The PM 3551 is configured to match not 
only your current but also your future re· 
quirements. 
Call today. For nationwide sales and 
service information call 800-631-7172, 
except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. 
In New Jersey call collect (201} 529·3800, 
or contact Philips Test & Measuring 
Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, 
Mahwah, NJ 07430. In Canada, 2375 
Steeles Ave., W., Unit 126, Toronto, Ont., 
Can. M3J3A8. (416} 665·8470. 
CIRCLE 136 

Triggering that thinks. Easily specify complex 
sequences with the IF, THEN, ELSE structured 
language. Use the "trigger on sequence break" 
to test polling routines. 
Deep memory. Capture blocks of data that are 
followed, or separated, by a specific sequence of 
events. Stretch pre-trigger memory depth virtually 
to infinity. 
Megaword timing. Using our transistional timing, 
capture and display two 20ns pulses occuring up 
to 5 seconds apart, with 20ns resolution. This 
means no more trading off resolution against 
memory. And it opens up new applications such 
as disc drives. 



Chassis for 0-bus 
The 8700 series of logic enclosures is 
designed for users needing expanded 
capacity for existing LSI 11123 systems. 
The 8705 chassis features a side-loading 
Q-bus backplane with 27 dual-wide slots. 
It also has a 300-W power supply, ac in
put connector with line filter and switch, 

cooling fans, and DEC-compatible power 
sequencing. Cost is $1600. The 8703 pro
vides 18- or 22-bit memory address, while 
retaining the use of 18-bit Q-bus 
peripheral controllers. Cost is $5300. 
Monolithic Systems Corp, 84 Inverness 
Circle East, Englewood, CO 80 11 2. 
Circle 364 

GOING 
BROADBAND? 
You're going OUR way! 
Broadband versatility can be achieved in less time than 
you think. We have bus oriented (integrated) modems 
to solve specific broadband problems. We design 
custom products that solve one-of-a-kind problems. 

Coherent Systems products are currently in use solv
ing complex communications problems in high energy 
physics research, in local and wide area networking and 
in factory automation. 

Put our experience to work for you! 

Call us at 817-267-4167. Or write: 

COHERENT SYSTEMS, INC. 
3301 Airport Freeway, Suite 122 • Bedford, Texas 76021 
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Leadless chip carrier family 
Three different designs mount VLSI chips 
on a minimum of board space without 
sacrificing easy assembly, inspection , 
economy, or reliability. The CCPS con
nector series includes a 160-pin socket 
with a hinged cover to hold a LCC se
curely. A second socket is JEDEC type A 
68-pin with a twist-on cover that can ac
cept a heat sink. A LCC pin frame 68 con
sists of a glass reinforced thermal plastic 
frame with embedded connecting pins. 
Prices for the connectors run from $2 to 
$8 each in quantity. ITT, Cannon Elec
tric Div , 10550 Talbert Ave, PO Box 
8040, Fountain Valley, CA 92708. 
Circle 365 

Ribbon cables 
The. PTFE insulated series is compatible 
with insulation displacement connector 
systems approved under MIL-C-83503. The 
0.050-in . pitch cables support widths up 
to 64 connectors, in AWG sizes of 24, 26, 
and 28. They provide a low dielectric 
constant, low crosstalk characteristics, 
fast signal speed , and a low dissipation 
factor. Nickel-plated version functions 
in extreme temperatures ranging from 
- 65 to 260 °C; silver-plated option pro

vides solderability. W L Gore & Assocs, 
Inc, Electronic Products Div, 1505 N 
Fourth St, PO Box 1389, Flagstaff, AZ 
86002. Circle 366 

Family of Ethernet cables 
The 9880 is a trunk/coaxial cable with 

· tinned copper conductor and cellular 
polyethylene. It has a four-layer shield. 
Standard put-ups are 500 ft, 1000 ft, and 
1640 ft, with 1000-ft price of $933 . The 
89880 is a plenum non-conduit trunk/ 
coaxial cable. Also with a four-layer 
shield, the cable has a bare copper con
ductor and a cellular FEP Teflon dielec
tric. Standard put-ups are 100 ft, 500 ft, 
1000 ft, and 1640 ft with 1'000 ft priced 
at $4350. Belden, 2000 S Batavia Ave, 
Geneva, IL 60134. 

Circle 367 

Like to write? 
The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 



UNIX®IS A DINOSAUR 
CPJM® & MS· DOS™ ARE TOYS 

MUL Tl SOLUTIONS PRESENTS 

THE WORLD'S FIRST 
4th GENERATION 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
TM 

A SERIOUS 
OPERATING 

SYSTEM 

•PORTABLE • NETWORKING 

•MODULAR •DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING 

FOR TODAY 
AND 
TOMORROW 

•WINDOWING 

• BIT MAPPED DISPLAYS 

•MULTIUSER •HIERARCHICAL DIRECTORIES • FULL SCREEN MANAGEMENT 

• MULTITASKING •KEYED FILES • FULL SCREEN EDITING 

•MULTI PROCESSING •ISAM •FULL MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

•PARALLEL PROCESSING •VSAM •VIRTUAL MEMORY 

• 64 CHARACTER NAMES • B-tree •SEMAPHORES&LOCKS 

• 3 COMMAND PROCESSORS • RECORD LOCKING • EXTENSIVE UTILITIES 

•REAL TIME • UNIXSOURCECOMPATIBLE •AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 

S1 IS THE ONLY OPERATING SYSTEM WORTHY OF THE TITLE: 

''THE NEXT WORLD STANDARD!' 
ONLY S1 DOES IT ALL. 
NO OTHER OPERATING SYSTEM 
COMES CLOSE. CUTS DEVELOPMENT 
TIME FROM MAN YEARS TO MAN MONTHS. 

· ~ 
Multi Solutions, Inc. 

Please send for our FREE 51 Book or Call 609-695-1337 
660 Whitehead Road 
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 
609/695-1337 

IN TIME, ONLY THE BEST WILL SURVIVE: S1 
*Reg . Trademarks : CP/M of Dig ital Research; Unix of Bell Laboratories Trademarks: MS-DOS of Microsoft , Inc . 

See us at Comdex-Winter '84 Booth-363 CIRCLE 171 See us at SOFTCON-Booth L7223 
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Full-function small computer 
The PC Traveler has a gas plasma 
d isplay, with a full 80 x 25 format. The 
9 114 -in. screen offers complete graphics 
capability. It uses dual 16-bit 80186 CPUs 
for fast processing. The full-function 
80-chars/ s printer supports multiple print 
fonts, character sets, and dot-addressable 

graphics. It prints at 80 or 132 chars/ line 
on letterhead or fanfold paper. Other 
featµres include a 6 .2-Mbyte cartridge 
disk drive and a custom keyboard with 
key-initiated, ROM-based diagnostics. 
Cost is $4495 . Strategic Technologies, 
Inc, 7001 Peachtree Industrial Blvd, Nor
cross, GA 30071. Circle 368 

Put Your Hardware And Software Design 
Experience Where The Action Is. 

Bailey Controls Company is an international leader in the design, 
development and manufacture of advanced microprocessor-based con
trol systems for the chemical process, industrial and utility markets. We 
have already installed over 1200 major Network 90 microprocessor-based 
control systems worldwic!e. 

Due to our continuing growth, aggressive development of new instru
mentation products and our ongoing contractual demands, our needs are 
growing for professional staff at our northeast Ohio headquarters. 

Several openings exist for degreed ENGINEERS and PROGRAMMERS 
with a minimum of 3 years experience in the design of real-time software 
systems and supporting digital hardware. 

SYSTEMS PROJECT LEADER 
A broad technical background in addition to 5 years experience in the design 

of software systems for real-time applications is required . You will direct the 
activities of other project staff, maintain project schedules and budgets and 
work with other departments, customers and vendors to identify and solve 
problems in order to meet project objectives . 

SENIOR PROGRAMMERS 
Experience in DEC, HP, or MODCOMP mainframes in addition to the qesign 

of software systems for industrial applications is required . You will establish 
and maintain project schedules for the production of software systems by utiliz
ing your specialized technical background. Candidates interested in one 
of our many exciting OVERSEAS assignments are particularly encouraged 
to apply. 

A specialized technical background with solid experience in the design 
and testing of digital systems hardware subsystems which incorporate 
microprocessors is required. You will establish and maintain project schedules 
to produce customized computer systems hardware interfaces for industrial 
applications . 

We offer a complete benefits package and salaries commensurate with 
your experience. For confidential consideration please send your resume 
and salary history to: Jack Blackwell, Senior Employee Relations 
Representative, Bailey Controls Company, 29801 Euclid Avenue , 
Wickliffe, Ohio 44092. · 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

APPLICANTS ONLY PLEASE 

Bailey Controls 
Babcock & Wilcox 
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Two supermicrocomputers 

The Universe 68/ 35 and 68/ 67 use 
12.5-MHz 68000s for high speed. They in
corporate a 32-bit Versabus 110 bus, 
32-bit main memories, 32-bit disk chan
nels , and a 32-bit,4-Kbyte cache. The 
68135 features a 5 114-in . Winchester with 
a formatted capacity of 35 Mbytes . The 
68/67 has an 8-in. Winchester with a 
64-Mbyte formatted capacity. A built-in 
45-Mbyte streaming tape drive provides 
system backup. The 68135 is priced at 
$14,900, while the 68/67 is $24,900. 
Charles River Data Systems, Inc , 983 
Concord St, Framingham , MA 01701. 
Circle 369 

Microcomputer with Unix 
Based on the 68000, the 83 /80 combines 
high throughput and a full Unix operating 
system. It conforms to IEEE 696/S-100 bus 
standards with a 10-MHz clock rate and 
memory management. A SMO disk con
troller yields 800-kbyte/ s average transfer 
rate in read mode and 560 kbytes/ s in 
write mode. The controller supports one 
or two 80-Mbyte hard disks. Standard 512 
Kbytes of RAM expands to 3.25 Mbytes. 
Four-channel serial RS-232-C 110 boards 
use OMA for all outputs. Cost is $20,990 
with Unix . Dual Systems Corp , 2530 San 
Pablo Ave, Berkeley, CA 94702. 
Circle 370 

Single-board computer 
The Super I86is a 16-bit, S-1oodevice built 
around the 80186. The 8-MHz computer 
configures as a standalone bus master or 
bus slave to serve single or multiple users. 
It features 256 Kbytes of memory expand
able to I Mbyte, and a floppy drive con
troller that supports both 8- and 5 114-in. 
disks simultaneously. The computer also 
has four serial RS-232 and two parallel 110 

ports , OMA controller , parity, and 
monitor EPROM to aid in initial loading . 
Price is $1650. Advanced Digital Corp , 
5432 Production Dr , Huntington Beach, 
CA 92649. 
Circle 371 



Talented ... determined ... 
proud. The people behind 
Hughes Radar Systems 
Group are leading the 
challenge to new technical 
horizons. In an environment 
that stimulates and actively 
supports a diversity of 
technical contributions. 
Scientific resourcefulness ... 
coupled with creative engi
neering. These people have 
made it an art. 

At Radar Systems Group, 
Hughes people forge new 
frontiers in aerospace 
radars, weapon control 
systems and avionics, air
borne displays, aero-vehicle 
data links and airborne 
electronic countermeasures 
equipment. Scientific explor
ations that extend radar 
technology 's vision far 

beyond today's horizons. 
At Hughes, there is a 

stimulating relationship 
between the people and 
their work. Between the 
individual and the team .. . 
the team and the group .. . 
the group and the company. 
A relationship that provides 
opportunity for substantial 
individual contribution. 
That's what Hughes Radar 
Systems Group is all about. 
People. People with vision 
and dedication. People 
participating in 
extraordinary ways. 

People like you. 

People experienced in 
design, development, and 
manufacturing. Applying 
your talent to systems 
engineering, project/ 
program management, 

design of circuits and 
mechanisms, and bringing 
these concepts to reality 
through the application of 
advanced manufacturing 
processes. 

You are invited to call 
(213) 647-4900, collect, or 
send your resume to: 
Hughes Radar Systems, 
Engineering Employment, 
P.O. Box 92426, Dept. 
DC-2, Los Angeles, 
CA 90009. 

Creating a new world with electronics r------------------, 
I I 

:HUGHES: 
I I 

L------------------J HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

Proof of U.S. Ci tizenship Required . 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUP 
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Keyboard plug-compatible with PC 
Besides familiar key placement, the low 
profile Inductric unit features micro
based electronics and solid state induc
tive switches. It comes with sync/ async 
RS-232 format and TTL level ASCII serial 
output. Depressing a key moves a ferrite 
core into the field of a balanced dif-

ferential transformer etched on the PC 

board . As inductive coupling changes, 
the transformer becomes unbalanced so 
a signal is received by the pulse circuitry. 
The model BBKT- 15 is priced at $250 (1 to 
9 pieces). Elco Corp, Keytek Div, 6424 
Warren Drive, Norcross, GA 30093. 
Circle 372 

Positive answers in real-time data acquisition and control 

NEW RTP 
HIGH SPEED 
SERIAL LINK 
50 TIMES FASTER 
DATA TRANSFER PLUS 
REMOTE CAPABILITY 

• Multiple Port High-Speed Serial Card 
• Intelligent Remote Control Unit 
• High-Speed Optical Modem 

• Data Securtty 
• Positive Data Transfer Response 

Sales and service in ofl major countries 
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No.v your computer can communicate serially with RTP data 
acquisttion and control equipment at one megabaud data rates. 
The RTP High Speed Serial Link provides an interface to our complete 
RTP Universal line. Data can be transferred in single words cr In 
blocks, using RS-422 signal levels or fiber-optic cable. With the 
latter. your computer and the process can be as far as 6552 feet 
(2000 meters) apart. 
The Integral Intelligent Remote Control Unit supports both digltal 
and analog inputs and outputs. plus sequence of event time tagging 
and open transducer testing. 
The High-Speed Serial Link is currentiy available tor the Motorola 
68000 1/0 channel. Other interfaces will be available soon. Call cr 
write for full details. (305) 974-5500. 1400 N.W 70th St.. 
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309. 

BE RTPOSITIVE 
~ CmnputerProducts,inc. 
~Measurement & Control Systems Division 

CIRCLE 137 

Time-delay relays 
The plug-in CB series features a CMOS tc 
to precisely control timing functions. 
Shortest timing range is from 0.1 to 1 s, 
while the longest is from 10 to 100 min. 
Relays have delay on operate, delay on 
release, and interval on timing modes. 
Depending on timing function and termi
nation, spdt or dpdt contacts are avail
able. Contacts are rated 10 A at 240 Vac. 
All models have octal-style plug termina
tion. Cost ranges from $22.50 to $26.25 
each in 100-piece quantities . Potter & 
Brumfield Div, AMF Inc, 200 Richland 
Creek Dr, Princeton, IN 47671. 

Thin-film resistor and network 
The devices offer an integration density 
of 600 k0/ mm2 with 0.001 percent and 
up to 0.0005 percent precision. Tempera
ture coefficient is less than ± 5 ppm/ cc. 
Stability specs include less than 500 ppm 
drift after 1000 h at 155 cc, tracking 
characteristic is better than 1 ppm/ °C, 
and relative stability between two resistors 
under stress is less than 200 ppm. Appli
cations are in miniature networks such as 
A-D and D-A conversion circuits. Net
works can be packaged bare or in chip 
carriers. Sfernice International, 11 7, bd 
de la Madeleine, BP 17-06021, Nice , 
Cedex, France. 
Circle 374 

Antiglare VDT filter 
The CP-50 contrast enhancement filter 
uses a circular polarizer to reduce the ef
fects of glare and to improve screen con
trast. The polarizer absorbs ambient light 
falling on the screen rather than allow
ing it to bounce back to the user's eyes. 
Filter attaches to the screen with self
adhesive mounts; no tool or assistance is 
needed to install or remove them . They 
are easy to clean with a filter-cleaning 
fluid. Cost is $49.95 . Polaroid Corp, 575 
Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 
02139. Circle 375 



Matrix printer mechanism 

The heavy duty 15-PMC accepts 3- to 
16-in. wide perforated paper and prints 
at 275 chars/s , 10 pitch, and from one to 
six part forms . It uses a nine needle free 
flight head , rated for 1350 Hz at 0.025 
stroke for over 300 million characters. 
The ribbon cassette is stationary and 
driven directly from the carriage motor. 
The de motor uses an encoder with photo
cells in quadrature for motion control. 
Head moves bidirectionally. Price is $243 , 
quantity 1000. Practical Automation, 
Trap Falls Rd , PO Box 313, Shelton, CT 
06484. Circle 376 

Hermetic infrared emitting diode 
The OP231 series are GaA!As devices 
available in hermetic T0-46 housings . 
Emitting wavelength centers at 875 nm to 
match the spectral response of silicon 
phototransistors. Improved coupling effi
ciency allows lower drive currents and 
improves reliability. Higher noise im
munity means lower output signal ampli
fication. Applications include signal/data 
transmission in scientific, military , and 
industrial markets. Optoelectronic Div, 
TRW Electronic Components Group, 
1270 Tappan Circle, Carrollton, TX 
75006. 

Circle 377 

Dual-redundant RTU 
The BUS-65401 provides a complete in
telligent interface between a serial MUX 

data bus and a three-state data highway. 
The unit's interface appears to the sub
system as a 256-word memory mapped 
110. All RTU protocol, memory manage
ment, and built-in tests are performed 
without subsystem intervention. The 
device consists of a set of standard 
hybrid products including a dual trans
ceiver, two encoder/ decoders, RTU pro
tocol hybrid, and dual-port memory. In 
addition, the card contains two trans
formers, a crystal oscillator, and three 
ROMS. Prices start at $3695. ILC Data 
Device Corp, 105 Wilbur Pl, Bohemia, 
NY 11716. 

Circle 378 

High efficiency green LEDs 
Lamps are two to three times brighter 
than standard green, and as bright or 
brighter than high efficiency red and 
yellow. Sizes are T-1, T-l Y. , and T-Y., 
with clear and diffused lenses and eight 
viewing angles from 24 to 180 degrees. 
They are also available in rectangular 
lamps. Price in quantities of 1000 is $0.23 
to $0.48, depending on lamp type and 
intensity rating . General Instrument , 
Optoelectronics Div, 3400 Hillview Ave, 
Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
Circle 379 

Choke on DIP footprint 
The Multiple Choke provides simulta
neous protection of eight data lines . It is 
used on computers, terminals, and other 
equipment that requires interfacing 
cables. Each winding gives inductance of 
150 µH (reference I kHz and ± 25 per
cent). Isolation is 1000 Vac between wind
ings. The device mounts on a standard 
16-pin DIP spacing with 0.042-in . 
diameter pins and a maximum height 
above the PC board of 0.430 in. Cramer 
Coil & Transformer Co, Inc, 1121 15th 
Ave , Grafton, WI 53024. 
Circle 380 

CIRCLE 168 
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WHY YOU 
SHOULD 
MAKEA 
CORPORATE 
CONTRIBU
TION TO 
THE AD 
COUNCIL 
The Advertising Council is the biggest 
advertiser in the world. Last year, with 
the cooperation of all media, the Coun
cil placed almost six hundred million 
dollars of public service advertising. 
Yet its total operating expense budget 
was only $1,147,000 which makes its 
advertising programs one of America's 
greatest bargains ... for every $1 cash 
outlay the Council is generating over 
$600 of advertising. 
U.S. business and associated groups 
contributed the dollars the Ad Council 
needs to create and manage this 
remarkable program. Advertisers, ad
vertising agencies, and the media 
contributed the space and time. 
Your company can play a role. If you 
believe in supporting public service 
efforts to help meet the challenges 
which face our nation today, then your 
company can do as many hundreds of 
others-large and small-have done. 
You can make a tax-deductible con
tribution to the Advertising Council. 
At the very least you can, quite easily, 
find out more about how the Council 
works and what it does. Simply write to: 
Robert P. Keim, President, The Adver
tising Council, Inc., 825 Third Avenue, 
New York, New York 10022. 

f!WI A Public Service of This Magazine 
~ & The Advertising Council. 

The cost of preparation of this advertisement 
was paid for by the American Business Press, 
the association of specialized business publi
cations. This space was donated by this 
magazine. 
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Ergonomic design keyboard 

As standard equipment with the 8510 

graphics computer system, the 8535 in
cludes height and angle adjustment and 
a coiled connection cable. It provides a 
128-character ASCII set and function keys 
for cursor control, space, carriage return, 
escape, and delete functions. The numeric 
keypad is active only in shift mode, other
wise it generates character and control 
codes for use as function keys . LSI 

n-channel MOS electronics perform key
board encoding with n-key rollover. 
Terak Corp, 14151N76th St, Scottsdale, 
AZ 85260. 
Circle 381 

Brushless pancake motor 

The 12-Vdc device is designed for direct 
drive of microfloppy disks. Its brushless 
design and use of ball bearings give it ser
vice life in excess of 10,000 hours. Rated 
load is 50 g-cm, rated current is less than 
230 mA. Speed regulation is ± 1.5 per
cent of 300 rpm over a torque range from 
0 to 72 g-cm . Rise time to rated speed is 
300 ms maximum . Starting torque is 150 
g-cm minimum, and starting current is 
700 mA maximum . Canon USA, Inc, 
Electronic Components Div, One Canon 
Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042. 
Circle 382 

Flat-panel display 
The CVA 640/ 250 displays 25 lines of 80 
characters on its bit-mapped LCD. The 
module consists of a panel/driver assem
bly with a viewing area of 5 x 6.4 in . The 
640- x 250-pixel format allows the use of 
a broad range of application software. 
Also available is a system controller card 
with both an RS-232 and parallel ASC II 

input. The 1000-quantity price is $345 . 
CrystalVision Inc, 1313 Geneva Ave, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089. Circle 383 

Switchable DIP attenuator 
Balanced T type 1010 series has 50-, 75-, 
and 600-0 impedance values. The eight
pole device configures in a standard 
16-pin DIP . It uses a precision laser 
trimmed thick film resistor network , 
mated to a gold contact switch system. 
Custom design or standard attenuation 
increments of 0.1 to 1.5 dB are available . 
The 1010 comes unsealed, or sealed with 
a plastic adhesive that washes off. Prices 
range from $3 to $5. Vemitron Corp , 
VRN Div, PO Box 44000, St. Peters
burg, FL 33743. 

Circle 384 

Silicon transistor 
The BFQ 77 has a line width of only 0.8 
JLm and an operating range up to 6 GHz. 
Rated noise is 2.8 dB at 4 GHz (8-dB 
associated gain). The Cerec package is 
suitable for mounting on all types of PC 

boards. High service reliability is realized 
through multilayer metallization, ion im
plementation, self-aligning lithography, 
and additional double passivation. Micro
wave Semiconductor Corp, 100 School 
House Rd, Somerset, NJ 08873. 
Circle 385 

Video amplifier 
The 3-bit digital device has 100-MHz 
bandwidth and 3 .5-ns rise and fall time. 
It accepts either 3 bits of TTL or ECL (dif
ferential) digital information and directly 
converts the data into eight gray scales on 
the CRT. The amp is virtually glitch-free 
and eliminates the need for a D-A con
verter at the controller . Bit-mapped con
trollers can drive 3-bit planes directly into 
the CRT monitor. U.S . Pixel Corp, 59 
Fountain St, Framingham, MA 01701. 
Circle 386 

Let 's hear from you 
We welcome your comments 
about this issue. Just jot 
them on the Reader Inquiry 
Card. 





NO OTHER 
MILITARY COMPUTER 

CAN MATCH 
THE NEW 

ROLM® 
HAWK/32: 

Unmatched Performance 
• 32-bit computational power and 

memory addressability 
• 3.5 M.l.P.S. (fixed arithmetic 

operation) 
• 1300 KWHETS/SEC. (single preci-

sion floating point) 
• Main memory-up to 8 megabytes 
• Cache memory-128 kilobytes 
• External memory-maximum of 

1120 megabytes on line disk 
(virtual memory support available) 

• 1/0 bandwidth-12.0 megabytes 
per second 

Unmatched Price/Performance 
• Under $150,000 in production quan

tity (Basic system with 2 mega
bytes of memory) 

HERE'SWH¥. 
Unmatched Packaging Efficiency 
• Compact size-1.4 cubic foot 
• Complete integrated system: 

Central processor 
Main memory 
Floating point processor 
Diagnostic processor 
Power supply 
High speed burst Multiplexer 

Channels 
1/0 interfaces (up to 7 in main 

chassis) 
• Lightweight-90 lbs. maximum 
• Low power consumption-400 watts 

maximum 
• Mil-Spec Environmental Specifica

tions-MIL-E-5400, 
MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-4158 

RDbm MIL-SPEC 
Computers 

Unmatched Delivery 
• Shipments start October 1984 

Unmatched Software Support 
ROLM delivers the Hawk/32 with an 
extensive family of system software that 
includes Real Time and Virtual Memory 
Operating Systems, communications 
software and Ada® language support. 
(ROLM Ada support includes a DoD 
validated compiler, a powerful language 
development environment, and a 
choice of 32-bit commercial host devel
opment systems.) Hawk/32 is software 
compatible with Data General MV Se
ries computers. ROLM maintains a 
worldwide service network. 

For immediate information call Bob 
Farnsworth (408) 942-7655. 

" Ada is a registered trademark of U.S. Department of 
Defense (OUSDRE-AJPO) . 

One River Oaks Place, M/S 110, San Jose, CA 95134 
ROLM GmbH-Muehlheimer Strasse 54, 6052 Muehlheim/Main, West Germany 

ROLM UK Limited-Dorna House, Guildford Road, West End, Nr. Woking, Surrey GU24 9PW England 
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Digital image sensor 

Using a 256 x 128 silicon array and menu 
driven software, the Micro D-CAM inter
prets, enhances, or stores images via a 
computer. With the added dimension of 
sight, the computer can be used in graph
ics, pattern and character recognition, 
and robotics. Utilities handle auto-ex
posure, multilevel gray scale, screen 
dumps, picture storage, and image en
hancement. IBM PC and Apple II versions 
are available (RS-232 version available on 
special order). The sensor costs $295. 
Micromint, Inc, 561 Willow Ave, 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516. 
Circle 387 

Custom-built logic switch 

The micrommiature device provides a 
direct digital interface for complex man
ual switching requirements. In a 
0.865-in.-square package, the 28-position 
P/ REL has a high temperature withstan
ding ability for wave soldering. The ter
minals are 0.016-in. thick for greater 
strength and can automatically be 
trimmed to any specified length up to 
0.875 in. The switches sell for about $3 
each in 1000-lot quantities. Standard 
Grigsby, a Gordos International Co, 920 
Rathbone Ave, Aurora, IL 60507. 
Circle 388 

Get your own 
If you 're reading someone 
else's copy of Computer 
Design, why not get your 
own? To receive a 
subscription-application 
form, circle 504 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 

Wide-angle LED 
Cylindrical SLV 56 series features a preci
sion cone-shaped clear lens with full 
180-degree brightness. Users can mount 
the LED perpendicular to the PC board, 
but view it parallel to the board. Applica
tions include mainframe card cages, tele
communication switch gears, and disk 
drives. Colors are red, orange, green, and 
yellow. Price in 1000 pieces is $0.25 each. 
Delivery is four to six weeks. Rohm Corp, 
PO Box 19515, Irvine, CA 92713. 
Circle 389 

Digital filter 
Providing eight delay stages, multipliers, 
and adders in a single IC, the TDCI028 is 
TTL-compatible for finite impulse 
response filters and multibit digital cor
relators. The bit-slice, video speed 
device provides a 20-megasample/s 
throughput and 4-bit coefficient and 
signal data words. Format for words is 
selectable with a choice of two's comple
ment or unsigned magnitude. Applica
tions for the device include matched 
filters, pulse compression, waveform 
synthesis, and adaptive filters. TRW LSI 
Products, PO Box 2472, La Jolla, CA 
92038. Circle 390 

Instrumentation amplifier 

Designed for high precision applications, 
the AD624 delivers maximum ±0.001-
percent nonlinearity. In addition, it pro
vides maximum ± 10-ppm/ °C gain temp
co and maximum 0.2-µV peak-to-peak 
input and 10-µV output noise. Onchip 
gain setting network eliminates factoring 
in cost, temperature, and accuracy effects 
of external gain setting resistors. The pin
programmable gains permit maximum 
gain error from ±0.02 percent (G = 1) 
to ±0.5 percent (G = 1000). Four gain 
setting pins can connect for gains of 1, 
100, 200, or 500. The 16-pin ceramic 
package is priced in lOOs from $11.90. 
Analog Devices, Inc, Rte 1 Industrial 
Park, PO Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062. 
Circle 391 

Hey Printronix! 

IBM 2770 
IBM 2780/3780 
IBM 3270 
IBM 2946 (PARS) 
HASP 
UNIVAC OCT 1000 
UNIVAC 1004 
UNIVAC U-100/ U-200/ U-400 
UNIVAC NTR 
Honeywell VIP 7700 
Burroughs Poll and Select 
NC A Poll and Select 

Call Air Land Systems. And find 
out about our full line of micro
processor-based protocol 
converters and other data 
communications interfaces for 
line printers and other 
peripherals. We've already 
developed both hardware and 
software for most major commu
nications protocols, and we're 
anxious to discuss your specific 
needs. 
For example, our MPC-79 (photo) 
is specifically designed for 
PRINTRONIX printers. Some of 
the currently available protocols 
are listed at left. 

Air Land Systems A name more OE Ms should know! 

271 O Prosperity Avenue • Fairfax, Virginia 22031-4387 
(703) 573-1100 TWX: 710-833-1174 AIR LAND FRAX 
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TM 

to go the distance. 
The more critical your networking requirements, 
the better proNET1

m looks. Designed for total 
fiberoptic compatibility, proNET's token ring 
local area networks are delivering high-speed, 
high-throughput, reliable communications in 
uncommonly demanding systems. 

Where security or factory environments ... very 
long cable runs ... fail-safe operation ... ultra low 
error rate ... and economical installed cost are 
essential, proNET goes the distance. 

A major university networking 40 or 50 V/\X.tm 
11/750s in a heavily interactive, data-intensive 
application specified proNETto proviqe a 
research facility "unbounded in what it would 
permit us to do." ProNET outperforms its compe
titors in benchmarks run under 4.2 BSD UNIXtm 

and DECnettm via Ringwaytm. 
ProNET definitely has the ring of reliability. 

No coincidence that companies like Apollo, 
Racal-Milgo, Ungermann-Bass, Ztel and now 
IBM have introduced or are about to introduce 
networks like proNET. 

We'l l demonstrate conclusively how proNET 
will take you the distance ... supporting as many 
computers, terminals and workstations as you 
need ... using the best media for your environ
ment .. .with fast accurate fault location and 
analysis ... with fail-safe operation ... and at 
the best installed cost. Call the nearest 
Proteon sales office or the factory directly 
at (617) 894-1980 or write Proteon, Inc., 
24 Crescent Street, Waltham, MA 02154. 

erotfion 
VAA and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation . UNIX Is a trademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Rlngway Is a trademark ofTechnology Concepts Inc. 
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Servomotor-controlled robot 
The IRI M50-E is controlled by digital 
signals generated by a proprietary mono
board with eight micros. Servomotors im
prove velocity control of robot motion for 
more accurate path control. Operating at 
400 Hz or above, the small-lightweight 
servos easily fit existing robot modules. 
Targeted for precision-oriented tasks, the 
robot is priced under $20,000. Interna
tional Robomation/lntelligence, 2281 Las 
Palmas Dr, Carlsbad, CA 92008. 

Circle 392 

EXpert system generator 
Artificial intelligence program Expert
Ease works by generating rules from 
examples. It will then remove redundant 
logic, producing a logic tree that specifies 
the key to the decision or the result. An 
expert or novice can use the inquiry 
facility to produce an expert decision, pre
dict a result, or solve a problem. Applica
tions are in fields of industry, commerce, 
and research. Expert Software Interna
tional Ltd, 4 Canongate Venture, New St, 
Royal Mile, Edinburgh, United Kingdom. 
Circle 393 

Optical inspection system 
The P-SEE uses pattern verification as op
posed to design rule inspection. It features 
nonspecular lighting that allows virtually 
no false readings. Cameras provide 1.67 
square-ft/ min of inspection at a 0.0005-in. 
resolution. Speed can be increased with 
extra cameras. Applications include in
spection of PC boards, glass masters, in
ner layers, substrates, and flex circuits. 
System adapts to any host, or networks 
with other company equipment. DIT·MCO 

International, 5100 E 59th St, Kansas 
City, MO 64310. Circle 394 

Talk to the editor 
Have you written to the 
editor lately? We're waiting 
to hear from you. 

Digital servo system Industrial microcomputer 

The Model 2100-PT indexer provides pre
cise closed-loop position control based 
on feedback from an optical encoder. It 
drives standard stepping motor transla
tors and 25,000-step/rev motor/drives, 
thereby simplifying precision posi
tioning. It connects to any standard in
cremental optical encoder (linear or 
rotary) and is suitable for ultraprecise 
X-Y table indexing (to 0.5 µm) and stall 
detection. The system is programmed 
via RS-232-C or optional IEEE 488 inter
face. Compumotor Corp, 1310 Ross St, 
Petaluma, CA 94952. Circle 395 

The A-PAC, designed for programmable 
acquisition and control, combines a built
in analog and 110 interface with a per
sonal computer and a logic controller. A 
selection of application programs is avail
able for data logging, multiloop PID 

control, batch control, and distributed 
processing. Additional features are en
hanced EPROM, battery-backed RAM, and 
clock/ calendar. The startup kit has a 
CRT and keyboard peripherals, 110 inter
faces, and cables. Cost is $5999. Action 
Instruments Inc, 8601 Aero Dr, San 
Diego, CA 92123. 

Circle 396 

Hey Centronics! 

IBM 2770 
IBM 2780/ 3780 
IBM 3270 
IBM 2946 (PARS) 
HASP 
UNIVAC OCT 1000 
UNIVAC 1004 
UNIVAC U-100/ U·200/ U-400 
UNIVAC NTR 
Honeywell VIP 7700 
Burroughs Poll and Select 
NCR Poll and Select 

Call Air Land Systems. And find 
out about our full line of micro
processor-based protocol 
converters and other data 
communications interfaces for 
line printers and other 
peripherals. We've already 
developed both hardware and 
software for most major commu
nications protocols, and we're 
anxious to discuss your specific 
needs. 
For example, our MPC-81 and 
MPC-85 (photos at left) are 
specifically designed for 
CENTRONICS 6000 and Line
writer printers .. Some of the 
currently available protocols are 
listed at left. 

Air Land SystentS A name more OE Ms should know! 

2710 Prosperity Avenue • Fairfax, Virginia 22031-4387 
(703) 573-1100 TWX: 710-833-1174 AIR LAND FRAX 
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Power monitor 

The device features user-adjustable 
disturbance thresholds, disturbance 
value printouts, and ambient tempera
ture and de voltage level monitoring. It 
allows continuous analysis of line power 
quality at installation sites. An onsite 
pot adjustment triggers power distur
bance recording. The unit monitors both 
the de voltage of power supply and high 
frequency or spike on the de supply line 
via a BNC. The monitor is priced below 
$2000. Sola Electric, 1717 Busse Rd, Elk 
Grove Village, IL 60007. Circle 397 

Chassis-mountable power supply 
Redesign of models CM 3.15.5 and 3.12.5 
results in triple-output supplies that run 
cooler than before. Output of the 3.15.5 
is ± 15 Vat 100 mA and 5 Vat 500 mA, 
while output of 3.12.5 is ± 12 Vat 100 mA 
and 5 V at 600 mA. The 5-V output is 
isolated from the dual output so it can be 
used to power linear/digital circuit combi
nations. A clamp barrier strip secures 
wires without twisting. A recessed barrier 
strip makes tight connections while pro
tecting the unit from damage. Calex 
Manufacturing Co, Inc, 3355 Vincent Rd, 
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523. 
Circle 398 

Power MOSFETs 
The devices come in ratings from 50 to 
500 V, 0.2 through 40 A, in six package 
configurations. Ultrafast switching speeds 
make them ideal for high frequency 
switching applications. The MOSFETs 
have low conduction losses at low block
ing voltages up to 200 V. Also available 
are IGTs that offer high input impedance, 
voltage-controlled turn-on/ off features of 
MOSFETs, and low on-state conduction 
losses of bipolar transistors. Initial offer
ings include 10- and 25-A, 500-V rated 
devices. General Electric Co, I Belmont 
Ave, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004. 
Circle 399 

Switching voltage regulator 
The LAS 6320P series is a monolithic 1c 
designed for fixed frequency pulse width 
modulation converter applications. Capa
ble of output voltages from 2.25 to 24 V 
with output currents of 2 A, the chip fea
tures a temperature compensated voltage 
reference. In addition, it has a sawtooth 
oscillator with overcurrent frequency 
shift, linear trailing edge pulse width 
modulator, and transconductance error 
amp . The device is available in a 14-pin 
plastic DIP with prices ranging from 
$2.20 to $4.50 depending on quantity . 
Lambda Semiconductors, div of Veeco 
Instruments, 121 International Dr, Cor
pus Christi, TX 78410. Circle 400 

Converters with 4:1 input range 
Additional models in the WP series pro
vide 25 to 30 W of isolated regulated 
power. They operate over a 9- to 36-V de 
input range and have outputs of 5 V at 
5 A, 6 Vat 4.5 A, 12 Vat 2.5 A, and 15 
V at 2 A. The units accept standard bat
tery inputs of 12, 24, or 28 V with vir-

tually no deviation in performance over 
the entire range. Features include efficien
cies up to 85 percent, 500-Vdc isolation, 
input surge protection to 50 Vdc, and out
put noise of 5 mV rms, maximum. Prices 
range from $149.30 to $209, depending 
on quantity. Stevens-Arnold, Inc, 7 
Elkins St, Boston, MA 02127. 
Circle 401 

Filtered power module 
The series FPM incorporates an IEC power 
input receptacle, on/off switch, fuse pro
tection, emi filter, and a voltage selector. 
Isolation of the line and load wiring is 
provided by an emi filter directly at 
the input source. The IEC connector, 
together with the emi filter, eliminates vir
tually all coupling of the module. It uses 
either a 5-mm or standard V. x 1 V. fuse; 
the voltage selector provides 120- or 
250-Vac operation. Prices start at $17 .88 
in 100-piece lots . Stanford Applied 
Engineering, Inc, 340 Martin Ave, Santa 
Clara, CA 95050. 
Circle 402 

Hey Dataproducts! 

IBM 2770 
IBM 2780/3780 
IBM 3270 
IBM 2946 (PARS) 
HASP 
UNIVAC OCT 1000 
UNIVAC 1004 
UNIVAC U-100/U-200/ U-400 
UNIVAC NTR 
Honeywell VIP 7700 
Burroughs Poll and Select 
NCR Poll and Select 

Call Air Land Systems. And find 
out about our full line of micro
processor-based protocol 
converters and other data 
communications interfaces for 
line printers and other 
peripherals. We 've already 
developed both hardware and 
software for most major commu
nications protocols, and we're 
anxious to discuss your specific 
needs. 
For example, our MPC-51 and 
MPC-73 (photos at left) are 
specifically designed for DATA
PRODUCTS 8300/8600 and 
M200 printers. Some of the 
currently available protocols are 
listed at left. 

Air Land Systems A name more OE Ms should know! 

2710 Prosperity Avenue• Fairfax, Virginia 220~1-4387 
(703) 573-1100 TWX: 710-833-1174 AIR LAND FRAX 
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"Looking for bus compatible data acquisition boards? 
You've come to the right guy." 

This isn't just a line. 
Data Translation of

fers the most complete 
line of analog 1/0 boards 
available. Anywhere. 

We have LSI-llTM 
Bus, MULTIBUS, TM 
UNIBUS TM IBM PC™ 

' Bus, STD Bus, and 
Apple TM Bus. You'll 
never have to chang~ 
buses to get the analog 
compatibility you need. 

And you won't be 
left stranded for help 
... our user manuals 
and thorough diagnos

Left to right, Fred Molinari, President 

tics guide you through any technical road blocks. All for the same low fare. 
So whether you're in scientific research or industrial control, call us. 
We're the world's leading supplier of analog 1/0 boards, systems and software. 

Data Translat ion is the leading supplie r of 
microcomputer compatible analog 110 boards. 

DATA ACQUISITION BOARDS 
REAL 

DIGITAL TIME 
BUS ND D/A 1/0 CLOCK 

STD x x 
MULTIBUS x x 
UNIBUS x x 
LSl-11 x x x x 
IBM PC x x x x 
APPLE II x 

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc .. 100 Locke Dr., Marl boro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tix 951-646. 
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., 430 Bath Rd., Slough, Berkshire SLI 6BB England (06286) 3412 Tix 849-862. 

We'll have you 
up, and on line, in 
no time. Call (617) 
481-3700. 

See our 192 pg. new Kroduct 
supplement in Gold ook 
1984, Vol. III, and our 336 pg. 
catalog/handbook in Gold 
Book 1983. 

LSI · 11 and UNIB US are registered trademarks of 01g1tal Equipment Corp. MULTIBUS 1s a registered trademark of Intel Corp. IBM PC 1sa registered trademark of IBM. Apple is a registered trademark of the Apple Computer Corp. 
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Triple-output switcher 

Model KFD-40E meets UL/CSA and interna
tional safety specs !EC 380 and VDE 0806. 
The 40-W dual-input unit is available with 
three outputs of 5 V at 5 A, 12 Vat 2.5 
A, and - 12 Vat 0.5 A. For emi_, it com
plies with FCC level B and VDE 0871 JevelB . 
Applications include CRT terminals 
and modems. The 25-piece price is $74. 
KEC Electronics, Inc, 20817 Western 
Ave, Torrance, CA 90501. 
Circle 403 

Dual-mode suppression filters 
The devices provide control of line to 
ground noise and reduce low frequency 
line to line noise and transients. They 
will protect equipment from malfunc
tions due to conducted interference 
coming into the equipment from the 
line. Specs include rated voltage 115/250 
Vac; rated frequency 50/60 Hz, 0.50 
mA; and line to ground at 250 Vac/50 
Hz, 1 mA. The filters are designed to 
meet UL and CSA standards. RTE 
Aerovox, Inc, 740 Belleville Ave, New 
Bedford, MA 02745. 
Circle 404 

Rechargeable lead-acid battery 
Model PS-12150is a 12-V unit with 1.3 W
h/ cubic in. Sealed construction Jets the 
battery be used in any position. The 15 
A-h battery fills a gap between the 10- and 
20 A-h capacities. Applications include 
UPS systems, telecommunication equip
ment, standby power for micro-based de
vices, and alarm systems. The battery 
weighs 12.8 lbs, can be recharged 300 to 
400 times, and has a life expectancy of 
over 5 years. Power-Sonic Corp, PO Box 
5242, Redwood City, CA 94063. 
Circle 405 

Power transistors 
Faster than comparable bipolar tran
sistors , Power MOS devices function as 
majority carrier devices without storage 
time. Voltage drive requirements are just 
above threshold; high input impedance 

allows a voltage generator to drive them. 
The generator need only provide ade
quate charge of the input capacitance. 
The devices use an n-channel structure 
with multiple square cells. Twenty-eight 
types cover nine voltage ranges from 50 
to 400 V. Prices in 1000-piece quantities 
range from $0.62 to $1.95. SGS Semicon
ductor Corp, 1000 E Bell Rd, Phoenix, 
AZ 85022. Circle 406 

C~ip with negative voltage levels 
With two external capacitors, the TSC7660 
converts a 1.5- to 10-V input signal to a 
1.5- to - 10-V level. It allows 5-V digital 
logic systems to incorporate analog com
ponents without adding an additional 
main power source. The chip charges a 
capacitor to the applied supply voltage. 
Internal analog gates connect the 
capacitor across output. The negative 
open circuit output voltage is within 0.1 
percent of the positive input voltage. 
Available in 8-pin DIPS, prices range 
from $1.90 to $8. Teledyne Semiconduc
tor, 1300 Terra Bella Ave, Mountain 
View, CA 94043. Circle 407 

Lithium power cells 
The AL2-AA cells offer high performance, 
Jong life, and safety of lithium thionyl 
chloride batteries in a standard AA 
package. They feature durable stainless 
steel construction and a ceramic to metal 
seal for reliable operation. Cells deliver 
a standard open circuit voltage of 3.6 V 
and have a shelf life of more than 10 
years. They are unaffected by spin, alti
tude, or position. Nominal capacity is 2 
A-hat the 23-mA rate at 20 °C to a 2.5-V 
cutoff. Altus Corp, 1610 Crane Ct, San 
Jose, CA 95112. 
Circle 408 

March Preview 
Special Report on 
Advanced Digital !Cs 

Hey General Electric!* 

IBM 2770 
IBM 2780/3780 
IBM 3270 
IBM 2946 (PARS) 
HASP 
UNIVAC DCT 1000 
UNIVAC 1004 
UNIVAC U·100/ U·200/ U-400 
UNIVAC NTR 
Honeywell VIP 7700 
Burroughs Poll and Select 
NCR Poll and Select 

Call Air Land Systems. And find 
out about our full line of micro
processor-based protocol 
converters and other data 
communications interfaces for 
line printers and other 
peripherals. We've already 
developed both hardware and 
software for most major commu
nications protocols, and we're 
anxious to discuss your specific 
needs. 
For example, our MPC-29 and 
PCU-62 (photos at left) are 
specifically designed for GE 200 
and 3000 printers. Some of the 
currently available protocols are 
listed at left. 
* GE Data Communications Products recently acquired 

by Genicom Corp. 

Air Land Systems A name more OE Ms should know! 

2710 Prosperity Avenue • Fairfax, Virginia 22031-4387 
(703) 573-1100 TWX: 710-833-1174 AIRLAND FRAX 
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CONFERENCES 
FEB 28-MAR 1-Compcon/Spring, 
Cathedral Hill Hotel , San Francisco, 
Calif . INFORMATION : IEEE Computer 
Society , PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 
20901 . Tel: 301/589-8142 

MAR 12·15-lnterface, Las Vegas 
Convention Ctr, Las Vegas , Nev. 
INFORMATION : Richard Katzeff, The 
Interface Group, Inc, 300 First Ave , 
Needham, MA 02194. Tel : 617/449-6600; 
800/325-3330 (outside Mass) 

MAR 12-16-lnternat'I Cont on 
Robotics, Atlanta Hilton, Atlanta, Ga. 
INFORMATION: IEEE Computer Society, 
PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901 . 
Tel : 301/589-8142 

MAR 19-21-Phoenix Cont on 
Computers and Communications, 
Phoenix Hilton , Phoenix , Ariz. 
INFORMATION: David Gretton , Digital 
Equipment Corp, 2500 W Union Hills Dr, 
Phoenix, AZ 85027. Tel : 602/869-5273 

MAR 25-28-Numerical Control Society 
Technical Cont and Expo, Queen Mary, 
Long Beach, Calif. INFORMATION : Lisa 
~chultz, Numerical Control Society, 111 
E Wacker Dr, Suite 600, Chicago, IL 
60601 . Tel : 312/644-6610 

MAR 26·30-lnternat'I Cont on 
Software Engineering, Orlando, Fla. 
INFORMATION: IEEE Computer Society, 
PO Box 639, Silver Spring , MD 20901 . 
Tel : 301/589-8142 

APR 2-5-Test & Measurement World 
Expo, Brooks Hall , San Francisco, Calif . 
INFORMATION : Meg Bowen, lnterfield 
Publishing Co, 215 Brighton Ave, 
Boston , MA 02134. Tel : 617/254-1445 

APR 4-11-Hannover Fair, Hannover, 
West Germany. INFORMATION: Delia 
Assocs , PO Box 338, Whitehouse, NJ 
08888. Tel : 201/534-9044; 800/526-5978 
(outs ide NJ) 

APR 5-7-Comdex/Winter, Los Angeles 
Convention Ctr, Los Angeles , Calif. 
INFORMATION : The Interface Group, 
300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194. 
Tel : 617/449-6600; 800/325-3330 
(outside Mass) 

APR 10-12-lnfocom, Cathedral Hill 
Hotel , San Franc isco, Calif. 
INFORMATION: IEEE Computer 
Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring , MD 
20901. Tel : 301/589-8142 
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APR 18-20-0ptical Data Storage, 
Monterey Convention Ctr, Monterey, 
Calif. INFORMATION : Optical Society 
of America, 1816 Jefferson Pl NW, 
Washington , DC 20036. 
Tel : 202/223-8130 

APR 24-27-Compdec (lnternat'I 
Cont on Data Engineering), 
Bonaventure Hotel , Los Angeles, 
Calif. INFORMATION : IEEE Computer 
Society , PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 
20901 . Tel : 301/589-8142 

APR 25-27-Friendly Systems: 1984 or 
2001? Sheraton-Atlanta, Atlanta, Ga. 
INFORMATION: Donald Chand, Dept of 
Information Systems, Georgia State 
Univ, Atlanta, GA 30303. 
Tel : 404/658-3886 

APR 30-MAY 2-Workshop on 
Computer Vision, Hilton Hotel , 
Annapolis , Md. INFORMATION: IEEE 
Computer Society , PO Box 639, Silver 
Spring , MD 20901. Tel : 301/589-8142 

MAY 13-17-Computer Graphics, 
Anaheim Convention Ctr, Anaheim, 
Calif. INFORMATION : National 
Computer Graphics Assoc , 8401 
Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, VA 22031 . 
Tel : 703/698-9600 

MAY 14-17-lnternat'I Cont on 
Communications, Congresscentrum 
Rai , Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
INFORMATION : K. Teer, Philips 
Research Lab, 5600 MD Eindhoven , 
The Netherlands. 

MAY 15-17-Electro, Bayside 
Exposition Ctr and Hynes Auditorium, 
Boston, Mass. INFORMATION : Kent 
Keller, Electronic Conventions, Inc , 
8110 Airport Blvd , Los Angeles, CA 
90045. Tel : 213/772-2965 

MAY 15-17-Mini/Micro-Northeast, 
Hynes Auditorium , Boston , Mass. 
INFORMATION : Kent Keller, Electronic 
Conventions, Inc, 8110 Airport Blvd, 
Los Angeles , CA 90045. 
Tel : 213/772-2965 

MAY 22-25-Comdex/Spring, Georgia 
World Congress Ct r, Atlanta, Ga. 
INFORMATION : The Interface Group, 
300 First Ave, Needham, MA 02194. 
Tel : 617/449-6600; 800i325-3330 
(outside Mass) 

JUNE 4-8-SID (Society for Information 
Display lnternat'l Symposium), San 
Francisco Hilton , San Francisco, Calif. 
INFORMATION: Lewis Winner, 301 
Almeria Ave , Coral Gables, FL 33134. 
Tel : 305/446-8193 

8 9 1112 131 4 
1516 11!1192021 
2223 25262728 
2930 

JUNE 5-7-lnternat'I Symposium on 
Computer Architecture, Rackham 
Building, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
INFORMATION : Kek i Irani , EGE Dept , 
Univ of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml 48109. 
Tel : 313/764-.8517 

JUNE 5-7-Symposium on Mass 
Storage Systems, Marriott Mark Resort , 
Vail , Colo. INFORMATION: Bernard . 
O'Lear, NCAA, PO Box 3QOO, Boulder, 
CO 80307. Tel : 303/494-5151 

JUNE 6-8-Communications 
Architectures and Protocols, Montreal , 
Canada. INFORMATION: Rebecca 
Hutchings, Honeywell/FSD, 7900 
Westpark Dr, Mclean, VA 22102. 
Tel : 703/827-3982 

JUNE 19·22-lnternat' I Symposium on 
Faull Tolerant Computing, Hyatt 
Orlando, Orlando, Fla. INFORMATION: 
Richard Sedmak, Sperry Univac, PO 
Box 500, MS C1SW12, Blue Bell , PA 
19404. Tel : 215/542-3638 

JUNE 24-27-Design Automation 
Cont, Albuquerque Convention Ct r, 
Albuquerque , NM. INFORMATION: IEEE 
Computer Society , PO Box 639, Silver 
Spring, MD 20901 . Tel: 301 /589-81 42 

JULY 9-12-National Computer Cont, 
Las Vegas Convention Ctr, Las Vegas, 
Nev. INFORMATION: IEEE Computer 
Society, PO Box 639, Si lver Spring, MD 
20901 . Tel : 301 /589-8142 

JULY 23-27-Siggraph Conf on · 
Computer Graphics and Interactive 
Techniques, Minneapol is, Minn. 
INFORMATION : Lynn Valastyan , 
111 E Wacker Dr, Chicago, IL 60601. 
Tel : 312/644-6610 

JULY 30-AUG 2-lnternat 'I Pattern 
Recognition Cont, Montreal, Canada. 
INFORMATION : ICPR Secretariat , 3450 
University St, Mont real , Quebec, 
Canada H3A 2A7. Tel : 514/392-6744 

SHORT COURSES 
MAR 12-14-Distributed 
Telecommunications Networks; 
MAR 12-14-Fiber ·optic Systems 
Design; AND MAR 15-16-Public and 
Private Packet Switched Networks: The 
X.25 Protocol, Orlando, Fla. 
INFORMATION: Cont inuing 
Engineering Ed , George Washington 
Univ, Washington , DC 20052. 
Tel: 202/676-6106; 800/424-9773 
(outside DC) 

MAR 26-29-PersQnal Computer 
Interfacing and Scientific Instrument 
Automation , Virgin ia Tech, Blacksburg, 
Va. INFORMATION: Linda Leffel , CEC, 
Virginia Polytechn ic Inst itute and State 
Univ, Blacksburg , VA 24061 . 
Tel : 703/961 -4848 





F9r1D11ately, . 
011r lllllllature switch 

is a lot smaller 
than its list of features. 

Manual Line. 

As small as they are, you 
might not think there is much 
roomforalotof advanced 
features in our 

MML Miniature 

But the truth is that the 
MICRO SWITCH MML has a 
combination of features 
you won't get with other 
miniature products. 

Good looks help 
your product look 
good. MML switches 
give you consistent, 
compatible, high
quality appearance. 

Human factors 
features provide a better 
interface between your 
product and its operator. 
You get smooth button travel, 
positive tactile feedback, and a 
number of color and legend 
options, with LED or incandescent 
lighting. 

Variety gives you unparalleled design free
dom. Choose from coordinated pushbuttons, 

indicators, and mechanical inter
locks, all in solid-state or contact 

versions. And you get flexibility 
from the MML mounting, ter
mination, and electrical 
options. 

You'll find our line is still growing with 
additions like new encoding switches. There's 
even an exclusive electrostatic dis- / "" 

charge protection up to 25 Kv .r 
available on MML pushbuttons. 

Quality means MML will 
perform as promised, to 

help your product do the 
same. All MML switches are designed 

to meet UL, CSA, and other interna
tional standards. 

when you need it. 

Small size allows you to 
downsize even complex 

panels, without giving up 
performance. MML offers 

all these features while 
taking up just 10 x 15 
· mm of panel space, 

with a housing only 
17mmdeep. 

· Authorized 
• tributors off er 
al assistance 

aria availability. 
So you get 

oduct you need, 

And a FREE sample offer. Try an MML for 
size and see its advantages for yourself. For more 
information on MML, the free sample offer, and 
any of our other manual control products, contact 
MICRO SWITCH, Freeport, IL 61032. Phone 
815-235-6600. 

Together, we can find the answers. 

MICRO SWITCH 
a Honeywell Division 
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LITERATURE 

Scope measurement system 
Brochure discusses guidelines for devel
oping an automatic testing strategy, and 
tracks the role of the HP 1980 scope in an 
automatic test environment. Hewlett
Packard Co, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Circle 410 

Isolated input MUX 
Data sheet summarizes essentials of 
DMS504; plug compatible with LSI-II , 
Multibus, IEEE 488, and RS-232/ RS-422 for
mats, the unit handles input voltages of 
± 5 m V to ± 10.24 V full scale. DI-AN 

Micro Systems, Ltd, Cheshire, England. 
Circle 411 

Flat-panel switches 
Ordering catalog gives technical and ap
plication background for RAFI 15119 dust 
and waterproof push buttons, accom
panied by construction and dimensional 
drawings . Ledex Inc, Vandalia, Ohio. 
Circle 412 

Macrocell library 
Software data book has tools for semi
custom design of LSI LUOOO series gate 
arrays on Daisy Systems Logician, Men
tor Graphics Idea 1000, and Valid Logic 
SCALDsystem engineering workstations; 
macrocell model data sheets, tutorial 
documentation, and information on 
gate array design rules are included . LSI 
Logic Corp, Milpitas, Calif. 
Circle 413 

Modular switches 
Brochure highlights momentary and 
alternate versions in various keycaps and 
bezels, covering cross sections, specs, 
function-principles, and wiring dia
grams. MEC, Electronic Components 
Group, Minneapolis, Minn. Circle 414 

Cards for STD bus 
More than 35 cards are featured in 
16-page catalog detailing Approach 
series microcomputers for machine con
trol and Romaid 2704 programmer/ 
simulator for software debugging. 
Micro-Link Corp, Carmel, Ind. 
Circle 415 

Digital panel meters 
Selection guide covering 22 manufacturers 
tabulates about 80 panel meter features as 
they relate to specific applications; typical 
listings include scaling adjustments, con
trol outputs, data formats, mounting 
techniques, display types, and reliability 
considerations. Nationwide Electronic 
Systems, Inc, Streamwood, Ill. 
Circle 416 

Circuit data to CAD/CAM 
Application note describes how to 
transfer circuit information from typical 
CAD/CAM systems to automatic testers, 
as well as how to generate circuit files 
offline. Advanced Microcomputer 
Systems, Inc, Coral Springs, Fla. 
Circle 417 

Custom resistor networks 
Eight-page technical bulletin details specs 
for axial lead, high reliability, lug ter
minal, subminiature, and printed circuit 
type resistors, following up with circuit 
applications and diagrams for encap
sulated networks. Armtec Industries, Inc, 
Manchester, NH. Circle 418 

Sockets and assemblies 

Ordering catalog lists over 200 Asmann 
components, including DIP, test and 
transistor, and LED/ LCD sockets; carrier 
assemblies; and contact terminal strips . 
Precision sockets fit standard DIPS with 
0.100- x 0.100-in. pin spacing. ebm 
Industries, Inc , Unionville, Conn. 
Circle 419 

Molded disconnects 
Bulletin describes continuously molded, 
fully insulated female Pan-Term units 
supplied on 3000-piece reels for wire 
ranges from 22 to 14 AWG. Panduit 
Corp, Tinley Park, Ill. Circle 420 

Data communication equipment 
Short-form catalog outlines full line of 
network testers, protocol analyzers, and 
patching/ switching products. Atlantic 
Research Corp, Alexandria, Va. 
Circle 421 

Professional plotters 
Folder features Hiplot DMP-41 and -42 
models, listing firmware commands as 
well as operating and electrical/ 
mechanical specs. Houston Instrument , 
Austin, Tex. Circle 422 

Pancake synchros and resolvers 
Technical folder contains representative 
specs, mechanical configurations, 
schematics, and mounting requirements 
for 19 high accuracy models. Harowe 
Servo Controls, Inc, AC Operation, 
West Chester, Pa. 
Circle 423 

Transmission line assemblies 
Twenty-page source book covers design 
and testing of multiple- and single-signal 
assemblies and accessories; chart cross
references part numbers with cable, con
nector, and measurement data . Chabin 
Corp, Chico, Calif. 
Circle 424 

Unix ported to minicomputer 
Four-page leaflet outlines Unix System 
III implementation in dataCASE/5, which 
offers over I-MIPS performance, 
560-Mbyte storage, and 5-Mbit/s data 
transfer. Computer Automation, Naked 
Mini Div, Irvine, Calif. 
Circle 425 

Ceramic disks and capacitors 
Forty-page catalog provides detailed 
specs and performance curves for low 
voltage, temperature compensating, rec
tangular plate, and medium to Hi K, as 
well as disk and high voltage, ceramic 
capacitors. Murata Erie North America, 
Inc, Marietta, Ga. 
Circle 426 

Test and measurement 
Eighty-page catalog features 13 scopes 
including a 100-MHz, four-channel and 
a 50-MHz, two-channel dual time base 
model, along with four frequency coun
ters ranging from 80 MHz to 1 GHz. 
Leader Instruments Corp, Hauppauge, 
NY. Circle 427 

Low cost PC drafting system 
Specs and detailed price list summarize 
IBM XT /PC 68000 two-dimensional drafting 
system with three-dimensional modeling, 
which is also compatible with the full 
range of PC software. Summit CAD 
Corp, Houston, Tex. 
Circle 428 

Portable test equipment 
Six-page folder features the Tracer-2 
signature analyzer, which generates a 
characteristic waveform pattern on a 
2.5-in. CRT; the 3-lb miniscope MS-230 
and other portable testers are also 
outlined. Non-Linear Systems, div of 
Kaypro Corp, Solana Beach, Calif. 
Circle 429 
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LITERATURE 

Coaxial cable assemblies 

Full-line, 120-page catalog gives elec
trical , mechanical, and environmental 
data for subminiature and miniature 
connectors, along with field-replaceable 
launchers and semi-rigid cable assem
blies . Applied Engineering Products Inc, 
New Haven, Conn. 
Circle 430 

Thin·film hybrids 
Product summaries, electrical and 
mechanical specs, outline drawings, and 
ordering information come in a 16-page 
booklet summarizing chip resistors, chip 
networks, packaged networks, sub
strates with conductors, and substrates 
with resistors. Hybrid Systems Corp, 
Billerica, Mass. 
Circle 431 

Instrumentation computer 
Booklet features six pages of hardware 
and software specs for multitasking 
model 6000, with applications in instru
ment control, industrial automation/ test, 
military / aerospace, and manufacturing. 
Wavetek, Inc, San Diego, Calif. 
Circle 432 

Card connectors 
Technical data describes and specifies 
DIN 41612 printed circuit card connectors 
in styles B, C, and D; drilling layouts 
and prices are included in 12-page 
catalog. Amlan Inc, Stamford, Conn. 
Circle 433 

Video course in VLSI design 
Brochure describes introductory VLSI 
design course, which deals with prin
ciples and techniques through first 
silicon. Course consists of 17 color 
videotapes, study guide, and textbook . 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Center for Advanced Engineering 
Study, Cambridge, Mass. 
Circle 434 
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Electronic components 
The 160-page 1984 catalog contains specs, 
performance curves, and dimensional 
drawings for over 12,000 in-stock items. 
Mouser Electronics, Santee, Calif. 
Circle 435 

Read-only CMOS memories 
Twenty-page brochure lists complete 
line of mask-programmable ROMS, 

detailing pinout diagram and significant 
features for each basic type . RCA/ Solid 
State Div, Somerville, NJ . 

Open frame linear power 
Eight-page brochure lists complete 
electrical/mechanical specs and tabu
lates voltage/ current ratings for Uni
versal series. ACDC Electronics, Ocean
side, Cali f. Circle 437 

Idris application software 
Third-party directory lists over 20 appli
cation packages running under Unix look
alike operating system; also included are 
product profiles , hardware require
ments, and prices/ ordering information. 
Whitesmiths, Ltd, Concord, Mass . 
Circle 438 

Stock relays 
Forty-page bulletin describes physical 
and electrical characteristics of reed, 
solid-state, hybrid, sensitive, and power 
relays; selection guide identifies switching 
capabilities, coil voltage ranges, contact 
styles , and series number. Sigma Instru
ments, Inc, Braintree, Mass . 
Circle 439 

Piezoelectric buzzers 

Six-page bulletin gives spec charts and 
technical diagrams for electronic buzzer 
elements, covering styles, dimensions, 
characteristics, mounting modes, reso
nator frequency formula, and driving 
circuits. Rosenthal Technik North Amer
ica, Inc , Providence, RI. 
Circle 440 

Equipment for emi/emc 
Fifty-two page guide describes and 
specifies over 500 items from major 
manufacturers; reference section lists 
handbooks on emi/emc technology. 
Tucker Electronics Co, Garland , Tex. 
Circle 441 

Solid state relays 
Miniature units rated at 25 A, 120/ 240 
Vac are subject of six-page brochure 
that gives engineering specs, dimensional 
and wiring diagrams, and current/surge 
graphs. Grayhill, Inc, La Grange, Ill . 
Circle 442 

Storage management 
A 486-page handbook presents a line of 
controllers and support devices for Win
chester and floppy disks, as well as Win
chester board and main memory products; 
items feature proprietary VLSI and are 
compatible with SASI, Multibus, general 
purpose, and custom interfaces. Western 
Digital Corp, Irvine, Calif. Circle 443 

Local area networks 
Thirteen-page booklet explains access 
methods and environmental factors in
volved in selecting a LAN, discussing 
10-Mbit/ s UniLAN in detail; baseband, 
broadband coaxial, and fiber optic cable 
are covered. Applitek Corp, Wakefield, 
Mass. Circle 444 

Technical overview of za 
Twenty-three page booklet on single-chip 
microcomputer family describes entire 
line of circuits and support products, in
cluding development module and Z-Scan 
8 in-circuit emulator. Zilog, Inc, Camp
bell, Calif. Circle 445 

Microcircuit packaging 
Illustrated short-form catalog explains 
design, production, packaging, and ap
plications for DIPS, solid sidewalls , T0-5 
and T0-8 headers, all-metal flats, and 
power hybrids. Airpax Corp, Cam
bridge, Md. Circle 446 

Slide-on coaxial connectors 
Sixteen-page brochure outlines design 
features, sizes, electrical properties, and 
performance of miniature to submini
ature connectors. Sealectro Corp , RF 
Components Div, Mamaroneck, NY . 
Circle 447 

Variable·frequency ac 
Folder profiles family of Class o ac 
power sources; performance specs for 
standard 12- to 72-kVA models in single
and triple-phase versions are included. 
Helionetics, Inc, Irvine, Calif. 
Circle 448 





HOW TO ORDER: 
15-DA Y FREE EXAMINATION 

(U.S. AND CANADA ONLY) 
Simply circle the appropriate num· 
ber(s) on the Reader Inquiry Card at 
the back of this magazine. 
Your book will be sent to you for your 
15-day free trial. If you are satisfied, 
keep the book and an invoice will 
follow. Otherwise return the book by 
the end of the 15-day period, and owe 
nothing. 

REAL-TIME COMPUTING 
With Applications to Process 
Data Acquisition and Control 
by Duncan A. Mellichamp 

Become expert at controlling and monitoring a 
wide variety of EDP processes. Real-Time 
Computing shows you how to design the best 
system for specific applications, effectively 
manage each system, and use sampled-data 
mathematics to design and analyze computer· 
controlled processes. It explains the use of 
multitask programming, multiple computer 
systems, and hierarchical configurations. 
$39 .50 Circle 455 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 
A Pragmatic Approach 
by Harry Katzan 

Computer pro Harry Katzan provides here 
authoritative coverage of the construction, 
functions, and terminology of operating 
systems. He fully explains such areas as 
dynamic loading and address translation, use 
of public and private storage, and virtual 
memory, data sets, and access methods. "A 
valuable addition to any computing library." 
374 pp, 6 x 9, $10.95, February Circle 456 
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ABSTRACTION MECHANISMS 
AND LANGUAGE DESIGN 
by Paul N. Bilfinger 

The research reported in this book advances 
the art of designing programming languages. 
It sets forth some design principles for abstrac
tion mechanisms and demonstrates their 
power by showing how they led to improve· 
ments in the design of Ada, a new language 
devised for the Department of Defense and 
one that will be wisely used in DOD-related 
projects. 
173 pages, 30 illus., $27.50 Circle 457 

FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
by William R. Mallgren 

Formal specifications of practical software 
systems have become widespread-except in 
the area of computer graphics systems. 
Because of the variety of special constructs 
that are needed in graphics programming, 
these systems h~ve been invariably described 
by informal means. Some of the difficulties 
have been overcome in this book, which docu· 
men ts for the first time a complete method for 
specifying all parts of interactive graphics pro· 
gramming languages. 
269 pages, 16 illus., S35.00 Circle 458 

ALGORITHMS FOR GRAPHICS 
AND IMAGE PROCESSING 
by Theo Pavlidis 

Technological developments over the past ten 
years have made computer graphics and image 
processing by computer popular. Contained in 
this book is an indepth treatment of pictorial 
information processing by computer, in· 
eluding computer graphics, computer image, 
processing and pictorial pattern recognition. 
An ideal reference source for students, indus· 
trial employees and advanced hobbyist. 
Computer Science Press, 1982, 416 pages, ISBN 
0-91489465-X, $26.95 Circle 459 



Introducing 
the Freedom 200. 
No other VDT gives you 
more, for less. 

For only $745, the Freedom 200 
gives you more user-relevant 
functions and optimized ergonomic 
features than any other standard VDT. 

You get 106 keys, clustered for 
maximum user efficiency. 

Plus 10 user-programmable 
non-volatile function keys (256 bytes 
worth) for a host of applications. 

Plus 11 cursor control keys, 
including tab by word for easy 
editing. 

Plus flexible non-volatile set-up 
modes, full page or status line, to 
easily configure your terminal exactly 
the way you want it. 

Plus user-definable smooth 
scrolling regions, with selectable 
scroll rates. 

Plus split-screen capability. 
Plus 128 ASCII characters, with 

86 extended graphic characters for 
forms creation. 

Plus non-embedded attributes 
(visual and data entry) . 

Plus double-high/double-wide 
characters. 

Plus programmable answerback 
message for enhanced security. 

Plus programmable time out, to 
prolong the life of your screen. 

Plus easy serviceability, and 
space for add-on boards. 

Plus two-page standard memory 
in emulation modes and one-page 
memory in native mode, with 
additional memory optional. 

Plus 8 foreign character sets. 
Plus Tele Video 950 and Lear 

Siegler ADM 31 emulation. 
Plus more. 
To find out more, contact your 

local Liberty dealer or distributor. 
Or call Liberty direct. 
( 415) 543-7000. 
No other VDT gives you more, 

for less. 

[!LIBERTY 
© Libl.!rty Elccrronics 1984. 
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0 u A L 

T '84 
Disc, we have s ent the last two and a half years 

develo ing sophisticated flexible disc coat ng formulations, 
process s and quality me hods. We have t med our devel
opment to coincide wit the growing mat rity of the flexibl 
disc ind stry. 

Volume users of flexible 

Put Bro n Disc's advanc d technology to 
us a call at 1-800-654-48 1 ... we' ll be hap 
with yo . 1984 is our ye r. Make it yours, 

I T y 



The 1.E.E.E. 796 Version of the 
well known Promblaster™. This 
board programs IK x 8 to 32 x 8 
eproms: 2508, 2716, 2732, 
2732A, 2763, 2764, 2764A, 
27128, 27256 

• Function as an 1/0 device 
• Uses fast programming 

algorithm on 2764's and up 

Software: Written in C, and 
menu-driven. Contact: 

~ Ackerman D1g1tal Systems 
216 West Stone Ct .. Villa Park. IL 60181 

(312) 530-8992 

CIRCLE 478 

6800 Family 
Cross-Software 

.~ 

THE SINGLE BOARD 
ARRAY PROCESSOR 
FAST -up to 8 million operations per sec. 
VERSATILE-fixed or floating point math, 
real or complex numbers, Std. Routines or 
develop your own. ACCESSIBLE-memory 
mapped, looks like RAM to host. INEXPEN
SIVE-$4,250.00. AVAILABLE BUSES
Multibus*, IBM PC-others in work. CON
TACT: MARINCO, INC, 3878 Ruffin Rd, 
San Diego, CA 92123. Tel : (619) 268-
4814, TLX: 69-7901 
MARINCO COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
•Trademark of Intel 

CIRCLE 476 

Personal computer users: 

FOR FREE 
ACCESS TO A 
BETTER JOB 
CALL CLEO. 
(213) 618-8800 (408) 294-2000 
(415) 482-1550 (714) 476-8800 
(619) 224-8800 
St.i nd,uci . ..\ SC I I cociP 
Accl'""' cl'.'-~istl1 n ct• : 
(2 1 I ) b 18-1C,2S 

CLEm 
Computer Listings of E"°90yment Opportunnies 

CP/MCROSS 
SOFTWARE 

for the NS16000 
INCLUDES: 

* Cross Assembler * 
* Cross Linker * 

* Debugge1· * 
* Librarian * 

• Pascal Cross Compile r * 
Prices start at 

$500 for Assembler only. 

SOLUTIONWARE 
CORPORATION 

1283 Mt. View-Alviso Rd. 
Suit.a B 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
408/745-7818 

CIRCLE 482 

Serial • 111111111 t Parallel 

Convert What You Have 
To What You Want I 

• RS232 Serial • Centronlcs Parallel 
• 8 Baud Rates * Handshake Slgnals 
·latched Outputs ·Compact 3Y. x 4% x 1" 

Bufl•r Producta 
Coming Soonl 

1501-BPirwlStrMt 
Pos10ffice8o•2233 

CALL (Sos)48;.';;;;;5"'; 487·1666 z 
For FAST Delivery CIRCLE 4 77 

• SOLID STATE POWER FET 
AC/DC RELAY 
Teledyne's C46/C47 series are pin com
patible replacements for DIP reed relays 
where low EMI switching, high reliability 
and long life are required. Switches AC or 
DC up to 400V. On-resistance as low as 7 
ohms. Control voltage ·range is 3 .8 to 
32VDC. Optical coupling provides 
1 500VDC isolation . Features no offset 
voltage, low off-state leakage, and high 
switching speed. $5.80 ea for 5000 pcs . 
TELEDYNE RELAYS, 12525 Daphne Ave, 
Hawthorne, CA 90250. Tel: (213) 
777-0077. 

CIRCLE 480 

I0-5026 
Now VME systems can be designed with all 
the mechanical ruggedness and simplicity 
of other bus structures. yet with the full per
formance only possible with VME. The VME 
805 is one of the family of card cages with 
5 slots. Other units offer 7, 9 , 1 2 , 16, or 
20 slots all with full compliance VME back
planes . It ' s particularly easy to configure 
systems with both double size and single 
size boards with Electronic Solutions pro
prietary center adapters . Each adapter 
converts a double size slot into two single 
size slots, and they can be installed, relo
cated or removed in seconds. For Technical 
or Application Assistance call : 800-
854-7086. In California 800-772-7086 . 

CIRCLE 483 
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The RAM Board 
That Remembers. 

NVRAM- 256 Expansion Module 
• Stores 256 bytes of information 
• No batteries required. Runs from 5 volts 
• Combines static RAM with .. shadow" E2 PROM 
• Fast operation: read/write to RAM (300 nsec); 

Recall ( 1.2 usec); bulk store (10 msec) 
• Direct, auto-increment/decrement address 

register functions 
• Reliable, long life 
• Quantity 1 Price $240, available from stock to 

30days 

~ General Digital Corporation 
700 Burnside Avenue, E. Hartford, CT 06108 

(203) 528-9041 

Expansion modules for all requirements 
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CY232 NElWORK CONTROLLER 
AND PARALLEL-SERIAL I NTERFACE 

· ¥, ill n nlnc·1·1 ;111y RS2:i:.! C RT ornunputf'r 
to any 8-hii p;ll'all1·l TIL 1/ 0 po n 

ff m~l\.MUt 

·\.\(lt ·I"'"'"''''' 
.. t"l"'"'i""''"' 
'"·'''"""''1),.,,1,,1 .. , 
S ;u ,.,, . s~; I•-• 
l'1••t••l•l"''l("'"'''t .. , ... 1 .• 1.1. 

and " ·orks wi1h mlt' pun or 
up lo 25.') para llt' I pnn s 

i11 .,1·n· ral llt'lwo rk 
n 111liKura1icn1!>. 

~Cybernet icMicroSystems · 

~ ~: ;, ~~:~. ,~.~~·.· 'i','.;,'.~· ·;~·;·. ·; ·i·.'. ;;,:: · ~·.1. i ... ,,,,.,,, 
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COMPUTER DESIGN 
SUPER DECKS 

• Now 90,000 circultation - 7 5,000 
qualified Computer Design U . S . 
subscribers, plus 15,000 pass-along 
engineer inquirers 

• Six mailings in '84 - January, March, 
May, July, September and November 

• Less than a penny per card for 6 time 
users . 

• Rates start at $119 5 .00 and go down 
with frequency. 

• Closing 21st of previous month of 
mailing. 

Contact Shirley Lessard, Computer 
Design, 11 9 Russell St, Littleton , MA 
01460. Tel : Toll Free (800)225-0556. 

CIRCLE 490 
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~ ~tt® PROGRAMMING 
~ll" WORKSTATION 
MC68000 based computer system supports 
development of Ada® programs. Providing 
the highest performance native code 
compiler commercially available , LabTek 
util izes Telesoft -Ada which is expected 
to validate 1084 . Pr ice including 768K 
RAM, 15MB Disk and Telesoft-Ada $14,990. 

Labtek Corporation 
111 Saugatuck Ave, Westport, CT 06880 

(203) 227-5334 
Adag Registered trademark US Govt AJPO 
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CBC BOC/24 
CMOS BOARD COMPUTER 
All-CMOS MULTIBUS * compatible using 
NSC 800 CPU . OP-Code compatible with 
Z80 * *, 8085 and 8080. 4 , 28-pin RAM/ 
ROM sockets backed-up with lithium battery 
for non-volatility. Expandable to 8 sockets. 
2 iSBX *-compatible connectors . 48 
parallel 1/0, 1 serial port, 12 interrupts . 
150ma @ 5V. $950 single piece w /8K 
RAM . Contact Bill Long , DIVERSIFIED 
TECHNOLOGY, P.O. Box 748, Ridgeland, 
MS 39157 . (601) 856-4121. 
* TM Intel. **TM Zilog . 

CMOS Board Computer CIRCLE 488 

MULTI-PORT SERIAL CARO FOR 
S-100 (IEEE-696) SYSTEMS 
Designers who need an IEEE-696 serial 
interface card have a choice of either 2 or 4 
ports with the Multi-Port Serial Card . Each 
port can operate as either a " data set" or as 
a "data terminal." Independent baud rate 
generators for each port (50-19.2k baud) 
and an 8-level vectored interrupt controller 
are provided. 36 " cables are included . 
Single Oty: $280.00 (4-port), $210.00 
(2-port). SEATTLE COMPUTER PROD
UCTS, INC, 1114 Industry Dr, Seattle , WA 
98033. Tel : 1-800-426-8936. 
Dealer and OEM inquiries are invited . 
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Two Channel Interface 
at Single 
Chanri.el 
Prices 

® 

SERIAL-28 Expansion Module 
For low cost serial communication with 
system peripherals 
• Two independent RS-232C compatible 

ports 
• Based on popular 8251 A USART s 
• Uses baud generation circuitry of host 

single board computer 
•Quantity 1 price ~160, available from 

stock to 30 days 

~ General Digital Corporation 
700 Burnside Avenue, E. Hartford, CT 06108 

(203) 528-9041 
Expansion modules for all requirements 
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ZBOOO™ MULTIBUS™ SBC 
Z8001 or Z8002 16-bit CPU (6 MHz); 32K 
or 128K DRAM (upgradable to 512K) ; up to 
48K static RAM or EEPROM; up to 1 28K 
EPROM; 2 RS-232 ports (Z8030 SCC) ; 40 
parallel 1/0 lines and six 16-bit counter
timers (Z8036 Cl_Os); vectored inteuupts; 
two 8-bit DIP switches . EPROM resident 
Debug Monitor, MICRO CONCURRENT 
PASCAL, C, FORTH, VRTX. Develop Z8000 
software on your IBM PC, PDP-11, Intel 
MOS, Olivetti M20 or any 8080/Z80 CP/M 
system. Z8000™ Zilog , Multibus™ Intel 
Corp . SINGLE BOARD SOLUTIONS, 7669 
Rainbow Drive , Cupertino , CA 95014 . 
(408) 253-0181 
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FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
FOR S· 100 (IEEE-696) 
SYSTEMS 
Disk Master™ by Seattle Computer con
trols as many as four 8" and four 5 . 2 5" flop
py disk drives simultaneously , in any com
bination. It can be configured for virtually any 
floppy disk drive on the market . The Disk 
Master based on the 1793 disk controller 
chip . It is fully IEEE-696 compatible and can 
be used with CPU's operating to 10 MHz . 
Single quantity : $ 325.00. Dealer and OEM 
inquiries are invited. SEATTLE COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS, INC , 1114 Industry Drive , 
Seattle , WA 98033 . Tel: (800) 426-8936. 
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for your MICRO/PDP-11. 

You already know about 
ILS~ the world standard in signal 
processing software. Currently per
forming in hundreds of VAX and 
PDP-11 ™ sites, ILS has met the rig
orous standards for inclusion in 
DEC's™ exclusive EAS library. 
Applications include speech, noise 
and vibration, seismology, acous
tics, biology, sonar, radar, medicine 
and simulation. 

What you may not know 
is that lightning has struck. ILS is 
now infinitely more flexible and ver
satile. Just look how it can work 
wonders for you: 

Workstation ILS- save 
up to 60%. Now there's VAX
quality signal processing software 
for use on the DEC MICRO/ PDP-11. 
Convenient and versatile, these 
programs are ready to run - and 

A smaJJ miracle. 
priced to save up to 60% over tra
ditional ILS. 

ILS-SKY -megaflops at 
micro prices. Supercharge your 
signal processing with new ILS
SKY, which integrates software 
calls to the SKYMNK array proces
sor from SKY Computers, Inc. ILS
SKY gives you lightning-fast signal 
processing at the lowest price in 
the industry. Get instant high per
formance from your array proces
sor without programming! 

Even more ILS choices . 
If you don't need the whole ILS 
package, you don't have to buy it. 
Now you can get either ILS/ DSP 
or ILS/ SPEECH separately, to 
save you money and increase 
productivity. 

If you still don't believe in 
miracles, we'll even tell you how to 

buy the SKYMNK processor and 
ILS-SKY software in binary form at 
a special package price. We'll also 
send a brochure and price list on 
the complete range of ILS products. 
If you'd like to see ILS in action, 
we'll set up an on-line demonstra
tion with your compatible graphics 
terminal and modem. Or ask about 
our ILS videotape presentation. 
Once you see this miracle, you'll 
believe it. 

&nii 
Signal Tczchnology, Inc. 
5951 Encina Road 
Goleta, CA 93117 
C all toll-free (800) 235-5787 
In California, (805) 683-3771 
TWX 910-334-3471 

Germany • TCAE GmbH; Tel 8 139/6067. Telex 527523 I Sweden· 3K Tre Konsulter AB. Tel 0764/30175. Telex 15559 I Switzerland· Computer-Graphics AG, TeL l/932 34 82, Telex 875447 
Japan• R1ke1 Corp, Tel 3-345·141 I, Telex. 123772 I U.K. • Log1ca Ltd , Tel 09326/7355. Telex 267413 • VAX, PDP-I I, and DEC are trademarks ol Digital Equipment Corporahon 
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___ B_igh Performance 
Multibus· Modularity 

• STANDARD MULTIBUS INTERFACE 
- Multimaster 
- Single cardslot height (even with plug-in 

mod oles) 
• UNIQUE MetaPaket™ ARCHITECTURE 

- High speed hardware/firmware technique 
allows message transfer between intelligent 
devices 

• SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

© Metacomp, Inc. 1983 

- Field interchangeable 
- Modules for Serial 1/0, Disk, Parallel 1/0, LAN 
- Serviced by OMA channels 
- Can be conf igured as iSBX* module sites 

METACOMP, INC. 
9466 Black Mountain Rd.· San Diego, CA 92126 
(619)578-9840 

"MULTIBUS, iRM X·86, iSBX are trademarks INTEL CORP. 
MetaPaket is trademark METACOM P, INC., Patent pend ing 
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Low Cost Subminiature 
Ball Slides 
LOW FRICTION, LOW INERTIA, 
PRECISION BALL SLIDES-
preloaded to ellmlnate backlash and side play In head 
carriages and other reciprocating mechanisms In 
disk drives, printers, plotters, and copiers. 

Hardened stainless steel balls roll on hardened way 
rods for long life without added lubrication. Anodized 
aluminum bodies ground top and bottom. Stackable for 
XY positioning. Custom and speclal designs available. 

Sizes start .23" high x .38" wide x .50" travel, 
capacity 1'h lb. Linear accuracy .0005 Inch/Inch. 
Repeatablllty .0002 Inch. 

COMPARE OUR PRICES
Popular sizes In stock. 
Call (203) 775-4041 for 
12 page catalog 
and price list, 
or see us in 
~-

~ Precision, Inc. 
934 Federal Road Roule 7 
Brookfield, CT 06804 
(203) 775-4041 
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QIJIPTRON 
COMPUTER 
FURNITURE 

for the electronic office 

QUIPTRON is a totally new line of 
ergonomically-designed modular computer • 
furniture. The new QUIPTRON line offers . 
perhaps the largest selection of sizes 
available. Included are work stations 
with electronic compartments 
featuring E.IA hole 
spacing, CRT terminal 
stands, universal printer 
stands, pedestal and 
angular work stations. 
All are available in 8standard 
colors and unlimited 
special colors. 

Static control systems 
to solve static discharge 
problems are offered for the 
entire product line. Included 
are conductive floor and table mats, grounding kits, and 
operator heel and wrist straps. 

Call or write us for a colorful new folder describing 
QUIPTRON MODULAR WORK STATIONS. 

EQVIPTO El.ECTRONICS CORPORATION 
449 Woodlawn Avenue Aurora, IL 60507 (312) 897-4691 
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Memory 
Protection 
was Never Easier. 
Now you can permanently solder MPD"s new coin or horizontal 
battery holder right on your PC board. Standard 3 volt lithium 
cells for reliable memory back-up systems clip right in .. . 
• Sturdy, high-temp UL94V-O Valox® material • Stainless steel 
nickel plated contacts• Easy insertion and removal of batteries 
• Efficient, economical • Custom battery holders available on 
request. 'Patent Pending 

,.. For all the details, call or write today. 

• ', Memory Protection Devices inc. 
'8 320 Broad Hollow Road, Farmingdale, NY 11735 • 516-454-0340 
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RS 232 TO 
CURRENT LOOP 
CONVERTER 
•DC TO 9600 BAUD 

• 20ma/60ma OPE~ATION 

•TELETYPE COMPATIBLE 

• FULL/HALF DUPLEX 

•MODEL 64-HOST POWERED-$80 
MODEL 65-SELF POWERED-$100 

• FULLY PROGRAMMABLE 

~emark 
Division of 
"iEtEB':l"iE 

Telebyte Technology, Inc. 
148 New York Avenue 
Halesite, NY 11743 
(516) 423-3232 
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ln1955, the 
artificial heart 
valve was just 

an idea. This year, 
it saved my life. 

For over 30 years, 
The American Heart 
Association has invested 
research money in ideas. 
Lifesaving ideas like the ar
tificial heart valve, car
diopulmonary rescusitation 
and drugs to control high 
blood pressure. Today, 
these ideas save lives. 

Despite this progress, 
one of every two American 
deaths is caused by dis
eases of the heart and 
blood vessels. 

If today's ideas are to 
grow into the lifesaving 
techniques of tomorrow, the 
American Heart Association 
needs your support now. 

American Heart 
Association, We're Fighting 
for Your Life. 

ftAmerican Heart 
y Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
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Multiwlre permits greater com
ponent densities with fewer signal 
levels. Using polyimide-insulated wire 
to form interconnections, Multiwire 
boards accommodate component 
densities of 2. 0 IC' s per in2 and 
greater. · 

Multlwire delivers better elec
trical performance. Our boards 
outperform multilayer in all 
applications requiring 
tight -tolerance 
on impedance 
controlled 
transmission 
lines. 

Multiwire 
shortens the design 
cyde by weeks. We 
can design your board 
from as little input as a schematic or 
net list, reducing your in-house 
design time. And when you make 
revisions, you'll get new boards back 
in days instead of weeks. 

Revising Multiwire designs 
costs thousands less. Instead of 
redrawing costly artmasters, we just 
key the change into our computer. 

Introducing our 
Advanced Manufac

turing Group. Multi
wire technology 

· provides the 
most advanced 

circuit boards. But 
sometimes even our 

leading edge designs are not 
enough for your requirements. 

That's why Multiwire has established 
the Advanced Manufacturing 
Group-a new facility with design 
and manufacturing specialists dedi
cated to solving the interconnection 
problems for your next generation of 
products. To learn more, just fill out 
and return the coupon . 

•• MULTIWIRE ® 

TTDIVISION 
KOLLMORGEN CORPORATION 

r:----------
MULTIWIRE 
10 Andrews Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801 

---- 0 Please send me your 8-page 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

brochure. 
O Please send information on 

using Multiwire in ECL 
design. 

0 Please send more informa
tion about the Advanced 
Manufacturing Group. 

O Please have a salesman call. 

State Zip 

M ULT!W!RE/NEW YORK-31 Sea Cliff Ave. , Glen Cove, NY 11542 (516) 448·1428; MULT!W!RE/WEST-3901 East La Palma Ave., Anaheim, California 92807 (714) 632-7770 
M ULT!WIRE/NEW ENGLAND-41 Simon St., Nashua, NH 03060 (603) 889-0083; MUt:f!WlRE/ADVANCED MANUFACTURING GROUP·lO Andrews Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801(516)938·2000 

®Multiwire is a U.S. registered trademark of the Kollmorgen Corporation. 
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DATACHECK 11 
THE ULTIMATE 

BREAKOUT BOX 
We call it the ultimate breakout box because of all the features we pack into 

this pocket-size unit. Count them. 23 major features ... all in an easy-to-use, 
reliable package. No wonder Datacheck II is the ultimate breakout box. 

EASY TO USE 

•Top to bottom functional panel 
layout. 

• 25 individually numbered break
out switches. 

•Four-state indication on all key 
signals (mark, space. clocking, 
undefined) . 

• LED's separated by signal 
source (DTE and DCE sides) . 

•Pocket-size, illustrated operators 
manual. 

• 24-page instructional application 
notes. 

RELIABLE 

• Power off/ reset button (con
serves battery life). 

• Molded ABS plastic case with 
metal hinge for durability. 

• Two 9 volt batteries . 
• Separate compartment for cable 

and jumpers. 
•Gold-plated recessed pins. 

NA 
FOR THE TESTING TIMES 

TELEPHONE(416)669-9918 

CIRCLE 160 

•Polycarbonate face (lettering 
can't wear off) . 

•Recessed LED's. 

ADDED FUNCTION 

•Detachable RS-232C ribbon 
cable (connection flexibility) . 

•Two-way and three-way jumper 
cables. 

• Independent mark and space 
source pins . 

• Dual tristate monitors for 
secondary signals. 

• Power ON/OFF switch for ex
tended interface reconfiguration . 

• Dual pulse trap circuits (isolate 
intermittent signals). 

•Optional Baud Rate Counter 
(measure transmission 
frequency) . 

• Optional Voice Frequency 
Monitor (listen to the condition of 
the phone line) . 

•Optional rechargeable batteries. 
•Optional metal case. 

A division ot Aelco 



CCJ * SALES OFFICES 
Home Office 
119 Russell St. 
Littleton, MA 01460 
(617) 486-9501 

Marketing Director 
Robert Billhimcr 

Ad Traffic Coordinator 
Debra Friberg 

Systems Showcase/ 
Postcard Deck 
Shirley Lessard 

LISI Rental 
Robert Dromgoole 

Classified/ Recruitment 
Shirley Lessard 

New England/Upstate New York 
Barbara Arnold 
119 Russell St. 
Littleton, MA 01460 
(617) 486-9501 

Mid-Atlantic/Southeast 
Richard V. Busch 
40 Stony Brook Lane 
Princeton, N.J. 08S40 
(609) 921-7763 
Eleanor Angone 
74 Brookline Ave. 
E. Atlantic Beach , NY 11561 
(516) 432-1955 

Midwest & Colorado 
Berry Conner 
88 West Schiller St. , Suite 2208 
Chicago, IL 60610 
(312) 266-0008 

Southwest 
Steve Lassiter 
1200 S. Post Oak Blvd. 
Houston, TX 77056 
(713) 621-9720 

Southern California 
Buckley/ Boris Associates 
Tom Boris 
John Sabo 
2082 SE Bristol, Suite 216 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
(714) 957-2552 

Northern California 
Buckley/ Boris Associates 
Tom Boris 
John Sly 
920 Yorkshire Drive 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
(415) 964-4232 

Northwest 
Buckley / Boris Associates 
Tom Boris 
2082 SE Bristol, Suite 216 
Santa Ana , CA 92707 
(714) 957-2552 

International 
International Sales Manager 
Eric Jeter 
1200 S. Post Oak Blvd . 
Houston, TX 77056 
(713) 621-9720 

U.K. and Scandinavia 
David Betham-Rogers 
David M. Levitt 
tel: 222-0744 
12 Caxton Street 
Westminster , London SWIH OQS 

France, Belgium and 
S. Switzerland 
Daniel R. Bernard-354-5535 
Prominter, 247 rue Saint Jacques 
75005 Paris 
telex: 250303 Public Paris 
(Pour Prominter no. 9102) 

Holland, Austria , W. Germany, 
Switzerland & Eastern Europe 
Heinz Gorgens-0 21 53/ 66 33 
Dr. Dieter Jaspers 
4054 Nettetal I 
West Germany, Krugerpfad I '(TM) 

If it 
Wasn't 

Important, 
We Wouldn't 

Ask You 
to Dolt 

Every year, Computer Design's 90,000 subscribers fill in the 
most detailed qualification form required by any magazine in 
the world . Why? Because this form tells us who you are, 
where you are, what your functions are, what your company 
does and what you do. It tells us the kinds of projects you are 
working on, the kind of products you deal with, and where 
they are used. It becomes the starting point in planning our 
editorial program. 

The information you provide helps us to select the kinds of 
features, special reports and surveys that will be of immediate, 
practical use to designers of computer based systems. 

The other side of the coin is the value advertisers place 
on circulation as a major criterion in media selection. As 
everyone knows, the more advertising pages we carry, the 
more editorial pages we can provide to you without cost. The 
bottom line is a better magazine that can speak your special 
kind of technical language, page after page, issue after issue. 

COMPUTER DESIBI 
PennWell Publlsbing Company, 

Advanced Technology Group 

COMPUTER DESIGN/February 1984 31 3 



C-Grid: the Molex .100" x .100" 
PCB interconnection system. 

Tin plated for----. 
improved solderability 

C-Grid is the most advanced high density interconnection 
system Molex has ever designed for board-to-board , 
wire-to-board and wire-to-wire applications. It features 
selective plating , for the highest performance at the lowest 
cost, and offers you a wide variety of companion products 
for convenient design flexibility and reliability. 

The C-Grid system achieves its high density capability 
by using .025" (0,64mm) square pins for the male 
connector parts , set in a .100" x .100" (2,54 x 2,54mm) 
matri x. The pins can either be placed directly in the board 
or used in volume with wafer bodies. 

To load loose pins into the PC board , Molex offers a 
patented single- or Multi -Pinsetter® capable of up to 
156,000 insertions per hour - the fastest on the market. 

Shrouded and unshrouded headers are available in 
straight and right-angle wafer bodies. 

First in Customer Service ... Worldwide 

Segmented 
wafer body separates 
into smaller units 

.025" 

IDT™ insulation displacement 
terminal accepts discrete wire 

or ribbon cable 

Standard extruded cover. 
Optional polarizing 
cover is available 

selectively 
gold plated-square 

~ire pins· 

Selective gold 
plating on contact 
area of dual beam 

contact terminal 

~UL94V-O 
material 

The #8676 dual-row, insulation displacement 
connectors are stackable, end-to-end, and feature I OT™ 
term inals with mass termination application tool ing 
available to help you achieve greater cost savings 
in your assembly operations. 

Molex closed-or open-end shunts make it easier and 
less expensive to retrofit board circuitry by avoid ing DIP 
switches. 

Molex also offers a female connector (7990-series) to be 
soldered to one board and mated with the .025" (0,64mm) 
pins on another. Its features include low mating fo rce , ease 
of insertion and improved solderability. 

For more information on our C-Grid interconnect ion 
system, contact the Molex office nearest you . 

Corporate Headquarters: 2222 Wellington Court, Lisle, Illinois 60532 Phone: (312) 969-4550 Telex: 27-0072/25-4069 
European Headquarters: Molex House, Church Lane East, Aldershot, Hants, England GU11 3ST Phone: (0252) 318221 Telex: 851858988 
Far Eastern Headquarters: 5-4, 1-Chome Fukami-Higashi, Yamato-Shi, Kanagawa Pref., Japan Phone: (462) 614500 Telex: 781-03872486 
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Network Designers
Introducing the simplicity 
of a Remote Procedure Call 
... ACCESXNS. 

ACCES XNS is ACC's networking protocol package ready for use on 
popular minicomputers and work stations. It links applications and system 
level programs to data files and processing services in your distributed 
computer environment ... through simple Remote Procedure Calls. 

The ACCES XNS Protocol Package adheres to Xerox protocol standards: 
Courier, SPP, and /DP-making it compatible with other standard products, 
present and future. 

Whether you are responsible for designing a communication environ
ment around your company's product line, or interconnecting your 
company's computer resources, ACCES XNS meets your network design 
requirements . 

To learn more about ACCES XNS, Courier, and 
Remote Procedure Calls, phone ACC at (805) 963-9431 
and we'll gladly send you the ACCES XNS Brochure. 

~ Maks Advanced Computers Communicate. 


